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PREFACE

IC

BUT ENERGY TECHNOLOGY MODULES

The modules'were developed pi CORD for use in two-year postsecondary techn'ical institutions

to prepare technicians for employment and are useful in industry for-updating.employees in company-

sponsored trdining programs. The principles, techniques, and skills taught in the modules, based

on tasks that energy technicians perform, were obtained from a nationwide advisory committee of

employers of energy techniCians. EaCh module was written by a technician expert and approved by

'repre;entatives from industry.

A module contains the following elements:

Introduction, which-identifies the topic and often includes a rationale for studying the material.

Prerequisites, which identify the material a student should be familiar with before studying the

module.

Objectivesi which clearly ident1fy,what the student is expected to know for satisfactory module
.

completion. The objectives, stated in terms of action-oriented behaviors, include such action

words as operate, measure, calculate, identify, and define, rather than words with many,interpre-

tationssuch as know, understand, learn,and appreciate'. p

Subject Matter, which presents the background thetry and techniques suppor to the objectives

of the module. Subject matter is written with the technical student in mind.

Exercises, which provide practical problems to which the student can apply this new knowledge.
2

Laboratory Materials, which identify the equipment required-to complete the laboratory procedure.
,/-

Laboratory Procedures, which is the.experiment section, or "handi-on" portion, of the module

(including step-by-step Instruction)`designed to reinforce student learning.

Data Tables, which are included in most modules for the first year (or basic) courses to help

the student learn 'how to collect and organize -data.

I

References, which are included as suggestions for supplementary reading/viewing for the student.

Test, which measures the student's achievement of prestated objectives'.

t
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INTRODUCTION

This module introduces the energy audit within,the cdn-

text of total energy management. "Total Enel-gy.Management"

begins with an overview of fundamental energy use systems,,

the basics of heat loss and-gain, major energy use systemst

0 and the energy use characteristics of specific building

types. There is, also.a discussion of utility company bill-

ing procedures and of the components of the utility energy

bill.

PREREQUISITES

Th6 student should be f-Imili4r with energy conservation

,principles.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be °.

able to:

1. Describe the interrelationships between the fundamental

-building systems energized, non-energized, and.human.

2. Define and descrbe a' building's major energy use system..

3. Explain utility-company energy bills and ,biIling proce-

dures.

4. Cohvert raw energy consumption data int

zation Index:

an Energy Utili-
1,

EA-01/Page 1
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SUBJECT MATTER

TOTAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT AND THE ENERGY AUDIT

Energy auditing has much in common with other types of

auditing. The auditor is a'specialist who understands all

parts of a particular system: corporate finances, automobile

drive trains, microcomputer assembly lines, and so forth.

The auditor also understands how the parts work toge ther and

how tbey affect each other. For example, an accountant;

through analysis of the complicated records of a company's

revenue., expenses, and other financial matters, can assemble

a clear picture of the company's fiscal situation. On the

basis of this information, the financial auditor can recom-

mend ways for the company to"operate more profitably more

'In, he same way, the energy auditor is a specialist in

energy use and cdnservation who analyzes the complicated ways

- which a building uses energy. Based on this analysis, the

auditor earl recommend clianges for fte of the building, and its

equipment that-will increase energy efficiency. These recom-

mendations, compiled in 'a total energy management plan, can

get the same amount of work done with Less energy and lower

energy cost..

THE ENERGY AUDIT --.J

Energy audits have been performed since humans began

using external energy sources. The survival of pre historic

cave dwellers must often have, depended on getting the maximum

amounteof warmth and fight from a scanty. supply of firewood..

EA-01/Page 3
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When modern city dwellers see the pile of wood for fireplaces,

shrinking, .4ey'face the same problem. Although most o to-
,

,

to-

day's energy consumers are not concerned with survival, ef-

.fective energy management usually means mote comfort and en-
.-

joyment.

Howevettheurgent need for trained ,energy auditots

especially qualified energy use and conservation technicians

stems from a single, critical fact: -inexpensive energy is a

/thing ofthe past. Each reduction in energy supply and each

increase in energy cost makes energy Conservation a more cru-

cial concern for everyone.

To conserve energy is to reduce the amount of fuel and

electricity required for a system (such as a building) to

serv,its intended purpose. Reductions in energy consumption

save money. As the price of energy continues to rise, im-
,

proVements ma.de how in energyefficiency (that is,the amount

ofvork perform'ett-per unit of energy) will produce increasing

savings. Theenergy.audit.is the first step toward managing-
.

energy with _mam4m efficiency.

The energy audit assumes many forms. Some are simple;,

some are complicated. The energy audit's,main features, how-

,
eyer, are always -the same: :it is an evaluation of how a.par:

ticular 'system,(sucll as b,uilding), including ag.l of the en-

ergy-usipg gystVMs, it contains, uses and/or wastes energy.

The qualified energy auditor should be thoroughly familiar

with: (1) energy use andconservation technOlogy; (2) audit-

ing procedures and.processes; (3) the economics of investing

in energy conservation; and (4) ways to explain this techni-.

cal informatiOn to building owners, managers, and 'operators

in a way that encourages them to take action. 4

N
Page 4./EA-01
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With this'infarmation and skill, the_energy auditor, can

recommend a total energy management plan for any particular

application. When put into action,.thisfplan saves the.budld-

ing owner/operator's money, and hellis the nation by conserw=

ing natural resdurces and redacing.dependence on imported,en-

ergy supplies. .

TYPES OF AUDITS

Typical energy audits may be:classified in one of three

categori6s: walk-through-,auditS, mini-audilts, and maxi-

audits.

Walk-Through Audits

,

The walk-through audit is the quickest and lea6t expen-.

sive to perform of all audits. By means of a visual inspec-

tion, the 'auditor performing a walk through, audit can.iden-

tify preliminary' energy- saving potential, determine mainte-

nance and operational energy-saving opportunities, and col-

lect:the information necessary to Oetermine if there ks-a_
r -

need for a more extensive audit.

NO.-Audits

.
Amini-audit involves tests and measurements that detail'

energy use and energylwaste. In addition, the mini-audit in-

cludes calcold0Ons of the economics of making recommended

energy-efficiency improvements. .

EA-01/Page,5
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Maxi -Audits

rt

r

To _the walk-through-and mini-'audits,'themaxi-audit

adds an analysis of the energy_ uschara'cteristics and energy
.

consumption of each 'Of-the building's -major energy..use sys-

tems, such as HVAC,-lighting, and industrial processes. It
. .

is based upon analysis of a model of the building ,a--o.ften a

computer simulation or',detailed architectural diawings. The

maxi2audit analyzes annual,-energy use, and takes into account

climatoldgical data.
. a

OTHER'BENEFITS OF ENERGY CONSERVATION

In addition to reducing energy consumption and expense,

there are.many other benefits that comefidfil'effective energy

auditing, conservation, and management. Additional benefits
,.,

are thefollowing:f-
J

Extension Of the useful life of existing equipment and
1

prevention of unnecessarily eaily r placement of equips.

ment.

Increase of the reserve-capacity of-existing central.

-,electriciity-generating plants and the ability to meet,

future demands withOui having to inspall' more generating

capacity.
./

Reduced likelihood.of shutdowns or curtailment of opera-

tions clue to -fuel or power shortages. -

-Reduction.in p6lluion, which resultsn-6 thel6mbus-
,

tion...of fossil fuels, and a consequent redircti6n in the

costof pollution control equipment.

Page 6/EA-01
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- Reduction of fuel waste without a reduction of health

and comfort standards or a .reduction- of a building'

serviceabilipy.

Reduction in peak electric loads and electric pdwer

demand charges and a reduCtion of the load on power

generating and distribution systems.

BASIC CONCEPTS OF.TOTAL ENERGY-MANAGEMENT

FUNDAMENTAL BUILDING SYSTEMS

Buildings have thee fundamental systems that affect

energy use: energized system's, non-'energized systems, and

human systerqs.

1

Energized Sys'tems

.
-Energized-systems are those syStms that consume energy

directlyiThXypicel,energized 'systems include systems used to

provide heating ventilation, cooling, humidification, de-

'huMlidification, lighting, hot -water 'heating, interior convey-

ance, waste' handling; and cooking, as well as equipment like

typewriters and computers.

NonTEnergiied Systems

Non-energized systems are those that do not consume en-
.

ergx directly, but do afect"the amount.of energy that an

c

1 0
4o .
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energized system must expend to get its job done.. Typical

non-energized .systems include walls, windows, ,floors, roofs,

.ceilings, doors, aftdrso foorth \asw0.1-"as-weather, ldndscap;
Nt.

ing, siting, and 'similar:. factors.

Human Systems

Human systems refer to people who have an impact on when

and in what quantity energy:is 'qApsumed. These people inclUde

staff and visitors.

SYSTEM, INTERACT ION

4 N'

If each-component of each system functiOns as efficiently

as possible, the absolute.minimum amount of energy is required

r157compiete ajob.: Although thissolUte minimum is, an ideal

that is seldom achieved, it nonetheless stands as the ultimate

goal of any energy.ma'ngement program.

The interactionof energy systems can be demonstrated

with a common example: the automobile. Three methods can

be used to reduce the energy consumption of a typical car.t,

End-.Use Restriotion

The first method is to driye the car less, an end-j4se

restriction: It is a Rmpletely acceptable approach, p o-

!irirtAd the care is not driven less than its needed.

Page 8 /EA-01
13



-Efficiency in Operation

The second method considers. the efficiency of driving
, .

habits, sdth as,dtiying' the car' at 50 mph, avoiding panic . , ;

stops, pressing the accelerator as if there were an egg be-
lr

'tweet' it .and 'the driver`s f bt; Ad-so On. This telates''pri-

marily to humansystems and habits, and .is 'similar to turning'',

out lights When they are ilit needed or closing exterior doors ..

and window's when air conditioning is on. _ k
I

1
\ ,

\-------le

Sys em Efficiency

The third method ensures.-that all systems in the car

affecting energy consumption:operate as efficiently as pos-

sible. This requires consideration of end-use restrictions *

and usage habits covered in the first two methods, as well

as a close analysis of other factors-that affect energy con-,

sumption. The most obvious other factor is the engine. If

in tune, thetengine runs efficiently. But other systems also

are affected. Ra ial'tires generally give better gas mileage

tharpnon-radia Tires inflated tb the correct pressure

give better' mileage than underinflateditires. Tinted glass

reduces interior heat gain; which means the air conditioner
AA,

runs les's, consuming less energy. The exterior /finish of the

car, when waxed and smooth,'has less wind resistance than a

finish that is comparatively rough. Less windy. esistance

mea4 the engine has to work less, which means more energy ..r,0,-

efficiency --'more miles per gallon of fuel.
.

,'Obviously, the third method is most desirable. It ex-

amines all ways in which.enegy consumption is affected and

14
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reveals numerous options some more,effeetive than others
.0

that
,

tan reduce energy consumption. This not only means the

potential for more energy savings, but also the ability to

choose options that are compatible with,available time and

budget. 'Llkewise, this is essentially the purpose foe which

the energy audit is intended:

Although a building is more complicated than a cat,

basic principles remain .the same. Maximumener y savings are

achieved by considering all options, the way op ions affect
.

'each other, potential savings versus -cost, ,and,-many other

factors. However, it:should 8 stressed that,maximmi benefit
,.

'tomes from maximum'efficiency. Driving an untuned car less
A

does not make the car more efficient. However, if the car is

driven less, driven carefully, and kept in tune, the yeast
1

amount of energy is consumed every time the car is-used,
I

BUILDING SYSTEM INTERACTION

With these t ee conservation methods in mind, consider

how a building's'he ing and cooling system is affected by
, .

other elements ofthe ee energy -Systems.

Heating and cooling Sy ems are affected primarily by

the factors of heat,loss,and heat gain. 'These factors'and a

few of the many steps that can be taken to reduce their im-
.

1
p ct are as follows:

Step 1. Ihfiltratibn.

Me term "infiltration" refers to the passage
of outside air into a building through aper-
tidi.e such cracks around -windows and door .

jambs, doors,and windows left open, and out-
side air-dampers that do not close tightly,
.to 'name a few.- In winter, infiltration

A

Page 10/EA-01
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causes heat loss. _Outside_ air that enters
the building must be heated to meet desired
conditions. During\summer, infiltration
)causes heat gain. The.warm air that enters
the building must be cooled to meet desired
conditions. In many cases, additional energy
must be expended to humidify, dehumidify, or
filter outside air. (47-

Energized, non-energized, and human systems
,all affect infiltration,. If a building's.
air-handling system ma4ntains a positive
air,pressure in the building that is, if
interior. air pressure slightly exceeds ex-
terior pressure then infiltratiOn is
largely eliminated. Non-energized systems
also are involved beCause the condition of
'the buildiAg's exterior envelope, doors, and
windows determines the number, size, and lo--
cation.of infiltratioh sccess points. Hu-
man systems are involved because people are
resaonsible for leaving windows and doors
open, as well as. for observing, reporting,
and correcting deficiencies that cause ex-
cessive infiltration

Step 2. 'Transmission.

The term ."heat transmission" refers to the

I's

amou t of heat transmitted into or out-of
a bu ding through the various components
of the building envelope primarily exte-
rior walls', windows, doors, skylights, roof,
and floor. The amount of heat loss or gain
caused'by transmission depends on the dif-
ference betwten indoor and outdoor tempera-
tures and the basic principle-of heat flow:
heat is always transmittel from an area of
higher,temperature to an area oflower tem=
perature. Accordingly, during winter, heat
flows from :the interior to the exterior,
through the building envelope. During sum-
mer, the process reverses and heat is trans-
mitted from outside to inside.

16

a..
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-The rate of transmission depends on the
.materials used to construct the building
envelope and their resistance to heat
flow. This rate can be affected by, among
other things, a4ditioual insulation or storm

especi ly on parts of the building
exposed to the mo t severe c nditions.

Step 3. Ventilation.

"Ventilation" is the term use to describe
the function of they mechanics system that
draws in fresh outside air. entilation
,affects heating and coolings stems in the
same way that infiltration does, but much 0

moresignificantly. The rate of ventila-
tion is referred to in terms of cubic-feet

, per minute, or cfm.' The greater the cfm,
the more heating or cooling required to
offset he.at loss or heat gain caused by un-
conditioned air brought into the building.
In many instances, the single most effective-
energy conservation,measure and one achieved
with virtually'no expense invopp:s reduction
of the ventifation rate,

Step 4. Lighting.

Lighting Contributes to a building's heat
gain in direct proportion,to the wattage
of lamps involved. Heat gain is genetally

A beneficial in winter months because it pro-
vides heat -that otherwis would have tp be
provided by mechanical he ting systems.
In summermonths,',of cour e, the mechanical
cooling system mist work arderto compen-
sate for heat gain from light t so rces.
There are many techniques avail le to mod-
ify the heating characteristics of lighting
systems, while keeping them consistent with
the need fot proper illumination. Several
of the techniques involve human Systems
the efficiency of how people use, or do not
use; lighting.

Page 12/EA-01
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'Step 5. Solar heat.

, Solar heat, like the heat of light, contrib-
utes to heat gain throughout the year. The
specific effect of solar heat depends on the
geographical area involved,, the intensity
and direction of the rays, the materials
that comprise the building envelope, the
color and texture of wails, the extent and
type of solar controls, and other factors.

1.- Many non-energized'systems, such as blinds
and drapes can be used to minimize the ef-
fect of solar heat\gain. In many cases, the
effectiveness of hdman systems (e.g., closing
the drapes at the correct time) will deter-
mine how well the on-energized systems works.

Step 6 Equipment.

t Virtually all,energized device; including;
busivss..tglachines, coffee makers, printing

, presses., television sets, and so forth, con-
tribute to heat gain. In some cases, this
heat; or 'portions of .it, can be recovered
from one part of a building where heat'is
not needed'and be ducted to another part of
a buqding'that requires heat.

Step '7. Occupants.

Peeiple,Contribute to heat gain whenever the
room temperaturetfips belqw their body tem-
perature. People aiLso affect the moisture
content of air through perspiration and'ex-
halation. The way, in which different types
of spaces are used determines the extent of
.he&t,t;gain'from occtIpants,,

In almost-a171 oases, nndes,irable heat loss
't and heat gain-can be reduced, often signif-
e:dcantly,k ModificatOn,to fundamental systems .

cen\redIrce the road placed on heating and cool-
ing equipmedi-and thereby reduce the energy
required for the equipment's operation.

Any modification must consider -the human element. Btlit

individual comfortneed not be severely affected while sub-

stantial savings are attained.

EA'-01 /Page 13
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.ENERGY USE CHARACTERISTICS

It is not, an indictment of operations and maintenance

personnel tosta e that almost all buildings publicly and r)

privately-oimed are enormous energy wasters. Savings of

at least 15% should be easily realized with little or no cap-

ital cost. Other improvements will usually provide another

15-20% or more, depending on many factors but at greater

cost. Improvements that are costly are usually selected on

the basis of how quickly energy savings pay for the improve

ments.
.

Residential, commercial, and industrial buildings are

designed for specific purposes. Schools, hospitals, local

government, and public care buildings serve a variety of pur-

poses. Bui'ldings can inclUde the following types:

general office buildings special treatment centers

warehouses 4 , primary and secondary

`ails /police facilities schools

fire stations colleges and universities

motor pools . .nursing homes

utility buildings' . otherS
.,,

.,
-.

All'building types have different primary purposes and

construction. Generally, however, ea ?h has energy-using

*characteristics that can be categorizQ;J into four major sys-

tems: HVAC, lighting, building envelopes and ancillary sys-

tems-. A fifth sys tem, process energy, is limited to indus-

trial applications. Later sections describe some important

aspects of-these systems, and these descriptions are helpful,,

in understanding the recommendations contained throughout `he

energy audits course mato eial. The relative use of'energy by,

systems varies according to the type of building and intended
,

1
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building uses. For example, consider the following building

types and uses in relation to energy use:

SCHOOLS

In 1977, the nation's educational institutions consumed

1.1 quadrillion Btus, or approximately 1.5% of the toll U.S.

consumption of energy of all forms. As energy costs continu

to erode educational budgets, the importance 'of a comprehen-

sive energy management program for educb.tion4,1 institutions

becomes obvious.

As can be seen from Figure 1, energy is utilized in a'

number of ways. Although these percentages;pvill vary, the
.

heating,, ventilating, and air conditioning sy?Vms (HVAC)

usually represent the greatest single usage. Lighting and

energy consumption represent 'the second

major category.

SPECIAL -10%
LABORATORIES

KILNS

NVAC-66%

HOT WATER - 3%

FOOD SERVICES -7%

GENERAL ELECTRICAL -15%

L

Figure 1. 'Major Energy Uses' in a Typical
U.S.--EducationaL Institution.

V 20
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HOSPITALS

Nearly 90% of all U.S, hospitals were designed and con-

structed before 1974, wheri the importance of'effective energy

(management was beginning to surfacie.

. As is shown in Figure 2, ironmental control (heating,

ventilating, and air conditioning) requires the.greatest

share of all energy used in a typica,;shospital;. lighting and

wall receptacles often represent the second highest end-use.

STERIUZATIPN / INCINERATION -2%

HVAC - 60%

MEDICAL EOUIPMENT -4%

FOOD SERVICES -7%

4.

LAUNDRY - 12%

UGHTING.
MISC. ELECTRICAL -15%

O

-

Figure 2. Major Energy USes in a Typical U.S. Hospital..

PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Although Consumption percentage's Vary with building func-

tion,and-looation (climate), Figure illusstraies major, energy
,

Uses of a typical office building. Again; space conditioning

represents the area of highest consumption.
,

Page 16/EA-01



UGHTING - 11%

HVAC - 78%

,
S.

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS: 13%.
ELEVATORS

EXTERIOR / SECURITY
LIGHTING"

HOT WATER
.4.11SC. ELECTRICAL

O

I

Figure 3. Major Energy Uses in a Typical U.S.
Office ,building. '

(Energy uses.forsother types of local government .build-

ings, such as warehouses, jails,.;land soforth, are not avail.;,.

able.)

i t
LONG-TERWPUBLIC,CARE FACILITIES %

Public care facililties such7a.G pursing- homes, which haVe

not implemented comprehensive energy management program, usu-
.

ally exhibit energy consumption patterns thatare comparable-
-%

to those of other buildings of a similar type, size, use,
.

or location. It is not' unusual to dj,dCover total energy con.-

sumption in the range -of 300,000 to 360,000 Btus per gross 1

e t)

square fctot per year, pecially ;iri tlie cooler climate zones:

Figure 4 indicates ypical energy uses for,a nursing
o

home facility. Noticeitkat" space 'heating, cooling,

.

22
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STERILIZATION - 2%

HVAC-80%

MEDICAL EOUIPMENT- 4%

FOOD SERVICES-7%

GENERAL NCTRI C -18%

Figurect. Major Energy Uses in a Typical U.S.
Nursing Home.

.

ven n, and lighting contribute -to over three-fourths of

the,t sumption of the facility, -These areas, then, :

repres nt major energy conservation. opportunities.

COMMEACIAL BUILDINGS

1
Figure 5 shows the energy-us patterns of typical t b1e

service restaurants and, fast food restaurants. It is imp r-

tant to note that, while HVAC systems,coafiMe much)of the

. ergy used in restdarants, roughly the same amount of energy
.

is needed to prepare and store food., Thus, in, addition. to
,

1

conservation opportu7nities,in the HVAC and lightingsSystems

of ieStaurants, there is considerable potential ,for energy

,2,conservation an, the processes associated with, food prepara-

tion.

.Paget 18/EA,Q1
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'

Aft

. SANITATION -12% SANITATION -1%
FOOD

4--- OTHER -1% FOOD OTHER -4%
STORAGE STORAGE- 8%

2%
HVAC-32 %, \,

FOOD 'PREPARATION-46%

Table Redtaurants 4.

FOOD`
PREPARATION

27%

UGHTING
8% .

UGHT1NG -26%

,D. Fast Food Restaurants

' HVAC -36%

Figure 5. Major Energy Uses in Typical
U.S. Restaruants.

In retail stores, as is indicated in Figure 6, the

greatest potential for energy conservation is found in light-

ing systems. HVAC systems offer the'second most important

opportunity for energy-efficiency modifications in retail -

establishments, although the HVAC 'system typically uses only

about half as much energy as does the 'lighting system..

N

N.

r
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/

bo

k\ SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - ELEVATORS.
GENERAL POWER. PARKING.
SECURITY UGHT1NG. HOT WATER

° 10%,

Figure 6. Major Energy Uses in a Typical
U.S. Retail Store.
rN

RESIDENCES

C

C

,
Figure 7 shows energy end-use patterns of-apartment

buildings. In both apartments and single-family dwellings,

environmental control CHVAC) accounts for a majority of the

energy consumed. Thy/s, the major energy conservation, oppor-

tunities to be faund in residential strucltures are in im-

proving the,efficiency of HVAC equipmen reducing air in-

filtration and exfiltration, and reducing Undesirable heat
-gain ,and loss.

Page 20/EA-01
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SPECIAL FUNCTIONS LAUNDRY,
SWIMMING POOL. RESTAURANTS.
PARKING. ELEVATORS, SECURITY LIGHTS

10%

UGHTING `AND, WALL.
RECEPTACLES 15%

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTFIOL 70%

.1.gure 7. Major Energy Uses in a Typical
U.S. Apartment Building.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS . a

Specific energy-use patterns will vary drastically from

iseeindustrial application tolthe next. 'Figure 8,, therefore,

sho e viewed only as an example of how a die-Casting

plant

In general, however, the energy use,of many industries

does correspond,roughly:to the model of 30% for housekeeping

and 70% for processes (as is shown in the outer circle of,

Figure 8). Thus, the greatest energy conservation oppor,tu-
,

itles in industrial applications frequently wil. be found in

modifying pro esses lnd process equipment.

uses energy for'its particular processes:

26

O
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AIR
COMPRESSORS

MOLDING
/5%'

MACHINES -10%

OTHER
PROCESSES

. 5%

HOUSEKEEPING
ENERGY- 30%

SPACE HEATING - 24%

AIR' CONDITIONING -2%

LIGHTING -2%

DO ESTI,C HOT WATER -2%

QUIET POOL- 20%

PROCESS
ENERGY-70%4

/

MELTING HEARTH -30'4

t.
Tigure 87Major Energy Uses in a Typical

U.S. Die-Casting Plant.

UNDERSTANDING ENERGY BILLINGS

The first step in arty energy audit is to review all

utility bills for the st few years. This may or may not .

uncover some discrepancies, but it will picovide a better un-'

derstanding of energy billings and indicate where and how en-
0.

ergr is Consumed in the buildings.

Page .22/EA-01
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. BILL CHARGES

In most cases a bill will include charges for the follows

ing:

Energy

Most electric utilities use a declining sliding'block (-

approach for the energy charge:that is,"so much per kilowatt-

,hour (kWh) for the first 1000 kWh;sso`Muc,,h per kWh for the

econd 1000 kWh; and so on., In most cases, the more kWh con-

-....

umed, the lower the cost per kWh.

Customer-Related

Some utilities add what are calledtcustomer-related

costs. These comprise a special charge that reflects part of

the distribution inve5.totnt, part ofi..s.he operating and main-

tenaarcicost, the cost of accounting and collection,.and so on.

This is generally included in the utility company's base rate.
e ,

The demand charge is designed too make the customer pay

an appropriate share of the utlity's fixed, investment in the

production,transm ssion, and,distr ution equipment required

'-to meet the customer's maximum requirements. e charge is

based on the rateApf electricity consumpti6h. The more

C
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enecgy 'used at any given time, the larger the utility com-

pany's investment in generation, transmission, and distribu-

ition .systems has to be: For example, consider two users:

A and Br-36-th consuming an equal number of kWh each day, \
User A consumes electriC eneenergy 24,hours a day and user B

( consumes ic$hours a day. User B requires-the utility to

have generating and.distrj.bution capacity thrle times the,

capacity required to, serve user A durihi the 16 hours per

day that B is not operating. Therefore, user B is billed -4

for this extra investment.

A
The consumer's actual demand is computed as the, average'

amount of energy consumed in a predetermined time interval

usually 15, 30, or 60 minutes. Regardless of the interval,

the highest demand recorded during a mohth is considered the

actual demand for the month.

06

LOAD FACTOR

The effectiveness with which energy is used is rated in

terms of load factor:

.,

Load = Etergy Used(in kWh) 1

Highest Demand(in kW) Time

S

Page

. ,

24/EA-01

hvxs, usually).

Equation 1
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,Example A shows' the methodology for calculating load factor,.

Given:

Find:

Solution:

EXAWLE A: LOAD-FACTOR-CALCULATION.-

Electricity consumption in a ZO-day period

700,000 kWh

Peak demand 1500 kWh

fOici-factor.

700,000 kWh
7-20,1hr

64.8% load factor
15 kW

I

I

I

I

I

I

In essence, the- lower the established demand, the higher

the load factor; the higher the toad facto.r, the lower the

relative cost for electric service.

The techniques used most often to improve load factor

are demand management and demand control. The two are not

synonymous terms. Demand control' referg to the electro-
_-

mechan&cal procedure_ of load shedding. Demand management

encompasses demand control and other activities, that cafe

help reduce demand charges even more.

LOW POWER FACTOR PENALTY

A other charge sometimes applied is a penalty for low'

power fac or. The power that must be supplied to any .

EA701/Page'25
)



induction load such as induCtion motors, transformers, flu-
,

orescent lamps, and.so-forth i-s made up of real and reactive

power.

Real power, or"the working power, Is measured in kilo-

watts (kW). Reactive power, ar magnetizing current, is re-
.

quired to produce the flux necessary for the operation of any

Induction equipment. Without magnetizing current, energy

Could 'not flow throug- h the core ofa transformer or across

the gap of an induction motor. The unit used to measure re--

active power is the kilovar, or kvar.

The vector sum not the arithmetical of the real

power and the reactive power is the appa ent power, measured

.in kilovolt-amperes, or kVA.

Power factor is a ratio of real power (kW) to apparent

power (kVA), and it_is-calculated as is shown in Equation 2.

Power Factor =
Real Power (kW)

Apparent Power (kVM Equation 2

Electric utilities must provide both Teal and reactive

power for their customers. Reactive power does not register

on a kilowatt hour meter. .Still, producing it requires the

utility to put additional investment into generatiny,, trans-

. mission, and distribution facilities.

Many utilities make up for the expense of producing

reactive power by including power factor provisions in their

rates. In practice, many utilities defne low power factor

as anything less than 0.9.

alb
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Some power factor improvement will'prove worthwhile if

electric 'use meets one or more of the following conditions:

power demand is recorded on the bill(in kVA);

electric rate has a kvar or power fac-eor'penalty clause;

there are prohleint with voltage regulation or Chronic

low voltageior

load growth limits capacity ana more Capacity is needed.

qne typical cause for low power factor is lightly loaded

motors; such motors tan draw an excessive amount of reactive

4- power andj.-kt-ease energy loses in the overall distribution

system. Power factor can be corrected by the installation

of capacitAs. It Is advisable to review the need for and

amount of power factor correctiong4-cific types of loads

with either the utility, equipment manufacturer, or a con-

sultant.

L

TIME OF DAY

Discounts are allowed for electrical usage during off-

peak hours in,some tervice areas: Energy users who can re-

schedule their demand for ,electricity, such as some manufac-

turing plants, can take advantage of the lower rates.

.41

RATCHET RATE

The, billing demand is based on 80-90% of peak demand for

any one month. The billing demand will remain at that ratchet

for 12 months, even though actual demandduring succeeding

months may be less.

02
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DETERMINING HOW MUCH ENERGY IS USED

14

'The.only way to determine whether energy and dollars are

being saved is to keep accurate records. Utility bills and

\dS

meters, are the best sources of information for these Tecords.

The.purpose of this section is to explain how to interpret

utility bills and how to organize that informalion into a

usfful form.

Figures 9 and 11 illustrate how ,to record gas and elec-

tric utility bill data onto energy data sheets. Figure 10

demonstrates 'lbw to record one month's elettricity bill in-

formation.' The next time period's data are recorded on the

next line. (If utility bills from several past years are

.available, it is wise to select a base line year, such as

1975 or 1976, to which current usage can be compared.)

Figure 12 explains how to record gas bill data. The

same type of information can be recorded for 9ther types of

fuel sources on,separate data sheets.

After recording the final month's fuel consumption,'sep-,

arate monthly fuel consumptions should be added. Total air-

nual consumption should be recorded in the total row.

Two conversion factors are used for both .electricity and

steam consumption. The larger figures indicate the values to

be used in reporting incompliance with the April 2., 1979,

Federal Register, 'Part VI, Depa-rtment of Energy, Energy Mea-

sures and Energy Audits Grant Programs for Schools and Ros-,

pitals and Buildings Owned. by Units of Local Government and

Public Care,Institutio-ns: 'Section 450.42(a)(11). These'

larger figures represent source or point of generation values,

and include transmission losses And ptoduction inefficiencies.

Page 28 /EA-01
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- ENERGY DATA FORM
D E G

=
m
. Reading Date kWh Used Measured Demand kW $ Cost

(FCA) Fuel Cost
Adjustment (8)

Total Cost
. ..b F.F. - F

SAM,
F : B - G

From To Current Base Current Base Current Base Current Base Current Base Current Base

Jan
.

FebMar.. .

.

'..

Apr

.

.

May
.

Jun

.

Jul

Aug

Sep

0(t '
--__
Nov

.04
.

10-19---___ 11-20 28080 110.40 , 01,138.01 11,8.00''
4. .

11.16107

i'

-1--
,

Dec

Column B Totals

ELEClItleTY

Electricty

8141dlng

r

.

kWb/yr

.

.

. .

.

eft-Site Btu
Conversion Factor

x

3,41
x

3,413

Total litus

Rate No __Q !wt

___,JLEYP4 c PRIP9-__

.
Column B Totals

Point of Generation
Btu 'Conversion Factor

x

11,600
x

11,600

Total Btms .

Figure 9. How to Record Electricity Bill Data.

6
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U0
(1)

LPO

O
I-.

DATE MAILED BATE DUE

NOV 29 76' D,EC 11 78

4'

NAME- OF UTILITY COMPANY

1VIC 010 20

A 'PUBLIC SCHOOL
v .

.

0
MEAS. DEM 11040)

YbUR ACCOUNT NUMBER

6020026220500019

BUbGEI.BILLING INFORMATION

PREVIOUS OUbGET BALANCE

CURRENT ENERGY CHARGES +1

PRESENT BUDGET BALANCE =1

-.MONTHLY

&LAKE
BUDGET PAYMENT -1

AFTER,:PAYMENT 'l
-

DESCRIPTION 0-P`ENedy; USED

TYPE
SERVICE

DATES OF SERVICE
MOM- ' TO DAYS CODE

PREVIOUS
'READING

PRESENT
READING CONSTANT USAGE

UNIT OF
MEASURE

BILLING
DEMAND:

OCT 19 NOV 20

OCT 19 NOV 2
32

32

N.

N

22404

1 04 5

Y2107

1162 240,

7703

2808-0

CCF

KWH,

1

122 40

CURRENT ENERGrCHARGES DOLLAR$

BASE GCA/FcA .

+RATE AMOUNT AMOUNT

I CG -1 697429

2 (11 35101)

I

644,54

FRANCHISE
TAX

+ 'ALES TAX
PERCENT AMOUNT ENERGY CI- ARGkS

40:26

23:24

EXEMM

EXEMPT

1382 h4

1176 ?II

PREY -. AL. OF 1770.02 LESS 1 PAYMENT TOTALING 1770.62.= PREVIOUS BALANCE

GCA AMOUNT =

FCA AMOUNT =

7703 CCF X 0.083680 = 644.59 [

20000 mWm X 0.00643' = 18.06
TOTAL PRESENT BALANCE

p0.

2558 55

2558,55

,PLEASE PAY'TNIS AMOUNT

YOUR AVERAGE DAILY COST GAS = e s43.i9 ELM = $36.76

SEE REVERSE SIDE: WE APPRECIATE THE PLEASE RETAIN THIS BILL MAY NOf

FOR DILL EXPLANATION. OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE YOU UPPER PORTION REFLECT RECENT PAYMENTS
, ,

s2sse 'As

Figure 10. Typical Utility Bill With Electricity Use Highlighted.

41,
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ENERGY DATA FORM
B C D F

Reading Uate
C.... U...d

CCF
as Coat

1
Cab Cost Adjustment

Total 'Coot VCCF.
F. F

Mating Deg0e (Jaya

From To Current Bane Co out Base Corrtnt. Base Current Base Current Base Current Base

Jan

Ftb

Apr

Jun

lul

Aug

Sup

Oct

Nov

UI

4

10-10 .11-20 1193 1697.20 $644.69

4

11.34 1.89 .17 .737

Total

Btu
Conversiun Factut -9-0-100

x

10.1,000

Tutal Btua

NATURAL CAS

Natural Can Rote No CO -1

Building AN INSTITUTION

cogyr NO1ES: The furs is intended to CURRENT

be a working document. If it means

in kept monthly you will ace current

how effective 'ynur Energy Con-

versatlun,prugrams are. BASE means
the ear-
responding

t month of

your base

rate

NOM: 'Billing un maydpnriaccusdIng to a utility:a billing pLoceduru Fur example, natural gas may be killed in cubic fe t

thototandtruf ulsec feet (NCF), or in therms. Since the PEA form uaea NCF, CCP billings (common to small buildings) mad be cun-

verted to MCF,411 the PEA furm by moving the decimal point Ono place. tu the left._ The exdmple above uses CCP becaus of its coon

use lo mapy/incatIona (e.g., 7703 CCP = 770.3 NCF).

r

NN

L

I ;'

:figure 11. [low to Record Gas Bill Data.
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va

Us
Is;

CD

40 ,

,

DATE MAILED DATE DUE

NOV 29 76 DEC II 78

NAME OF UTILITY COMPANY

OP 010 PO

YOUR INSTITUTION

MEAS. OEM lio.no

1

2

L

YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER

'6070026220500019

BUDGET BILLING INFORMATION

I DESCRIPTION,OF eNERGYi1JSED

BILL PREVIOUS PRESENT.L
CODE READING READING CONSTANT

TYPE DATES 07
SERVICE FROM_

GAS v 19
N,

ELEC dCT 19

SERVICE
TO

NOV 20

NOV 20

3

RATE

DAYS(

32

PREVIOUS OUDGET BALANCE

CURRENT ENERGY CHARGES

PRESENT BUDGET BALANCE

MONTHLY BUDGET PAYMENT

BALANCE Ay TER PAYMENT

_I

+1

USAGE
UNIT OF
MEASURE

II
1

BILLINA
DEMAND:

N

N

22404

1045

32107

1162 24.0

7703

20080

CCF

KWH 122 40

CURRENT ENERGY CHARGES IN DOLLARS

BASt. GCA/FCA
AMOUNT AMOUNT

2

3

PREV, BAL. (IF 1770.87 LESS I

GI.P

69-7129

I 1 3,5401 18:06

FRANCHISE + SALES TAX
TAX PERCENT AMOUNT ENERGY CHARGES

40126

23:24(

EXEMPT

EXEMPT

1387 :14

1176 Al

PAYMENT TOTALING 1770.62 = PREVIOUS BALANCE

GCA AMOUNT =

F'..C)SAMOUNT =

7703 CCF X 0.083680 644.59

20080 KWO X 0.00643 = 18.06

PLEASE PAY THIS AMOUNT

$43.19 ELEC = $36.76YOUR AVERAGE PAILy COST GAS =

SEE RevERsC stoc '

WE APPRECIATE 711E

FOR GILL ExPLANATIOU OPPORTUNITY TIk\SERVE YOU

Figure 12,.

I.
TOTAL PRESENT BAIANCE

PLEASE RETAIN
gPPER PORTION

40558 $5

2558 .55

7558 ;55

THIS DILL MAY NOT
REFLECT RECENT PAYMENTS

Typical Utility Bill With GAUse Highlighted.

V

e.
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The smaller of the conversion factors for electricity

and steam is used for institutional record keeping, since

these `reflect on -site, consumption. These factors are stan-

dard conversions and are not adjusted for altitude.

Although utility bill formats may be different from

those shown in Figures 10 and 12, contents are the same.

Any questions about utility /ill information can be answered

by the local utility company.

DEVELOPING ENERGY CONSUMPTION DATA

A fOrm like the One in Figure 13 can be used to log

energy consurtion data. In addition to supplying data for

the energy audit, such forms can be used to develop an Energy

Utilization Index (EUI). The EUI is.a reference which re-

duces all forms of energy used (electricrty, oll, gas, etc.)

to one common,base (British Thermal Units, or Btus) and di-

vides that total bysthe total number of'gross conditioned

square feet in the building. Example B demonstrates EUI

calculation.

The EUI is most useful as reference that quickly shows

changes in overall energy consumption from month to months

year to year, one month of-one year to the same month in the

following year, and so forth. The EUI also facilitates,com,.

parisons between similar buildings, making it:easy to deter-

mine which buildings are most energy efficient. A chart

like the one that appears in Figure 14 can be used to com-

pare EUIs.

O

4`I
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ENE GY USE IN BTUS PER SQUARE FOOT
\

)

74:
, .

a
o
x

.

Electricity . . Natural Gas
.

oil . Other . Total Energy

Con swept ion .Demand Coat

MCF
Hi 1

iltu,

Cost '

Gal

Hil

Btu

Cost'

Unit
. .

.

Nil

Alto

Cost

Mil

Btu

Total
Cost

Btu Per

Sq Ft*kWh
NI 1

Stu Actual Billed Total
Per

kWh Total

Pet

MCP

--,'

Total

Per

Gal Total'

Per

Unit

Jan
____ _

Feb
____

. Mar-----
Apr

__-_ ______

__-__

.: .

___A.,

-.- ___._

.___,...

---- .- '

. I

_____

--

____.-

___

...-- -

.

---,

----_

,

0
___.,_-

... 4 ,
'

k . .
.

May

inn
--_ _

hd
__ _
Aug

____
Sep

-
_

-

--

_.-v.....

____ ____

____

----

---
__,_

____

_

-

' '.-_

________

-r--

____

-7..--r

.-____

.

.

' NY

.

_.....
. t

'
-,---

__ __ -

_ _

Oct
------

Nov
_____

Dec
---
Total

t

,--
,0

_,.-___

.

r___- __

-- ---
.

1

4c-- _a_
t
A

.

4 3

multiply kWh x 0.0116 *.Mililtu multiply MCF x.1.01 * MMBtu

0 .

'--*Nate-r-litu-pet-Sqltaire-Foot-t :MI-wide-total- energy -114i-by-nomber-ofi'stpuire___ TOTAL ENERGY (in 110Btu)

feet of condltioned (heated and/or cooled) space in building or facility
metered for gns electricty. tb

.

Gross Conditioned nritor e f ecto of

tiMiltu/S1 Ft/Yr.

o

** * EU1 of BtuiSq Ft/Yr
I

**Rememberlito move decimal poiitt of Willfon

kfigure sax places to the right to convert
liNBtn/GSF/yr to Ittu/GSF/ye.

Figure 13. Energy Consumption Log.--
.

,
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EXAMPLE B:,,CALCULATING THE ENERGY UTILIZATION INDEX.

Given: Total gross, conditioned

floor area 742;000 sq ft

Total electricity

consumption 1131 x 103 kWh

Total natural gas

consumption 1742 MCF (MCF = thousand

cubic feet)

Btu/kwh 3412

Btu/CF ,1030

Find: Energy Utilization Index.

Solution: .Convert electricity consumed to Btus:

/
1131 x 101 kWh x 3412 Btu/kWh = 3.86 x 109 Btu

Convert natural gas consumed to Btus:
0

1742 .8 x i-0-- Btu

Find the number of Btds per square foot of gross,

conditioned floor area (the EUI):

(3.86 x 109) t (1.8 x'109) Btu,_ 7.63.x 103
-742,D00 .sq ft_

,= 7630 Btu/sq ft

C
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1.11itu

r)
V
V,

m

Vo

g
e

-0

I

EUI COMPARISON CHART

(would be completed by using monthly'Btu usage from
Energy Consumption Record, such as in Figure 13)

4 6

Legend:

- -. - - Natural Gas Consumption

Electricity Consumption

Total 4Consumpt ion

._ I

1

,

MAMJJ ASW-NDJI NA NJJ A SON0JF MAMJJ ASOND
'Your I Yea 2

Figure 14. EUI Comparison Chart.
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EXERCISES

1. Define the following termS.as theyltlate to building

energy use:

a.' Energized systems

b. Non-energized systems

c. Human systems

2. Define each of the following in reldtion to building

energy use, and give at least one-example of hoW each

affects buildingenergy consumption:

a. Infiltration

b. Transmission

c. Ventilation

d. Lighting 4

e. Solar teat.

-f: Equipment

g. Occupants

3. 'What a-re the four major,energy- ng systems?

4. List and describe the three typical'utility bill charges.

5. Discuss the problem in electric utility billing for

reactive power.

6. What is the methodology fox developing an Energy Util

tion Index?

REFERENCES

Energy Audit Workbook for ApartmentiBuildings. Fuel and

Energy Consultants, dne., 19781:

..Erergy Audit Workbook for Die-Casting plants. 40e1 and

Energy Consultants,-Inc., 1978.

Energy Audit Workbook for,Educational Institutions. Fuel and

Energy Consultants, Inc., 1978.
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Energy Audit Workbook for Office Buildings. Fuel and E

Consultants,, Inc., 1978.

Energy Audit Workbook for Restaurants. Fuel and Energy

Consultants, Inc., 1978.

Energy Audit Workbook foi Retail Stores. Fuel and Eriergy

Consultants, Inca, 1978.

Energy You Can Bank On. :Colorado Energy Conservation and

Alternatives Center fOr-Commerde and IndU y, 1978.

PractiFal Energy Management in Health Care Ins tutions.

Blue-Cross-of Greater Philadelphia, July, 1978.

Total Energy Management for Hospitals. Hyattsville, MD:

Departments o'fHealth, Education,,and Welfare, Publica-

tion No. 78-613, 1978.
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'TEST
4

Multiple'ChoiCe.

1. Real poiger is measured in

a. kVA

b. kWA

c. kHw

4. kWh

2. Given an energy consumption of 500,000 in a 30-day

period, icardng.which the peak demand was 1800 kW, what

is the load factor?

a. 62.1%

30.2%

38.5%

d. 49.§%.

3. Convert the following data into an Energ

Index for a one-mgrith period:

Air

0 Total gross conditioned
floor area 909,000 sq ft

;Total electricity consumed .., 1624 x..103 kWh

Total natural gas consumed '2102 MCF

Btu/kWh 3412

Btu/CF 1030

The EUI is

a. 9269 Btus/sq

b. 8438 Btus/sq ft.

'c. 8984 Btus/sq ft.

d. 7431 14us/sq ft.

/'

/

Utilization

op,

("
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Enter true or 4p1 se in the blank after the statements in

Items 4-10. if

4. ;Apparentpower is the arithmetic sum of real power and

reactive power.

5: The Eqd has only one. base energy unit.

6. The 0.6atest opportunity for conserving energ in

residences is related to environment contro system

14d.

7. Although a building is more complicated than a\bar°, end

Alse.restriction is still the most. effetive way to con-

/ serve energy without reducing the amount of work done

/ or the comfort of the occupants.

Load f tor is rated in kilovolt-amperes.

t

main.distinction between the walk-through eudis and.

the mini - "audit is that the walk-through audit calcu .tes

the economics of making recommended energy-efficiency

improvements.

10. Conversion.factors used for institutional record keeping

are largen than those used for point of.generation values,

since they reflect on-site consumption, transmission

losses,.and-production efficiencies.
I.

\_
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Ma.

INTRODUCTION

This module Covers the relationship between formal enefgy

auditing anj total energy management. thorough coverage is

given tg." energy audit theory and performance; energy audit-

ing tools and instruments; the magnitude of savings that can

be expected from particular.energy conservation measures; and

procedures for calculating simple payback and life-cycle

costing.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Module EA-01, "Total
4 -

Energy Management .P -

;

OBJECTIVES

Upon complet n of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. Describe the interrelationships between enersy-auditing

and fundamental building systems.

2. List 41 discust'steps of pre -audit prep'gration.

3. ; Describe and use auditing tools and instruments.

4.' Calculate simple paybackand life-cycle costing.

a

r
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SUBJECT MATTER

THE ENERGY AUDIT

Those cting and\performing an energy audit must be

N"),Iell- prepared. gsnally, the,level of expertise required is

,Marginally proportiOnate to thcomplexity of the systems.
_

involved.
. I

One kerto survey accuracy is objTc iyity. One problem

that develops when in-house personnel are involved in energy

'auditing is a tendency whether conscious or subconscious

to downplay deficiencies that might make an in-house employee

uncomfortable. Thus, the professional auditor/energy conser-

ation expert with expertise in energy management and an

o.jective approach to the audit can audit mere effective

,accurately,, and effiLentl,than can an individual.with d

to-day responsibility for a build'ing's operation.

The energy auditor should obtain a copy of the architec-1,

tural, mechanical, a47--electriCal design drawings andIspecifi-

cations. The auditor should alsopcome familiar with the

building's configuration and design as,well'as the build-
,

ing's electrical and mechanical systems and equipment layout,

operatilon, and control., If4drawings of'these systems are un-

the,auditor should -develop s gle-line diagrams of

existing mechanical/' and electric systemt.

The audito so 'should be given operating nd mainte-

r!ance proceddres manuals supplied by equipMent anufacturers

or original building design professional-s.

in addition, the auditor should be familiar with utility

Tate schedules AS well as materials that relate to planned

-building modernization programs.

'Once the surveyor beciomes familiar with, building systems

anal equipment data, the net step is to conduct a walk - through

54
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survey. Tools required for this task are writing implem.ents

and paper although,a tape recorder may be a valuable sub-

stitpte (especially for interviews with selected personnel).

InStruments that may be helpful (but are not generally re-

quired for the energy audit) include a light meter, a thermom-

eter,'and a 3/4" x 12" steel measuring tape.

PERWRMING THE ENERGY AUDIT

Table 1 lists the steps taken, approximate time required,
°

and appropriate individuals who can perform each step-of the

energy audit.

a

t
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TABLE 1. STEPS OF THE ENERGY AUDIT.

'

.

Steps

.

,Performed
By

.
.

Approximate Time
Needed For Small To

. AverageBuilding*

'Preliminary Energy Audit-
r

Utility company
and/or clerical
personnel

1 or 2 days
(elapsed time)

_
), '

1. Collect utility bills.

ti

2 ._11.e.v.i..ew_Jaleelirant.s_and___plaas.,' Auditor
. '

1 .-::N...hours

determine square footage,
location of mayor equipment,
etc.

I

.

3. Convect utility usage to
.

Btus/sq ftjyar.
,

.

Auditor . 1/2 hour

4. Complete all\energy
data, building
cation, et .I

use
name, lo-

Auditor 2 4 hours x

.

....?

S. Complete preliminary

A
energy analysis.

/

building

'

Engineer, architect,
or building personnel
,familiar with building
characteristics

3 6-hours

/

.nergr Audit

..

.

thzipough, check
g, envelope,
ipment and re-
rce potential
imultanequsly.
list included in
dit Workbook or

should be

. _

Auditor (one or two
assistants to record
findings, if, possible)

'

_

,

.

.

,

' 3 6 hours
for small to
average size

building (10,000
to 24,000 sq ft)

.

.

\

6. Conduct walk
DAC, luhti

, ancilla?y eq
newable reso
in order or

, The OW chec
... the Energy

imilar the klists
used.

,

'7. Make recommendations and
complete energy audit forms.

Ai{ditors/asstStants

_

. .

8 16 hours'

.

1

*10,00n ''30,000 square feet

EAT62/Page
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ENERGY AUDIT G INSTRUMENTS

.Although simple audits may,require no more equiphient

than paper, pencil, calculator,. and tape measure, thorough

audits of compleX building energy systems may require the

auditor to use simple thermometers and smoke pellets as

devicesUke_infrared scanners

The energy auditor should be familiar with the itstrument

(necessary for the following measurements. A brief descri

tion of each instrument is given.

Temperature Measurement

Thermometers: Thermometei type used is deter-
mined by cost, durability, and application.
For air conditioning, ventilation, And hot
water system auditing (temperature Lange: 50
to 250°F), a multi-purpose, battery-operated,
three*-probe thermometer is necessary. A dial
thermometer is used for boiler and oven stack
temperature measurement (1000°F) and thermo.
couples are used to measure verrhigh-temper:
atures (over 1000°F). .

Surface'Pyrometer: A surface pyrometer mea-
sures the temperature of surfaces. Its probe
must usually touch the surface for a reading
to be made. -Pyrometers measure heat loss
through walls and test steam traps; among
other uses.

There are two classes of surface pyroMeters%
low temperature up to 250°F; and high tem-
perature up t? .600°F to 700°F.

Nonontact surface pyrometers measure infrared
radiatidon from a surface in terms of heat.
Optical pyroTetqrs, applicable only to high
temperature measurements (over 1500°F) measure ,

the temperature of the surfaces of bodIT's that
incandesce.

.
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Psychrometer: The psychrometer measUres"rel-
ative humidity based on the relationship of
dry-bulb temperature to wet-bulb temperatu're.

Relative humidity is an especially important
consideration in auditing HVAC systems and
drying operations. Recording psychrometers
are available.

Suction Pyrometer: The suction pyrometer,
especially applicable to the measurement of
high gas temperature, shierds the thermocoUple
from wall radiation. By drawing gases over
the thermocouple- at high velocities, the suc-
tion pyrometer achieves good convective heat

transfer. This'makes it possible to approach
measurement-of actual gas temperature, rather

than a temperature somewhere between the tem-
perature of the gas and the walls.

'Electrical System Measurements

Ammeter: The ammeter makes a direct measure-
ment of electrical current. There are both
indicating ammeters and recording ammeters.
The recording type permits measurement of
current variations in a conductor over a pe-
riod of time and records results on paper.

Voltmeter: A voltmeter is used to measure
the difference in potential between two points

in a circuit. In series with the instrument's
probes are a_fl&ed-resistance-lwhich-deter--
mines the-scale of_the_reaaing) and a galva-

nometer. The current.passing through the

fixed resista4nce is proportional to the line

voltage. .Thus, the galvanometer deflects in
proportion to line voltage.

Wattmeter: Although wattage can be calculated
from current and voltage readings, the wattme-

ter makes a direct reading of wattage. .

Power Factor Meter:. The power factor meter,
primarily a' three-phase instrument, is useful

for determining sources of poor power.gactor
within a building's energy use system.'
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Footcandle Meter: The footcandle meter mea-
sures illumination levels. A barrier layer
of photosensitive cellA produces current_that
deflects a galvanometer.. Jj-nlile,light meters
used'in photography, the footcandle meter is
cosine and color corrected.

Combustion System Measurements

Combustion Tester: The combustion tester deter-
--minestheeencentx a t ion ofco,mbtis-tianprcrdtirc-ts-
(typically CO2 and4C0) in stack gas and also
tests for 02 to assure proper excess levels.

The basic combustion test, the Orsat apparatus,
takes a measured volume of stack gas and makes
successive volume measurements after the gas
has been in contact with selective absorbing
*solutions., The Orsat apparatus also determines
the volume of each constituent by measuring
the volumereduction after each absorption
test. The Orsat apparatus, however, \is a very
complicated analytical tool, requiring much
set-up and a high degree of operator skill and
practice., ,

As an alternative to the Orsat apparatus, there
are portable absorbing instruments that deter-
mine stack gas constituents on an individual
basis.

Bailer-Test typical boller,test kit
contains three gas analyzers `(CO, CO2, 02)
an n - -

Gas Analyzers: The: Fyrjte gas analyzer, al-
though more limited and less accurate than the
Orsat apparatus, is simple, easy to use, and
comparatively inexpensive. Fyrite gas ana-
lyzers are particularly suited for use in en-
.ergy audits, despite lower accuracy. When
Fyrite analyzers are used, three readings
should be made and results averaged.

Draft Gauge: The draft gauge (either the
pocket type or the inclined manometer) is
used to measure pressure.

Page 3 /,EA-02.
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t
Smoke Te ter: The smoke tester measures the
'complet ess of combustion. (Smoke is un-
bu carbon, which wastes fuel, causes pol-
lutioh, and fouls the surface o heat ex-
changers.) In use, the smoke to ter's probe
draws a volume of flue gas throu h filter
paper. The smoke spot thus produced is then
visually compared with a standard scale.

Combustion Anal ;er: The ele tronic combus-
tionam-Iyzer permits fast, precis tist-

ments for selective readings, and uses a
digital display for results. Its probe ar-
rangement allows measurements to be made
through a single stack or breaching hole.

HVAC System Performance: Air Velocity Measuremerits

Smoke Pellets: The range of usefulness of
smoke pellets is limited, but they are inex-
pensive and can provide acceptabl.y accurate
velocity measurements when used. by experienced
personnel.

Deflecting Vane Anemometer: This is an- ac,
ceptably accurate measuring device that indi-
cates air movement. The device'oosts appro-
imately $50: '

Revolving Vane Anemometer: This instrument
also indicates air movement with acceptable

, accuracy. However, it'is more expensive and
more easily damaged than the deflecting vane
anemome'ter:-

Pitot Tube: T4is standard measuring instru-
ment gives good accuracy. Available in
lengths ranging from 12" (approximately $20)
to 48" ($35); the pitot tube must'be used
with a manometer ( approximately $20 td $60).

Impact Tube: This device, whiCh is convenient
to use and sufficiently accurate for most au-
diting, is usually packaged in an airflow me-
ter kit that includes several jets for testing
airflow in ducts,'grilles, open areas, and so,
forth. Typical kit prices range from $150 to
$300.

EA-02/Page 9
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Heated Thermocouple:. This instrument is very
sensitive and accurate, but its cost (approx-
imately $500) makes it impractical for most
auditing applications.

) Hot-Wire Anemometer: This airflow measuring
device ,-is too,, expensive and complicated for
any auditing applications except the most

'.critical monitoring processes.

.__HVAC_Sytem Rerformance: Temperature Measurement

Glass Thermometers: Available in various
ranges, glass thermometers are accurate, con-
venient, inexpensive, and fragile.

Resistance Thermometers: Very useful for air
conditioning ,system testing, resistance ,ther-
mometers are accurate, reliable, and easy to
use: Prices begin at approximately,$150.

Thermocouples: Although similar to the resis-
tance thermometer, chrome alum or iron thermo-
couples do not requirekbattery power sources.
They are acceptably accurate and cpmparatively
inexpensive (from $50 up).

Pressure Bulb Thermometers: These accurate
and reasonably priced thermometers (approx-
imately $40 and up) are most suitable for
permanent installation.

Optical Pyrometers: limited in usefulness
,to-furnace settings, these instruments cost
from $300 up.-

Radiation pyrometers: These instruments are
expensive-(approximately $500 up) and limited
in use.

r.

Indicating Crayons: Although limited in use
and not suitable Lot most. air conditioning
audit applications, crayons are inexpensive
($2) and may be used in some auditing pro-
cesses.

Page 10/EA-02
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Thermographs: Reasonably accurate and inex-,
pensive ($30 to $60), thermographs record
room or space temperature and produce a chart
that records variations over periods of 12 to
168 hours.

HVAC System Performance: Pressure Measurement

-Miromanometer: TithbUgh not us4.1.-1-ya port-
able instrumenI, the inicromanometer is useful
for measuring pressure different-ials; and
costs from $30 up.

Draft Gauzes: Frequently designed to be port-
able, draft gauges can measure pressure di-
rectly or measure pressure differentials. A.
draft gauge costs from $30 up.

Manometers: Used for direct pressure measure-
ments and with.pitot tubes for airflow measure-
ment, manometers are frequently portable and
cost approximately-$30.

Swsing Vane Gauges: Usually, used, to measure
airflow, these gauges are portable and cost
approximately $3.p_,

Bourdon Tube Gauges: Very useful for measur-
ing all type.s of system fluid pressure over
5 psi, these gauges-vary in cost the least
expensive starting at approximately $10.

HVAC System Performance: Humidity Measurement

Psychrometers': These are essentially wet and
dry-bulb thermometers; which are inexpensive
($10 to $30) and convenient.

Electrical Conductivity: Instruments uO.ng
this measurement process are frequentlyport-
able and compact, but compardtively expensive
(from 1;200 up),.
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INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY

Infrared energy is an invisible section of the electro-,

magnetic spectrum, the wavelength of'which is slightly longer

than that of visible light. (See Table '2.) Recent technolog-

ical advances have produced portable equipment capable'of mak-

ing -re-mpt-e--measurerne_nts_of_inirareA energy, r ad i a_ting_11-Cm sut -

,faces.. The hotter a given surface, the more infrared radia-

tion the surface emits.' Differences in infrared_ adiafion

cause color variations on the screens of infrared.scanriers.

These color variations-are interpreted to determinesiAere a-

building,or energy system is losing heat.

TABLE 2. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM.

Gamma Rays 1X-Rays 1UV Visible Infrared M icrowave Radin Wave

10 '

high energy
radiation.
skirt
wavelength'

' -101, 10

\\<...

I

0.4 0!75

,

i

10'

.

i

10'

low eflero
radiation,
long wave-
length

Wavelength is expressed in micrometers (um).

The infrared detector absorbs infrared energy and con-

verts it into electrical current. This current, in the ther-

mal'infrared scanner, develops an image of infrared radiation

differences on photographit film. photo-type infrared scar-

ners use current to produce an image on a cathode-ray tube,

thus permitting analyses that track processes dynamically- and

.in real time.
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TypiCally, the lightest colors on the di play repreSent

-t rmest temperatures, while the darkest cortrs represent

coolest temperatures. Sensitivity of currently available

equipment is in the range of -30°C to over 2000°C, with an

accuracy of leSs than 0.1°C.

F r most sophisticated, auditing purposes, hhnd-held -

frared canners are,sufficient. However-, there are companies

that provide aerial, infrared scanning services that, in addi-

tion toi-S-hovring-h-e-h-rIo-sses till-Li-ugh the- buiLlingealo e,

can also reveal underground steam pipe leaks, hot gas dis-,

charges, leaks, and other losses difficult or impossible for

the auditor to detect from the ground.

The variety of infrared scanning deVicess wide, both

in configuration and cost. Capabilities and instructions-for

use of particular units are provided by the manufacturers.

Typical prices range from $400 to $50,000..

ENERGY SAVING POTENTIAL

The following are a few energy management and conserva-

tion opportunities.. While this list is only a beginning, it

sEYIUTITT.R:mrrage the student to considerthe_re1ationshipof

auditing to energy conservation.

-

.
CONSERVATION OPP013.TUNITIES WHILE HEATING BUkILDIN/GS

The a ount of energy or fue' required to heat a building

dependent the level of temperiture .afferelative humid -

ty th- apount 5f ventilation and infiltration air

that must be thea-ied; the severity and duration of tcAoutdoor

64
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temperature below indoor room conditions;" the thermal prop -

ties 'of the building envelope; and the efficiency of the d s-

tributioft system, burners, boilers, and furnaces.
lkDirective 1: Maintain" lower indoor temperatures during

the heating season.

Lower indoor .temperatures reduce the heating
load due to-Ventilation and infiltration as
well as heat loss by conduction through the
building envelope.

Lower the thermostat setting to 68°F or less
during occupied hours. 0

Lower the thermostat setting to 58°F or less
at night, on Weekends, and during all other
unoccupied periods.

After reducing the heating loads, adjust the
. distribution system, 13-oiler, and burner ac-

cordingly to further reduce fuel consumption.

See Example A.

EXAMPLE Af' SAVINGS B T SETBACK.

. OPERATIONAL C NGE: Thermos s lowered from 68°.to
58°F at night, and olidays.

ASSUMPTIONS:

Office building Chica , Illinois (6,500 degree
days.)
Floor area $0,000 square feet. .

Conditions before operational change Building occ=u-
pied 40 hours per week; outside air supplied only
duringoccupied periods; fuel consumption, 64,000
gallons of oil, per year at $1 /gallon.

Page 14/EA-02
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Example A. Continued..

C. SAVINGS:

Energy 8-,200 gal/yr; a savings of 12.8%.
Dollars $8,200/yr.

. IMPLEMENTATION COST: None,

L

1r

Directive 2: Shut OFF outside air duriOrg Ail unoccupied

periods.

Close outside air dampers or shut OFF outside
air fan during unoccupied hours of the heating
season, including noon-day periods when build-
ings may be lightly occupied and periods when
areas such as auditoriums, cafeterias, gymna-.
siums; dormitories, and confe'rence rooms are
unoccupied..

Reduce or shut OFF outdoor air entirely in re-
tail stores during periods of the day when oc-
cupancy is. c siderably less than normal.

In religious uildings, shut OFF outdoor air
for all days ring the week, as Well as
nightS, when e bupdings are unoccupied.

See Example B.

1

00,

EXAMPLE B:, SAVINGS BY SHUTTING OFF VENTILATION.

A. OPERATIONAL CHANGE: Shut OFF outside air at night
and other unoccUpied.periodS by closing outside air
dampers of air-handling unit... ,

t
u u
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Example B. Continued.

B. ASSUMPTIONS: .
Office building inneapolis, Minnesota (8,400
degree days).
Floor area ,300,000 square feet. 4

Conditions' befol-e operational change UnoCcupied 128
'hours per week; outdoor air supplied 24 hours per day

, at 30 cubic feet per minute cfm) per person; fu.p.1
consumption = 250,000 gallons of 01 per year at $1/

SAVINGS:',

Energy 68,100 gal y ; a Wings of 32.5%.
Dollars $68,100/y

MPLEMENTATION COST. None.

I.

Direc ive 3., Reduce the quantity of outdoor air for-

venti./lation during-occupied hours.

/. 1duce the amount of ventilation air du ring
' / occupied hours by-setting outside air dampers

' and controls. Generally, only 5 cfm per per-7
son is necessarr",to maintain proper ai.r qual-
ity, but smoking in many areas may raise the
average requirements' to about 8 cfn person. .

See Example C.

l',/(

A. OPERATIONAL CHANGE: Adjust dampers to reduce outdoor
air from 22 efm per person to 8 gfm.per pefson during
occupied hours. .

EXAMPLE C: SAVINGS BY REDUCING yENitILATI6N RATE.

Page 16/EA-02
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Example Continued.
t

D.' ASSUMPTIONS:

Office building Minneapolis, Minnesota (8,400 .,
degree days).
Floor area 3.50,000 square feet.
Conditions before operational' change *Occupied 40
hours per week;outdoor air = 30'cfm per person;
2,000 occupants = 60,000 cfm; 'fuel consumption =
45.0,000 gallons of \oil per year at $1/gallon.

SAVINGS:

Energy 137,104 gal/yr; a savings of30%.
Dollars-- $137,104/yr.

IMPLEMENTATION COST: None.

Directive: Reduce the rate of infiltration.

,Air infiltrates through. cracks around doors
4

and window's- through construction joints,
and. through doors that are frequently' opened.
Infiltration occurs whether- the building is oc-
cupied-or not': When `exhaust fans are operating
and outdoor1,44I ventilationis insufficient to,
provide make-up,air, infirtrat,ion rates increase.

Reduce `air leakage by sealing -and caulking.
_leaks-around windoWs and doors.

-Seal" construction joints.

Reduce exhaust air volume
Of exhaust systems.

See'Example D. .

. .

.

40-

and operating hoarsi.

/
,/
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EXAMPLE D; SAVINGS DUE TO'CAULKING

A. OPERATIONAL CHANGE: Caulk windows to reduce infilz
tration rate from one air change per hour to one-
half air change per hour..

,

B. " ASSUMPTIONS:

School Fargo, North Dakota (9,000 degree, days).
Floor area.- 300,000 square feet. '. .;.

.

Conditions'before operational.change Occnpied,36
hours per week; average indoor temperature during
unoccupied periods = 60°F; existing double wi,..ndows
(26,000 squate feet) = 1,000 windows; present fuel
consumption =

.
)

225,000 gallons per yedr at $1/gallon.'

C. SAVINGS:

Energy 33,300gal/yr; a savings of 14.8%.
Dollars $33;,300/yr.

D. iMPLEMENTA-T:ION. COST: $10,000 (forcaulking-material
and labor) .

Directive 5: Reduce'fanKcir,sepower,
'.'

. The quantitt'̀ bf air' (in cfm) circuldfd for
heating often can be reduced in response to

(reduced heating loads', or upo:_an analysis
indicating that-the current c p circulated
is not required. Air quantities, set for - '---

cooling 1padsmay often .be reduced duiing
the. heating season wePn the same system is
used for both heating and coolink. Reducing

, the air quantity for systems operating agaihs
high static.pressuTes, with motors 25 horse-
power or larger, can result in significant .

, savings during both'the heating and cooli#g
season. .

See Example E.
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EXAMPLE E: ENERGY SAVINGS BY REDUCING AIRFLOW.
. . .

A. OPERATIONAL CHANGE: Reduce supply air quantity by
20% by reducing fan speed 6%. 7an speed'i-s reduced. .

by changing the driver pulley./

B. ASSUMPT,IONS:,

Retail store New York, New York.
Floor area 100,000 square .feet.
Conditions before operational, change ,Air quantity =
1-1/2 cfm /'sq -ft; 1-1/2 cfm x 100,000 sq ft = 150,000''
cfm at static pressure. Fan's operate foL-2,500 hourv'
per year. Energy used 360,000 kWh/yr at S,t/kWh.

C SAVING: J

0.. ,

Energy 1?18,000 kWh/yr; a savings of 33%.
Dollars, $.&,940/yr.,

P. IMPLEMENSTION COST: Less than $S00 (for pulley
change and/

4
r

Directive 6: Improve combustion and boiler efficieney.

The efficiency of the boiler /burner unit "or
furnace decreases rapidly-when combdstion is
improper when the combustion surfaces accumu-
latesoot and scale, or when excess combustion
,a1; increases the .stack temperature. Any per-
centage increase in seasonal boiler/burner ef-
ficiency directly reduces fuel consumption in
-the same proportion.

Test.the combustion efficiency with Rroperin-
siruments and adjust the firingrate and com-
bustion air rate accordfngly.-

.-.Adjmst tne automatic damper to contAl'the
draft in accordance with the firing rate.

Remove scale and soot from the boiler.

See Example F.

4
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EXAMPLE F: ENERGY SAVINGS BY IMPROVING
COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY.

A. OPERATIONAL-CHANGE: Descale boiler surfaces. Remove
soot. Adjust combustori efficiency to.i.mprove boiler-
burner efficiency by 10%.

B: ASSUMPTIONS:.

Retail store - !stew York, New York (4,800 degree days).
Floor area 1007000 'square feet.
Conditions before operational change -.Fuel consump-
tion = 100,000 gallons of oil per year at $1/gallon;
occuped 72 hours per week.

C. SAVINGS:

Energy 10,00.0 galijrr; a savings of 10%.
Dollars $10,000/yr.

D. : IMPLEMENTATION COSTS: $1,500/yr (to service burner
and boiler at four-month in-

during the heaxilig
,season).

COOLING-

The amount of energ? required t uilding is de-

pendent upon the level of templature an tive,humidi4y

indoors; the amount of'Ventilation air and infiltration ?ir

that must be cooled and dehumidikied; the severity and dura-.

tion of the outdoor temperature and humidity above indoor

room conditions; the'thermal properties of the building enve-

lope; the heatgain through walls, xoof,,and windows due to

solar radiation; -and the' magnitude lid duration of inter-.-

nal heat gaindue to people and"to equipment that emits fat

and/or .moisture.
.
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birective 7: Operate. the system at appropriate hours.

Shut OFF all refrigeration equipment and aux-
iliaries, including fans, pumps, cooling towers,
and.,condensers, during all unoccupied. hours at

night, on holidays, and weekends.

Delay the operation of the refrigeration sys-
tem for one or two hours in the morning and
shut OFF prior to. closing time, except in the
most severe hot spells.

See E)tample G.

EXAMPLE G: SAVINGS DUE TO REDUCING THE NUMBER OF HOURS OF
OPERATION OF THE COOLING SYSTEM DURING OCCUPIED HOURS.

A. OPERATIONAL CHANGE: Entire.cooling system operated
two hours less per day-for six days per week.

B. ASSUMPTIONS:

Retail department store N6w York, New York.
Floor area 250'000 'square feet.
_Conditions before operational change Cooling system
operated 84 hours. 'per Isrek; electric rate = 50kWh.

C. SAVINGS:

Energy 234,800 kWh/yr; a savings of 14%.
Dollars $11,700/yr.

D.' IMPLEMENTATION COST:- None..

.4.

'ss
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Directive 8: Reduce the quantity of outdoor air venti-

lation.

Measures to reduce outside air ventilation (and
infiltration) to conserve heating energy will
alto result in decreased summer cooling loads._
Where infiltration exceeds one-half of an-air
change per hour far buildings in humid climates,,
measures to reduce infiltration will provide
major energy savings for cooling, as well as
for heating. e,

During occupied hours, reduce the Amount of
air for-ventilation as in the measure described.
in Directive 2.

See Example H.

EXAMPLE H: SAVINGS BY REDUCING,THE AMOUNT OF OUTDOOR
AIR FOR VENTILATION.

A. OPERATIONAL CHANGE: Adjust dampers to reduce outdoor
air from 30 cfm to 8 cfm per person during occupied
hours.

B. ASSUMPTIONS:

Office building Miami, )11orida.
Floor area 100,000 square feet.
Conditions before operational change Occupied 40
hours per week; outdoor ventilation air at 30 cfm per
person x 667 occupants = 20,000 cfm; electric costsi=
5/kWh. Annual energy consumption for chiller
715,000 kWh/yr at 5¢ /kWh.

C. SAVINGS:

Energy 63,000 kWh/yr; a savings of 8%.
Dollars''- 53,150/yr,

D.. IMPLEMENTATION COST.: None.

Page 22/EA -02
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Directive 9: Use outdoor air for'free cooling..

For the many periods during to year when dry-
, bulb temperature is below the setting for room

conditions, the use of outdoor air forling
refriger-

ation
the hours of operation of the

system.

Using outdoor air at night to reduce the late
afternoon sunloads that are stored in the build-
ing mass and precooling the building will result
in fewer hours of compressor operation on the
following day".

Enthalpy control may be even more effective
in saving energy in locations where there are
fewer than 8,000 wet-bulb degree hours.

On cool days, open the damper to,,circulate
100% outdoor air fox sensible cooling. It

'may be necessary to open the windows slightly
to relieve pressure.

If equipped with an ent 1py controller, set
it to permit full outdo r air supply when the
total heat conten he outdoor air is be-
low room conditions.

I

See Example I.

EXAMPLE I: SAVINGS BY USING OUTDOOR AIR DURING
OCCUPIED PERIOD IN AN ECONOMIZER CYCLE.

PP

A., OPERATIONAL CHANGE: Operate an economizer cycle for
. 690 hours per year by opening the outdoor air damper,

closing -the return air damper, and opening 1 few win-
dows for pressure relief.

7 4

L..
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Example I. Continued.

B ASSUMPTIONS:

'Denver, Colc*Office building --- do.
Flosy area 50,000 square fee
Condlitions before operational change: 'Occupied 40
hours per week; annual energy consumption for
chiller: 245,000" kWh/yr at 5*/kWh; refrigeration
cycle OFF at night.

C. SAVINGS:

Energy 85,000 kWh/yr; a savings of 34.7%.
Dollars- 7.54,250/yr.

D. IMPLEMENTATION COST: None.

Directive 10: Permit higher indoor temperatures and

relative humidity during occupied hours.

By allowing higher. temperature apd nUmiUity
' conditions in the summer, the cooling load

is reduced and chillers or compressors will
operate fewer hours and consume less energy
per hour of operation. Higher room tempera-
tures will also permit a. reduction in supply
air quantity with a savings in motor horse-
power.

See Example J.

Page,24/Ek-02,
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EXAMPLE J: SAVINGS BY RAISING INDOOR 'TEMPERATURE
HUMIDITY LEVELS AND CHILLED WATER TEMPERATURES.

A. OPERATIONAL'CHANGE: During the cooling season,-raise
indoor temperatures from 72°F to 78°F and relative
humidity from 50% to 60%. Raise chilled water tem-
peratures from 42°F to 46°F.

B. ASSUMPTIONS:

Office building Miami, Flordda.
' Floor area 100,000 square feet; number of stories

10.-
Conditions before operatioadl'change Building oc-
cupied 40 hours per weeki annual energy consumption

, for chiller 715,000 kWh at 5c/kWh.

C. SAVINGS:

Energy 115,000 kilh/yr; a savings of 16%.
Dollars $5,750/yr.

D. IMPLEMENTATION'COSTS: None, if done manually.

Directive 11: Reduce-the solar heat gain through win-

dows.
.e

The,solar heat gain through windows can be a
large percentage of the cooling load in office
hOldings, schools, and in small stores where
show winddws are'in direct sunlight.

The greatest amount of solar radiation in the
cooling season strikes the west and east glass.
The next greatest amount of solar radiation
strikes the southern facade.

Reduce the solar heat through* windows by ad-
justing existing awnings, blinds; or'drapes

,on'each window when they are in direct sun-
light.

4
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Add relfective solar film to all windows in
direct sunlight.

See Example K.

EXAMPLE K: SAVINGS BY REDUCING SOLAR HEAT GAIN.

A OPERATIONAL CHANGE: Reflective solar film* should be
added to_east, west, and south windows to reduce
shade coefficient am.0.9 to 0.15. Air and chilled
systems operation hould be reduced accordingly.

B ASS4MPTIONS.

Office building Mi4ami, Florida.
Floor area 100,000 square feet; number of stories,,
10.
CondItions-before operational change Cooling system
in operation 40 hours per week; window area on west,
south, and east facade 10,000 sq ft existing win-.

dows clear, single glazed. Annual energy consump-,s
tion for cooling = 1,100,000 kKh at 5(t/kWh. 'P.

C. SAVIGS:

Energy 170,000 kWh/yr; a savings of 15%.
o Dollars $8,500/yr.

D. IMPLEMENTATION COST: At installation cost of $2.25
per sauare foot =,$22.500.

e\film may require replacement after 8 to 10 years.

P4ge 26/EA-02
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Directive 12 Reduce supply'and return,airflbw and

chilled water quantities.

Reducing the cooling loads and analyzing the
operation of the existing air conditioning
system make possible many opportunities to
reduce fluid flow.

While dampejing (in the case of air ducts)...

and valving (in the case of water piping)
. will reduce flow rate and energy input to
motors, 'greater savings can be gained by
redstring motor speed (and/or for piping
system, by changing the impellers). For
systems with motors drawing 25 brake horse-
power (bhp) or more, the .yearly savings can
be very significant. CAUTION:: Dq not ne-
glect the smaller motors and systems; their
aggregate energy draw may be very high. # -
Follow references in Directives 6 and 7 for
fan and motor modifications during periods
when the cooling sys em is in 'operation.

1.

rive 13: Clean and descale condenser tubes.

The efficiency of chillers and refrigeration
condensers decreases markedly as scale builds
up in the tubes. Check condenser temperatures
on a regular basis and descale tubes at least*
once per year.

See Example L.

tXAMPLE L: SAVINGS BY CONDENSER MAINTENANCE..

A. ..101PERATIONAL CHANGE:
reduce fouling ft

B. ASSUMPTIONS:

escale conaenser.tubes'to
to 0.00005 or less.

Retail department s ore Dallas, Texas.
Floor area 100,00 square feet.

73
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Example L. Continued..

Conditions beftire operational change Building- oc-
cupied 72 hours per week; average fouling factor =
0.001; annual'- energy consumption for chillers =
650,000 kWh/yr at 5¢/kWh.

C. SAVINGS:

Energy, 116,000 kWh/yr; a savings of 18%.
Dollars $5,800/yr.

D. IMPLEMENTATION COST: $2,000/yr (to maintain the con-
densers and all air condition-
ing equipment).

Directive 14: Operate at higher chilled water and suc-

tion temperatures to increase the efficiency of the re-

'igeration chillers.

There allrextensive periods of time (in some
cases, the entire year) during which the
chilled water temperature can be raised by
4° or 6° or more. Accordingly, the refrig6r-
aqion compressor or chiller can operate at
higher suction temperatures. An dncrease o
1° in the suction temperature of the chille
(or compressor, in direct expansion systems)
results in a reduction ef."1-1/2,to 2% in the
power-requirement for the refrigeration unit.
The savings in operating costs by increasing
chilled water or suction temperatures -for
systems of 15 horsepower (h ) and more are

Raise the chilled water temperature from 2 to
8 degrees higher when cooling load permits.

Raise the chilled water temperature in build-
, ings for those portions of the day when cool-

ing loads are likely to be lower (i.e., dur-
ing.slack business hours in retail stores;

Page 28/EA-02
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a

noon hours when office buildings ar, par-
tially vacated; morning, pre-occup ncy
riods after a night shutdown).

See Example M. /

XAMPLE M: ENERGY SAVINGS BY/RAISING CHILLED
WATER TEMPERATUR'E.

A. OPERATIONAL CHANGE: Raise c er temperat
from 42° to,48°F for alkn r al operations.

NN

B. ASSUMPTIONS: NN

,Retail department'store Los Angeles, California.,
Floor area 50,000 ;uare feet. _

Conditions before opera tonal change Building /
occupied 72 'hours, per w e', cooling system OFF at
ight; present energy. onsump on for refrigeration '.--

32r 000 kWh/yr at 50kW .

/

/

rf

C. SAVINGS.-

Energy 000 kWh/yr;. a savings of 10%.
Dollar5 $1, .0.0/yr

D. IMPLEMENTATION CO None, if, done manuall , nomina
--tfor controller nd sensor
(fo automatic operation).

ature of com-

itin effi-

Directive 15: Reduce the condensing t

mercial refr

ciency.

In ge eral, air-cooled condens g units serveN
a la ge- nutber of supermarket efrigeration
case . These units are often crowded into ,,,-

age areas where they are artialfy b/ocked,

ration units to im rove od
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.

mounted outdoors in direot sunlight, ,or
mounted and neglected on the roof or an,* ,

-Iother remote lOcation.

-See Example N. .0°

A-s

EXAMPLE N: ENERGY SAVINGS BY REDUCING
CONDENSING TEMPERATURE.

A. OPERATIONAL CHANGE: Condenser coils for refrigera-
tion cleaned to.reduce average condensing temperature
from 115° to 95°F.

ASSUMPTIONS:

Supermarket New York, New York.
Floor area 25,000 square feetr.
Condition's before optration41 chinge 120 hp in-
stalled capacity; refrigeration units operate an

-average'of 12 tours per-day or 4,380 Wours'per year.
Annua4 energy consumptiqp for refrigeration =
420,000 kWh/yr at. 5.5t/kWh.

C. SAVINGS:

Energy - 84-,000 kWh /yr; a savangs of 20V.
Dollars $4,620/yr. L)

D. IMPLEMENTATION COST: Negligible.

LIGHTING

Modification to the operation of the lighting system and

to the system itself provides the greatest opporpnit)) tsa re-

duce energy consumption. Simply turning OFF-unneces"sary

lights, day and night, and making greater use of available

daylight for illumination, saves energy *)r-both"iighting and

Page 30/EA-02.
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air conditioning with no'added costs. Better cleaning and 7

maintenance Practicesincrease the, efficiency of the lighting

system and proviAe.the opportunity for lamp replacetent (by

lamps of lower'wattage) or removal, or'-the switching, OFF of^
...

lights'L with Little or no reduction in illumination levels
.

I
.

_ 0.,Directive 16: Utilize daylight to reduce the lighting
t oad.

I

4
pfpperly exploited, can provide a ,

sizeable part of the ilIumination,requ,ired
4 in small stores and office buildings ddr-

I.
.

.. ing,a large portion oT the building's oc-
,cupied.hours.

.

.

.

.

,

Open dw.pe, s and blinds during- the day to

I <

take vantage of daylight at the, periM6-
v ters of'the building, chile controlling

glare and excessive solar radiation. It

v
e may cause materials° ,to fade and change

color

'should be recognized that excess daylight

.
- ..

A

Switch OFF the lights 'that areno t needed
when daylight can supply'neteS4Sary

.

y Eee. xample'0.

*EXAMPLE 0:. ENERGY ,8AVIGS BY REDUCING
tIGi-ITING LOAD.

_

TIQNAL.CHAGE.:( Perimeter lights turned OFF
a roximately 50% .of occupied hours.

. ASSUMPTIONS:

Office'bui.Lding Ne4/ YorR. New York. ,

.5

.

Floor ate,A*1 100,000squar'e feet; number of, stories
.,

.10. ., ,

.

--
co .- ,. .

.:
Glass area, 33% .of net will Area. A f . .., .' ''

. k
.,.....:17... ....

r

a

4

.82
,

9

et 4

;
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Example,O. Continued.

t

Available daylight 50% of occupied hours.
Switchingarrangement Separate switches fer perim-
eter row of lights..
Electricity used for lightihg 935,000 kWh at
5.5(t/kWh. N

C. SAVINGS:

Energy 159000 kWh/yr; a savijigs of 17%.
'Dollars 1$8,745/yr.

D. IMPLEMENTATION COST: None.

Additional savings in energy for cooling and refrig-
eration equipment will also result from reduced inte-
rior heat gain. .

/-1 -4

(
Directive 17: Turn OFF lights when entire buildingot

portions are unoccupied.

-A large percentage of energy used fOr light-
ing is wasted when all lights are burning
and only a small portion of the building is
in use.

44.

Turn OFF lights at night.

-.Turn OFF lights in auditoriums, conference
rooms, cafeterias, computer rooms.; and other
areas when not used during the-day.

,Schedule cleaning hours during daylight. f

this is not possible, illuminate only th t
portion of the building that is being c/eaned
at any one time.

See Example p
td

\
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EXAMPLE P: .ENERGY SAVED BY TURNING OFF LIGHTS.
.(

A. OPERATIONACCHANGE:, 'Lighting turned ON at 8:00 a.m.,/
And OFF at .5:01,0 p.m. for .five days pdr weeks. Minima/1,
nightlightin during unoccupied hours. .

B.
Yee

ASSUMPTIONS: /

Office building 'New York, New York. '

Floof area 10,0,000 square feet.
Conditions before operational change B4,1ding
occupied -40 hours per week. Lighting turned ON at-
7:DO a.m. and OFF at 7:00-p,.m. for'fiv'

turned
per

(t

week: ',Connected lighting load;of 4 w tts per squarr
foot = 40,0,000-kWh x 5.5 /kWh. //

/

C. SAVINGS: 1

Energy' 300,000 kWh/yr;-a sav gs of 25%.
` Dollars -.7 $16,500/yr.

D. IMPLEMENTATION COST:_ None

.

.Direoti've 18:z Reduc

lighting load.

Lighting'l
necessary_
duCed i manyar,eas-of a.buildring during
the day to- suit the task being performed.
The 1 el of illbmination necessary over
fili cabinets, dead .corners, storage'
are , and some clerical areas need not be
as igh as those levels for accOuntling areas,
d afting tables, or, detail Work stations oc-
upiedfor many hours per day. Uniform light-
ing in large, areas can be unnecessary and
wasteful; different tasks done in an-area may
require different light levels.. -Reduce light-
ing level'S when possible.

Maintain existing lighting sysetem to.,improve

the footcandleS/watt output.

1

illumination levels.to reduce

. '

veIs,are ,frequently higlier than
for a given task and can,be're7

I

ft' t.,
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z

Analyze the tasks,,to be performed and reduce
the levels where the :t.,askS are not to'crit-
ical'by: . m e:

Replacing existing latps with
. "

lower'wattage, lower output.
lamps.

b. RemoVing some lamps and, ba'llasts
fromfiXturis.

47'-See Example. Q. .

EXAMPLE Q: SAVING, ENERGY BY" REDUCING LIGHT LEVEL
THROUGH REMOVING LAMPS AND BALLASTS. *,.

A. OPERi\TIONAL CHANGE Remove two of the four lamps
. , from h'lf of the over-head 2' x 4' fluorescent fix-

tures and dis'connect the associated'ballasts.

B.. ASSUMPTIONS:

Retail department 'store Las Angeles, California.
Flooi area 100,000 sqUare
COnditions before operational change tights on,tor.
72 hours per week; lighting levels average 80,ioot-
candles; eleptric use ..= a,400,900 kiiififyr at.WkWh.

..-\ , ,
...

, . ....

.C:. SAVINGS: ., , / p.:r- "
. °Energy - 575,000...kKh/yr.? a saviAgs

4
of 28 %:

Dollars` 518,750/yr.

D. IMPLEMENTATION. $4,000 (to emove lamps and
disconnectdpalla New .lighting levels average
65 footcandLes. . Note that the level df.illumination
decreased only 16%.

Pages3VEk-02
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P o

Directive 19: Reduce the level of illumination-in park-
-

.ina lots to reduce elecptric load.0

Parking .lots require an average of only one
footcandle of even illumination. Overlight-
ing, ,inefficienv light sources, and unneces-
sarily prolonged peeidds of operation ac-
count for excessive energy usage.

Reduce the level of,lighting if over e

footcandle, while maintaining reasonable
uniformity of illumination,

a.' Replace lamps_with more ef-
ficient light sources.

144

b. 'Reduce wattage of lamps or
remove.unnecessary ones.

Example R.

r".

/

-EXAMPU'R: SAVING ENERGY BY REDUCING LI-GHTINg.
LEVEL IN PARKING LOT..

A. OPERATIONAL CHANGE: Reduce the wattage of the lamps
, in a parking' aot to reduce lighting levels to an
average- of one footcandle.

B. ASSUMPTIONS:

Retail store ,500-car parking lot
ChAago, Illinois.
Conditions before operational change Lights oper-.
ated 4hours per day x 315 days per year o= 1,260
hours per year tomaintain an average of 2 foot-
candles; electric usage'= 256,000 kWh at 4.50Y kWh.

C. SAVNGS:

Energy "128000.1(Wh/yr; a sings of S0 %. .

Dollars $5,76,0/yr,- ' ,

D. IMPLEMENTATION COST: None, when lamps are changed at
normil.relamping periods.

r,;) t A
ry
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DOMESTIC HOT WAiER'

Opportunities to conserve energy used to,hegt water at

-minimal cost include lowering the teinperapire of hot water

at the faucets and reducing the volumeof'water used.
\In general, office buildings use two to three gallons

N

of hot water per,capita per day.' Residences use-about 20

gallons per capita per day. 4eligious buildings avtd ,store

Use less. Hospitals, laundries, cafeterias, and restaurant

kitchens use considerably more.

Heat loss from storage tanks 'and circulating pipes is

proportdonal to the temperature difference between the water

and ambient air. Therefore,.reducing the maintained tempera-

ture of hot water not only reduces the amount f energy re=

to heat each gallon of water, .useq,,but also redUces

the heat loss from the tank and.piping systein.

'In buildings that have. kitchens requiring very hot water
S

for dishwashing, boost the temperature at the faucet, rather

than maintaining a high-temperature 'hot,wate-r systein for the

entire building., For'instance:,

Reduce .the temperature of hat water at faucets to ,

90°.F.

Reduce the consumption of hqt water in all buildings

by flow restrictors in the. piping', self-closing fau-

cets, or flow restrictor'taps.

Directiv& 20: Reduce the quantity, and temperature of

&stio hot wat&i.
-- - See Example S..

*
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EXAMPLE S: SAVINGS BY REDUCING TEMPERATURE
AND QUANTITY OF HOT WATER.

A. OPERATIONAL CHASIGE: InStall L/2 gpm spray nozzles
on lavatory faucets and reducetemperature from 135°
to 90W.

B. ASSUMPTIONS:

Office building New York, New York.
Occupancy 3,500 people.
Conditions befoe operatfonal change Hot water
usage,: 2 :gallons per day per capita 13,S°Fdelivery
temperature;, total consumptioi = 7,000 gallons per
day; oil consumption for hot ater = 12,.000. gallons
per'year at $1/gallda. "

C. SA\tINGS:

Energy 6,2d0 gal/yr; a sal/trigs of 52%.
Dol'iars $ -6,240/yr. ._

.

D. IMPLEME4TATION COST: $2,500 (fqr spray valves).

CALCULATING'IMptE PAYBACK

There are several accepted approaches to calculating-the

period of time that may be required for he energy cost sav-

ings of the ?nergy conseration'measures (ECMs) to equal the

initial_ investment. Tht variations generally relate to in-

terest 'rates, availability of capital, prosjectd fuel.prices,0

and so forth.,

For purpops of the energy audit, however, calculating

simple payback is sufficient. It 'isothe, simplest to caltu-'
.

latO)and is generally quite effective in measuring the re-

lative need for ECM$. (Simple payback is the specific method

of cal-culation for he energy audit requiredbyNECA.)

k
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o determine the simple payback, divide the est4mated

impleMentation cost of the ECM by the estimated annual energy

savings. the result is the number of years required to

ff the initial capital investment,

.,

1'

Initial Cost.NOf ECM in $Simple Payback (years)
Annual, u Energy Savings in $

, J .
Equation 1'

/-,

'1

GenerallY, authoii.ties ecommend not proceeding with

items that require more thin,a to-10-year payback.. This

practice varies according to local needs, 'finaneial situation;
4 1 I

and political climate. The projects selected first are almost

afwayi going to have the fastest and most far-reaching re-

sults.

LIFETCYCLE'COSTIW0...,%.

Simple Payback calculation and ranking is
y
an accurate

way to compare ene-igy conservatio option, but is intended

4 only for cotparison. Actual dollar avings to implement-a

conservation option must-include enemy price escalation on
...t9

life-cycle basis.
, * .

Life -cycle cbs4.1/ is theloilar savings accrued by an
_

energy-saving option over its life.. . ,

Suppose an energy saving optio.with a seven-year life

0 cycle saved $100 a year n-energy Costs at current prices.

If energy did not increase in cost, the'n the energyopt4.on

would have saved $700 over its seven-yearlife. However,',

'I I)

,

.

t.
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prices of energy are escalating at approximately 20% Per year.
,

As_ a result', an option that saves $100'this year will save

much more. in the future. Table 3 is used to find the appro

priate escalation fac or at'selected ecalation rates.

TABLE 3. ENERGY PRICE ESCALATION.

. .

Escalation Factor

Escalation Rate
5

years
7

years,

,

10
years

.

15
years

10% 6.72 10.44 17.53 34.95

150

)\,

7:75 12.73 23.34 54.72'

20%
R

8.93 15.50 31.15 86.44
.

O

For example, the eescalation factor for an option with a,

seven year life, expectancy and at a 20% escalallism rate would

be 15.50. To determine life-cygle costing, multiply the

esca atioh factor times the first year's savings. DE an*item

sav s $100 the first year and hai a seven-year life e45ectancy,

$100 x 15.50 = $1,500 saved over the fife'oY4he itet.-

Equation 2
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J.
In addition to material cost, equipment cost, labor cost,

desigh cot, pro e%t supervision cost, and energy.pricees-

calation, other factort Oitrul4 be considered in determining
,

the investment turn in an ene ily,sconservation project ,for

a building. Thes .factors include recurring costs in connec-

tion with tie operation, preventive and_corrective mainte-
.

nance, and inventory management of the energy conservation

measures. In order to giv'e a building owner a trUe-pictur6

of the energy cost 'savings over:the lifetime f the measure,
. -

all relevant factors must be considered.

r

I:

t

. S,
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EXERCISES
\

1. Refer to e Energ Sav ng Potential section of this

module's bject Ma te , and calculate simple paybackrfor the fol owing:-

a. Example D (Directive 4)

b. Example E (Dir tive 5)*

c. Example K (D -ctive 11)

d. Example Q' ai'ective'l8)

e. Example S rective 20)

2. For the same exa ples, caleulatelife-cy e cosiin

assuming the fo lowing data:

a. Example,D 5-year life expectancy % energy

escalation rate

b. Example'E, 15 -year life expectancy, 15% energy

escalation rate
I

c. Example K, .7-year lifempectancy, 20% energy

escalation rate .

d. Exam'le Q, 10-year life expectancy,15% energy

escalation rate'

e. Example S,5-year life expeapeancy, 10% energy
,

escalation rate

LABORATORY MATERIALS

a
Anemometer (deflecting van- or relfolving vane)

Footcandle,meter

' Surface pyroAeter
ey

. Stem thermometer .

Electric thermometer

Manufacturers' th-oihufes and instruction manuals on. these

instruments.antl as man other _ene-r-grtaudit instruments

as potsible ' .,

r

e.

,ot
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

The purpose of the laboratory section of this module is

to familiarize the student with energy auditing instrumenta-

tion. Students will become familiar with the.' configuration
.

and operation Of as many of the instruments discussed in the

module as possible, and make the following measurements, the

.,,.results of which will be recorded on the Data Table.

Using the-anemorieter, measure the air speed in tht-fol=

lowing locations:

a. HVAC register

b. Outside windows or doors on four major walls

2. Measure the illumination level on a laboratory table

with a footcandle meter:..

3. Use a surface pyrometer to measure the temperature on

the following surfaces:

a. Inside-surface of an exterior window

b3. ,Sunlit interior wall

c. Shaded portion of the wall measured in Item b'

owsio.mal

4. Measure hot water temperature at the faucet, using a

stem thermometer.

Meisure hot water tinperatgre at the faucet, using an :

eleCtric thermometer. Compare reading with that obt4ined

with stem-thermometer.

c

N

..- -

. ,

/?...,,,,,
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DATA TABLE

DATA TABLE. USI G MEASURING I1NORUMENTS.

Readings .

.

Anemometer .

Air"'Speed: HVAC reg stey

Wall 1
.

Wall
.

Wa1,1/ 3

'',r Will 4

_,
.

,

t

.

.

,

:

. ,

Yootcandle Meter
.

TI

.

a

.

Footcandles
. ,

on Laboratory

Table .

Sur-faceiyrometer

.. ei

-..
.

Temperature of: Window surface
A

Sunlit walk

Shaded wall

I

Stem Thermometer \____
.,

,

,

.

Temperature of --
Hot water

,

EleCtr.ic
,

Ther1opeter
,

.

t

:

..

_
_

.

,

_...

.

Timperature of

Hot wate; A
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TEST

1. Caulking material and labor to reduce the rate of air
4.

infiltration in an institutional building cost $15,000.

Heating oil consumption before implementation of the

measure was 271,000 gallons per year. Enetgy consumption

was reduced 17%. The cost of heating oil was $0.93/

gallon. The simple payback period for this energy con-
.

servation measure Is ...

a. 1.1 year

b. 2.1 years

c. 0.35 year

d. 0.53 yeat

2. Determine lift-cycle costing for the conservation mea-

sure described in Question 1, assuming an energy cost

escalation rate. of 15% and a 5-year life expectancy for

the,me.asure. The amount saved over the life of the

caulking is:

a. $7,011.21

b. $332,048.75

c. '$691,003.63

d. $89,041.19

3 Psychrometers measure ...

a. infrared radiation.

b. illumination levels.

c., stack gas constituents.

d. relative humidity.,

4. Ah impact tube is.usually part of a kit which includes ...

a. pitot tubes.

' b. draft gauges.

.c. airflow test jets.

d. resistance thermometers.
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S. Smoke tester results are analyzed ...

a. chemically.

b. electronically.

c. volumetrically.

d. visually.

6. ManOmeters make direct measurements of

a. -Vemperature.

b. pressure.

c. relative humidity.

d. c'onductlyity .

7. Infrared thermography is most useful in'medsuring energy,

loss through ..

a. incomplete combustion.

,HVAC ductwork leakage.b.

c. building envelope radiation.

d. low power factor.

,Page 46/EA-02 97
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ENERGY TECHNOLOGY

MODULE EA-03

-ENERGY AUDIT PROCEDURES AND ANALYSES

ORD CENTER FOR OCCUPATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT



INTRODUCTION

"Energy Audit,Process and Analys " describes energy

auditing as a comple4 process. This modulshows the re-

lationsfiip between tie elements of the nergy audit and the

auditor's interactive role in tot .l energy management. Var-

ious types of audits are discussed, as well as information

.the auditor is required to compile.

PREREQUISITES

, .

The student should have completed Module EA-02, "Ele-

ments of.an Energy Audit."

OBJECTIVES ,

Upon completion of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. List the major types of energy audits.

2. Calculate an annual energy index.

3. Collect data from equipment nameplates.

4. Calculate energy consumption for lighting and electric

motors.

5. Discss the procedure for ranking energy conservation

measures .

/-
6. Discuss the auditor's role in total energy management.

/
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\ SUBJECT MATTER

THE ENERGY AUDITING PROCESS

The energy audit is the foundation of any energy conser-

vation program. It identifies all energy systems in a build-

ing or industrial plant (facilities) and measures energy use.

An energy audit makes it possible to determine (1) the energy
,

.

use pattern of each system, (2) how the systems affect each

ether, and f3) a starting point against which the suiCess of -

an energy conservation program can be measured.

. Energy is,supplied to facilities through a utility

tribution network on a metered b sls; however, some fuels ca

be stored on-site on a'periodic 1asis.

Typically, local'' utilities supply electricity, natural

gas, and purchased steam on a metered bas,is. Wqter is a util-

ity that -.is not a direct source of energy, but is indirectly

associated with energy conservation since it is used in boi1-.

ers and for cooling compressors. Hence, its use should be

audited. Fuels.that can be stored on the plant site include

fuel oil, propane, coal, wood, or waste -fuel.

An energy audit is similar to the monthly closing state-

ment of an accounting system. One series of entries consists

of amounts of energy consumed during the month in the form of

electricity, gas, fuel oil, coal, etc. The second series

lists where this- energy is used lighting, air conditioning,

heating, and other sources.

In other words:

Energy In = Energy Out
. .

Various,eAergy sources are converted to common energy

units of Btus, according"to their *known heating values. Total

energy us,e for the facility can be computed on a monthly basis

100 EA-03/Page 3
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,. .

.-,

and summed up to provide ariSual energ consumption. Energy .,

use for the plant can be expressed as Energy Utilization

Index (spe Module EA-01) or an Annual ergy Index:

All Btus are not provided at the s me cost., ,Electric
c,

energy has been generated, transported, .nd delivered. in a

clean*, versatile farm. This is reflected in its relatively
. 4.

high cost per Btu, Which includes cost el- ents for fossil

or nuclear energy, energy conversion losse , transportation'

losses, and others. Similar considerations\apply to purchased

steam. Therefore, an energy_management prog \. am includes both

the cost and the energy value of the various energy sources.

Relatively expen-sive energy sources, such as electricity, are

expressed at a percentage of the 'total energy consumed by the

'\ facility. Along with the Energy Utilization Index\(EUI) or

Annual ;Eryergy Index (AEI),Ithis information permits an accu- .

rate a aly is of the facility's energy use charact"eristics.

T e energy auditing process must be accurate enough to

quanti y the energy and cost savings resulting from energy-
.,

m" conserving modifications. Even the most thorough audit, how-

eAr, cannot identify and quantify all energy consumption;

some energy and energy losses simply cannot be accounted for.

Thus-, in order to'account for all "Energy Out," estimates may

have to show some energy that is unaccounted for.

TYPES OF ENERGY AUDITS

There is a direct relationship between the amount of en-
,

ergy use data collected and the number of energy-conserving

opportunities evaluated. The cost of performing.an audit in-

creases in proportion to thd amount df data collected. Best

Page 4/EA-03 et,
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results will always,comefrom a thorough analysis oaf all en-

ergy systems.in d'facility and their purposes and interaction.

liowever, time and budget limitations may require action to be

taken only in the selected areas where a less thorough audit

has indicated the greatest potential for energy'conservation.

WALK-THROUGH'AUDITS

The walk-through auditisa very limited energy audit,

which is made by visually inspecting the facility and consid-

ering the most applicable energy conservation opporjtunities

on the basis of a general knowledge about facilities of a

particular type. This simple audit can identify operation

and maintenance energy -saving_ and determine

whether a more complete analysis should be performed at a

later date.

- MINI-AUDITS

These audits require tests and measurements that quan- NN..*

tify energy consumption and calculate the economics of making

energy-conserving modifications. The mini-audit should focus

on the major energy sources and energysuse systems and on the

most likely conservation opportunities. The report from such

an audit should urge that energy conservation pradtices re-

quiring litt16 or no investment be adopted immediately.

102
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MAXI AUDITS

To provide a'complete energy profile of a facility, an

energy audit must be performed on thg basis. of a thorough

engineering analysis. The maxi-audit, usually with access

to this information about the facility -being audited, identi-

fies all energy systems and their interrelationships. Such

an analysis can, among other things, determine opportunities

for recovering waste energy. The maxi-audit is a total anal-

ysis, including the use of13uilding models and climatological

data, which involves 'sophisticated.instrumentation. Maxi-

audit's should be performed by a qualified engineer and/or

energy technician.

COMPUTER SIMULATION MODELS

Various computer simulation models, which are available

from utilities and other sources in some areas, are useful

aids for the energy auditor. They provide a realistic esti-

mate ofthe overall energy needs in a facility of a particu-

lar type when compaied to guidelines or norms. These pro-

grams are frequently available td the auditor at little or no

cost.

Some computer output reports give the potential scope

for energy savings, but may not specifically identify the

modifications that will effect those. savings. Such computer

programs, however, can be, a, reasonable first approach to the

issue of energy conservation and are closely related to esti-

mators of building energy consumption such'dscthe AEI.

Page 6/EA-03
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Energy conservation will be an on-going process for many

years. Therefore, it is important to overcome the initial

obstacles and begin an energy audit program. First, a 1)se

line should be developed to serve as a reference point for

an energy conservation program.V-The program can then be con-

, tinued with successive refinements.

The auditor is responsible-for collecting a variety of'

nformation concerning the energy usage in abuilding. This

information is considered to be the data base for an energy

aud=it and usually consists of e following elements:

Building profile description of plant or building

Fuel and utility bills historic energy consumption
. .

.

Connected load for each fueTtype

Building survey .,

Measurement and consultation

PERFORMING THE ENERGY AUDIT

. List of Energy Conservation Opportunities (ECOs)

Implementation of maintenance and operational changes

Cost analysis-of modifications or energy measures

Implementation of modifications or energy measures

Verification of cost and energy savings .

There is no single, unique sequence that can be recom-

mended or that is absolutely necessary. The first four items

on the list are somewhat interrelated and are developed more

or less simultaneously. (Audit forms and checklists are pre--

sented in the'Energy Audit Workbook.)

Measurements and consultations may or may not prove nec-

-essary, depending on the available metering, the quality of
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information available, and the.type of preventative mainte-

nance program and energy conservation program already,in exis-
. 1

tence, if any.

O

BUILDING PROFILE

Basic facts on the physical plant and its functions

should be assembled. Copies of the building site and general

layout will be useful and should be obtained from the archi-

tect oren neering office. If these are not available, a
1

sketch sho ld be made. For the purpose of the energy'audit,

the "buildistg" includes a zone of about 5 feet around all

sides. It also includes any associated utility (gas, elec-

tric, etc,) meters and sub-meters related to the building

function. The "site" encompas'ses all buildings, parking

areas, and perimeter lighting.

GENERAL JNFORMATION

,The name and location of the facility, date of conStruc-.

tion, and total floor space (in square 'feet) should-be re-

corded. A general layout or sketch of the floor plan should

show space.allotted to various functions. It is useful to

begin to thinly of the plantin terms of the percentage of

total space devoted to each function. An estimate of space''

usage should be made at the outset and refined as necessary.

Each functional use of the building will have different pur-'

pose patterns and different lighting and ventilatcniguire-

ments.

-Page 8 /EA -03
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. POPULATION DENSITY AND ANALYSIS BY DEPARTMENT

After determining what products are, made (if any) and

how large the staff is, the population density should be es-

timated by calculating the floor space per employee. Together

with the estimate of population density, information should

be recorded about hours of operation and energy-consuming pro-

cesses for each department.

CONSTRUCTION

A thumbnail sketch of the building should be made, indi-

cating the number of glass windows and the buildings orienta

tion. This sketch should be accompanied by inforMstion about

roof or wall insulation and heat-resistant window treatments.

METERS

All gas, electric, steam, and water. meters should be're-

corded for comparison with utility bills. Along with this

information should be recordedho'w the consumption of fuels

(such as oil and coal) are monitored And whether a boiler log

book is maintained.
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EQUIPMENT

a All boilers, chiller equipment, hot Water generators,

kitchen ranges, and other machines, incinerators, or other

energy intensive operations should be noted on t -he floor plan.

'A more detailed listing of connected load for each energy sys7

ten input is developed during the site survey..

DATA COLLECTIOM

An appropriate time period'for collecting energy consump-

tion data should be seledted. This can be a cal aar year, a

fiscal year, or,any other convenient period of 12 uccessive

months.

Degree-day data%for the 12-month period of the audit

should be collected (from the local weather bureau) and as-

sembled. This data should include (1) heating degree days

below 65°F and (2).cooling degree days above 65°F. This will-,

prov.ide insight on weather sensitive fuel usage separate rpm

base load or process-sensitive energy usage.

This information should be sorted and stored for use by

the auditor. Noone person knows where everything is or what

it does, but various building functions and energrintensive

. operations are'identifted with certain energy requirements.

4A list of the big energy users (HVAC, lighting, and

processes) shopld be compiled to help °identify the scope f

energy savings.
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II

1 ,FUEL ANC UTILITY BILLS
A

eatfiste'in any en rgy, management program is to

o.br i all actual utility,billings and other fuel consumption

a ost data,Wfuel type'fo/: each month of the 12 Months

eding. These billings identify rate schedule's, fuel ad-

i'ment q4arges, energy chatges; monthly consumption, and

ergy cast- $

If actual energy consumption data are not available for

the speCified Reridd,,similar data repfesenting consumption

on a calendar or fiscal year basis can be used. If consump-

tion data are not available, it, will be necessary to measure
.

the actual consumption for some interval of time, (day, week,

or month) and, compute an 'estimate of annual consumption.

Utilities have records of bills, and fuel consumption can be

'reconstructed from their'files.
Q

Actual energy consumption should be collected for elec-

ricity, natural gas, steam, and water and tabulated for the

actual bil]ing period. .1)16 :billings for all metered utiliti4t%

will not' necessarily coincide and will be assigned for'the,

month in,which the greatest number of days occurre . (It is

Irecognized.tat this technique can cause' some in onsistencies.'

However, thete are techniques for correcting th se fuel con-

sumptiots to whole Monthperiads: should this rove necessary.

('The ,utiIity service representative will be db e to assists .

with such corrections..)

The Consumption of fuels purchased dur ng the non-heating

season`ana stored on-site (oil, prlopane, r coal) requires

"special consperation, Any record of ac al consumption,

such as a brier room log4book.or.recor s of quantities in /

inventory, r
should be -searched to estab ish the actu°1 fuel

o
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,

consumption and cost. The quality of the energy Idit de-

pends on how accurately consumption records for these fuels

'can be reconstructed. If adequate records are not being kept

for fuel consumption, the procedure'of monthly meter readings

and-the determination of fuels in storage should be initiated
I r

by th,q energy coordinator.

Suitable forms for recording fuel consumption are given

in the-Energy Audit Workbook ilonf, with step-by-'step instruc-

tions for filling them 'out. The object is to first determi e

an AEI, for the 'facility. _All forms of energy are reduced t6

a common energy basis of millions of Btus,(106 Btu in scien-

tific notation).

Weather data for hegting degree days and cooling,degree

days should be obtained fi-om the nearest U.S. Weather Bureau.

These can be shown graphically for the audit period on forms

given in4the Energy Audit Workbook. Profiles help identify
./

weather-sensitive energy usage in terms of heating andlcook-

ing.

The AEI for a building is derived by dividing the total

annual energy consumption in millibns of Btu by the gross

'square feet involvd. The AEI. for. a building will probably

be higher in cooler climate, and it will never go to zero,

because of thelbuilding energy usagev-tat is constant through-

out the' year. .

There are no norms for the AEI of various facilities.
co

Figure 1 shows approximately the relation of energy consump-

tion to heating degree days'for the AEI of buildings that

hive no.significant large process'energy use.
f

I
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Figure 1. AEI 'Energy .Norms for Buildings.

000

As a guide for selecting the targets of an energy con-

servation program, guidelines for interpreting the AEI base

savings estimates are conveyed ip Table 1.

' The AEI of a building varies from year to year, depend-

ing on the annual variation in the 1oCal climate. There
.

is

no simple way.to nor4lize,annual energy consumption accord-

ing to the annual variation iri.degree days for heating and

cooling. 4However, profiles for theevarious energy Systems

can be dbterminedlon a month:by-month basis and analyzed with

some relatively simple graphical techniques.

tAical profile for monthly, energy usage in a die cast

ing plant of about.150,000 gross square feet area is shown in

Figure 2. All energy dAta are shown in common energy units

of mill ns of Btu. The electric energy consumption ranges

from 2 00 to 3,000 million Btu per month and is primarily
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process-related usage, since no weather-sentitive eak was

observed for air-conditioning in the cooling seas n.

TABLE 1. GUIDELINES FOR AEI INTERPRE ATION.

Location of
AEI

.

.

.

Possible Actions ndicated
.

Above uppef
norm

' .

Building represents bes tar et for, an
energy saving program.' Be ure variance
does net reflect diffzrecv' in use from
"nomad." building of his 'ype.

. .

Between upper
and lowet norms

.,

.

Building represents /a .go',/d target for an
energy saving program. he closer the
estimate is.to fthe,lowe norm, the more
likely capital iny6stm nt measures will
be needed to red e e '-rgy use zto the
stantlard level.

.

Below loiter
i

norm

.

,

..

.

Building may b '-ope ,iting efficiently.,
Are better tar ets ..vailable? Does the
size of, the d llar,energy budget. in this
building jus ify ts se4ection as a tar-
get even tho gh rercemt estimatis low?.
Is building use less than themOrmal
building o this' type?

.

i,

The pi-ofile.fdr'natu al s and fuel oil was combined

and is.shown as total fossil fuel energy. Propane or other

alternate fuels used i the lant Could have'also been com-

bined as total fOssil fuel Each energy type was' first con-
.

vetted into
.

the comfiyon en re unit of million Btu per month

and then summed. The base load fossil fuel consumption is

about 5,000 millioh Btu per month. The profile peaks in / ,

De-cemiserant JanZary a d bas a curious shift in October. 'The
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Figure 2. Profi e of Energy Usage in a, Die Casting Plant.

variabl load'oad is the apparent energy for heating needs or
4

weath -sentit e energy consumption and can probably be

sho; to corr late with the heating,degree days below 65°F.

T e larger p rtion of-fossil fuel energy consumption is, how-

ever, Proce sp-sensitive energy consumption.

Expressed as Btu, all energy types including .electric-

ity can be shown on a common graph. It should be remembered,

however; that-not all Btus were obtained at the same cost.

The pe cent of total Btu input into the plant, which was sup-:

plied as electrical energy, should be computed and used as an

addi ional guideline by the auditor. The percent of electric

ene gy consumed-should not be'allowed to increase in the

co rse of the energy conservation program.

Monthly plant4production data were not available. How--

ever, plant activity can sometimes be estimated from the data

on shipments, assuming there is no substantial change of,

finished goods in inventory.

112
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A profile of monthly production based on shipments is

given for-the die casting plant in Figure 3. A ,decrease in

production during the last quarter probably contributed to

the October shift in fossil fuel consumption.

300

200

100

0 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 I 1

JF Ni M J J -A SO ND
1974

Figure 3. `Profile of Monthly' Production in a Die Casting'
Plant (tased on Shipments).

The profile of total.f:ossil ftiel energy c'onsumption,.a:

shown in Figure 4, approximately correlates with the heating

degree days below 65°F (shown as .the dotted line)., The de-

parture from the 'exact correlation can be partially explained

by the general shape of the produqtion curve.

, The load and' productidn data, collectesi with sub-meters

for energy intensive prqcesses in each department on a monthly

basis, make.it possible to estimate process-sensitive energy

consumption. More,accurdte measurements of actual energy con-

sumption could be obtained and the overall accuracy of the

energy audit improved.
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EQUIPMENT SURVEY: CONNECTED LOAD FOR EACH FUEL TY E

1

The basic facts on the building and physical' Ilant have

been discussed earlier in this module, and major energy-con-

suming systems were noted. However, the auditor should

alize the equipment survey and prepare a connected load dia-

ram for each of the plant's energy supplies.

Shop drawings of the major energy-conuming systems

s ould be studied to determine the size designations and tu

per hour ratings. Boilers should be identified for'fuel type

an Btu per hour rating. It may be neces ary .to compute t is

rating from nameplate data giving cfm of gas or boiler hor e-

pow r.
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1

The energy supplies, or energy "streams," should be con-
..

sidered one at .a time and the energy use of each should be

cal ulated for a one-month period. The following information

sho ld be collected from nameplate data: energy rating (Btu/

hour ; conversion factor; running hours; and total energy

consumed (Btu).

Equation 1 can be used to calculate total energy consumed

for each piece of equipment surveyed.

Total = Energy
x Factor runningEnergy Rating HoUrs

Equation 1

If he fuel stream is used -on only one piece.of

ment, suc as a space heating fbrnace, the survey ofacon-

nected to -d is quite simple. However, if the usage is on a

number of units of different design or function, suitable

metering o instrumentation may be required.,.

The f. tort listed in Table 2 can be used as guidelines.

The calcula ions for connected foads are made to determine

whether or of the monthly consumption of a givens energy

stream can b- balanced with known loads. If monthly consump-

tion can be alanced to a reasonable extent (t 20% or so),

then there i a basis for declaring the possible scope of

energy saving for each item on'the connected load:

Page IS /EA -O3
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TABLE 2. CONVERSION FACTORS FOR EQUIVALENT BTU VALUES.

Fuel Type
Conyersion Factor

(Btu-Ter unit)

Anthracite 12,900/lb

Bituminous coal
___ 14,0001lb

Lignite 11,00041b

Kerosene 134,000/gal

#2 oil 139,000/gal

#4 oil 4 150,000/gal

#5 oil 152,000/gal

#6 oil (2:5%. sulfur) 153,000/gal

Propane 91,600/gal

Natural gas
_ 1,030/ft3

Electricity
. _.

3,412/kWh

Iri the case of electricity, the problem can be attacked

rather simply. To estimate the amount used for lighting,. it ,

. is necessary only to count the number'of bulbs or fluorescent

tubes, read off their 'rating .inwatts (add 20% fOr each bal-

last used with fluoreseent), and'multiply by the number of

hours used per month. The answer W1,1112!in watt-hours per

month, so divide by 1000 to get kWh. Eample A demonstrates

the calculation of energy used for lighting.
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EXAMPLE A. ENERGY UpFOR LIGHTING.

Number of bulbs: 200

Bulb wattage:, 75.

Operating hours per month: 310 .

Find: d Total elect'ricity.consumption.

Solution: 200 x 75 x 1.20 x 310
5580 kWh/month1000

Given:

1

Electric motors offer some difficulty for complete ac-

curacy, but an estimate,can be Made from nameplate data and

estimated use factor. Jfa motor is,labeled.at 1115 )/ s and

a full load current of 5.5 amperes, it will use 115 V x 5.5 A =

632 watts each'hoUr of Operation at full load, Motors seldom

operate at full load; 70 percent of furl load is a good aver-
, -

age. Example B demongtrates.the calculation of total energy

consumption for the same motor operating at 70 percent oT full

16ad.

0

EXAMPLE B. ELECTRIC MOTOR ENERGY CONSUMPTION.,

t

Given: Watts per hour: 632

Hours of operation: '200

Percentage of full lAd: 0.7

Find:. Total energy consumptiOn.

Solution: 632 watts x 200 hours x 0.070
1000

88 kWh'
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Ir
For motor labeled "3 phase," the calculation of watts

is voltage times 1.732. For example, a 220-volt, 3-phale

motor, rated at a full load current of 2.2 amperes, will use

220 x 2.2 x 1.732, or 838 watts at full load.

Electric heating elements are rated in watts and no cor-

rection factor is involved. The `kWh usage is simply the wat-

tage times the hours of operation per month, divided by 1000.

In some cases, it may be very difficult to estimate the

hITs,of actual operation, particularly in equipment con-

trolled with a thermostat, such as the compressor motor on an

air conditioner orthe heating elements on an electric oven.

In such cases, it may be necessary to have an electrician

connect a simple electric clock across the motor terminals

and read the clock every 12 hours for a day or so. The

elapsed time, shown on the clock at each reading, will be the

hours of operation for-the past 12 hour's of real'time. It

must be recognized that this type of measurement is not always

representative of a yearly average energy use. For example,

the energy demand of air.conditioners varies widely with the

time of year; the demand pattern of a drying Oren may depend

wholly on the rate of production.

BUILDING SURVEY

The building survey is a "walk-through" of a facility

by the auditor.--The purpose is to Ibok for energy waste and

`determine the total sz= for energy conservation. A check-

list of Energy Cons=:tiOn Opportunities (ECOs) may be used

as'a guide.

113
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Typical questions asked by the auditor include the fol-

lowing:

Why are lights on in an unoccupied area?

Why is the hearth operated at lets than

full load?

Are there motors running idle?

When was the last time the heating plant

was adjusted for the best air-to-fueloratio

and filth's changed or cleaned?

These questions shOula then lead the auditor to make notes

and comments.

Not all ECOs will apply'to the facility, and some obser-

vations may be made that are not covered by the list. The

building survey should emphasize the ECOs that can be imple-

mented as maintenance or operational changes with little or

no cost. However, .the. object is to establish the total scope

for energy conservation: Consideration should also be given

to evaluating energy measures involving Capital expenditures.

The no-cost Maintenance and-operational changes should .

be implemented before the payback time for energy measures is

computed. In other words, the building should be returned to

its designed 'efficiency of operation before retrofit projects

are contemplated.

As the various ECOs are implemented, the AEI value of

the btitlding wi'l decrease. There will be a corresponding

decrease in the energy output.ratio as Btu per pound of pro-

duct. Tbe need for good record keeping should be emphasized

it is to be a measure of energy savings an-"energy con-

se vatiOn program., The recording of uti ity bills and Other

asis and compared_ withfuels should be co tinued on a monthly

the preVi usyea s performance.'
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AUDITORS,.ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAMS, AND
5 TOTAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT .

'Because of their "hands-on" relationship with the facil-

ities being audited, eneik auditors are in,a good position

to get energy conservation programs started. The auditor has

access to raw data from both records and measurements. This

data, together with a Oorough survey of the facility, enables

the experienced auditof to determine the major areas of energy

'loss, recommend modifications which will reduce these losies,

and emphasize (to facility owners/operators) the effectiveness)

of total energy management.

MAINTENANCE.AND OPERATIONAL CHANGES

A qualified and experienced auditor aware of the no-

cost energy efficiency modifications that can save signifi-

cant amounts of energy and'retain acceptable levels of comfort

and safety for a facility's occupants. Most facilities can

yield a 15% or greater reduction in energy consumption if

operational cha#ges ,are made conscientiously. These changes

include running boilers. at 'best efficiency keeping indoor

temperatures at 68°F or 'lower in winter and 78°F or higher

in summer, turning off unnecessary lights, and other obvibus

but frequently overlooked energy saving opportunities.
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SIMPLE PAYBACK

Given an energy meaSure that cotsA'dollars to imple-
.

./. mept and that is expected to save B dollars.each year at to

day's prices, the simple payback is A divided by B years.- /

The purist Will immediately question whether the time valde

of money should be condered. The answer is, "Of CdUrse,----if L
/4 ..0.-

one truly wants to know the payback per&od." The question

that is being faced here, however, is: Which measures should

be implemented and in what order? I4asmuch as a fixed dis-

count rate (10%) has been decreed, the simple payback time

will rank the measures in the same order as the discounted
' N

payback calculation. Thus, no significant information is

lost by not utilizing the discounting procedures common to.

payback calculations. ,

1
If the auditor has good first-cos information along

with an accurate description of the an al expected savings,
r-,....

the.procedures set forth in "Life=Cicle Costing Emphasizing
,

Energy ConSumption,Guidelines for Investment Anallsigt"

ERDA-7

for is

need.a

/130, revised May 1977, should be followed. The audi-
i

ericouraged to be aware of theSe progedures'should the

ise for their implementation,

PRIORITY' LNKING 'OF MEASURES

Several measures from each facility can be ,readily'ranjced

by the auditor if. the.payback periods have'been cal6Ulated.
.

(Caution: More than one payback period technique should not

be used since each technique yields different results'.) The

shortest payback period indiactes the Most cost-effective
. .

r
I

4
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effct1ve measylre

measure in, a gr

i

-7-- ,

6,
$

up 4o measur s. It. may be that the most co

neithe 'the most,eneFgy saving'nor the

'least eXpeiXie

ranking,

'vral apPro

I

easure.

t the 'sho

to,top ra

h reforq, some judgment may mo

test pAybatk period is the best

king%in th,"long run.

s '//

I

IMP, TING ENGY MEASUR

.

/The facility

saving mealures

.prcvide tpchni advice, -but the site manage

- cute theipro ct. Follow-up audits should b

is esponsible for implementation o

The auditor may assist in :the r

management ensuring thaI'energy savings

thel'a n t lost'in
.

facility use!Achanges.

15% = petted saving for a boiler change coul

w cegbut by a 15% increase in hefting degree days during the

nexiseason. If a proper audit is conducted, the,0.1 copsump-
,

tion 'er degree day will be lower and, thus, acco,r.,-416r the

improved. efficiency. aspect of implemeqtation is an y

ongoing audit' and entinuos record keeping.

g

t-

fy'

en -'

energy-

king and

nt must exe-

made to assist

xist and that

or instance, a

be apparently

The auditor. can materially aid the facility by provi4ng 5
the quick training and guidance needed to permit the facility

to cAart:its savings course in the 'future.

t.

1

/
01,

o
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TOTAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT

In order to overcome the probems' of end-use restric-

tions and,thereby establish the baSis for far more meaning:-

ful energy conservation programs, private industry and govern-

ment together helped formulate a new conservation method

called Total Energy Management (TEM).

The,Cimate objective of the TEAL4rogram is to bring a

building's systems to peak gff ciency and to maintain that

efficiency through continuing man en ffo s.

TEM considers every building or complex buildings as

a unique entity. To best understand how to conserve energy,

TEM,holds that one first must understand how it is consumed

and tie interrelationships of the-various systems, sub-sy

tems, and so forth. Once this understanding is obtaine

administrative, health care, and technical personnel
/

able
/

to collaborate to determine where, when, and how modifications'

should be made to reduce consumptiOn. Implement tion of mod-

ifications and the overall,,TE5program itself/th n becomes

the responsibility of administrative personnel o ensure

realization of tneriy conservation goals:

Although there are literally hundreds of specific TEM

/ bptions available, the overall concept of th TEM program

to improve energy efficiency of all buildi systems, sub-

systems, qnd components. Implementing, this concept has three

primary effects. First, it eliminates energy,wastage. Second

dt significantly expands.areas of investIgation. This gxpand
7 /*

opportunities for conservation while also providing. /Sub-
,

stantial amount ef flexibility so management can s ect th

.option desired.
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C'ose exa ination shows that TEM essentially is two old

wine ( mixed i one new bottle: The management techniques

recommended re essentially simil4 to those employed in any

well-run o ganization. Likewise many of the TEM energy con-
.

servation options suggested are relatively,conventional.

What ,is portant is the fact hat, the technical and manage-
,.

ment a pects of energy conser ation are integrated and that

so ma y different energy co servation options have been inter-

rel ed w.,th one another.

T s impact already is being felt in builkings across

ation., In the case of buildings that h e not been

jected to other conservati n.efforts, energy savings of

5% to 20% and more i irst year/of'TEM application have

been documented. Fr tly, many,pi the measures used to

achieve these savin equixe very little capital investment.

In cases where cap 1 investment is/requited,,payback gen-

e3illy is three y ars sq less. As the cost of energy,in-

easeS, ot-cop e; these payback periods will become shorter.

// Perhaps, most portant, however, ,is fact that TEM can

achieve subSt ntial energy acid energy cost savings without.

disruptidn the many working,envifonments which modern fa-

cilit sys /must support. /

I
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EXERCISE

1. List, compare, and contrast the major types of auditft...

2. Lest and define (in no more than two sentences each)`

the elements of-the "data base" for, an energy audit.

3. Define the AEI and briefly discuss how it is used by

the auditor.

infoftatign "necessary to calculate the total
0

energy consumed.by a piece of equipment.

S. Convert a total' consumption of 9,876,600 watt-hours to

kWh.

.6. If a motor consumes 700 watts per hour at full load,

what energy consumption figure would the auditor use

in estimating actual energy usage?

7. Define simple payback, discuss it briefly, and include

in the diicussibn the ways in which the auditor car

make use of it.

Instructions for Energy Auditors, Vol. I.

NTIS, Sept. 1978. (DOE/CS-0041/12).

Instructions for Energy Auditors, Vol. II.

NTIS, Sept. 197'8. (DOE/CS 0041/13).

Texas Energy Auditor` Training Manual, 1980

REFERENCES

Springfield, VA:

Springfield, VA:

. Austin, TX:

"Texas Energy and Natural-ResourcesAdvisor Council,

1980.

Total Energy Management for Hospitals. Hyattsville, MD:

\pepartment of Health, Education and Welfare

(Pub.-# 78-613).

Thumann, Albert. Handbook ofEnergy Audits. Atlanta: The

Fairmont Press, 1979.
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ington Energy Auditor Instructor Training Manual.Wa

Olympia, WA: Washington State Energy Offjce, 1979.
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'TEST

Multiple Choice. For Questions 1-4, choose the answer'

closest to the correct one by circling the appr*priate letter.

1. What is the'total monthly-electricity consumption of

196 incandescent light bulbs ,rated at 60 watts 'each,

opera'ting 310 hours per month?

. 4176 kWh

b. 3647 kWh

c. 4375 kWh

d. 3923 kWh

e . 3214 kWh

2. What is the total monthly electrty consumption of 75'

fluorescent light tubes rated at 40 watts each, operating

720 hours per month? (Remember to include ballaSt con-

sumption.)

a. 1949 kWh

b. 2419 kWh

c. 216.0. kWh

d. 3019 kWh

e . 2592 kWh

3. What is the total monthly electricity consumption of.a

motor that is labeled 115,volts, 6.5 amps, operating 150

hciurs per month? (Remember that motors do not always

run at full load.)

a. 78 kWh

b. 8.7 kWh'

c. 72 kWh .

d. 81 kWh

e . 76 kWh
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4. What is the simple payback period for an energy conser-'

vation m=. -sure that costs $9,152 to implement and reduces

the annual electricity consumption of a facility by

14,500 WI an area where the charge per kWh is $0.05?

a. 10.2 year

b. 12.6 years

c. 11.2 year

d. 14.6' years

e. 12.1 years

True or False. Enter true or false in the blank at the

end of Questions S -0.

S.. The mini-audit requires no tests or measurements.

6 Population density is estimated by calculating the floor

space per employee.

7. The preliminary information an auditor collects need not'.

include actual utility billings.-

S. To calculate the AEI, all forms of energy must be con-

verted to kWh.
*.

There are as many Btus* in 79 kWh of electricity'as there

ar.ein 1.9t'gallons of #2 oil.

10. A 220-volt, 3-phase motor, rated at a full load current

of 2.5 amperes, consumes 915 watts' at full load.
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INTRODUCTION

The building envelope is the major non-'energized energy

pse ystem. The building envelope is composed of all exter-

nal surfaces that are subject to climatic impact and internal

barriers to heat flow... This module discusses air. infiltra-

tion and exfiltration, solar heat gain and loss,through the,

major components of the envelogB, and internal heat flow.

,R values and U values are discussed and the methodology for

calculating them is explained'

PREREQUISITE

The student should have -c=ompleted, Module EA -03, "Energy

Audit ProcessandAnalysts:'
.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of, this module, the student should be

able to:

1. Discuss air infiltration and exfiltration, heat gain,

heat loss, and heat flow as they itpact on thg entire

building energy use system.

2. Explain and calculate R values and U values.

3. Discuss practices that improve energy efficiency of

building ope'ra'tion without maintenance or retrofit.

4. List and disduss operation/maintenance and retrofit

measures for improving energy performance of the bui d-

)
rig envelope.

130
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SUBJECT MATTER

BUILDING SYSTEMS: TOTAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT

The energy required-iri all types.of buildings to provide

proper environmental cpnditiOns (temperature, hum-id-i-ty-i light,

and fresh air) involves not only mechanical systems and ser-

vices. within the facility, but also the building envelope.

The building envelope contains the man-madeenvixonment and

excludes often-adverse outside conditions.

Total energy management, therefore, must incoporate"All

possible ways that conductive and convective lleat lo'ises and

gain's (outdoors -to- indoors and, indoors-to-outdoors) can occur

each season through the building envelope. The energy man-

agement technician must also'consider solar heat gains help-

ful in winter and unwanted in summer., And, because of func-

tional compleXities, energy management should also extend to

the separation of environmental,zories inside the building en-

velope.

4

THE ENERGY AUDIT

A total energy management program mus t begin with a

thorough energy audit of tAe.building an its .systems not

the least of which is the building envelope: The first step

of an audit is to examine all physical conditions of the

building that are subject to.:heat transfer.

All the items found in the basic audit 'whether or not

. in need of repair or installation should be schedulh for

re-examination on an appropriate, periodic basis so that'cost-

effective and energy-effective maintenance is achieved.

,
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This scheduling may be computerized as part of the overall

building's energy management program. In that way, the con-

ditioni and effects of the building envelope become part of

the monthly energy consumption analysis.

CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITIES

There are many small ways to conserve energy in the

building envelope, as well as larger, more expensive improve-

ments. that can be made: It is important to put these oppor-

tunities into some overall pers.pective. From the broad

point of view, there are five major areas of concern. They

follow, in order of importance, fop existing building con-

siderations:

Reduction of infiltratioi and exfiltration

- Reduction of solar heat gain through windows

Reduction of heat loss through windows

Reduction of heat gain and loss through walls,

roofs, floors, and slabs

- .Reduction of internal heat trapsfer

A general' analysis of each of these five subjects is

presented in the discussion that follows. Some specific

conditions are cited, but a more complete list of possible

steps in energy conservation especially for the many small

efforts that add up to meaningful savings is provided

in the Energy Conservation Checklist section of the Energy

Audit Workbook.

a
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INFILTRATION AND EXFILTRATION

The need for a large portion of the energy used for

heating and cooling a typicat building results from the heat

gains and losses through,the building envelope., In the typ-

ical building, the maj ortion of that loss or gain occurs

as infiltration and e ltration (air leakage through all

kinds of Cracks and crevices in the building envelope).

Outside air can leak through cracks around operative

window sashes and doors, between the door or window frames

and thewall materials in which they are set, and through

joints in the basic, wall nstruction especially in panel-

ized wall systems.

BUILDING EXTER

There .re many types of building exterior treatments;

cha es fo leakage in and out of the building envelope vary

accord y. For example, consider the increasing amount of

crack-footage in the fallowing list of facade types:

Individual win ows set in brick walls

Bands of wind ws set in brick walls

Precast panel systems; windows in some panels

Curtain wall treatment on two sides only

\ Curtain wall treatment on all four sides

At the sam6ktime, consider the quality of the installa-

tion'and the caulking materials used. Quality of installa-

tion can vary from good to poor, and caulkings can,change in

quality with age. Fortunately, most curtain wall systems

hare good details for holding glass and for preventing leak-,

age.

133 .
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Infiltration and exfiltration vary with wind velocities

and wind pressure (both positive and negative) on different

sides of the building. Air pressures inside the building

envelope can also be positive and/or negative. Wind and air,

pressures can combine with exterior coliditions ta,induce
. ,

leakage when the potential exists.

'STACK EFFECT

There is also a stack effect in tall uildings, espe-

cially in vertical spaces like stairways elevators,' and

mechanical. service shifts. Warm air ri es. So, when outside

air is cold, there is a strong potenti 1 for infiltration on

bottom floors and exfiltration at top floors.

CAULKING AND WEATHER STRIPPING

Caulking between fixed systems and weather stripping

movable window sashes and doors are major means of reducing

infiltration and exfiltration in'the building envelope.

There are probably as many types of Caulking and weather

stripping materials as there are typesof cracks to be filled.

In general, the non-hardening, surface-skinning types of

caulkings are best. Caulking's must have permanent adherence

and should be chosen according o su faces involved. These

surfaces must be clean and dry. For wide cracks, a filler

(or backtir-rod) can be used before caulking. Weather strip-

ping includeecompressible, closed-cell foam; compressible

tubular systems; and interlocking metal-strip systems. Since,

Page 6/EA-04 .
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there are many conditions that can exist for caulkings and

weather /stripping; it is wise to get expert advice on the

subject.

STORM WINDOWS Z.

0
A

Storm windows are often used to increase thermal resis-

tance through glass. Double.glazing is also used for this

purpose. However, storm window units generally have an ad-q

vantage: increased control over leakage of air around win-

dow frames. Depending on window framing and installation'de-

tails; storm windOws in secondary frames are usually "tore

energy-conserving than double glazing in a single'frame, and

.storm windows are often easier to use in existing conditions.

o
SOLAR HEAT GAIN 4

Heat gains from solar radiation throug windows in Texas

buildings can have a majo'r Impact on :energy , dependin)si on

factors ;like orientation, exposure and shading, winter and

summer, types of glasf, 'and glass treatment.. Tennessee, on

the other hand, is loeatled where winters are moderately cold;

the need for cooling to overcome heat-gain through windows

oin summer is comparable to the benefit of heat gain in the

winter. To compare heating and cooling .requirements for var-

ious areas in the United States, see Figure 1,'"Climatic

Zones.."

Theis so much more heat gain from solar radiation

than,from conduction through the glass that radiative gains

135
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the daily maximum or minimpm tempei.at 
for an 

any given day. The degree day value' 

y given day is the difference between 65 degrees and the mdan daily temper- 

ature. Example: Mean daily temperature of 50 degrees the degree /days are 65 

minus 50 degree days. They measure the severity, of the entire season. 



O

/
.11

//

7/ /
mu :t be dered bdfore conductive heat ansfer through

he gl s considered. When double gl ing is'determined

best approach for reducing su mer heat gains, there

so be, a enefit in controlling eat losses in the win-.

season.
//

//.

ORIENTA ION

The- effects of ,building

ter and summer. In win

f east, is low in the so

orientation.are different for

er, the sun rises a little South

th sky at noon, and sets correipond-

ingly south of west. f is sun movement allows some east and

west wall solar heat in in the morning and afternoon, re-
.

spectively, and a:lo of middy suh on the south walls and

into south-facing w ndpws. /In the summer, the 'sun rises a

little north of/east and sets a little north of west. At

Ho 11,-the sun/is high overhead, barely shining on southerly
/

walls and wind s/. Summer solar radiation, therefore, is

more severelo ea .t and'west exposures and not so serious on

southern ex osur s. 'North-facing.walls and windows get no

sunshine;

noon an'g

/ 2/
EXTE IOR SP A DING

ter and only early morning and late after-

sure to summer sun.

Ext rior architectural shading for windows must relate'

the e sun angles. On east and west elevations", such de-

must be verticaIi, the Tull height of the windows, and

times adjustable for the actual orientation and time o

ok
S.
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day. For south9cing windows, roof overhangs and projecting

horizontal "eyebrows" over each band of windows can give shade

in summer"yet alloW winter solar gains. When used', such

shading devices are usually parttof originaledesign and con-

struction. They are only occasionally installed on existing

structures.

External shading devices are the, most effective method
-

of controlling, solar heat gain because- they prevent the sun

from shining directly on the glass. There are some external

sunshading devices`available that ca, be fixed to thpwindow

openings, and that provide meaningful shading. Someti es,

these devices can'be removed or adjusted to allow winter olar

heat gain.

INTERNAL SHADING

Internal shading devices include drape__, venetian blinds_,

vertical louver Minds, roller blinds, and variations of these

basic types. While less effective than other mefods of solar

heat gain, internal shades are relatively inexpensive and are

more easily adjustable to solar gain, light, and view consid-
.

eritions.

WINDOW GLASS TREATMENTS

Tinted or reflective glass, and,..reflective pplyester

films, applied to the inside .of 'the glass, may /also be used

to reduce solar heat gain. Tinted or reflective glass can

be used to replace existing glass or to create double glazing

Page 10/EA-04
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r
(storm windows). Films are self-adhesive, but require care

in application. Film should be on the inner face of the

outside layer of glass'on storm windows. (If film is put on

the inner glass, reflected heat will be tripped). .

An example of solar heat gain reduction involves the ap-

plication of reflective(solar film to 10,000 square feet of

east, south, and west windows in a 10-story office building

in Miami, Florida. The annual energy savings calCulated was

15% with a payback of just over two years.

In winter, solar heat gain is beneficial. The useful-

ness of winter solar heat gain must be balanced against summer

solar gains according to orientation, types of glass, reflec- 31',

4ive films, latitude, solar contioldevices4...and percentage

of,sunshine. Note that about 10% less sunlight penetrates

double glazing than single glazing. However, double glazing

reduces the heat load due to conduction; the benefits from

this more than offset the los of solar radiation. /

HEAT LOSS THROUGH WINDOWS
c

On the - national scale, i.t has been estimated that 20%

of energy goes to space conditioning in buildings. Of this,

25% results froM heat losses and gains due to the relatively

high thermal Conductivity of windows, -L- an energy use equiva-

lent to an average of 1.7 million barrels of oil ,per day.

0

I
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U VALUE

The rate of conductive heat flow through various parts

of;the building envelope (glass, walls, roof, floorsr and so

forth) is expressed as a U value. This rating is -in units

oP,Btus/hour/squate foot of surface/°F of temperature dif-

ference inside to outside.

the insulating value of the

and roof constructions vary

ing,on the basic structural

ness.of the insulation used

The lower the U value, the higher

construction rated. Typical wall

from U = 0.4 to U = 0.04 depend-

materials and the type and thick-

, Single panes of glass in still

air (less than 15 mph) have a U value of 1.13. Double glazing

reduces the U value to about 0.55.

These values show a greater concern for heat flow through

glass than through the solid parof the building envelope

(exterior walls, roof, and floors over unheated space). It

is helpful to put this difference into some sort of perspec-

tive. This is done by comparing U values to what would be

equiv'alent areas for the same transmission of Btus per hour.---

- Assume the follbWing reasonable U values for two windows

(based .on, Table 1) and abwall: -

a.' Windows with single glass: 1.1 U value

b. Window with double glass: 0.55 U value

c. The solid wall: inside = gypsum board

insulation = R-17.

wall = 0.055 U value

exterior = sheathing p10- wood

panel, painted

Page 12/443
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The rate

tenth that of

half that of

ing is on a

be transmitt

TABLE 1. U VALUES FOR GLASS.

Glass U Value

Single pane 1.13

Double pane 0.65

Triple pane 10..47

Storm window and
air space 0.56

f heat flow through the solid wall is one-

the dobble glazed Window, which in turn is one-

the single glass. Since this transmission rat:

quare-foot basis, the same amount of heat would

d through:

a.

b.

C. Solid wall:

Single glass window: 2.5'

Double glazed window: 5'

10' x 201 = 200 scft

x 4' = 10 sq ft

x 4' = 20 sq ft

Using double glazing reduces the conductive heat loss

of single glazing by one-half. However, this will occasion-

ally be modified by solar radiation and wind, and, therefore,

by orientation.. Wind destroys the exterior air film on the

glass; this causes the U value of the window to increase.

Shutters, screens, trees, and other shielding devices reduce

this wind effect.

It is often,easier to add storm windows to existing win-
.

f-dows than.it is to change to,double .glazing in the original

frame. The choice will vary with the physical conditions,
t

the present needs and replacement plans, and so forth, for

142
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each building. The use of storm ,windows provides' greater

reduction in heat transfer through the windows because of

greater air space. Storm windows give more control over air

infiltration because of the second frame set tightly in the

window opening.

MEAN RADIANT TEMPERATURE

The use of the various types of tirapes, blinds, and ap-

propriate linings to cover windoVts not needed for light or

view also helps reduce he'at flow_throughwIndows---An-added-
.

advantage provided by_the drapes is that they improve the

mean radiant temperature ina room or office. That is, the

occupant often will not feel the cold window in the winter or

window heat in the'summer. Eliminating this human response
.

to radiant heath-flow toward or from glass precludes the occu-

pants' need dr more heat or more cooling for comfort.
,

When rooms or za es of the building_a_re_=.1.1sed or- closed

.."..t..
off, thermal transmission hrough the windows, in both winter

and, summer, can be meaningfully reduced by closing off the

windows with various types o thermal barriers. Depending on

the time the space is to be cl sed off, and on how the, space

heating and, cooling is to be m intained, the thermal barriers

can range from simple drapes nd blinds to storm windows or

opaque, insulated panels..

Page 14/EA-04 1.43



HEAT FLOW THROUGH WALLS, ROOF,, AND FLOORS

R VALUE AND U VALUE

Energy conservation efforts must take into account the

rate of conductive heat flow through various types of build-

ing construction. This is the U value of each complete con-

struction (inside-to-outside) including air films, as dis-

cussed above. If heat flow is to be reduced, the R value (or.

thermal resistance) of materials like insulation, masonry,

wood, or plaster must also be considered. In computing for

energy conservation purposes, the R value of all materials

in a wall construction is totaled. The result, or total R

Value, is the reCilirocal*9f the U value of the whole construc-'

tion.

This relationship of the U value to the total R value,

and then to the R values of the parts of a construction, is

meaningful in discussing improvements that might be ichie0id

by to addition of certain insulation materials. nsul- ation

materials ls are commercially rated by their R values, even

though,the U value is commonly used as arating of the total

construction,

It is best to remember ,that,-.simply put:

The higher the R value, the better the insula-

tion of the material:

The lower the U value, thebetter the insula-

tion of the whole construction.

For most wall and-roof constructions, individual struc-

tural materials are-inadequate_is thermal, barriers becadse

various amounts and tpes of insulation are included in thei

design. The physical examination of a building envelope dur-'

ing a basic energy audit should include an analysis of the

EA-04/Pige 15
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plans, details, and specifications of building construction.

This analysis will determine the resistance to heat flow of

the building's parts. This analysis shouldalso be done for

the various details of wall and roof construction and for

any floors over unconditioned spaces.
t

Variables include latitude, solar radiation, degree

hours above 80°F, winter:degree days, building and wall ori- '

Or
entation, surface hea\t,a8gM-ption coefficients dasonal wind

patterns and velociti\es,.as well as the.theO're 'cal U,value

of each construction. fee Table 2 to compare heat loss

'through roof and Table 3 to compare heat gain through roof

for selected cities in the United States.
. ,.-

The'mass of a wall does not give it a better or lower

U value, per ,§e. Mass imply provides a form of thermal
''.

inertia,:. it slows uphe ttransfer and delays the impact -/

of outdoot teMperatUre c anges on inside conditioned space.

The timeedelWallows., the wall to act dynamically as a ther-

mal stor-systetn, smoot sing out, peaks in heat flow and

somewhat reducing yearly h -at goasEigiunasawa.115. of 80

to 90 lbs/sq ft }have"apjoro.imately 2% legs yearly heat-loss

(or gain) than loi mass wal s of 10-to 20 lbs/sq ft, assuming

the same U value a d absorp ion coefficient for` both walls.

Page 16/EA-04
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TABLE 2. YEARLY HEAT LOSS/SQUARE FOOT THROUGH ROOF.

.

City Latitude

Solar
Radiation
Langleys* -

Degree
Heat Loss Through Roof Btu/Ft2 Year

.

0.

U=0,12'
a=0.3 a =0.8Days a=0.'.9 a=0.8

Minneapolis . 45°N 325 67382 35,250. 30,967 21,330 18,642.

16,625Concord, N.H. 43°N 300 7,000 32,462 27,678 19,649

Denver 40°N 425 6,283 26,794 22,483 16,226 13,496
.

Chicago 42 °N 350 6,155 27,489 23,590 16,633 14,190

St. Louis 39°N 375 4,900 20,975 17,438 12,692 10,457

New York 41°N 350 4,871 21,325 17,325 12,911 10,416

San Francisco 38°F 410 3,015 10,551 8,091 6,381 4,784

Atlanta 34°N 390 2,983 12,601 9,841 7,619 5,832,

2,142Los/Angeles 34°N ,, 470 2,061 4,632 3,696 2,790

Phoenix 33°N 520 1,765 5,791 4,723 3,487 2,756

Houston 30°N 430 1,600 6,045 4,796 3,616 2,778,

55Miami 26°N 451 . 141 2591 130 139

*The langley is a measure of radiation intensity. One langley equals 3.68 Btu per square foot.
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TABLE 3. YEARLY HEAT GAIN /SQUARE FOOT THROUGH ROOF.

..

City Latitude

Solar
Radiation
Langleys*

....

D.B. Degree
Hours Above

78°F

Heat Loss Through Roof Btu/Ft2 Year

U=0.19 U=0.12
a=0.3 a=0.8 a=0.3 a=0.8

Minneapolis 45°N 325 2,500

..

2,008 8,139 1,10 4,728

Concord, N.H. 43°N 300 1,750 1,891 7,379 1,043, 4,257

Denver 40°N 425 (1-- 4,055 2,458' 9,859 1,348 5,680

Chicago ?.42°N 350 3,100 2,104 7,918 1,185 4,620

St. Louis 39°N 375 6,400 4,059 12,075 2,326 7,131
,

Mel./ York 41°N 350 ' 3,000 2,696 9,274 1,543 5,465

San Francisco 38°N 410 3,000 566 5,914 265 3,354

,6tlanta 34°N 390 , 9,400 4,354 14,060 2,482 8,276

Los Angeles 34°N ,470 2,000 1,733 10,025 921 5,759

Phoenix. 33°N 520 24,4p8 12,149 24,385 7,258 14,649

Houston 30°N 430 115/00 7,255 20,931 4,176 12,369

Miami 26°N 451 10,771 9,009 240,594 5,315 14,716

.
.

*The langley is a measure of radiation intensity. One langley equals 3.68 Btu per square foot.
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INSULATION

When it is determined that the U value of a wall should

(be ldwered as an. energy conservation measure, the first con-

. sideration should. be to increase the wall insulation. It is'

seldom possible to do this without going to some extreme mea-

sures, such as removing the interior wall surfaces. (often

gypsum board or plaster) and then adding appropriately high,

R value insulation before resurfacing the wall. /

Exterior Facing

It is also'possible to add insulation ith a,new facing ,

over existing surfaces. When added to t114 exterior:the 1

. /
treatment will have to be weather-sealed and vapor-proofed,J-,, ,

ancfcit will give an' entirely new look to the building unless --------
-

a Aimilar fading existed before/
//
Such exterior treatment is

feasible for low-rise strucitu4s, &it difficult for tall -,
.

.

buildings.. It has the pra tital advantage of causing little

disruption InTde the 1 ilding. .

.
.

i

4- -_

ior treatment is, easier in ta buildings, but is

ve to normal operations. I oth interior and exte-

.treatments, there are likely o be architectural' andtme,

nical complications not rea ly discernable. There are

usually building 'cede condi ons to consider. Therefore, it

is advisable to get prof= sional h 1p.See Figure 2,'"U '

Values for Typical Wa and Ro9f Co sruction

450 EA-'04/Page 19'
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12 3456 7

' 12345

4.

Construction . Resistance (R)
1. Outside surface (15 moh wand) 3.17
2. Face brick (4 in) 0..4
3. Cement mortar (1.2 in) A 1.10
4. Concrete block (cinaer a38) (8 in) 1.72
5. Air space (rmilective) 2.80

" -'6. Gypsum wallboard. foil back ol" in) 0..5
74. InsidelSurrace (still air) O.o?,-

Total resistance
-----

¢./ 36

e 1/R 1'6.16 3 .< 0.16

Conctrdction -Restutance (R)
1. ,lutside .arface (15 -son .trd) 2 :7
2. Common brick o. in) y ).50
3. Air soac0 ro.t)7

4. Concratc block (stone agg) (4 t)t/, 0.7.
5. 44r space ^.97
6. 4psum aiP)oard o1/2 .n) 0.-5

Insice surfade (stall air) 0.68

Total resistance . 75
C I/R * .-4.73

Construccaol Resistance iR)
1. :aside surrace,(scill air, ) ^c.

2. ?las. (It wt agg) 5'5 an .19.
3. Cement blIca .zincer agg) (. tn. .1.11
.. :las. agg) 5,3 (- ).39
3. Insiae Aurface (still air) 0.68

Total resistance 3.:5
12,.. ':I I 25

Coristrt.ction
-- Resistance ;7:1

2. Oucsiue surface (:5 npn wind) 9.17
/-2. Face °rice (. ino 9...

3. Con Sric< .4 In) 3.30
4. Air space 9.47
5. Gypsum wallboard ii 2 in) i. -3

b. Insice surface (sr.::: air) ).o3

Total resistance 51

1JR '1,3.31 0.29
Adjusiment for furrihg 1 : in ) :6 in o=

11 r 1.30 0.29 e 1...)0 C.:9

Corstructicro Resistarze ol)
1. Outsice surface ,15 non wino)
2. Siding, .coc. 1;2 S .n lappec ka6g)T...
3. Sheacnin;, 1 2 ssznal:-Impreanatea ' 32
.or Air .6ace 1 )-

5. Gypsum wal:board (1/: _n).
6. :nside surface 'stiff al:, ) 03

Tdttl resistance ...0
* 1LR P 1.4.1' 0.23

2..onsruction iesisoince
Sur.tco .cill air 3.o8

Z. yp.cm .)a : in) 3..5
3. 4Ir

;boar: .1o: in.
5. Surface (3:::: air) )

stal resasc.ince 1."
C lo: :3;

.

Figure 2, U Values for Typical Wall hid
Roof Construction (Walls

Page 20/EA-04
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Roof Insulation

Heat gain and loss through roofs can_also be reduced by

lowering the U value by adding insulation. Again, there are

techniques for this additional treatment both-on top and on

the underside Of the roof.

When adding insulation to the top of the roof, work is

less disruptive and may be done when the existing surface,

needs repair. The surface must be prepared according to the

teaniques employed. Botha sprayed foam and iigid board

sulation,are available for use on roofs. Each has a treat-

ment for a new top waterproof surface. When the existing

roof is acceptable,, especially with a new built-up roof, the

new IRMA roof system of Dow\styrofoam may be appropriate,

since insulation is laid over waterproofing, shielding it

from the s'un'k heat. A professional consultant should be

sought.

' .
Insulation below the roof structure may be applied to

the underside of that structure by spray application or with

fitted pieces of insulation board. One'must work above and

around-existing utility lines, pipes, ducts, and structural

members. The need for insuLating the pipes, ducts, and so '

forth, should not be dverlooked nor should their location in

the attic space all some area of the roofuncrersi'de to go

untreated. If.insulation is laid over the existing ceiling,

it is'important to consider pipe and duct insulation 'and,

ossibly, the need for attic ventilation.

As a rule Of thumb, the thickness of duct insulation re-

qui ed is one-fifteenth of the temperature difference between

the 'conditioned air inside the duct and the unconditioned air

in the attic space. See Figure 3, -.0 Values for Typical.Wall

and Roof ConstruCtion (Roofs)."

152
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Construction Resistance (R)
1. Outside surface (15 mph wind) 0.17
2. Built-up roofing (3/8) 0.33'

3. Roof insulation (C =0.24) 4.17
4. Metal deck 0.06
5. Air space 0.99
6. Metal lath and
7. 3/4 in plas. (san agg) 0.l3
8. Inside surface (still air) 0.92

Total resistance 6.71

U 1/R 1/6.71 0.15

Construction. Resistance (R)
(Heat flow up)
1. Outside surface (15 mph wind) 0.17

2. Built-up rooting (3/8 in) 0.33
3. Roof insulation (C 0.72) 1.3
4. Plywood deck (3/8 in) 0.7

5

O. 5

1.25
0.61

6. Gypsum wallboard (1/2 in)
7. Acoustical tile (1/2 in) - glued
8. Inside surface (still air)

1234 St 78 Total resistance

2945878

5.83

U. 1/R 1/3.83 0.17

Construction (heat flow up) Resistance (R)
,1. Outside surface (15 mph wind) 0.17

2. Built-up roofing - 3/8 in 0.33

3, Rodl insulation (none) --
4. Concrete slab (It wt agg) (2 in) 2.22

5. -Corrugated metal 0

6. Airspace 6 0.85
7. Metal lath and 3/4 in plas. (lc wt agg)
a. Inside surface (still air) 0:61

Total resistance
U 1/R m'E/1.o3 0.2:

Construction Resistance (R)
(Heat flow up)
1. Outside surface (15 mph wind) 0.17

2. Asphalt shingle roofing 0.5-

3. Building paper 0.06
Plywood deck G5/8 in) 0.78

5. Air space (3.5 Eft. reflective surface) 2.06

6. Crpsum wallboard 1.;,in) 0..3
7. :aside surface (stilr lir) 3.62

by
:oval resistance 4.58

'U L/R 1/4.33 0.'2

Heated room below unheated spate
COnicruction he flow up) Resistance (R)

1, Top surface (still air) 0.61

2. 'linoleum or the (eve R) 0.05
3.*Felt 0.06

4. Plywood (5/8 in) 0.78

5. Wood subfloor (3/4 in) 0.44

6. Air space 0.35
7. Metal Each and 3/. in plas llt wt agg) 0.17

8. Boccom surface (5:111 air) 6 61

Total resistance r.. 4.37

1/R 41.37 . < 3.2J

Figure 3. U Values for Typical Wall and
Roof Construction (Roofs).

Page 22/EA-04
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F1K)or Insulation

When floori'over unconditioned spaces (crawl spaces,

vented and unvented; Ripe and mechanical spates, rough stor-

age spaces; outdoor spaces) are deemed to have inadequate re-
.

sistance to heat flow, the U value can also be lowered by the

,addition of insulation materials.' Types of treatment vary

with aCcessibiTity. Again, treatments include sprayiapplica-

,tion-sand_rlgid board_trea..i.

When additional insulation is required for floors poured

at ground level, insulation can be installed as an exterior,

perimeter, treatment. (For example, Dow styrofoam; fiberglass',

and so forth, might be applied.) Insulation board can be

placed against'the foundation. All on-grade floor insulatibn

is applied 'from the ebttom of the exterior wall facing down

to a point approximately 24 inches below grade.

INTERNAL_HEAT FLOW

Buildings are often very complex facilities that must

house many functions. As a result, buildings are often Toned

both functionally and mechanically into a number of related

!areas. Occasionally, the temperature, humidity, and air move-
,

ment requirements of these zones must be isolated or sepa-

rated. Sometimes,ithere is a contrast in the environments of

two adjacent areas because one is shut off momentarily or tem-

porarily. Under varying conditions, there may well be need

for energy conservation measures to.control air leakage or

heat flow through inadequate barriers.

154 EA-04/Page 23
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AIR. LEAKAGE

Air ]eakage is probably the most serious of these two

typesiof heat gain and loss probably the hardest to

treat. Besides the leaks around door cracks and electrical

and utility boxes in walls, there are ceiling penetrations,

including recessed lights and air conditioning grills, which

need appropriate seals in certain situations.

Acoustical tile lay-in ceilings are used in many types

ofpublic spaces_in buildings,-4ncluding-corridors within

mechanicallyzonedtareas.- These ceilings are not airtight

and, furthermore, are often used to create plenum spaes for

return air ,systems with open grilles for airflow,c They may

allow considerable heat gains through internal structure

openings. Such openings may be above walls that stop short

of the structure aboVe them; or they may be uncaulked pene-
,

trations of walls, slabs, shafts, chases, and ,so forth, for

pipes, duct-s,-cOnduit, and special function services.
.

By its very nature, the construction of a building must

accommodate many mechanical systems and services, and plenums,

shafts, and pipe chases must be used. "Many types of wall pen-

etrations and openings that cannot be seen above ceilings do

occur.

Th:e_mechanii.al .systems engineer for the` building may be

the first to suspect energy losses through hidden paths of

internal leakage: they may even be causing imbalances in the

building's systems. Leakage should be investigated by the

systems engineer and maintenance personnel (both on a suspi-

cion basis dUring the basic energy audit of the building) and

treatment should be performed according to what is found.

Page 24/E-04



CONDUCTIVE HEAT FLOW

Conductive heat flaw through walls, floors, ceilings,

and internal barriers, will be of concern only when an area

is much hotter or mucb colder -than the adjacent occupied

space. Such conditions should be anticipated by the building

staff, especially the mechanical systems engineer and those

responible for the energy management program for the facil-

ity. They should be able to plan accordingly WY considering

the installation of additional insulation treatment, as well

as control of air leakage.

CONCLUSIONS

While many small efforts can be made for energy conser-

vation in the existing building envelope, some of the more

complicated measures are both expensive and disruptive. How-

ever, treatment. should not be viewed with dismay. Some of

the expensive,'disruptive opportunities for energy conserva-4

tion can be carried out in any expansion remodeling. In ad-

,
dition, the experience of energy audits and total energy man-

agement can make a major impact on the, planning of future

15G
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EXERCISES

1. What are the major areas of air infiltration and exfil-

tration in a typical building?

2. Given identical buildings in different geographical lo-

cations, what would be the most important factor in de-

termining which building energy system would benefit

more from a-reduction of air infiltration/exfiltration?

3. There are many ways to control solar heat gain, includ-
.

ing reflective polyester films that are applied to the

' inside of window panes. What is the primary factor to

consider before applying these relatively permanent

films?

4. Given a choice betWeen window units of 1.1 U value and

0.65 U value, which should be installed? Why?

5. Heating degree.days (HDD) and cooling degree days (CDD)

measure the severity of the entire season. Which cli-

matic zone(s) has the most severe winter? Which zone(s)

has the most severe summer? Which season varies the

leapt across all climatic zones? (See Figure 1.)

6. Compute the U value for a wall of this description:

Construction Resistance .(1)

Outside,surface (15 mph wind) 0.17

Face brick (6 in) 0.66

C-ementfrr-tar El-in)

Concrete block (stone agg) (4 in) 0.71

Air space 0.85

'Gypsum wallboard (1/2 in) 0.50

Inside surface (still ai) 0.68

.
What is the R value of a roof with a U value of 0.30?

157
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TEST

In the blank beside each.of the follow ng questions,

enter true or fals

1. Environmental ones are determined by th= severity of

an entire seaso .

2. When a window's e terior Air film is dest oyed by wind,

'its U value decrea es.
..

3 Me6 radiant temperature can be improved b providing

t' internal window cove illgs.

4. A roof with a- -total ermaT r sistance of 6-.- 3---h-as a-_-_--

U value of 0.145.

5. Radiation is the first p iority in determinin ow'to

reduce heat gain thropgh indowst

6. Exterior shading is most e fective when added o western

and southern exposures.

7. Keating degree days for an a ea with a mean daisy tem-

perature of 62°F would be 0.3 degree days.

8. If the difference,-between the t mperature of air inside

a duct and the temperature of the unconditioned a r in-

) the attic space is 23°F, there_sh uld be roughly .5

inches of duct- insulation.

9. Reflective polyester films should be applied to, th

outer surface of the'inner glazing of double glazed

4
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10. Match the terms in Column A with the appropriate energy

conservation opportunity (ECO) in Column B. ?Place the

letter of the answer beside the corresponding term.

(Each term may apply to more than one ECO.)

Column A Column B

Wind pressure

Orientation

Fixed systems

Environmental zones

_R value

a. Reduction of infiltra-

tion andexfiltration

b. Reduction of solar heat

gain through windows

c. _Reduction of heat loss

Stack effect through windows

dnconditioned space d.( Reduction of heat gain

Heating degree days and loss through walls,

U value roof, floors, and slabs

Double glazing, e. Reduction of internal

Closed cell foam' heat transfer

Air leakage

16o
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INTkDDUCTION*-

Module EA-QS, "Lighting Systems," analyzes lighting in

terms of (1) the distinct lighting system and (2) the light-

ing system as it interrelates with other ,energy use systems

of a building. The lighting system discussion covers lamp

efficiency, guidelines for efficiency in fixture replacement

and system modification, and information on color rendering.

Discussion of the lighting system's impact on ether energy

use systems includes material on usage pattern modifications,

recommended illumination standards, and nonunifoim or task

illumination. The latter portion of thi's module summarizes
A

opportunities for conserving energy in lighting systems:

Sample lighting systems' energy savings calculations are in-

cluded in the exercises.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Module EA-04, "Building

SysteRs."

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be

able to:

1. 'Discuss usage pattern modifications and methods for de-

termining their applicability to particular buildings.

3. List major lamp, types and rank them in terms of lumens

per watt.
Ab/

4. Explain the impact of nonuniform illumination on the

building energy system.

162
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4.' Define the Color Rendering Index and explain its use in
. energy-efficient lighting system modification/design.

5: °Calculate lighting energy use and costs and determine

potential cost savings for various lighting.systems and

Modifications,,
.

r
O
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SUBJECT MATTER

.1..IGHTING' SYSTEMS: MODIFICATIONS JUG REQUIREMENTS

Because the lighting systems of many existing buildings

we're designed within the restrictions of initial cost cono-,

mies without knowledge about final space use and subdivi-

sion, and without benefit ox' relatively"Acent developments

and research findings 'in the field there is a significant

potential for lighting, system modification.

These modificatidns can reduce substantially the energy,

,consum0ed'by the lighting system (and associated costs) and,

:at'the same time" provide occupants with the quality and_

quantity of illumination reqUired to perform various tasks
41 0

and functions.

, Before undertaking any change, one.must recognize that

lighttingsysfem is just that a system. Its elements are

interrelated,just as the lighting system itself iinter-

related with other Systeds in the building: While energy

can be conserved by properly removing lamps and luminaries,

action should be taken only after the entire system ha been

analyzed and all options evaluated.

Although co servation of energy is important, it ust

be achieved in manner consistent .with- other requ

Other requirements include prOductivity and vi

aesthetics; federal, state:and local codes a

and so forth.

Moreover,'it is important to recognize tha ajor alter-
.

ations to a lighting system can have a Significant ,impact

on heating and cooling systems; these systems consider the

amount of heat given off by the lighting system as origi-

nally designed. For ishe§e reasons--; it is mandatory that com-

petent technical assistance be obtained before significant

al comfo

d ordinanc sr

r
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modifications are undertaken. Modifications should be made

only after.(1) analyzing the building's illumination needs;

(2) compiling information about the lighting system that cur-

rently exists; and (3) considering the many options that can

be utilized.

The following material discusses the components of light-
,

ing systems and highlights many of tJ.e actions that can be

taken to implement an effective program df lighting energy

.management.
.ft

,

LAMP TYPES
I

There are three general types of electric light sources:-

(1) incandescent lamps, (2) fluorescent lamps, and (3) high-

intensity discharge lamps. These are shown in Figures 1-4.

Table 1 ranks lamp types by amount of light (lumens) per unit

of energy (watt)..
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READY FOR SEALING SEALED TOGETHER

MENT NICKEL-
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COPPER
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(COPPER -CEEL

NICKEL
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LEAD-IN COPPER

wiRgs PARTS IN
PLACE READY
FOR ASSEMBLYMOUNT PARTS

INSIDE
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OMITTED ,

TO SHOW
DETAIL

ARBOR
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FLARE

EXHAUST
TUBE

(MOUNT)

MOLYB-
DENUM
SUPPORT
GLASS
BUTTON
HOLE FOR
EXHAUST OF
AIR AND
INFLUX OF
GAS

PARTIAL
MOUNT

ASSEMBLY

FINAL ASSEMBLY

EXHAUST
TUBE
HERE

SEALED

INSULATION

,`TUNGSTEN
FILAMENT

. COMPLETE
MOUNT

ASSEMBLY

COMPOSITION
FOR
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BkSE

TO BULB

GAS-FILLED BULB FINISHED
READY FOR BASING LAMP

Figure 1. Steps in the Manufacture of a Typical
Incandescent Filament Lamp.

.----

TUBE CONTAINS RARE GAS CATHODE COATED WITH
AND MERCURY VAPOR ELECTRON- EMISSIVE MATERIAL

MERCURY INSIDE OF TUBE COATEDWITH
FLUORESCENT PHOSPHORS

BASE CEMENT

BASE PINS

STEM EXHAUST`
PRESS TUBE

a. Hbt- Cathode (Filamentary) Preheat-Starting

b. Hot-Cathode (Filamentary) Instant-Starting

.
C. Cold-Cathode (Cylindrical), Instant-Starting

Figure 2. 'Cutaway View of Flnresent Lamps
Showing Typical Electrodes.,

ek.
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, CALCIUM
ALUMINATE
SILICA

SODIUM
MERCURY

,b.

,

e

STAINLESS
STEEL

I . ,

STEEL- NICKEL
PLATED

POLYCRYSTALLINE
ALUMINA

NIOBIUM
- t COLUMBIUM )

i

NICKEL

BARIUM+
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P

TITANIUM

TAt4TALUII

,

Figure 3. , Construction of-a Typical Bigh-Fressure
. ', Sodiu1n Lamp.

,

SUPPORT
LEADAND

WIRES
STARTING
RESISTOR

STARTING
ELECTRODE

OPERATING
ELECTRODES

ARC TUBE

INSIDE
PHOSPHOR
COATING

OUTER
BULB

/

Figure 4. A 400-Watt Phosphor-Coated Mercury Lamp.
Lampg of Other Sizes are Constructed Similarly.
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TABLE 1. LUMENS. PER WATT FOR DIFFERENT LAMP TYPES
(Including Ballast).*

Type'

Smaller
Siz,es

Middle
Sizes

Larger
Sizes

High-ptessure sodium 84 105 126

Metal halide . 67 75 , 93

Fluorescent 66 70 74 '

MercuTy 44 51 57

Incandescent 17 22 24

*Ballasts add at least 15-20T to the rated energy usage of
bulbs.

..
This ranking,-of course, is only generii. There is .

overlapping of efficiencies between lamp types and even

within a lamp type -T\of different wattages, life ratings,

and so forth. Alto, there are limitations on the suitabil-

ity of some lamps for a specific application.

Selection of the most efficient lamp must be evaluated

on the basis of the specific application and the performance

characteristics of the indfviduAllamps being coh0.dered.

Changing from incandescent to a more efficient light source

can give paybacks in as little as one to two years, depending

on local energy costs.
4

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

Incandescent lampS, the, most common light sources in

gerlkal use, are lamps in which light is produced by a fila-

ment (usually tungsten) heated to incandescence by an electric

163 EA -05 /Page 7
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current. As a general rule, there is an increase in effi-

ciency with increased incandescent bulb wattage. FoFexample,

a typical 60-watt bulb produces 15 lumens per watt; a typical
. ,

100-watt bulb produces '18 lumens per watt. Thus, it is fre-

quently possible to replace two bulbs Of lower wattage with

one of higher wattage and achieve the same light outpUt for

less energy consumption.

As the tungsten filament incandesces, molecules of the

metal bilrn off and coat the inside of the bulb, causing dark-

ening. Over the life of the lamb, this darkening can cause

a light output depreciation of 20%.

Long-life bulbs are usually the least efficient incandes-

cent lamps. Therefore, long-life bulbs should be used only

in applications where lamp cliang.ing is inconvenient or danger-

ous or when lighting requirements are very low.

Three types of incandescent lamps are suited to special

applications: reflectof lamps (R7lamps), parabolic aluminized

reflector (Plamps, and ellipsoidal reflector (ER) lamps.

R-Lamps

R-lamps have, an interior aluminum coating to direct light

output. They, are well-suited for recessed or directional fix-

tures and task lighting. In these applications, a 50-watt

R-lamp puts as much ligh.on the task as would a 100-watt

standard bulb.

ti
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PAR Lamps

PAR lamps have a heavy lens and an aluminized reflector.

PAR lamps are suitable for outdoor applications and have a

longer rife and lower lighting output depreciation than stan-

dard bulbs.

ER Lamps

.

ER lamps have lenses that' focus the light beam two inches

ahead. o.f the lamp. For this reason,'ER lamps are well-suited

to applications in recessed .fixtures.

FLUORESCENT LAMPS

Unlike incandescent lampsfLuorescent lamps do not .

depend on heat for light production. Rather, fluorescent

lamps are low-pressure mercury, electrid-discharge lamps in

which a fluordscingcoatine (phosphor) transforms some of the

ultraviolet energy generated by the discharge into light.

Fluorescent lamps are inherently more efficient (more lumens'

per watt) than incandescent lamps, and, as a general rule,

.fluorescent lamp efficiency increases as the length of the

tube increases.

170 EA-OS/Page 9'
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HIGH INTENSITY DISCHARGE (HID) LAMPS
.

. .

Light is produced in D lamps by the passage of elec-

tric current through//a vapo or a gas. HID lamps are the

most efficient electiit lig sources and are well-suited to.

the high wattage req.uiremen s and long hours of outdoor appli-
.

cations.° There are drawbacks to HID lamps, however.;, they

have poor color rendition apd,there is a startup delay of one

to,seven,minutes. To compare the performance of discharge

laMps, see Table 2. Table3, "Color Rendering jndex (CRI),"

compares specific light sources to natural light.. The higher

the CRI, the more closely the light source simulates natural

light.

TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF TYPICAL' DISCHARGE LAMP PERFORMANCE.

1ft

.

Lamp-Type

Initial"- End of Life"

Lumens

Lumens Per Watt .

'
+

Lumens
41%

luumens

Per Watt

Rated
Average
Life**Lamp Lamp/Ballast

Low-Pressure 180 W
Sodium 4

33,000 180
-

150
" *

33,000 117 18,000

High-Pressure 400 W
Sodium

..-

50,000 ]25 : 106 35,000 76 24,000

Super Metalarc 400.W
4

40,000 100 ; 38
.

27,20 60 '15.0000

Metalarc $00 W
, (Metal Halide)

34,000- 85

, ..r

.
75 22,50 50

N
20,000
7-

Mercu'ry 400 W 23,000 V, 51 . 15,700 35
.

24,000,

Fluorescent 2/215 W

.
VHO ' .

12,000 ,7/4

.

71 21,760 43 15,000

* Includes ballast rosses,
** Operated on 10-hour burpimg cycle.

.

Source;
-

Sylvania
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TABLE 3. COLOR RENDOZING INDEX' (CRI) .

Lamp Type CRI

Natural Light 100

Incandbscent
_

97

Fluorescent

Cool White ____ 67

Deluxe Cool White 86-8'9

Warm WhAte 56

Warm White Deluke 71

aylite 75

Vifa-Lite 91

Ultralume 0 85
-i.

Energy'Efficient

leAe7White __ , 48

icolip-O:White 51

Mercury 22-52

Metal Halide , 65-70

High-Pressure,Sodium 20

Low-Pressure Sodium 0

.1.1.... 4

a' re

.

There are three common types of HID lamps: mercury,

metal: halide, and.high-pressure sodium.

A

1
1.0 o

-,,'" - .

e, . ' .
" .

...

4

;
,

1'7 2

0
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I
Mercury Lamps

Mercury ;amps are the most common HID lamps. They have

a lOng life and comparatively low installation cost, and they

produce twice as much, light pey watt as incandescent lamps.

While the clear mercury lamps give poor color rendition (blue

is accentuated), color-corrected mercury lamp's awe available.

Metal Halide Lamps

Metal halide lamps are more efficient than mercury lamps

and give better color rendition. Since the lowest wattage

available in metal halide lamps is 175, they are not commonly

used in residential applications.

Sodium Ladps

644-

Next to low pressure sodium lamps (which are not-widely:-

used because of their poor color-rendering charactei,etics),

high-pressure sodium lamps are the most energy-efficient elec -..

triclight sources. The lowest wattage available in high-

pressure sodium lamps is 70', which is too bright for inZerior

residential application. Their light is a' gold-whi that

dulls the color of teds and blUes.

1
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ENERGY, CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITIES

Energy conservat on opportunities include usage pattern

Modifications, work st tion modifications, maintenance con-

siderations, illuminat on level modifications, control modi-

fications, and heat-of ight recovery systems.

USAGE PATTERN MOIIIFICATIO S

An excellent initial tep for a program of lighting man-

agement is to modify usage 'atterns based on factors identi-

fied during,the building ene gy audit. Changes made to the

buildirig system often mean that lighting usage patterhs must

'be.changed to correspond to modifications; but, for the most

part, modificgtions are relati ely simple once initial steps

11'gve been undertaken.

',An effective lighting usage program depends on a planned

program'to turn lights ON when ant' where they are needed.

The major advantages of such a pro rap are that (1) lighting

an be tailored to the individual c aracteristics of the

ace and needs of its-occupants, and (2) such programs can

implemented relatively inexpensively and quickly. The key

entcof g lighting usage Program is a lighting schedule-

ed t'o the occupants' usage pattern. Personnel should be

trained, and maderesporisible for the efficient'

n f lighting by means of established schedules to

t'ng . .

t.

1

4
A
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Program Considerations

t

The exact nature of occupancy for each period of time

should be defined. Then, the amount of lighting needed for

safety and security purposesaust be determined. Based on

this information; detailed instructions:and training for sys-
.a

tem operation should be provided to appropriate employees.

d Information can be communicated by charts, posting otinstruc-

tions, and/or color-coding switches.' Training should assure°

that the employees who control Lighting use understand proper.

procedurei so that they can comply with them.

or

a

4

4

Program Options

"The following options should be considered part of the

overall program:

Campaign for better utilization -6y'using letters,
mogios, signs, and personal contact to encourage
occupants es'peciallY custod4a1 personnel. to
use lighting only' when it is needed-to use only

= the amount of lighting required, - and` to turn OFF
lights whenever they are not_being used.

"°
Post small signs or chl'rtt near each Panel to
identify, which lighting is controlled by the,
switches.or circuit breakers involved. This
enables the user to be more selective while
alsb reducing trial and erior; which-can con-

...

sume significant amounts of energy banks* a ,

,. of lights are quickly activated andideactivated. .

- .

14.
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WORK,STAT/ON MODIFICATIONS

Work station's can be Felodated to take mwOmum advanAartage

of the lighting. system that exists, or to supplement or effect

changes to other elements of the system. Typical modifica-

tions to work station' locations are as follows:

Desks,and other work urfaces should be movedto a
position and:orientation that will use installed
luminaries to their greatest advantage (insteadof
moving 'luminaries).

,

To the extent permitted by productivity require -,
ments andrelated concerns, tasks that require
approximately.the same levels of illumination
.should' be grouped, together. This may reduce the
number of areas requiring higher illumination
leliels and provide an opportunity to reduce the/

. total amount.of lighting needed, .

Work stations equiring the highest illumina.tion
levels,should be Thcated nearest-the windows.
(Note.: Utilization of natural light will/have
an4impadt on, heat gain, requiring that the heat

' gain/light gain trade-off be given darefuh don-
%*iD sideration. In many cases, glazing an be mod.:

ifi:a to limit heat gain, while sti 1 permitting
entry of a significant-amount of light.) To re-
duce grase, rearrange work surfaces so that side-
wall-dayTightdRg crosses the task perpendicular
to the line okArision.

c?C)

MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS

'e Proper maintenalide.ofiighting system components serves

to.keep the,system rucning at peak efficiency. This not only

doriserVes,:eftermand energy costs, but also helps maintain

qualitrillumination.And extends lamp and luminaire life.

The following maintenance -considerations. should be reviewed.

4

4
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.

.Lamp effiCiency deteriorates over the life of A -

kamp. Auditors and/or maintenante soel should
light output regularly with Annlibrited

. .
light meter. When the'light,output of ,agToup.of
,lamps has fallen to 'approximately Fp% of fhe otigi-
nal light, output, all fiXtures in the group should
be relampedAt the same time.. This is-also a good

..., time to determine whether a mote'efficient or lower-
.

wattage lamp is ..suitable.

,,Lamps should he wiped clean'at regular intervals
to assure maximum ef.ficiency. Lamps that are

. exposed to An atmosphere with substantialpamounts-
1

-1%
Of dirt, grease, or other contaminants'shdUld'.he
cleaned more freqUently than lamps in a relatively,
clean atmosphere i

. ALA

,

luminai:re'efficiency can be maintained by eroperly
cleaning the reflecting surfaces and shielding Te- ,

,dia. Lens shieldini that has yellowed or weakened
should belreRlaced -with A clearsacrydic lens that
has good non'ftllowing properties. For'some appli-
'cations, aIclear.glass lens can'be considered if
it is compatible with the luminaire and does not,,
present a safety haiard. (CautiO-should be takep,
to assure

.

that an existireg luminaire WillsfelT
slipport and hold the glass lens,.) "Is

,
.4,

. . 1'

Ceilings, walls, and floor§ should be cleaned fre-
quently to, improve their reflective qualities.
When daylight is used, windows shOuld,be,washed. '

. '. -frequently to maintain illumination levels on tasks
, that r'e'quire some natural illumination-

a

e

0

o

Light reflective; non - glossy. colors on walls and
ceilings will make more efficient'use of existing
illumination and snake work areas seem lighter to
occupants.

*
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ILLUMINATION LEVEL MODIFICATIONS

While ..it is commonly understood that' different

tasks require different leVels of illumination, the interiors

of many buildingkprovide only uniform illumination levels.

°These uniform levels have little ,relationship to the amount

&If illumination required in specific areas.

There afte usually several levels_ of illumi ation re-
quired wilhin'any building. These levels can e sepahted

into three general categories: specific, task

eral lighting around tas-rs,..and gerieral slighting for circula-

tion or support areas.

During a building's original design, the lighting de-
-

signer.fequently cannot define the nature or location of

specific tasks. or task areas.° The designer's probleifs

'oi knoWledge"about final partition

O

2 " .2

location, floor, and wall finishes all of which,h0e-an

impact on the final illumination results.

After a building or pace is 'completely defined or oc-

cupied, there'are usually oppotunitieg to adjust'illumini

tion levelS to imprbice utilization and efficiency: If the

wiring and lighting system is flexibl* enough to allow for

relocating 'luminaires, then:individual lamps or groups of

lamps can be switched together.t6 control fight in_spec,fi -_

cally defined Areas; such adjustments can be, Made quickly arid,

s..inexpensively. In buildings without such flexibility,l*tomay

be necessary tbadd switching,' remove lamps, or di cOnnect or
400

add righting systeins.in order to provide proPer i mination

fo.individ,ual tasks and still accomplish the .desired energy

reduction.
'OS

k

1 7. 8.
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In general administrative areas, nonuniform lighting

Systems can be applied when the average work station size is

less than one worker per 50-70 square feet. If work stations

are larger; a uniform lighting system is generally more prac-

tical. Nonuniform lighting app.cations can also save energy

, in. large private office areas. Sitice-`_usage usually changes

several times over the life of a building, special considera:

tion should be given to providing flexibility' in the lightips
,t1

and. /control systems. The-ener-gy auditor should-be-able to'
;

recommend lighting system,mpdifications on thebasis of iri,zv\,

formation supplied in illumination standaids (see Appendix).

RedUcing"Lighting Levels

, Of various illumination level standards, one published
lc

.
.

.

by thor4U.S: Department of Energy, in "Lighting and Thermal.

Opeations Guidelines," is considered the most approptiate

for office work (see Table 4). The principal feature of the

standard is the,promotion of'nonuniform illumination. Only

thejtask has-full illumination and the lighting in the sur-
.

roundingareas.cari and should be reduced. Tasks thai.are

somewhat more difficult visually, but of short duration, can

msya-IIy-be-handied-at the lower-footcandIe-level.- This is
.

accompliihed by moving the eyes and task closer togethen,.

ather than by increasing the illumination level.

In addition, one required prOgrarri measure in all state

energy conservation plans is a thermAl and lighting stand rd

for new buildings. ` These standards prescribe'lighting levels

by building type (e.g, retail, health care,.and loca. govern -

These standards are frequently calculated in ikatts

per square foot,for'the entire huilini,

Page;-18/EA-05- .
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. TABLE 4. RECOMMENDED. MAXIMUM LIGHTING LEVELS.

...

Task or Area $ Fmotcandle Levels 110w Measured
3 4

\.

Hallways or corridors 10 ± S . Measured average.,
*-it minimune). footcandle.

Work and circulation areas \-
..

surrounding work stition 30 1 S Measured average.

Normal office work, such as
reading aild writing (on task - .

only), sOrc shelves, and
general display areas 50 ± 10 Measured at work station.

Prolongea'affice work that V,t; .§,

is somewhat difficult v.is-
. uallyCon task only) - .75 ±15 Measured at work station.

Prolonged office work that
RA6 ,visually difficult and
critical in nature (on task
only).

.

.400 ± 20 Measured at work station.
Lt7

Lamp Modifications

Lamp modieicatioll can taker many forms.

can inAolve elimination of lamp's, using lamps

A

-

Modifications
.

of lower listt-

age, and changing the type of lamp involved (which would '...

imply, in most cases, a chadge of luminaire). The
/

energy
,

'auditor should considethe following: : .

-

.Unnecessary lamps sliotla be.removed, if removal will
still provide -iequireeTTiIumihatidn levels. When
lamps are removed from a fluorescent luminaire;. all,,
lamps controllea by a given ballast should be dis-
connected; otherwise, ballast failure or reduced-lamp
light will result. Except in tie case of instant- .

start lamps.or luminaires 'with circuit- interrupting
lampholders:ballasts shbuld'also be disconnected; e

otherwise, th9y will continue to- consume energy.

. .- .

present_
a. .

Consideration should be given to replacing resent
lamps.with those of lower wattage that provide the
same amount of illumination or °a lower revel-Of.
illAiminatibn (if.accePtaFle in 'light of tasks,in-
volied).- - . .- 4

t p
':

.
.

b

A
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(Changin:rthe lens or loweting the luminaire often
can help facilitate this'opion.) This method is
particularly applicable where current lighting
levels are higher than recommended, or where uni-
form lighting,is most practical,due to occupant
density. This is ales() a simple way to provide
flexibility should higher levels of illumination-
be required at some future ,time-. (Note: New lamps
must be compatible for usevwith existing ballast
in fluorescent and HID luminaires.)

Generally, lamps should be selected that are the
most efficient (produce the most lumens per watt)
and are compatible with the application. Compat-
ibility with the luminaire\, of course, also is
essential. If some luminaire replacement is to
be undertaken, the type of lamp involved also
should be considered: (Table 1 showed the effi-
ciencies° of various lamp types.). ,

Where possible, a single, larger incandescent lamp
should be used rather than two or more sm.gTler
lamps. Higher-wattage; general service incandes-
cent lamps arc more efficient than lower-wattage
laips.

Multi'-h d lamps 'should be avoided. The efficiency
of a si le-wattage lamp is higher per watt than a
multi-le I lamp.

Extended service lamps should be used, except in
spedial cases like recessed directional lights,
where short lamp life is a problem.

When relamping, the replacement of 40-watt fluo-
e,scent lamps with35-wattKamps will achieve a

reduction in lighting level'of approximately%18%,
and sate 20% in fixture electrical energy.

When retrofitting; the use of higher power factor
ballasts should be considered. High-efficiency
ballasts consume only half the energy of conven-
tional fluorescent ballasts and, thus, disgipate
less heat into the environment and have a longer
useful life.°

0
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Luminaire Modifications.

Luminaire efficiency is measured by the coefficient of

utilization. While efficiency is an important consideiation

in luminaire selection, one also must consider visual comfort.

The foildowing guidelines are provided for the three general

types of applications:,.

For tasks. where veiling reflections-ate a critical
factor and visual comfort is important, the lumi-
naire can have a coefficient of utilizationlof
0.55 or higher., It also should have high visual
comfort.

Occ

For Spaces where'veiling reflections are not a'
,critical factor, but where visual comfort is still
a factor, the luminaire can have a coefficient'of
utilization of 0.63 or higher, and medium to high
Visual comfort. ,
Fot spaces'that do not involve critical visual
tasks, and where visual comfort is not 'a factor,
the luminaire can have a.coefficient of utiliza-
tion of 0.70 or higher and low visual comfort.

More specific information tegarding coefficients of

utili2ation and visual comfort can-be obtained from the

Illuminating Engineering Society Lighting Handbook and from

ManUfacturers' data for specific luminaires.4 k.
some possible modifications to luminaires. include'the

following:
.

If existing lighting causes veiling reflections and
it is impractica; to relocate a work station, lUmi-
?wires can be relocated to provide light,at an angle
to.the task.

Outdated or damaged luminaires should be replaced
with ,modern'luminaires that are' easily cleaned,
easily maintained, and that use lamps with higher
efficiencies.

a

"
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In multiple- purpose spaces that require more than
one level of illumination, the installation of
fluorescent luminaires with multiple-level bal-

.,

lasts or the,addition of solid -state dimming
controls for incandescent luminaires cdri reduce
the amount of energy necessary for lighting.

Luminaires can be lowered. This Will provide rec-
ommended illumination levels.on the task.area at
reduced wattage.

°

Where appropriate lenses should be iri alled to
.sk provide special light distribution pat erns to

increase lighting effectiveness. For example,
. linear batwing, radi'll batwing, parabolic louVers,

or polarizing lenses maprovide better visibility
with the same (or even reduced) wattaiNt is -

suggested that competent technical advqcd e ob-
tained to evaluate where suchlenses/can be used
most effectivel'.

All incandescent parking liglits can be replaced
with high- pressure sodium, mercury Or HIg lamps.

CONTROL MODIFICATIONS

In,many cases, modification of existing

. trols, and addition of new 'lighting controls, an have a con-
.

siderable effecton energy consumption. the eo-riowin,g guide-
.

' lines should-be considered. by the energy auditor:N.-.

When existing circuitry makes it impassible to°'
utilize less than 25% 'of the light in a given
large space, aid when persons work during nor-
mally unoccupied'periods, a desk lamp issuance
program may be developed. This enables persons
working during unoccupied periods to use a simple
desk lamp (or two) instead of. a large bank of
luminaires. 'Q

,1%
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f.,.., Time controls should be installed in those areas4

of a building that are uSedlnfrequently and only
for brief, periods. These controls turn OFF lights
automatically after a set period of time.

\
,

L

0 Alternate switching 9r dimmer controls can be em-
ployed when "spaces are used fot multiple puicposes '

and require different amounts:of illuthination for
AtVarious 'activities. It-is possible to provide
tiple revels by providing_ switching for alter-

nate fiktUres, and so forth. Dimmer controls can
be effective when it is impractical to use selective
switching to obtain multiple lighting levels. T is
is especially true (and relatively low in cost)
when incandescent lighting is involved.

t

. Sele4ive swieiehing'should be used where possible.
Initial cost economics and lack of knowledge about

. final space subdivision often lead-to the-use of I

central panelboards as the only means of control-
.

ling large blocks of lighting. This design ap-
proach precludes the potential for turning ON only
the amount of lighting that 'is needed after' the
space _has been subdivided. lik.

r ° , .

There are many ways to provide local control of

.
lighting. Local oswitches can be provided hear
doorways;. Remote-controed swctches can be lo-'
cated near panelboards tktontrol groups of lights.
Lo -voltage control circuits can be used to pro-
vide accessible control of switches located 4wre-

-,thote. locations, (These controls are usually re-
*vlatively inexpensive.)0..*,When properly used, 10-
"calized switching ustaklywill.save enough energy

!, to provide a payback onthe investment within .a
short period of time.

.)

. '.-
..

oc 4

& e
.Ati..\
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When natural light is available in a building,
photocell switching can be used to turn OFF
banks of .lighting in areas where natural light
is sufficient for the task. /

Photocell Aild/or time clock controls can be used
for outdoor lighting that is required'for only a
part of the period of darkness. Exclt when needed
for safety or,security, such lightingIshould be
turned OFF automatically during the late.evening -
or early morning hours.

'4.4?
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HEAT-OF-LIGHT RECOVERY SYSTEMS

Heat-of-light recovery systems. because of the expense
..

they entail usually arse feasible b ly if they are part of

--......5Y'
a modernization .program. While ma different types of heat-

of-light, recovery systems are available; most provide "the

Same basic functions.

In essence, the.heat produced by lighting is extracted
.

by Mechanical equipment through a ceiling cavity to the me-

t "chan cal equipment room. The heat collected can be recycled

to re ce heating, energy needs mold weather or discarded

to riFduCe the,cooling energy naeds during warmer weather. .

Removal f heat in this manner usually enables luminaires and

laips to o vrate more efficiently, and also may reduce fan

horsepower equirements of the air circulatj.on system.

Figures 5 and 6 show tiro typical heat-dfglighjrecovery

'systems. All eturn air moves through the luminaires 411 the

total return sy tem (Figure,5. Only part-of the return air

moves through th- luminaires -in a, bleed-off system (Figure 6).

4 O- O
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While no two

A
SUMMARY

lighting systems have the same potential

fdr energy efficiency improvement, there are standard proce-

dures for analyzini\and improving the pberformanc of any sys-

tem. The o/low cds, actions, shown in Table 5 can e taken

with any lighting system. Retrofit actions (also sh wn in

Table 5) should be.,undeT\taken only on the recommendation of

a qualifieienergy,anditor and/or lighting engineer, since

the effectiveness and economic'feasibility ofretrofitting

can:vary from one application to another.

ItABLE5. LIt TING STEM CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITIES'

Low, COST

urvey with Light.Meter.

-Remove'Bulbs, Tubes, ',1-1d Ballasts.

tart Using Energy-Efficient Bulb any Tubes.

Clean Bulbs and Tubes.

Clean Fixtures.

Set Manual Lighting Schedule.

RETROFIT

.

RemOve l'iXtures.

RewirtSwitches.

Retrofit with Energy-Efficient. Ballasts and Tubes.

Replace Merctiry with Metal Halide, High-Pressure Sodi or

Low-Pressure Sodium.

1

se Photocells.

e Timers.

age 26EA-05
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EXERCISES'

..

10 List,five lighting system'mainte rice considerations
.

that,can conservelenerAy.and maint in `high - quality

''.. illbiffi lf , .,

-.,

2. Theme lighting level-4e011/-ed a a.w6r .station whete)/
.t..i ..

prolonged, visually difficult ffice rk is dong is.'
A ..

.
, ..' A ,.. .

4 L

65' footcandles. Are' any modi cations ecessary? If.,:400

so, what are they? What woul be accomp ished?

. Themeasured average light level in a c "dor is 30

ootcandles. Are any modifications necessa y'3 If so,

what are they? What would be accomplished?

Given a task where veiling reflection and vis 1 comfort

are both important, and a choice of light sourt s with .

oefficients of -utilization 'of 0.45, 0.78, and 0 90,

hick is the best choice? why?

S. an application that permits the use of fluoresce t

1

t

Imps, but demands good color rendition, what would

e.best three' light choices, in order of. preference?

Ho, does each choice compare with natural light?

6. Whet- modifications should be made to an accounting offi

ting system that uses tungsten filament incandescent..

lames 'to produce an illumination level of 200 footcandles

on t sk areas? r\

7. One ergy-conservih*g operation and maiilLenance action

that an be taken with lighting systems isto disconnect

unnec ssary fluorescerit lamp tubes and ballasts. Use

the fo lowing information to calculate total energy saved

duriijg the cooling'season:

a. Fluorescent hallAts consume Approximately IS% of

the rated power, requirement of't-he tubes removed

from the fixture. (luminaire)..

188
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b. FOT every 1000 watts .of lighting energy saved, an'

additional 300' watts 'of cooling energy sergy is saved in
, ...

. . Texas' (for example). .. , ,
.

.

-4 ,% A
d. Iji this example; assume.that the total wattage-of

. tubes removed = 5500 watts. ..

,, d: Assume also that the light's are used for .05'hours

Iin the cooling season:
u.

;

e. 1000 'watts = 1 kiIoWat,t. a
P

... . t .
Energy Saving Calculation:

... .

t ..t
a x b x c' x a --.F, e= kWh/season:-

I .

,

, .1'
. ..

1.

.(NOTE: During the hefting se a'son, for every Btu of

lighting energy saved, alitu of heating [output] energy I

will be provided from some other source e.g. furnace,

boiler, heat pump, and so forth.)
.//r .

1
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APPENDIX

RECOMMENDED ILLUMINATION4LEVELS ON TASK
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Area Footcandles
on casks*

Area .

.

Foorcandles
on casks*

Aircraft' manufaccuring
Stock parrs
Production
Inspection

Parts manufacturing '

Drilling, riveting, screw

fastening
Spray booths
Sheet aluminum layout and ram-

plate work, shaping, and
snooching of small parts for
fuselage, wing sections,
'cowling, etc. .

Welding
General :nomination
?recision manual arc welding ...,

Subassembly
Landing gear. fuselage, wing

sections, cowling. and ocher

large units
Final assembly
?lacing of motors, prooellers.
wing sections. landing gear :.

Inspection of assembled ship
and its equipment

Machine tool repairs

Aircraft hangers
Repair service only

Armories
drill
Exhibitions

Art galleries
General A

On paintings (suoplenencary)
On scacaary end ocher disolars ....

1

Assembly 4

Rougn. easy seeing
Rougn, difficsi: seeing

' Medium ,

Tine '

Extra fine

Auditoriums
Assembly only
:xhibitions .- .,

Social activities

Automobile manufacturing'
"Frame assembly
Chasis assembly line
Final assembly, inspection line
3ody nannfacturIng 4 .

Farts

Assembly ,

Finishing and inspecting
,

.

3akeries
Mixing room

Face of shelves (vertical.

illumination)
Inside mixing bowl (vertical

illumination
Termentarion roqm

1-.).

s

100

200

70

100

.

100

50

1000

:00

100
,

100
100

100
. ,

ZO
30

30

30,

100

30

50 .

:00 -

500
1000

15

30

5 .

50
100
:00

70

100
:00

50

30

30
30

Make-up room
3read %

Sweet yeast-raised products
?roofing room
Oven room
Fillings and ocher ingredients
Decorating and,icing ,

Mechanical .
Hand

Scales and thermomerers
Wrapoing room

.
3anks

LobV
G eral
Writing areas

Tellers' stations
Posting and keypuncn

rber shops and beauty Oarlors

3pok binding .

Folding, assempling, lasting, etc.

Cutting, ounching, stitching
Embossing and inspection .... .....

.

3reweries . .

3rewhouse
. Soiling and keg warning .......

Filling (bottles, cans. kegs) ...

t
Candy making .

343X department
Chocolate department

Husking, winnowing, far extraction
crushing andirefining, feeding

Sean cleaning, sorting, dipping,
packing, wrapping

Milling
Cream making

Mixing, cooking, molding
Gum drops and jellied forms

,....".) Hand decorating
Hard candy

Mixing, cooking, molding
Die cutting and sorting

Kiss raking and wrapping

Canning and preserving
Initial grading raw material
samples

Tomatoe's

Color grading (cutting roams)
?reparation
Preliminary sorting

Apricots and peaches
" Tomatoes

t
Olives

Curting and pitting
Finalolorting

Canning - ,

Continuous -belt canning

Sink canning
Hand 'peeking ,

OlivAs
Examination of cafined.'eer.plee '

. ''

'

30

50

30

30

50

50

100

50

30

50

70*

150T

150

100

"0

70

:00

30

30

50

50

50

50

100

50

50

100

50

100

100

50

100

200

50

100

1.50

100

100

100

100

50

100

200

N .

*Mini= on the.task ac any tine for young adults with normal and bettar than 20/30 corrected vision.
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Area' Footcandles
on tasks*

Area Footcandles
on tasks*

'Container handling . Molding, pressing, clean-
Inspection 200 in trimm ' 30
Can unscramblers 70 Enamel 100
Labeling and cartoning 30 4 Color and arias, rough work 100

antral station . '

- Color and glazing, fine work
- .

300

Air conditioning equipment, air
preheater and fan floor, ash .

,

'

Cleaning and pressing industry
Checking and sorting 50

sluicing ...: 10 Ory,and wet Oeaning 10
.

..eg

Auxiliaries, battery rooms, boiler
feed pumps, tanks, compressors,
gage area'

,

20

steaming

Inspection and spotting
Pressing

50

500

150
Boiler platforms 10 Repair and alteration 200
Burner olocfcirns 20 .

.

Carle room. circulator, or pump . Cloth products
hay , 10 Cloth inspection 2000

Chemical laboratory 50 Cutting 300
Coal conveyor, crusher, f Sewing 500
scale areas. pulverizer. fan - Pressing ' 300
Area. transfer tower

Condensers. deaeracor floor. evap-
10 '

Clothing manufacture (men's)
orator floor, heater floors 10 Receiving opening, storing,

Control rooms see Control rooms) shipping 30
Hydrogen and :croon dioxide Examining (perching) 2000
manifold area 20 , Sponging, decating, winding.

Precinitators 10 measuring 30
Screen nouse 20 Piling up and marking 100
Scot or slag .,lower platform .0 Cutting 300
Steam neaders and :nrottles 10 Pattern making, preparation of
Switchgear. Power 20 trimming, piping, canvas and -

Teleonone equipment room 20 snoulder cads 50

Fitting, bundling, shading.
Tunnels or galleries. pips-Is :0 stitcning 30
Turbine nay suo-basement 20 Shops 100
Turbine room 30 Inspection 500
Visitor's gallery 20 Pressing 300
':ace: :resting area 20 Sewing - 500

:Sem:cal Jorks Club and lodge rooms
and furnaces. boiling tanks.
stationary driers. stationary

Lounge and reading rooms .. ... ...

Auditoriums (see Auditoriums)
30

amp gravit:. crystallizers 30

Mecnanical furnaces, generators and Coal tipples and cleaning olanta
stills. mecnanical driers, eap-- . Breaking, screening, ano
crstors. filtramion. mechanical cleaning 10
a:vs:all/mars. bleachinee, 30 Picking 300

T b?wiksfor cooking, extracts,
percolators, nitrators. elet-'
trolytic cells ,

ContrAS rooms and dispatch rooms
Con rol rooms

' Vertical face of switchboards
Churches and synagogUes - Simplex or section of duplex

Altar, ark. rereocs .., 100 facing operator:
Choir and chancel - 30 Type A-Large-centralized
Classrooms 30 control room 66 incnes
Pulps:. rostrum (supplementary floor 50
illumination

vain worship area ,

light and medium interior '

50 .

above
Type B-Ordinary control
room 66 inches above -

flcor 30
finishes 15 Section of duplex facing away

For churches witn spccial meal 30 from operator 30
Art glass windows (test teCCCsapdtd) . Bench boards (horizontal
.: Light color. 50 level) 50

Medi= co:or loa Area inside duplex
0ark color 300 switchboards :0
Especially dense windows ' 1000 Rear of all switchboard

panels (vertical) 12
Clay products and cements Emergency lighting. all

:,rinding, filter presses, ,

kiln rooms 30

areas 3

,

.

*Mini= on tne :ask at any tine for young adults wi-h normal and better than 10/30 vision.
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A

.

Arta Fooccandles
. .

on C15KS*

'

,

Area Foorcandle's

on casks.

... ,

Dispatch boards .

. .

Eleccrical Generaring Scacion

Mbrizcoral plane (disk (see C'acra: Scacion)

. level) ......... . 50

Vertical face of 'board 48 inches
above floor, facing operator):

' Elevators, freight and passenger 20

Syscea load dispatch room 50 Engraving (war) 200

Secondary dispatch room 30 . .

.

Explosives
Hand furnaces, oolling, tanks.

stationary driers, stationary
Cocoon gin industry '..

Overheaa equipment: separators

driers, grid V.#8712[S, ,tick

macninese cbriveynrs,feedere,abd

and grnvi :y :rvdtallizers 30

Mechanical furnaca, generators

carwalks .
30 and stills, mechanical driers,

Gin moan: 50 evaporators, filtratian. vi-

Cootrol conso.ie 50 chanical crvstalll rs 30

:.inc cleaner -

male press

30

30

ranks for cooking, tractors,

percolators. na,..acors 30

:ourtroons Tarns-dairy

Searing ..srea t 30' Milking operation areas (milking .

:ourc crihiry area
1

.

70 , parlor and scall-barn)
General . 20

,

Diary W r m s !See Farms) Coss udder .. .... 50

,

Diary products
.

Milk-nand:Inc aouipmenc and scorage
area (milk house or nilk room)

Fluid millk 'industry General 20

Toiler room 30 gashing ar 100

Sortie storage 30
.

3ulk tank -cerior .. 100

3octle sorting 5G . Loading actor= 20

Soccle u.esners.
area (stall barn feed

Can wasners , 30 Iley, pens, loose housing freed

CooiLng equipment 30 area) 20

Filling: inspaption :00 ...''
Feed scorage area: forage

Gauges (on fact) 5. ' Haymow . 3

t Laporatories 100 Hay inspection area
.

20

Mere; panels (on face)' ..... 30 Ladders ann stairs 20

?ascot:rimers 30 Silo ,., 3

Separators % 30 Silo room 20

Scorage refrigerator . 30 reed storage area: and

ranks, vacs al,

.3rain

concentrate

Lignt interiors Grain bin 3

. Dark interiors -400 ' Concentrate scorage area 10.

Thermometer (on face) ' 50 Feed processing area 10

'aigning room
,Scales

30

70

Livestock housing area (communicv,
nacernicy, inaividual calf pens.

- . and loose housing holding and

3ance?alls . 5 . rearing areas) 7

'Machine scorage area (garage and

Depoci. .cermindls. and ,cations .
machine shed) 5

'..4.icang moon 30 Farm snop area

Ticker offices . Arrive storage area :0

-general 100 General anon area cmar-:nary

';inkac rack and counters . 100 repair, rough sawing) 30

ROsi rooms and smoking room . 30 Roush bench and 'tannin. work

3aggarge cnecking '

..*

50 (paincing. fine storage,
ordinary sheet metal work.

Concourse 10 welding, medium benchwork) ... 50

i'larfdrms 20 Medium bench and nacnine

toilers and washrooms 30 work (fine.woodworking,

.
drill press. metal :ache.

Dispaccn ooards (see Cdncrol rooms) grinder) 100

Miscellaneous areas

Drafting rooms (see Offices) Farm office '0
Rest rooms 30

Electrical equipment manufacturing

/mpresnaring 50

1 ..,
Poaphouse . :0

1nsularing: coil winding 100 Farms-poultry (see Poultry Industry)

,Testing 100

Minimum on :he cask sr any time for you4 adults with normal and better than 20/30 corrected vision.
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Area Fooccandles
on casks*

Area Fooccandles
on tasks*

Fire hall (see Municipal buildings)

Flour mills
Rolling, sifting, purifying 50

Packing 30

Produce control ''' 100

Cleaning, screens, man lifts,
aftleways and walkways, bin '

checking 30

Forge shops 50
.

Glass works
' Mix and furnace rooms,

pressing and Lehr, glass-
.

blowing machines 30

Grinding, cutting glass co
size, silvering 50

Fine grinding, beveling,
' poliihing 100

Inspection, ecohing and
decorating

. ZOO

f'l va_nanu'Acruring*---
Food serice facilities

Dining areas . Ale'
Cashier . 50

1ntimate,4ype .

Pressing 300
Knitting

. 100
Sorting 100

Curtin& 300
Sewing and inspection 500

. Bangers (see Aircraft nangers)
-

Mac tanufaccuring
Dyeing, stiffening, oraiding,
cleaning, refining :00

Forming, sizing, pouncing,
flanging, finishing. ironing :90 '

Sewing 500

Homes (see Residences;

Hospitals

Anestnecl:ing and preparation
room 30

Aucopav and morgue
Autopay room .. 100
Aucopay table '000
Museum

,
50

Morgue, general 20
.

Central sterile r
General. work o 30

'ork cables 50.

Clove rood 50

Syringe room 150
Needle sharpening .. :50

Storage areas 30

issuing sterile supplies ^ 30

Corridor'

General in nursing areas:
daycine 20

General in nursing areas: alihc
(,cast period) 3

Operating, delivery, recovery.'
and laboratory suites and

. service areas 30
,

Cyscoscopic room
General 100

Cyscosconic cable 2500
Dental suite

(10.racorv, general 70

Instrument cabinet 130
Dencar entrance to oral
cavity 1000

Prosthetic laboratory bench 100
Recovery room. general 3

Recovery room, local g
observation 70

Light environment 10

Subdued environment 3

For cleaning , 20

Leisure-cipe
lighc environment 30
Sun.:wed environment 15

Quick-service cype
Bright surrouncings* la '

Noma], surroundings* 50

Food aisplays-cwice the general
-evels, our not once: 50

<itonen. commercial
:nspection, cnecking, pteoa- .

ration, and orictog 70

Entrance foyer 30

Marquee
Dark surroundings 30

Br:pc surroundings 50

Foundries
Annealing :furnaces) 30

Cleaning . 30

Core taking
Fine. 100

Medium 30
Grinding and chipping 100

inspection
Fite 500
Medium 100

Molding
Medium 100
Large 50

Pouring 50

Sorting
Cupola 20

Shaeecuc 30
.

Garages-automobile and truck
Service garages

Repairs 100

Active traffic areas 20
Parking garages

Entrance 50

traffic lanes 10

Storage 5 .

Gasoline station (see Service.
station)

*Pinitumon the task ac any tit. for young adults etch normal and better than 20.30 corrected vision:
. .
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Area Fooccandles
on tasks*

:

Area Fooccandles
on casks

(EEG) encepnalographic suite Examining, local ac oasinec 100

Officr (see Offices) Examining and creatmenc cable 100

Work room, general 30 Nurses scacion and work apace

work room, desk or table 100 (see Nurses Scacion)

Examining room 30 . Obstetrical suite

Preparation rooms. general 30 Labor room, general 20

?reparation rooms, local .... .. 50' labor room, local 100

Storage, records, charts ... 30 Scrup-up area 30

Eleccromyograpnic suite Delivery room,general 100

Sa-e as EEC, Sue provisions for Subsceriliting room 30

reducing level in preparacion Delivery cable 2500

area to I
.

Clean-up room 30

Emergency aperaciag room Recovery room, general 30

General 100 Recovery room. Local 100

local' 2000 ?aciencs! rooms (private and wards)

ERG, 3MR. ana specimen coon General 20

Genera 30 Reading ,... 30

Specimen :axle 30. Observation %by norse) 2

EKG machine ...:. 50 Night lignt, maximum it flofr

Examination and treatment room (variable) ' 0.3

General ' 50 Examining light 100

Examining :aoie 100 Toilets 30

?ediatric nursing snit

Exits. at floor 5 General. crib room 20

Eye, ear, nose. and ch:oac zdite .\ deneral. ledroom 10

Darkroom ( variable) 3-.10 Reading 30

Eye examination and
.. Playroom 30

reatment 50

Ear. nose, throat room 50 Treatment room. general 50

?lower room t 10 Treatment room. local 100

Formula room s. Pharmacy

got:le washing 30 Compounding ana dispensing 100

?reparation and 2"1.ing 50 . Manufacturing 50

. Fracture roam Parenceral solution room 50

General 50 Active storage 30

Fracture :axle 200 Alcamo' vault 10

Splint closet , 50 Radioisotope facilities

Plaster sink . 50 Radiochemical laboratory,

'intensive care nursing areas general 30

lemerll 30 Uptake or scanning room 20

Lanai 100 Examining table 50

laporecories ' Rearing room

General 50 General 10 ,

Close work areas 100 Local for reading 30

Linens (see Laundries) - Solarium

Sorting soiled linen 30 General 20

Cent:al (clean) linen room 30 Local for reading 30

Sewing room, general 30 Stairways 20

Sewing room, work area 100 Surgical suite

, 4.inen ilosec 10 Instrument and sterile supply

Looby 'or entrance foyer) room . 10

During day 30 . Clean-up room, inserumenc 100

During carat 20 Scrub-up area (variaole) 200 .

Locker rooms 20 Operating room, general
.

Medical records coon . ... 100 . NariaoleY et^ 200---

Nurses station e
Operating cable 2500

General: day . 70 Recovery room, general 30

General: night 30 Recovery room, local 100

Desk for records and Anesthesia storage 20

charting 1
70 Subscerilizing room 30

Table for doctor's oaki'ng or.
k viewing reports 70

Therapy, physical
General 20

Medicine counter 100 Exercise room 30

Nurses gown room Treacmenc nuoicles. local 30

General 30 whirlpool 20

Mirror for grooein,
NursaFies, infant

50 Lip readin
Office (s f ices)

150

.Oeneral 30 .

;inimum on the cask ac any time, for young adults with normal and better than 20/30 corrected vision.
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'Area Footcandles
on,tasks*

Aria Foocandl,es
on tasks*

, Therapy, occupational i .
Mold yard 5

Work area, general 30 Hot cop 30
Work tables:or benches,

ordinary 50

Hot top storage ...% '

. Checker cellar '

10

10
Work tables,or benches, fine Buggy and door repair 30

work 100 Stripping yard 20
Toilets

_
30 Scrap stockyard 10

Utility room . , / Mixer building * 30
General 20 Calcining building 10
Work counter 1 50 ,

iaicing rooms, or areas
Skull cracker

Rolling mills
10

General 20

Local for reading 30

Blooming, slabbing, hoc strip,
hot sheet 30

X-ray suite , Cold strip, place 30
Radiographic, general 10 Pipe, rod,vtube. wire drawing ... 50 s
Fluoroscopic, general Merchant and sheared plate 30

(variable) 0-50 Tin,plate mills
Deep and superficial tnerapy .... 10 Tinning and galvanizing 50
Control room 10 Cold strip rolling 50

Film viewing room 30 Motor room, hicle room 30
Darkroom 10 inspection
Light 70= 30 Black pl e, bloom and billet
Filing room, developed films 30 ' chipping 100
Storage, undeveloped films 10 Tin place and other bright
Dressing rooms 10 surfaces :00*

hotels . Jewelry and watch =nu:an:urine 500*,
Bathrooms 1

Mirror 30 Kitchens (see Foodservice facilities or
General 10 Residences)

3edr000s

Reading (books, magazines, news-
.

--Laundries t
papers) 30

.

''7.kwriting

Washing 30

30

Make-uo 30

Flat work ironing, eigning,
listing, marking 50

General 10 Machine and.press finisning,
sorting 70

Corridors. elevatars. and stairs .. 20 Fine heed ironing 100
Entrance foyer 30

' Front office 50 Leather manufacturing
Linen room Cleaning, tanning and scretchirg.
Sewing 100 vats 30

General 20
,

Cutting, fleshing and scuffing ... 50
- Looby Finishing-and scarfing 100

General lighting 10

;fading and working areas 30 Leather working .
Urquee Pressing, winding, glazing 2C0

Dark surroundings 30 Grading, matcning, cutting. ,

Brignt surroundings 50 scarfing, sewing 300*

Lce making: engine and compressor Library
room .., 24,4440 Reading areas

Reading printed material ...L.. 30

:nsiection Study and note taid.ng ..... *70
Ordinary -... 50 n Conference areas 30
Difficult 100

Hignly difficult :00
Seminar rooms
Book stacks (30 inches above floor)

70

Very difficult 500* Active stacks 30
Most difficult 1000* Inactive stafks 5

Book repair and binding 70
to and steel nanufacturing .Cataloging 70

Open hearth .Card files 100
Stock yard 10 Carrels, indi:Adual study ateas .. 70

Charging 'floor
.

20 Circulation desks 70
Pouring slide Rare book rooms-archives

Slag pits ' 20 Storage areas 30
Control platforms . :0 Reading areas 100

*Minimum on the :ask IC any time for young acid:; wi n normal an4 better than 20/30 corrected vision: ,
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Area Toorcandlea
.

. on casks*

Area Fooccandles
.

on tasks*

Map, picture, ana princ room! physical therapy 20

Storage areas 4 30 Occupational therapy 30

Use areas 100 - Work cable. course work 't 100

Audiovisual areas Work cable, fine York 200

Preparation rooms '70 Recreation area
....

50

Viewing rooms (variable) 70 Dining area 30

-
Television receiving room

(shield viewing screen)

Audio listening areas

70

Parienr care unit (or moon),
general

Patient care room, reading

20

30

General 30 Nurse's scat4on, general

Tor note caking 70, May 50

Record inspection table 100 Night ). 20

Microform areas.
. Nurse's desk, Eor charts and

.

FISes 70 . records 70

Viewing areas 30 . Nurses medicine cabinet 100

Utility room, general 20

Locker rooms 20 Ucilicy room, work counter 30

iacnthe snops

Pharmacy area, general ...,
. Pharmacy, =pounding, ald ~d is-

30

Rough oencn and machine work pea, area 100

:tedium bench and :Lachine York,

10
Janitor' ipso: 4> 15

ordinary automatic machines. :oil e'baching facilicies 30

rough grinding, medium puffing Barber and beautician areas 30

i'de polishing 00
Fine NI= and machine work, fine
automatic machines. medium grind-

Offices
Drafting rooms

ing, fine puffing am polishing . 500 Derailed drafting and esigning,

Extra-fine bench and machine work. cartography 200

;rinsing, fine work . 1000 Rough layout drafting o
Announcing offices

artrials nanoling
;rapping, packing, labelif 50

Auditing, tabulating, book -

keeping, ousiness macnine

?inking stock. classifying 30 operation, computer operation .. 150

Loading, trucking .-..-__-_ 20 General offices?

:aside truck bodies and freignt

Cars 10

Reading poor reproductipns,

m business machine operation:
=purer operation 150

:NW packing Reading handwriting in hard

Siaughcering 2 ,

Cleaning. cutting, cooking, grind-
ing, tanning, packing ,.

30

100

pencil or on poor paper,
reading fair reproductions,
active filing, mail sorting ... 100

Municipal buildings: fire and oolice

Reading handwriting in ink or
medium pencil on good quality

Police paper, intermit:arm filing .... 70

Zdencificacion records 150 Private offices

Jail cells and incerrogarion
rooms 30 . .

Reading poor reproductions,
busidess mannine operation 150

Fire 'tail Reading handwricing in harc

Dormitory 20 pencil or on poor paper, mean -

aecreacion room 30 . ing fair renroductions 100

wagon room 30 Reading hanchigiting in ink or

medium pencil on good quality

Museum. .see Arc galleries) paper .70

.
Reading high - contrast or well-

' homes printed materials 30

Corridors and interior camps 20 Conferring and interviewing ;0

Stairways ocher than exits 30-- Conference coons
. Critical seeing casks . 100

Emit stairways and landings, on , Conferring 30'

floor 3 Noce-raking during projection

Doorways 10 (variable) 30

. Adminiscracive add Lobby areas Corridors 20

day 50
. .

Aaminiscrative and lobby areas, .
.Packing and boxing (see Materials

night 20 ' handling)

Chapel or quiet areas. general .~5

Chapel or quiet area, local for
reading 30

*Minimum on the cask at any time for young adults with normal and oetter than 20/30 correctedvision.
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Areas Footcandles Areas Fooccanales
on tasks* f on casks*

Paint manufacturing Machine storage area (garage
General .. , 10 and machine shed) 5

Comparing mix with standard 200 1

. . Printing industries
Paine shops

'Dripping simple spraying, firing . 50

Type foundries
Matrix making, dressing type ..., 100

Rubbing, ordinary hand painting Front assembly: sorting 50
and finishing art, stencil and , Casting 100
special spraying 50 Printing plants

Fine hand painting and finishing . 100 Color inspection and appraisal .. 200
Extta-fine hand-Painting finish- Machine-composition--, t00

/
ing 1 300 Composing room 100

Presses -70 ,

Paper-bol manufacturing Imposing scones t 150
General manufacturing area 50 Proofreaaing . UO

Electrotyping.
Paper mani.ficturing

Beaters, grinding. calendering ... 30

Molding, routing, finishing,
leveling molds, trimming 100 '

Finishing, cutting, criMming, . Blocking, tinning 50
papermaking machines 50 Electroplating, washing, back-

Hand counting, wee end,of paper
machine 70 ,

Paper =chin, reel, paper inspec-

ing

Photoengraving

50

tion, and laboratories 100 Etching, staging, blocking 50

Revinder h '150 Routing. finishing, proofing 100

Tin: laying, masking 7.00

Placing 30
,

Polishing and burnishing/ 100

Professional offices (see Hospital's)

.
.

Receiving and shipping (see Materials
Power plants (see Central station) handling)

Post Offices . Residences
Looby, or cables 30 . Specific visual tasks*
Sorting, mailing, etc. 100 Dining . 15

Grooming, shaving, make-up 50

Poultry industry (see also,Farm- . -Handcraft

dairy) Ordinary lasing tasks 70

Brooding, :moduc:ion,'and lay- ... Difficult seeing casks 100

ing nouses Very difficult seeing CaSKS 150

Feeding, inspection. cleat- . Critical seeing tasks'...., 200

ing 20 Ironing (hand and macnine) 30

Charts and records 30 Kitchen duties
Thermometers, thermostats,

time clocks 50

Food preparation and cleaning .

. Serving and ocher nob - critical
150

Hatcheries casks 50

General area and loading ,
platform 20

Laundry

) Preparation, sorting inspec-
Inside incuoacors 30 don 50

:ebbing station 150 Tub area: soaking, tinting ... 50

Sexing 1 1000 washer and dryer areas 30

Egg handling, packing, and ship- Reading and writing
ins Handwriting, reproduciions, and
General cleanliness 50 poor copies 70

Egg quality inspection 50 Books, magazines. newspapers .... 30

:-.6ading platform. agg stor- Reading piano or organ scorns
age area. etc. 20 Advanced (substandard sine) ... 150

Egg processing Advanced TO
General lighting 70 Simple 30

Fowl AFoceSsineplant Seeing (hand and =chine)
. General (excluding killing and Dark fabrics 200

unloading area) 70 r Medium fabrics 100

Government inspection station -. 4 Light fabrics .. 50

and grading stations 100 Occasional: high contras: 30

,-Unloading and killing area 20 Study 70

Feed storage Table nazis ...e 30

Grain. fun rations 10
Processing .. 10

,

Charts and records ' 30

*Minimum an the task at any time for young adulnswi h nornal and ber.:er than 20/30 corrected vision.
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Areas
v

Fooccandles

,
on tasks*

Areas footcandles
on tasks

_

General lighting
Conversation, relaxation, enter- '

tainment 10

Passage areas, for safety 1.0
... -

Areas involving visual casks,
other than kitcnen

.,

,
30

Kitchen 50,

. .
aink activites ... 70

Note-taking areas......, 70

. Laboratories ' 100

Lecture rooms 1

, Audience area - 70
. Demonstration area 150

Music rooms
Simple scores 30

.

Restaurants (see rooser--
icies)

Rubber.goods-mechanical '

Stock preparation
.

?lasticating, milling, 3anoury . 30

Ctlehdering ... ' 50

''/ Florin presaracXon, stock cutting,.
nose looms ,, .... 50 4

Extruded products 50.

MoIaed products and, curing 50

,ninspectCon 200
v, .

Rupber tire manufacturing
3anbucy 30

Tread stock. .,
Geberi

1k
,00

3ook d inspection; ex- 'to

cruder. cneck weighing,
width measuring 100

Caldendering
General 30 a*

Leloff and windup e 50

Stock cutting
General , , 30

. Cutters and splicers - 100

... 3ead 3uilding
.

50

Tire 39.1ding ,

General 50

At Machines
. 151

Inrprocess stock ' 30 .

'- Curing A
General,

.

30

At molds 70

Inspection _,.....,--.., ,

.
100

iS,,

Generalneral

Ac tires 300

-.Storage , 20

Sawmills
Grading redwood lumber 300

Schools
.,

,

7 Tasks
Reading printed material 30

Reading pencil 4-citing
\.
--10-

Spirit duplicated material'
.

Good .... 30

Poor -, 100

Drafing, bencnwock 100
..

Lip reading, chalkboards,
sewing 150

Classrooms
Arc rooms ...., 70

Drafting rooms 100

Komveconomics rooms v
Sewing

.

150

'Cooking ,3... 50

Ironing 50

Advancad-acores /0-
i-Shoos . 100

Sight-saving icons 150

.
Study halls 70

Typing - 70

Corridors and stairways 20-

Dormitories. . .

General 10

.
Reading books, magazines, news-

papers 30

Study desk 70

Service space (see also Storage rooms)

Stairways, corridors 20

Elevators, freignc and passenger 20

Toilets and wash rooms t 30
.

Service stations
Service bays 30

Sales room .. . . 50

Shelving and displays 100

Rest rooms ' .
15

Storage s

.
Sheet metal works

Miscellaneous machines, ordinary
bench work 50

Presses, shears. stamps, spinning,
,medium bench work 50

- Punches 50
--,

Tin place inspection, p, lvanized 200

Scribing 200
,

Shoe manufacturing: leather

. Cutting and stitching "
Cutting tables 300

Marking, buttanholding, skiving.
sorting, vamping, counting 300

Stitching, dark materials 300

faking and finishing, mailers. sole
layers, welt beaters and scarier's,
triMOWS, welters, tasters, edge

. setters, sluggers. renders, wheel-

ers, :rears. cleaning, spraying,
buffing, polishing, embossing .. 200

Shoe manufacturing: rubber
,,!;,;ashing, coating, mill run ccm-

, pounding 30

Varnishing, vulcanizing, calendar-
ing, upper and sole cutting 50

Sole rooling, lining, making and'

finishing processes 100

Show windows*
Daytime lighting ,

General 200

- Feature., Imp
,

*hinimum on the task at any time for young adults with normal and better than 20/30 corrected vision.
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/
Atea Footcandles .

on tasks

.

Area Footcandles
on tasks

Nighttime lighting Testing
Hain business diicricts-

highly competitive
General

Extra-fine instruments, scales, '

50

General 200 etc. 200
Feature 1000

Secondary business districts or Textile mills-cotton
small towns Opening, mixing, picking 30
General 100 Carding and drawing 50
Feature 500

Open-front scores (see display
Stubbing, roving, spinning,
spooling-

Beaming and splashing on comb
50

lighting under Stores)
- Gray goods . 50

Soap manufacturing Denims 150
Kettle houses. ducting, soap chip
and powder 30

Inspection,
Gray goods (hand turning) 100

Stamping, wrapping and packing,
filing and packing soap powder . 50

Denims (rapidly moving)
Aucomatic'tying-in

500

150
Weaving 100

Stairways (see Service space) Drawing-in by and 200

Steel (see iron and steel)
. Textile sills -silk and syrthetics

Manufacturing
Stone crushing and screening

gel: conveyor tubes, main line
Soaking, fugitive tinting, and

conditioning or Acting of
.

shafting spaces. cnuta rooms. twist 70
inside of bins 10

Primary oreaker room, auxiliary
Winding, twisting, rewinding and
coning, quilling, slashing

beakers under bins 10 Light thread 50
Screens , 20 Dark thread 200

Wraping (silk or cotton system)
Storage battery manufacturing On creel, on running ends. on

Molding of gtids , 50 ,

.'.

reel, on beam, on warp at
beaming 100

Storage rooms or warehouses on waddles and reed 200
Inactive . 5 ".eav g 100
Active At .

Rough bulky 10 Textile mills woolen and worsted
Medium 20 Opening, blending, picking ° 30
Fine 30 Grading 100

Carding, combing recombing and
Stores

Circulation areas 30
silting ,

Drawing
50

Merchandising areas White , 50
Service 100 Colored - . 100
Self-service 200 Spinning (frame)

Showcases and wall cases White ' . 50
Service 200 Colored 100
Self-service 500 Spinning (mule)

Feature displays - White, 50
Service - 500 Colored . 100
Self-service 1000 Twisting

'Alteration room ,

General 50
White

Winding
50

Pressing 150 White 20
Sewing

.

200

____ Fitting room
, Colored

Warping
50

Dresiing areas 50 White-- 100-
%Fitting areas 200 'White (at reed) 100

Stockrooms 30 Colored 100
Colored (at reed) 300

Structural steel fabrication 50 Weaving

Sugar refining
White .
Colored

100

200
Grading 50 Cray-goods room .

Color inspection 200 Stirling 130
Sewing ' 1 300

Television tree Section 24) Sording - ' .-\e....%......70

, Jr .

*Minimum on the task at any time for young adults ith normal and better than 20/30 corrected l'ision.
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Area Footcandlas
on tasks*

Wet finishing, fulling, scouring,
crabbing, drying ... 50

Dyeing 100

Dry finishing, napping, condition-
ing, pressing 70

Dry finishing, shearing 100

Inspecting (perching) 2000

Folding ... 70

Theatres and motion picture rouses
Auditoriums
During intermilsion 5

During picuture 0.1

Foyer 5

Lobby 20

Tobacco.products
Drying, stripping, general 30

Grading.and sorting .....,..

sToilets and wash rooms 30

Upholscaring- autonobila, coach,

furniture ' 100

Warehouse ;see Storage rooms)

Welding
General illumination 50

?recision manual arc welding . 1000

woodworking
Rough sawing and oencn work 10

Sizing, planing, rough sanding,
medium oue.:.ity macnine and
oencn work, gluing, veneering,

cooperage 50

Fine bench and machine worm. fine
sanding and finisning 100

*Minimum on the cask at any time for young
adults with normal and becter,than 30/30
corrected vision.
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TEST

, Write true, or false, in the blank at the end of each

.statement in Items 1-7.

1. The most effective first step in anK lighting,manage-_,
ment program should be-to modify maintenance proce-

dures.

2. Nonuniform illumination should be considered only in

circulation or supPort areas.

° 3. Single-wattage lamps produce more lumens per watt,

as a general rule, than do multi-level laMps.

4. The coefficient of utilization is a measurement of

illumination per,unit of time.,

5. A light meter, can be used to determine the perc ntage.

of veiling glare.

6. Permanent desk locations could contribute to effi:

cient lighting system design.

7. Lenses reduce.veiling reflections and 40so reduce

effective wattage of the lamps to which they are

applied.

8. When 40-watt fluorescent tubes are replaced with an

equal- number of 35 -watt energy-efficient tubes, a

14% savings occurs. For every 1000 watts of light-

ing energy saved, angadditiorrpl 300 watts of con-

- ing energy is saved (assuming the example'to be in

Texas). Inthis particular case, 4200 watts of '40-

watt tubes were replaced in a situa'tion that requires

lights be used 1050 hoursper cooling season (1000 watts

= 1 kilowatt). 'The savings, resulting from this energy'

conservation measure is ...

41'
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1

817.96.96 kWh/season.

b.., ,921.53 kWh /season.

c. 80.62 kWh/s6lason.,

d., 767:17(Wh/season.

e.: .489.56 kWh/season.

9.. Match .itelps:from .column B with those inIColumn A., Enter

= answers in the, blanks beside each item in column A.

There may be more than one matching itemfrom B'for each

item in A.. "

...

Page'

Column A

Fluorescent'lamp

J,ow=presre sodium

Mercp.ry lamp.)

. Incandescent lamp

Natur..a.light 0

High-pr'essure sodium

.>"

Column B

a. Tungsten filament

7b. Phosphor coating

c. CRI 100

d. Start-up delay

e. CRI 97

f. Lumens per ,watte
,

g Elli oidal reflector

h. HID

CRI.0

j. Bulb-darkening.

k . ' Discharge

1. CRI 75
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INTRODUCTION

-Because HVAC systems are complex, and also because they

are by-farthe largest energy users.in any building. energy

system, the HVAC section of the Energy Audits course is di-

vided into two modules: "HVAC Systems Part.I" deals with

the different types of HVAC systems and outlines energy ef-

ficiency design and modification sugge'stions.

/ PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Module EA -O5, "Light-

ing Systems."

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module the student should be

able to: ,k

1. Define and describe the major types of new and existing'

HVAC systems.

2. Discuss general =efficiency modification considerations

and pe ific modifications blade to improve the effiCien-

cy the most common HVAC system types..

3. Destribe thee different types of heating equipment.

4. Describe the different types of distribution systems

.'and discuss inspection procedures for each.'

SG EAJ06/Page 1
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SUBJECT MATTER

HVAC PCND BUILDING ENERGY USE

a/By far the biggest energy user in ny building.is the

HVAC heating, ventilating, and air conditioning system.

HVAC, the environmental control system, often comprises 60%

of the typical building's energy usage.

Two facts ate particularly important:

1. Because of the complexity and high energy consumption

of HVAC units, maintenance procedures are especially

important to efficient and thus less expensive

operation.

2 Most of today's public buildings have EVAC systems

that were designed when energy was cheap. The ratio-

nale behind'building'these systems with poor weather

izatiorl was that fuel costs were less than the initial

capital investment.

Therefore, needed improvements are not difficult to

locate. And common sense, or l'agic, is by4ar the most im-

portant tool the.auditor needs.

16.

GENERAL HVAC SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION
AND.MODIFICATION SUGGESTIONS

The following are comments about the major elements of

the heating,t0wptilating, and air conditioning systems, and

the various.types of equipment found'in each:

20
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SINGLE ZONE SYSTEM .-

A zone is an area op group of areas in a building that
.° experience similai amounts of heat gain and heat loss. A

single zone system (Figure 1) is one that provides heating

and cooling to one zone that is controlled by a zone,thermo-

, stat. The unit may be installed within, or remote from, the

space it serve' either with or without, air distr.ibution
4 1

ductwork.,

POSSIBLE
OUTDOOR PRE-IjEAT COIL

AIR INTAKE

\V'

POSSIBLE
ADDITION OF VAV BOX

(TYPICAL EACH BRANCH)-
SUPPLY HEATING

FAN COIL COOLING
COIL

OUTDOOR
AIR DAMPER

FILTERS

74."4LTURN AIR DAMPER

EXHAUST EXHAUST
LOUVERS DAMPER

POSSIBLE RETURN
AIR FAN

-1\RETURN
AIR REGISTER

I I

rll

EUJ
SUPPLY it

AIR TERMINAL II

\*.

SPACE LOAD'

Figure 1. Single Zone System.

Steps that can be taken to make a single zone system
.

function efficiently include th2 following modifications:

Page 4/EA-06
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In some systems, air volume may be reduced to minimum

required, thereby reducing fan power input require-

ments. Fan brake horsepower varies' directly with the

cube of air volume. Thus, for example, a 10% reduc-

tion in air volume permits a 27% reduction of origi-

nal fan power input. This modification limits, the

degree to which the zone servicee can be heated or

cooled (as :compared_ to current capabilities) .

Raising supply air temperatures during the cooling

season and reducing them during the heating season

reduces the amount of heating and cooling that a

system must provide. But, as with air volume reduc-

tion, this practice limits heating and cooling ca-

pabilities.

Using the,cooling coil for both heating and cooling

by modifying the piping enables removal of the

heating coil which provides energy'savings in two

ways. First, airflow resistance of the entire sys-

tem is reduced so that air volume requirements can

,be met by lowered fan speeds. Second; system heat
I

losses are reduced. because, the surface area of cooling

coils is much Target than that of hed4,-Ag coils,

enabling lower water temperature requirements."

Heating coil removal is not recammehded-if humidity

,control is critical in the tone srviced.and alter-
,

native. humidity. contrbl measures will not suffice.

20Q EA -06 /Page S
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MULTI-ZONE SYSTEM

A multi-zone system (Figure 2) heats and cools several

zones eachAith different load requirements from a sin-

gle, central unit. A thermostat in each zone controls damp-

ers at the unit that mix the hot air off the heating coil',

(i.e., hot deck), and cold air off the cooling coil, (i.e.,

cold /deck), to meetthe varying load requirements of the

zone involved -. Steps that can be taken to improve energy ef=

ficiency of multi, -zone systems include the following:

OUTDOOR
AIR INTAKE

POSSIBLE I SUPPLY
PRE-HEAT COIL, FAN

'AIR DAMPER

EXHAUST
'LOUVERS

h7.I.

I

/ 1 COOLING COIL
FILTERS (COLD DECK)

RETURN 5\
AIR DAMPER MULTI-ZONE UNIT

HEATING COIL (HOT DECK)

1
DAMPERS

it

DAMP

EXHAUST k POSSIBLE
DAMPER RETURN AIR FAN

TO INDIVIDUAL-
ZONES

COMMON RETURN

re

e,

Figure 2. Multi-Zone System.
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Reduce tot dqck temperatures and increase cold deck

temperatures. While this lowers energy consumption,

it also reduces the system's heating and cooling ca-

pabilities (as compared to current capabilities)..

Consider installing demand reset controls that will

regulate hot and cold deck temperatures according

to demand. When properly installed, ,and with all

hot deck or cold deck dampers partially closed, the

control will reduce hot and raise cold deck temper:

atures progressively until one or more zone dampers

is fully open-.

Consider converting s),stems'serving interior zones

variablevariable volume. Conversion is performed by

blocking off the hot deck, removing or disconnect-

ing mixing dampers, and adding low pressure vari-

. able volume terminals and a pressure bypass.

TERMINAL REHEAT SYSTEM

The terminal reheat system (Figuge 3) essentially is a

modificationofa single zone system that provides a high de-

gree of temperature, and humidity contxol; however, terminal

reheat is the most expensive energy, because it.cools' and re-

heats the same air or water. The central heating/cooling

(fi

tunit provides air at a given temper ture to all zones served

by the system. SecOndary terminal heaters'then reheat air

to a temperature clratible With the load requirements of

, the specific space involved. Obviously, the high degree of .. _

control provided by this syStem requires an excessive amount

of energy. Several methods of making the system more effi-

4ient include the following:

211
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OUTDOOR PQS.SIBLf SUPPLY COOLING
AIR INTAKE PREHEAT COIL --FAN COIL

OUTDOOR
AIR DAMPER

. FILTERS

ts

RETURN
AIR DAMPER

0

J
REHEA7 dOIL -1

REI4EAT

SUPPLY
--AIR TERMINAL-0'

'21r

TO ZONE -1 TOZONE - 2

SPACE LOAD

EXHAUST EXHAUST RETURN AIR
LOUVERS DAMPER , REGISTER

POSSIBLE RETURN/
EXHAUST AIR FAN '

0

'Figure 3. Torm444a1 Reheat System.

Reduce air volume -61ingle zone units.

If clo'se temperature dfiThumidity control must be

Maintained for equipment purposes, lower water tem.--

Thies-peyature and reduce flow- to reheat coils. This"-
.

. .
, .

permits con rol, but somewhat limits the system's

heating capabilities: ti

P If close temperature and humidity control Ore not

required, convert the system to variable volume by

adding Variable volume-yaives ant eliminating ter-:
;--

minal heaters. .--

Page 8 /EA-06
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VARIABLE AIR VOLUME SYWEM

A variable air volume (VAV) syS'tem (Figure 4) provides

"Treated or cooled air at a constant temperature to all zones

served. VAV boxes located in each zone or in each space

adjust the quality of air reaching each zone or space depend-

ing on its load requirements. Methods of conserving energy

consumed by this system include the following:

;-
OUTDOOR COOLING SUPPLY HEATING dOOLING

AIR INTAKE COIL FAN COL COIL
PRIMARY AIR DUCT

OUTDOOR
AIR DAMPER

iIXHAUST
LOUVER

EXHAUST \ POSSIBLE
DAMPER RETURN Alm FAN

RETURN AIR -
REGIST4ER

FigUre Variable Air Vhume System.

,

Reduce the volume of air handled by the system 'to.a

point

Lower

that is minimally satisfactory.'

hot water temperature raise chilledwater
temperature in accordance with the space requirement.
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,,gLower air supply temperature to a point that will

result in the.VAV Vox serving the space with the

most extreme load being fully open.

Consider installing static pressure controls for

more effective regulation-of pressure bypass (inlet)

dampers.

Consid'r installing fan inlet damper control systems

if none now exist.

CONSTANT VOLUME SYSTEM

ost constant volume systems either are part of another

system typically dual' duct systems or serve to pvvide

precise. air supply at a constant volume. Opportunities for

conserving energy consumed by such systems inclUde the fol-
..

lowing:

Determine the minimum amount of airflow that is sat-

isfactory_ and reset the constant volume, device accord-

i. ngly.

Investigate the possibility of conver n. e system
. .

to variable (step controlled) constant volume opera-

tion by adding the necessary controls.

INDUCTION SYSTEM$

Induction systeins (Figure, 5) compose an air-handling

unit that supplies hea'ted or cooled piqmaryair at high pres-

sure to induction unokts located on the outside walls Of each

space served. The hip-pressure primary air supplied by the

Page 10/EA-06
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HEATING
POSSIBLE SUPPLY COIL COOLING HIGH VELOCITY

OUTDOOR PRE-HEAT COIL FAN j z COIL PRIMARY AIR DUCT
AIR INTAKE

14.
II 4`

. /

AIR DAMPER

.EXHAUST
DAMPER

EXHAUST
LOUVERS

FILTERS

SECONDARY
RETURN WATER COIL

AIR OfsMPER

404DUCUNTION
IT

POSSIBLE
RETURN AIR FAN

0
ra

INDUCED
AIR

RETURN
AIR REGISTER

t

SPACE LOAD

I

Figure 5. 5. Induction System.

air-hindling unit is discharged within the unit through noz-

zles inducing room air through a cooling or heating coil in

the unit. The resukting,mixture of primary air, and induced,

or/room air (see diagram), is discharged to the room at a

temperature dependent upon the cooling and heating lbad of

the space. Methods for conserving energy consumed by this

system' include the following;

Set primary` air volume to original values when ad-

'jutting and balancing work is performed,

Inspect nozzles. If metal nozzles common on most,

older models are installed, determine if the ori-

fices have become'enlarged from years of cleaning.

If so, chances are that the volume/pressure relay

tionship of the systemhas been altered, As a

215
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result, the present volume of piMary air and the

. appropriate nozzle firessure required must be de-

termined. Once done, rebalance the primary air

system to the new nozzle pressures and adjust

individual induction units to maintain airflow

temperature. Al;t, inspect nozzles for cleanli-

ness,. Clogged nozzles piovide higher,resistance

to airflow, thus wa.s'ting,ene'rgy.

Set induction heating and cooling schedules to-

minimally acceptable levels.

RedUce secondary water temperatures during the

heating season.

Reduce secondary water flow during maximum heat-

ing and cooling periods by .puthp throttling or,

for dual pump systems, by operating one pump only.

Consider manual setting of primary air temperature-

for heating, instead of automatic reset by outdoor

or solar controllers.

DUAL 'DUCT SYSTEM

The central unit of/a dual duct system (Figure 6) pro-
.

vides both heated and cooled air, each at a constant tempera-

ture. Eachspace cs served by twa ducts, one carrying hot

air, the other 'carrying cold air:4 The ducts feed into a mix-

ing box in each space that, by means of dampers, mixes'hot

and cold air to achieve theair temperature required to meet

-the, load conditions in the ,spacese-r zone involved. Methods

fordmiproving the energy consumption characterfstics of this'

system include the following: 4

Page 12/EA-06
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a

ikapooR
AIR INTAKE

HEATING COIL

POSSIBLE SUPPLY
PRE-HEAT COIL FAN

N 'HOT DUCT

DUCT

OUTDOOR
AIR DAMPER

EXHAUST
DAMPER

TO ZONE-2

LOAD

/-
EXHAUST
LOUVERS

AIRAIR FAN

RETURN AIR
REGISTERS C.

Figure 6: Dual Duct Systej

Lower hot deck' temperature and raise cold deck tem-
_

perature.

Reduce airflow to a oxe'to minii>1ally acceptable

level.

When no cooling loads are preserit, close off cold

ducts and shut down the cooling, system. REkset ho,t

deck accOtding -to heating loads and, operate as a

single duet system. When no heating loads are pre-
.

sent, follow the same procedure for heating ducts

and hot deck. Lt should be noted that operating a

!,dual duct system as a single duct:system reduces

airflow,. resulting in increased energy savings

through lowered fan speed requirements. But Op-
,

eratipg a dual duct system as a sine duct sys-

stem also decreases air changes.

2 1 "1. .

a
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FAN COIL SYSTEM

;ik fan coil system (Figure 7) usually composes several ,

*fan coil, units, each cons.isting'of a fan and a heating and/or

cooling coil. The individual units can be located either in,,

or remote from, the space or zone being served. Guidelines.

r

A

for reducing energy consumption of such systems include the

3.

SUPPLY
AI

HEATING OR
COOLING COIL

Si
4

OUTSIDE AIR / RETURNKmnomma AM

a.'.

4 Figure 7. Fan.Coil Unit.

4,
e satisfactoryReduce airflow to minimally levels..

Balance water flow to minifially satisfactory levels.

When heating md cooling loads are minimal, shut.

OFF fans, enabling,the.coil to act.as a convector.

4

r
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j
Consider installing interlocks between the heating

and cooling systems of each unit to prevent simul-

taneous heating and cooling,

Consider face-,zoning two-pipe systems from four-

,
pipe central system to avoid changeover losses.

.HEATING AND VEN ILATION

There are three major areas in ener: nsumption

for heating and ventilation scan be reduced: (1) the building

heat load; (2) the distribution system load; and (3) the ef-

ficiency of the primary energy-conversion equipment.

BUILDING HEAT LOAD

One of the factors determining the building heat load is

the average difference between.i.ndoor and outdoor' temperature.

The Larger the difference, the greater the load: During the
.

heating season, maietaining lower indoor temperatures for as

long as possible reduces thesheat load. 'Energy is conserved,'

fot'example, by lowering the indoor temperature to 68°F o

less in the major areas of the building when it is occupi

and.by maintaining even lower temperatures in less critical

areas. Internal heat gains '(heat produced by.light, people,

and. business machines) and the amount-of sunlight impinging

upon the structure and transmitted thr6ugh window paned and

doors also reduces building heat load.

Greater energy savings can be realized by reducing in-

'door temperature at night and during weekends. Outdoor

.4
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temperatures are generalljr colder at night, and neither solar

heat gain nor internal heat gains help at night to offset .

heat loss.

Outdoor air introduced into the building for ventilation

or outdoor air that nfiltrates through the building envelope

can also contribute to the heating load. This air must be

heated and humidified to'meet indoor conditions. As with

other heating loads, the ultimate effect of outdoor air on

the total heat load depends upon the difference,in indoor and

outdoor temperatures and the' quantity of outdoor air intro-

.,
duded. In cold climates, shutting OFF ventilation air at

night ' when no ventilation is requifed for physiological

reasons may result in the single largest savings of energy.
k

Building heating load also depends upon the amount of

mositure maintained in the building. The measure of the mois-

ture content of the air is relative humidity (RH). When cold

outdoor air enters the building, through ventilation or in-

filtration; relati)e humidity inside the building'drops, and

additional moisture, in vaporized form, must be added. Vapor-
.,

ization requires heat energy. The greater the volume of out-

door airl,,the iKeaes,--the-,heat demand to supply humidifica-

tion. Thus, lowering the level of humidification conserves

energy.

A buil4i44nAis mare comfortable at lower temperatures if

-'the relative humidity is maintained at a level within a range

of from 20% to 40%. In a tight building one with little

infiltration and a small amount of ventilation the energy

saved by lowering the. temperature exceeds the energy required

to maintain humidity levels higher than 20%. Without using a

computer,for seasonal analyIi§ however, the calculation-to"

determine this trade-off is complicated. (See References;

Page 16/EA-06
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'`beneficial to heilth, the recommendation in ECM l'is to main-

tain

2 describes a method for making this.analysiS\.7\Since

there is little medical kdowledge available to support the,

contenllion that relative humidities higher than 20% are more
.,

,
...-

.
.

tain a max imum-!-of- 2-0%R1-1- dur ing the day--inune-eeup-kedare. a-s
,

of the building andAo add no humidification at night or on

weekends. .

st
.

. .

Finally, the building envelope (roof, exterior opaque
_

.

walls, windows,,and do6rs -all of which are subjected to

the outdoor climate) influences the size of the building

heating load. The effect of infiltration through the enve-

lope is discussed above. In addition, heat is transmitted

through the building envelope by conduction in accordance

with the temperature difference between indoors and outdoors

and the resistance. to heat transfer offered by each of the

building components..
e

\ .

The rate of heat transfer through t e envelope is ex-

pressed as a U value Btus/hour/square oot of surface per

degree of temperature difference between indoors and outdoors.

The thin layer of air surrounding the 'exterior surface of the

envelope adds to the insulating value of the wall or roof ma-

te,A.als. A lower U value means greater resistance to the

transmission of.heat and saves energy by reducing:heat loss

from the. building.

Single panes of glass in still air (less than 15 mph)
;

have a U. value of 1.13. Double glazing reduces the U value

to about-0.55. The Uvalues of walls and roofs vary from 0.4

to. 0.06, depending on the structural-materials and the thick-

ness of any insulation that has been added. Effective mea.-
.

sures to reduce the-U value and heating load include adding a

storm sash to existing windows, replacing the windows with
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double glazing (or triple glazing in severe climate), and
410#

adding insulation to interior or exterior surfaces of roofs

and exterior walls.

Wind destorys the air film around exterior surfaces and ,

causes the U value.of the surfaces to increase. Kleat loss,

especially through window panes and uninsulated walls, in-

creases accordingly. Use shutters, screens, trees., or other

shielding devices to reduce wind velocity on the windows to

limit heat losses.

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM LOADS

A,distribution system is necessary to supply the build-

ing heating load. It may carry hot water or steam directly

from a boiler to radiators or to fan coil units in the spaces

to be heated, or to,air-handling?units that transfer the heat

from `the steam or hot water piping by'means of coils located

in the units Air warmed by air - handling units is forced

through ducts to registers or diffusers in the conditioned

spaces. Return air, drawn through ducts back to the air-han-

dling'units, is cleaned (with fresh air also drawn into the

unit) by air filters. The unit, when fitted with cooling

coils, employs the Same blower and duct system for air con-
.

ditioning. Gravity hot air furnaces deliver hot air, without

a blower; directly to the space through a short duct connec-

tion. Forced warm air furnaces are equipped with a blower

(through ducts similar to those of the air-handling uhits) to

the furnace. 4

The distribution loads'(often called parasitic loads

since they do. not contribute directly to the comfort and

Page 18/EA-06
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requirements of the building occupants) include heat losses

from piping and ductwork, and-electric power to drive fans

or pumps against the resistance of the duct or piping system.

,,Air, 'water, or steam leaks from these systems; torn and miss-
-,
ing insulation; and broken or ill-fitting-windowsare fla-

grant examples of negligent waste. They increase the Load

without performing useful work.

The parasitic distribution loads Tor individual or vari-

ous combinations of heating, cooling, and ventilation systems'

depend upon the following:

Performance (for air systems) of the terminal room

devices, air-handling units, and ductwol-k systems,

which with fan and motor performance influence the

amount of energy required for air

Terminal devices and piping for hot water systems;

which with pump and motor performance influence

the amount of energy required for hot water cir-

culation

Piping and appurtenances for steam systems, which

impose a heating load on the burner-boiler systed

The same - system may handle the heating, cooling, and

ventilation loads at separate times or concurrently, to serve

common or separate areas of a building:

ar Consider the opportunities for HVAC systems and distri-
.n
biiiion in the following distinct but related areas:

Terminal Devices Improve the performance of the

terminal devices to reduce their resistance to

fluid flow and increase their,heat transfer Char-

acteristics.

JP
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Ducts and'Piping Lower the resistance to flow in

duct and piping' systems to reduce the required

horsepower for fans and pumps.

Control stems Modify the control systems and

modes Of operation of air-handling_and piping sys-

tems to reduce simultaneous heating and cool pg:

Leaks Decrease fluid leaks and thermal losses

from pipihg; air-handling equipment; and other

vessels holding hot 'or cold ter, Air, o'r steam.

Fans, Pumps, and Motors Imp ove the performance

of fans, pumps, and motors b maintenance and 'op-

erating procedures.

: Scheduling Reduce the hours of fan and pump op-

eration.

Distribution Systems

A distribution system-comprises the equipment-and mate-

rials necessary for conveying the heating and cooling medium

water,:.steam,.or air. Most versions of the nine general sys-

temsTreviously discussed employ one or more :of the following

distribution systems:

Hydronic Systems Hydronic systeMs are those that
t

utilize water for transferring heating and cooling.

Steam Systems Steam systems are those that utilize

steamas a heat source. The steam can be provided

either by an on-site boiler or by-district steam.-

Air Distribution Systems Air distribution systems

are those that use air for heating and/or cooling.

Page 20 /EA -O'6
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PRIMARY ENERGY NVERSION EQUIPMENT

Ultima ely, energy (in the form of oil, coal, or gas)

is consum d 6y primary equipment and converted, by way of

combustion, into heat in a boiler on furnace. The potential

energ, in the fuel is not fully realized because it is diffi-

cul to achieve and sustain the correct mix of air and fuel

f combustion. Additional loSses,"nrough the breeching or

moke pipe up the chimney (and heat radiation from the boiler

surfaces, or furnaces jacket) further reduce the useful heat

output of the unit.

Although the efficiency of a burner-furnace unit at any

instant may.fall just short of 90% for those fueled by oil

and gas (and somewhat lower for those fueled by coal), the

seasonal efficiency is generally lower by 10% to 30% 4s a re-

sult of stack losses during and between ON-OFF firing periods.

The amount of heat lost is a function of the amount of excess

air required for complete combustion, the amount of draft at

maximum and part loads, the amount of air leakage into the

combustion chamber, the ability of the burner to modulate in

accordance with varying *building loads,.the,quality of the

fuel, and the amount of soot and scale accumulatiOn (reducing

wheat transfer) on the combustion surfaces.

Proper adjustment of burners and maintenance of boilers

and 4prnaces improve efficiency and reduce fuel comsumption

accordingly. Many units originally designed for coal, how-

ever, have beelr fitted with gas or oil burners and cannot be

made to operate as efficiently as better quality units de-

signed specifically for oil or gas.

After reducing the building distribution load, further

improve the efficiency of the burner - boiler or furnace units

by adjuSting the .&-ring rate to accommodate new loads. Lower

225'.
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theltemperatures of the water or air delivered from the unit.

adiation and convection losses from thetunit will be reduced

;ith lowered temperature and steam pressures. If, however,

it becomes necessary to circulatea greater quantity of air

orwater to-meet---ro-om---loads, distributidn 'loads may actually

inn-ease. To analyze this trade-off thoroughly, seek profess
- ..

sional advice. In general,- operate the primary equipment at

lower temperatures. that are sufficient to meet room loads.

HEATING EQUIPMENT: MAINTENANCE ATELINES
(t_

There are also many different kinds of heating systems

installed in existing office buildings and Other public fa-

cilities. The following discussion centers on certain common

. maintenance guidelines _that improve efficiency of operation.

The following are general guidelines for improving the

efficiency of boilers:

Inspect toilers for scale deposits, accumulation of

sediment, or boiler compounds on waterside surfaces.

The rear portion of the boiler must be checked be-

cause it is the area most susceptible to the for-

mation of scale. (SCale reduce's the efficiency of

the boiler and possibly can lead to furnace over-

heating, crackin-K9S tube ends, and other problems.),

The fireside of the furnace and tubes must be in-

spected for deposits of soot, flyash, and slag. The

fireside refractory surface also must be observed.

Soot on tubes decreases heat transfer and lowers
ti

ficiency. (Consider installation of a thermomete

in' the vent outlgt--if the bdiler does not have or

\L/ Page 22/EA-06
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A thermometer can save. inspection time and often

can prove to be more accurate thanvisual inspec-

tion alonej If tie gas outlet temperature rises

above normal, it,can mean that tubes need clean- =--

ing. Evidence 4 heavy sooting in short periods

cpuld be a signal of to much fuel-and net enough

air, Adjustment of the air-to-fuel ratio is re-

quired to obtain a clean- burning .fire.

spect door gaskets. Replace them if they do not .

p oVide a tight seal. 7

K ep.a daily log of pressure, temperature, and other

d to obtained from instrumentation. This is the

b st method to determine the need for tube and noz-

le cleaning, pressure_or linkage adjustments, and

related measures. Variations'from.noratal can be

spotted quickly, enablg immediate action. On,an'

oil -fired unit, indicatfons of probleMs incl e an.

oil pressure dr6p, whidh m indicate a plug ed

strainer,' faulty.regulating valve, or an air leak

in the suction line. An oil temperature drop can

indicate temperature control malfunctfon'or a

fouled heating element. On a gas-fired unit, a

drop in gas pressure fan indicate d "drop inithe

gas supply pressure or malfunctioning regulator.

Vote the firing rate when log entries are made.

Realize that even a sharp rise in stack iempera-

cure does not necessarily mean poor combustion or

fouled waterside or fireside. During a load charge,

stack temperatures can vary as much as 100°F.in five

minutes.
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1

Inspe t,Staoks...4They should_b& free of haze. If." e

not,- Y,'probable that a burner adjustment is nec-

essary.

Inspect linkages periodically for tightness. Adjust

when slippage or jerky movements are observed.

Observe the fire when the unit shuts down. If the

fire-does not cut off immediately, it could indicate

a faulty solenoid valve. Repair or replace as nec-

essary..

Inspect nozzles or cup of oil-fired units on a reg-

ular basis. Clean as necessary.

Check burner firing period. If it is improper, it

could be a sign of faulty controls.

Check boiler stack temperature. If it 'Nis too high

(more than 150°F above steam or water temperature),

clean tuties and adjust fuel burner.

Check analysis of the flue gas on a periodic basis,

Check oxygen and carbon monoxide, as well as carbdn

szioxide. Oxygen should be present to no more than

l'or 2%. There should be no- carbon monoxide.' For

a gas-fired unit, CO2 should'be present ato.9 or 10%;

for #2 oil, 11.5-12.8%; for #6 oil, 13 to 13.8%.

'..The air:to-fuel ratio must be maintained properly.

If there is insufficient air, the fire will smoke,

cause tubes to become covered with soot and carbon,

and, thus, lower heat transfer efficiency. If too

much air is used, unused air is heated by-combus-

tion and exhausted up the stack, wasting heat en-
.

ergy. Most fuel service companies will test a

unit free of charge or for a token fee. (See Figure

8.)
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Inspect all boiler insulation, refractory, brick-

work, and boiler casing for hot spots and air leaks.

Repair and seal as necessary.

Replace all obs ete or little-used pressure vessels.

Examine opeatin: .,ocedures when more than one

boiler is inv6lved. It is far better to operate one

boiler. at 90% capacity than two at 45% capacity

each. The more'boilers used, the greater the heat

loss.

Clean mineral or corrosion, build -up on gas burners.

Figure 8. Boiler Air-to-Fuel Ratio.

The following are guidelines-for improving the efficient

of central furnaces, make-up air heaters, and unit.heaters:

All heat exchanger surfaces should be kept clean.

Check air-to-fuel ratio and adjust as necessary.

.Inspect burner couplings and linkages. Tighten

and adjust as necessary.

r
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Inspect casing for air leaks kid seal as.necessary.

Inspect insulation and repair or replace as necessary.

Follow guidelines suggested for fan and motor main-
, tenance.

Guidelines fOr improving the efficiency of radiators,

convectors, baseboard, and finned-tube units are the follow-

ing:

Inspect for obstructions in front of the unit and

remove tb...tm whenever possible. Air movement in and

out, of the unit must'be unrestricted.

Air will sometimes collect in the high points of

hydronic units. It must be'vented to enable hot

water to circulate freely throughout the system.

Otherwise, the units will short cycle (go ON and

OFF quickly), wasting fuel.

Heat transfer surfaces of radiators, convectors,

baseboard, and finned-tube units must be kept clean

for efficient operation. .1

a.

The following are guidelines for improving the efficiency

of electric heating:

Keep heat transfer surfaces of all electric heating

inits clean and Unobstructed.

Keep air movement in and out of the units. unobt

structecr.

Inspect heating elements, controls, an fans (as

applicable) on a periodic basis to ensure proper

functioning.

Al appropriate, check reflectors on infrared heaters

for proper beam direction and cleanliness.
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Determineif.electric heating equipment is Operating

at rated voltage as necessary.

' Chesk controls for proper ope.ration.

Guidelines for improvin the.effici.ency ofelot.anct

chilled water, piping are the oliowing: r

Inspect all controls. Test the controls for P;OpeT

operation. Adjust, repair, or replace th'e controls

as-necessary. Also, check\for leakage at joints.-

Check flow measurement instrumentation for a.ccurac

Adjust, repair, or replace low measurement instru-

. mentation as necessary.

Inspect insulation of hat and chilled water pipes.
, -

Repair or replace them as necessary. Be. certain to

replace any insulation damaged,\by water. Determine

the source of any water leakage and colxrect the
4

- problem.
, 0

Inspect strainers. Clean regula,
\ly.4.

Inspect heating and cooling heat exchangers. barge j .

temperature differences may indicate air binding,

clogged strainers, or excessive amounts of scale.
.

f

- Determine the cause of the conditiot,1 and correct it.

Inspect vents and remove all clogs. \Clogged vents

ltetard efficient air elimination andreauce effi-

ciency of the system.

The following a re guidelines for improving the efficiency

of .steam piping:

Inspect insulation of all mains, risers and branches,

economizers, and condensate receiver tanks. Repair

or replace as necessary.

231,
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0

Check automatic temperature-control system and re-
.

fated control valves and accessory equipment to en-

sur, that they are 'regulating the system properly

in the various zones (in terms of building heating

needs,. not system capacity).

Inspect zone shut-off valves. All should be oper-

able so steam going into unoccupied spaces can 'be

shut OFF.

Inspect steam traps: Their failure to operatecan

have a significant iMphct on the overall efficiency ,

a

Io.

and energy consumption of the system. Several dif-

ferent tests can Aft utilized tg determine operations.

a. Listen to the trap to determine if it is 3
opening and closing when it should.

Feel the pipe 'on the downStream side of
the trap. If is excessively hot, the
trap'.probably is passirig steam. This
can be caused by dirt in the trap," valve
OFF steam,. excessive steam pressure, or
worn trap parts (especially valve and
seats).. If the pipe on the downstream
side of the trap is moderately, hot as
hot as a hot water pipe, for example
it probably is passing_condensate, which'
it,should. If it is cold, the trap is
not working at all.

c. Check back pressure on'downstream side.

d., Measure. the temperature of the _return
lines with a surface-pyrometer. Measure
the temperature drop across the trap.
Lack of drop indicates steam blowthrough.
Excessive drop, indicates that the trap
is not passing condensate. Adjust, re-
pair, or replacelall faulty traps.
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Self--Contained Systems

Energy consumption of self contained systems, such as

rooftop (Figure 9), windaw, through-the,wall, split systems
.

SUPPLY
AIR

sow

W

111.
COOLING IIEATING

COIL . COIL

.FILTER OUTSIDESECTION \ Ir AIR

RETURN
AI

'-

Figure 9. Rooftop Unit.

,s (Figure 10), and other heating and/or cooling units, can be

modified as follows:

If multiple units are nvolved, consider installa-

tion of centralized automatic shut-off and manual

override control.

If units are relatively old, consider replacing

them with more efficient air -`to -air heat pumps

or similar units that have a higher egilivalent

efficiency rating.

4
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Figure 10. Split System,.
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EXERCISES

*
Find.the yearly.energy saved by lowering the temperature

10°F during"unoccupied hours for the following building:
%

Type ...... zr..:.,: Office, 40 hours occupancy/week

Locatiori , Minneapolis, Minnesota

Floor Area 100,000 square feet

Fuel Light Oil. (138,000 Btu/gallon)

Present Heating ' .

--Con-S-UniiiIio.n .:
,

76,000 Btu/square feet/year

-Heating Degree Days
from Climatic Atlas
of the U.S. ..., 8,400 .

a

To calculate these savings, use Figure 11:

saved by Night Setbak."

"Heating Energy

An explanation of how Figure 11 was derived as well as

instructions fbf its use follow the figure\

235 "'
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1 **.

&E
ORDEROF-MAGNITUDE

AXE INOF
IN MULTIPLES OF 10. 10(). 1.000

,
120

15)3,-

- 180
210

240

270

300

PRESENT HEATING ENERGY
CONSUMPTION Btu PER SO FT
PER YEAR TIMES SELECTED
ORDER OF MAGNITUDE

DEGREE DAYS

10000
9000
8000
7000
6000

5000

4000

3000
2000

1000

S

SERVING Btu x 103 PER
SO FT PER YEAR

30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

INIMUMMNI
OMMISIMM

IMMNIMME1111111M11RMIUM1111

EEL 11

Figure 11? Heating --: Energy Saved by. Night Setback.
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Explanation and Instructions for ,Figure 11:

Five locations with heating dree-daY, totals ranging

f,r,om 1,400 -8,400 -were analyzed regarafing time temperattire

distribution below 68°F DB.. The percentage temperature dis-

tribution for each of the 5°F ranges, which includes the set-

back from 68°F shown in the lower half ofithe figure ?elated

to the totalnumber of degree hours below 68°F, was determined

for 24 hours per day, 365 days per year. This percentage was

then plotted against annual degree days and expanded to cover

the entire range of degree days. This is shown as the lower

half of'rthe figure.

The upper half of the figure represents the range of

heating energyconsumed per square foot for various buildings

over the range of 1,000 to 10,000 degree days. The,extreme

right-hand line in the upper half represents 90% of the

pr Ike-TA-Loa-11y .--AnalFsi_s_of

energy usage for heating by various buildings in several lo-

cations showed that it can be safely assumed that approxi-

mately 10'% of the total heating energy consumption happens

during occupied hours. Therefore, savings by night setback

are applicable to only 90% of the total heating energy con-
.

sumption. The remainder of the upper half of the figure

-simply proportions the energy saved based on the point of

entry from the lower section.

,
Coi1ivert this figure to a quantity of fuel by dividing by

an appropriate conversion'factor. To convert to, ,gallons of

#2 oil, divide by 138,000 (the numbdr of Btuscin a-galron);

for #6'oil, by 146,000 .(Btus per gallon); for natural gas, by'
140,0

1,000 (Btus'per cubic foot) ;, for manufactured gas, by 800

(Btus per cubic foot); and for tons of coal, by 26 x 106 (Btus

per ton). Multiply thjs. quantity by the unit cost for any

type' of energy used,:,--to c ula -CgSt%sAvings.
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, CSupply the following information:

Enter Figure 11 at 8,400 degree days and 76,000 Btu/

fe/yr present consumption. Intersect with the 10°

setback line, and follow t\he example line to determine

a savings of .\

2. Savings: \ \

\
"e. Cdnvert savings in Btus \to gallons at 65% seasonal

efficiency.

b. Assuming an average fuel cost of $1. ,10 per gallon,

the savings in dollars per year is

3. Results:

a. Energy saved:

b. Dollars saved:
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TEST

Determine the energy required -to heatinfiltratioll air,

using Figures 1T and 2T.

- ND
VELWIOCITY /

MPH

30

25

20

15

10

KEY TO WINDOW INFILTRATION CHART

(LEAKAGE BETWEEN SASH AND FRAME3

TYPE MATERUU. 1113lEATHERSTRIPPED? FIT

0 ALL
HINGED

*DOD
MEAL

. YES
YES

AVG
AVI3

® ALL
HINGED

BL HUNG

WOOD
METAL
STEEL

118
NO

AVG
AVG
AVG

0 ' ALL
OBL HUNG g-Fi2

YES
YES

LOOSE
AVG

® CASEMENT STEEL NO AVG

®
HNGEM

ALL" WOOD NO LOOSE

IITIN/A=1111211111111anwasirrammmulIffiwAsigraimmini

FrAt!f 0.8

I I I

0.2 0.6 1 0 2,9

CFM/ FT
OF CRACK

3.0 4.0

44

Figure 1T- Rate of Infiltration Though Window Frames.
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Figure 2T, 14eating,r 'Yea'rly Energy Used 'per
1,000 cfm Outdoor Air.
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.Use the following data to supply the information called

for below. To estimate the amount of infiltration occuring

in a b 'lding because of window leakage, determine, fist,

the total ount of 'crack area.

Building Type Offices .

Building Size 100' x 50'. (5 floors)

Building Location Topeka, Kansas
:

HeatingDegree Days .5,0'00

Indoor Temperature 68°F

Wind Speed
.

15 mph
.

Wind Direction NW
,

. .

North Windows Dimensions: 5' x 3';
total no.

.

28

West Window Dimensions:
/

5' x 1';
total no.

.

/

56

Window Type
.

Lodse- fitting, double-hung wood
sash

Cirq.eithe answer closest to your own. Figures 1T and

ZT may cause some deviation.

1. The crack length per window (including the horizontal

crack between the upper and lower sash). is ...

a, 28 feet.

b. 19 feet.

c. 10 feet.

d. 24 feet.

242
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2. Total crack length for north and west witpws is ...

a. 2,965 feet.

b. 1,065 feet.

c. 982 feet. 5{-
. d. 1,596 feet.

3. Determine from Figure 1T the rate of infiltration per

foot of crack.

a. 1.5 cfm

b. 3.9 cfm

c. 4.2 cfm

d$ 0.1 cfm

4. . Total infiltration due to window cracks is ...

a. 4,024 cfm.

b. 2,394 cfm.
4

c. 3,494 cfm.

d. 1,794 cfm.
ot

5. Determine from Figure 1T the rate of infiltration per

foot of crack if windows are weattherstripped.

a. 1.03 cfm/ft

b. 0.92 cfm/ft 1

c. 0.25 cfm/ft ..-

d. 0.69 cfm/ft

6. Therefore, total infiltration is ...

a._ 399 cfm.

b. ' 929 cfm..

c. 614 'cfm.

d. 210 cfm.
7 Reduction in infiltration is ...

a. 1,371 cfm.

b. 1,592 cfm.

c,. 2,391 cfm.

d. 1,995 cfm.
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8. Determine seasonal savings in energy for heating. From

Figure 2T, each 1,000 cfm required ... 4
a. 1.62 x 106. Btu/year.

b. 130 x 106 Btu/year.

c. 219 x 106 Btu/year.

d. 172 x 106 Btu/year.

9. Therefore, reducing infiltration by 1,995 cfm would

result in a savings of...

a. 259.1 x 106 Btu/year.

b. 299.2 x 106 Btu/year.

c. 172.2 x 106 Btu/year.

d. 111.3 x 106 Btu/year.

10. Savings due to weather stripping is :..

a. 190.7 x 106 Btu /year..

b. 251.3 x 106 Btu/year.

c. 314.6 x 106 Btu/year.

2281 x 106 Btu/year.

A

11. If the heating system uses #2 oil (138,000 Btus/gallon)

thd has a seasonal efficiency of 60%, fuel saved is ...

a. 3,792 gallons.

b. 3,128 gallons.

c. 4,298 'gallons.

d. 2,771 gallons.

12. At a fuel cost of $1.10/gallon, dollars savedeis

a. $2948.48.

1

b. , 4g49.48.

c. $2194.84.

d. $3440.80.
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13. Assume the cost of weather stripping to be .$2$ per

window. Total

a. $1400.

). $1700.

. $2100..

d. $2900.

14. Summary:

cost of weather strippiing is

(Item 12) spent A we

wi ll realize a savings in fuel cost of.

11). Thus, capital

a. 2.6 years:

b. ' 2.3 years.

c. 1.6 years.

d. 3.2 years.

15.. On the following page,

various HVAC systems.

ather stripping

(Item

payback will be aboit

r

Figure,3T shows xiliagramsof

Identify each yitem by,entering

the corresponding letter beside each it m.'

r*

Dual Duct'System

Fan Coil-.System

Induction System

Vr.iable Volume System

Multi-Zdhe,System-

Split Syste

ftop Sy tem

al'S ation, Single Zone
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14 ROOAIR M

.

COMPRESSOR

EVAPORATOR

RETURN AIR

CONDENSING
SECTION

HEATING SECTION

b.

EXHAUSf

FAN

C.

RETAIR URN4--

CONDITIONED
° SPACE

OUTSIDE
AIR

44$

COOLING HEATINd
COIL COIL

'XHAUST

OUTSIDE
AIR

d.
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SPACE
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COIL

G
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SPACE

COOLING COIL HEATING c011.
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/

OUTSIDE
4- AIR

/0,
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9.
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Figure 3T. Diagrams of H AC Systems.
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INTRODUCTION

"Auditing HVAC Systems,- Part II" discusses cooling

equipffient and includes materials on energy-efficiency main-

tenance procedures. The equipMent discussion is followed

by material on HVAC energy conservation,practices. Finally,

the module 'contains energy efficiency guidelines for select-

ing new or replacement HVAC equipment.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have-completed ModUle EPC-06, "Audit-

ing HVAC Systems - Part I."

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the -student should be

able to:

l.- Define and describerrefrigerant equipment components

and their roles in he cooling process.

2. Discuss maintenance of each component Of refrigerant'

equipment: is

3. Discuss energy-efficiency maintenance'procedures for

. each type of heating equipment.

4. DisctiSs HVAC conservation practices.

5. Discuss,guideline.for.selection of new HVAC',equipment..

-*/
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. SUBJECT MATTER

COOLING AND VENTILATION: REDUCING ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Methods for reducing energy consumption for cooling

and ventilation can be classified in the same major cate-

gories as for heatilig And ventilation:

- Reduce Minding cooling load.

Rztiut-e-tist-ributionygtem lodd.

Increase efficiency or performarke of.the primary

energy conversion equipment% .

BUILDING COOLING LOAD
43.

Two components determine the building cooling load:

sensible, (dry) heat And latent heat (a function of heat

content of the moisture in the air). (Building cooling load

is used to. identify the loads to maintain interior conditions

apd should not be confused with room loads, which is standard

terminology'for building loads not including the ventilatiori

load.) )ti maintain comfort; the dry -bulb temperature (sen-

s-ibleheat) and therelative hi:Imrdity,. or wet-bulb tempera-

ture (latent heat), must be controlled. 'For Most comfort

c ooling installation's, air is dehumidified when it is cooled;

thetefore, separd'te control of the relative humidity is not .

usually required.

The average temperature difference between indoor and

_outdoor conditions is one factor that defines the sensible

befit gain portion of the anual building load., 01,Iris 'load

can be reduced by maintaining higher indoor temperatures for
-tr

as long as possible during the cooling season, when further

410
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operation of the'mechanical refrigeration system would be

required to maintain .a lower temperature. When the sensible

heat gain is decreased, qte amodnt of cool supply air can

be reduced accordingly to realize additional energy savings

. in fin horsepower. 4
Cooling load 4s, in part, due to conductive heat gain

from outdoors to-iiidoars through thelilding envelope.

The, average difference in temperature_betwee_n_indoors__________._____

and the exterior sUrfates of the walls and roof depends upon

-outdoor dry-bulb temperatures and the amount of solar radia-

tion impinging upon the outside walls and roof and warming

them to a level (termed "sol-air" temperatures) that is most

,often above ambient-temperatures. To conserveienergy, the

refrigeration system and its auxiliaries (chilled water and-'

condenser.water pumps, coolirig.towers, and air-cooled con-
. A

densefs) should Ipe shut off during unoccupied hours. 'During

occupied peridds, a dry-bulb temperature of 78°F or higher

should he maintained.

Maint-a-ining even higher temperatures. in les-s critical

spaces will conserve more energy. The relative humidity in

a building is usually 45° to 50.°.. However, considerable

energy will be conserved if this level is permitted to rise

to 55% or to fluctuate normally within the limits set by the

refrigeration system's ability to maintain wet-bulb tempera:

tures. The system requires power to remove moisture that

originates from internal,loads and. from outdoor air as it

infiltrates and/or ventilates the building. Table 1 lists

the recommended cooling season indoor, temperature and humid-

ity levels for commercial buildings and retail stores.

Page 4/EA-07
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TABLE l.44 RECOMMENDED COOLING SEASON INDOOR
TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITI,

Commercial Buildings

Offices
_Corridors.

Cafetei.ias
Auditoriums
Computer Rooms
Lobbies
Doctors' Offices
Toilet Rooms
Storage, Equipment Rooms
Garages

Retail-Stores

Department Stores
Supermarkets
Drug Stores
Meat Markets
Apparel ,

Jewelry,
Garages

Occupied Periods

Minimum
Dry -Bulb. Relative '4.

Temperature* Humidity

78° 55%

,Uncontrolled-___ Uncontrolled_
55%

78° 50%
As needed

75°

75°
82°
78°
80°

Uncontrolled.
Do.not cool or dehumidify

60W
55%

Occupied Periods 7'

Dry-Bulb Relativ0
.Temperature Humidity 1*--

80°
78°
80°
78°
80°
80°

Do not cool

5596'

55%
55%

55%
55%

*Except where.terminal reheat systems are used.

Heat gain, a term used to quantify the amount of heat

added to a space, is an addition to the cooling load and

must be removed in order to maintain the desired space con-

ditions. Solar heat gain through windows frequently con-

stitutei a major portion of the sensible heat in building

cooling load. The benefits-from using sunlight to reduce
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the heating load in win.t.ex are considerable, but thesun

must be blocked out in the summer. Solar control devices

can be adjusted to either accept or block sunlight to reduce

energy consumption year-round.

Just as Ventilation and infiltration add to the heating

load in winter, they also increase cooling load in summer.

Outside air must be cooled and dehumidified. Maintaining'

higher indoor temperatures and relative humiditr reduces

the cooling load contributed by infiltratipn and ventilation,

as well as conductive heat gains. However, whenever outdoor

air is cool enough to lower indOdr temperatures, it may be
ti

advantageous and energy conserving to cool or pre-cool the

building at night (using an economizer cycle) without me-

chanica refrigetation. When the wet-bulb (WB) temperature

of the outdoor air is lower.than the WB temperature of the

return air from the interior spaces, an enthalpy controller
qft

will open the outside air dampers andclose the return air

dampers too take in 100% outdoor air. The controller saves

power for the refrigeration system. ,Internal heat gains

heat emitted fra electric lighting fixtbres, business ma-

chines, motors, cooking equipment,' and people form a large

part of the total cooling load.

ReduCing the building cooling load by a fixed p-drcen-.

tage allows further savings of energy, since distribution

loads can be decreased accordingly. A reduction in the flow

of cool air, or chilled water to meet the .e4uced load and

an increase in the suction temperatures t which the refrig-

eration chillers or compress,ors operate (improving their

coefficient of performance) will'result in significant

savings less horsepower'per ton of refrigeration, as well

as less tons to be produced.

Page 6/EA-07
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DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM LOADS

The distribution system may carry chilled water to

units in the spacessto be-conditioned (fri coil, induction,

or small air-handling units) or to .remote air-handling units

that supply air, via ducts, to local registers and diffusers

In some systems, the compressors discharge a vaporized re-

frigerant to a condenser. When the vaporized refrigerant

is condensed to a liquid, it is allowed to expand directly

a cooling coil,that cools or dehumidifies circulating

air. In all cases, air maybe circulated from the condi-

tioned space, from outdoors, or from a mixture of both. Air

is supplied after'it is filtere40 cooled, and dehumidified

-in the air-handling unit or air-handling section of the air
I:

conditioning system.

Piping and duct losses (heat gain and water or air

leakage) increase distribution loads. Theincreased dis-

tribution load increases the load on the primary energy.

conversion equipment: (See Module EA-06, "Auditing HVAC

Systems Part I," for energy 'conservation opportunities

and guidelines to reduce 4istribution system losses.)

.PRIMARY ENERGY CONVERSION EQUIPMENT

Energy is used to supply the building cooling and

distribution loads. In the form of heat, energy operates

absorption refrigeration units; as olectricity, energy

operates, reciprocating, centrifugal, or screw-type compres-

sors and/or chillers. The refrigeration equipment produces

either. hilled water or, in the case of direct expansion

refri ration units with air-handling units, coole

,.-
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,43

,41

dehumidified air. (Note:- Refrigeration equipment is often
4

termed the "high" side of the refrigeration cycle.) The

air-cooled or water-cooled condensers of the refrigeration

equipment control the condensing temperature of the system.

The lower the 6bpdenspig Tperature, the more efficient

the refrigeratfon system. The manner and conditions under

which air-cooled-e,bridensersor evaporative condensers with
,

cooling towers earoperam YSdeXeYTignificant -influence
"=

on the energy" ifeciAited to run-the refrigeration units. The

efficiency ofqii!irrefrigeration system is expressed as a

coefficien644 igrerformancg (COP).

The capacity of the,:System is measured in tons of re-
,

1

frigeration; one ton wi44produce a cooling effect equal t'o

12,000 Btus/hoUr. Seasonal COP is the ratio of -the tons.of

refrigeration pi9d06ed,' expressed in Btus, to the energy

required to operatethe equipment, also in Btus. If` one

kilowatt-hour of:Xle.ctricity (equivalent to 3,412 Btus) is

required to produce one ton of refjrigeration (12,000 Btus),

the COP is 12,000 3-,412 = '3.52. To improve the COP .(re-

duce energy usage), condensing temperatures must be lowerew

and/or suction temperatures raised. The opportunities to

do either depend upon load reduction anduponoperwrion and

maintenance of equipment. Thee opportunities to improve COP

by reducing distribution loads' are outlined in fOdUle'EA-06,.

ENERGY CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITIES

Energy can be saved, by turning the air co ditioning

system OFF at night and during days when the building

unoccupied. Energy can also be saved by manu ly shutting

down cooling or condenser fahs, chilled water and condenser

Page 8/EA-0.7.
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pumps, and supply and exhaust fans, as well as chillers on

compressors.

If the cooling tower fans and pumps are interlocked

with compressors, they.will turn OFF automatically when the

compressdrs are OFF. It isbest to shut down boilers that

supply steam or hot water to absorption units; boiler water

temperature or steam pressure.;should not be maintained when

absorption units are inoperative. If, after shutdown, the

air condit4oning system is not capable of achieving and main-

taining temperature and huimidity onditions in hot spells',

a control to activate the equipme t a few hours before occu-

pancy shollild be installed instead of Operating the 'ystem

all night or throughout the week-end.

In geographic areas,(such as parts of Arizona or Cali-
.

fornia, with a large diurnal swing (large temperature dif-

ference Within 24 hours), night operation of the refrigera-

tion system for periods of the summer may ,be economical.

If climatic conditions at night permit lower condensing tem-

peratures, an analysis should be made to determine whether

energy can be saved by operating the refrigeration system

night to pre-cool the-building or to store chilled water

.in the piping system.

An engineering and economic analysis, comparing refrig-

eration operation and economizer cooling, is necessary to

determine which method will"produce.minimum energy consump-

tion.

When nighttime outdoor temperatures are below indoor

temperatures by 5° or more, shutting off the refrigeration

system and using outdoor air for night cooling will save

energy in most geographic regions. Opportunities to use

outdoor air for cooling during unoccupied periods ct6pend

upon the length of time that the outdoor air temperature is

EA-07/Page 9
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below 73°F. In most areas, there will be no advantage t

bringin' in outdoor air above that temperature; heat fro,

the fan motors will raise the air temperature'2° to 3°

The power required to driv the fans will outweigh any

.i,savings due to pre - coo king; thereby reducing operation of

the refrigeration system. The temperature at whiEh outdoor

air cooling is advantageous may be even lower in large

b0.1.dings with high velocity systems, since the power re-

quired for fan motors in these systems is higher. However,

in buildings that have operable windows, night cooling

even at higher outdoor air temperatures is worthwhile,

as* fan,motors need not be operated.

If the dry-bulb temperature Of the outdoor air is above

indoor temperature, the wet-bulb temperature of the outdoor

air can be higher thAn the room wet-bulb temperature.- There

Aay be periods when air at higher wet-bulb temperatures,

introduced directly into spates that have been cooled during

the day, will cause condensation on walls or furnishings.

Maintaining higher space temperiture conditions (78°F and

above) will minimize the amount of time condensation can

occur and nearly eliminate the constraint in zi.ost geographic

locations. Even in humid climatit zones, wet-bulb tempera-

tUresabove 781bF occur for relatively few hours at night.

The need to limit economiser operation exists only during /

those hours. 1

Where there are no automatic controls to operate an

economizer cycle, dampers and fans should be operated manu-

ally, or controls installed.

To fully utilize outdoor air for cooling, it maybe

necessary to install return air and outdoor air dampers and

provide a means of relieving air pressure. Some possible

optjbns include partially opening some windows, operating

Page 10/EA-07
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an'exOhaust system, or installing some propeller -type exhaust

fans in the wall. Refer to Guidelines for Saving Energy in

Existing Buildings (see references) for more details on
..

economizer or enthalpy control. .

During occupied periods, the opportunities to use out-

door air for cooling depend not Only upon outdoor dry-b/ulb

temperature, but also upon the wet-bUlb temperature. If

outdoor air is brought nto the building above 664,WB, the

equivalent to the wet"--bulb attire is a measure of the.

total heat content of the air. If the wet-bulb temperature

is lower than 66.?F, outdoor air can be introduced through

the cooling coil with the refrigeration system ins-operation

in any quantity. At less than 66°F WB, outdoor air will

reduce the cooling load. However', for'-many existing systems

(even when,the temperature of outside air is less than 66°F

WB), the cOoling coils are not designed to handle outdoor

air at temperatures above 85°F DB and still maintain'room b

conditips at 78°F DB, despite the fact that outdoor air'at

less than 86°F W actually has a lower total heat content

ithan room air. igure 1 indicates the number of wet-bulb

degree hous below 66°F WB"when the dry-bulb temperature is

less than 85°F in the summer. If a building is located where

there are 13000 or more such degree hours, an,ent y con-

troller i.' a good investment. . On a seasonal basis, enver,

Colorado,has low wet-

)11,i

b temperatures, and it could be more

economical to utilize % outdoor air through the air con-

ditionini
1

coils in the
,

daytime, rather than to recirculate
1

the air:
i

However, summer outdoor dry-bulb temperatures'in

Denver often rise above 90°F. If the existing coils have

not been selepte4/to reduce theterriperature:of outdoor air

at those times, they will be incapable of handling the con-

duction, solar, and internal heat gains that occur. To

1 257
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Figure 1. Annual Degree Hours D y Bulb Temperature
Greater Than 8

conserve energy in this climate, the outdoor air damper

should be.fully opened, except when indoor dry-bulb tempera-

ture cannot be maintained. Operating systems manually to

reflect temporary conditions and conserve energy is sometimes

difficult, but the effort yields significant savings. 4uto-

matic cdntrols are available to optimize the operation of

most systems and to meet varying and selective conditions.

Indoor temperature and ielatiye humidity levels should,

be increased during occupied *hours. (With terminal reheat

systems in operation, the indoor space conditions should be

maintained at lower levels to reduce the amount of reheat and

save energy. If cooling energy is not required to reduce the

temperatures, 74°F DB instead.of 78°F should be maintained.)
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The air conditioning sys't'ems in many buildings were

_designed to maintain 72'° to 75 °F DB and 50% RH during peak

loads in the cooling season. Systems are operated to main-.

tain those levels at peak conditions and to achieve even

lower levels during the part-load conditions that occur most

time.

Dry-bulb temperature and relative humidity for various

spaces should be maintained at the/levels suggested in Table

1 to reduce the cooling load and'energy and operating costs.

Even greater savings Can .be realized withOut serious dis-

comfort - by maintaining higher levels in areas that are

occupied only for short periods of time. If unoccupied
o

periods in these areas exceed 60% 'of the day, the cooling

units should be turned OFF o registers, grilles, and dif-
.

fusers closed. Temperature and humidity should be allowed

to rise when the areas are unoccupied. (Auditoriums, cor-

ridors, cafeterias, and conference rooms are all spaces

frequen,tly unoccupied for most of-the 'day.) .Increasing the.

indoor-temperature and_humidity.levels from 74° DB and 50%

RH to /13!__DB_and 55%RH will save_approximately 13% of the

energy required for cooling. The exact amount depends upon

the amount of ventilation air and infiltration that enters'
;

.,

the bailding; the conduction losses, solar Gat gain, and,

internal loads 61 the building; and the typeAf air condi-

toning system th'e building has. The multipliers in Table 2

can be used to determine the amount of energy saved (in Btus

per hour) /per 1000 cubic feet' per minute (cfp0 of outdoor

air (v44tilation plus.in(iltration) by raising the dry-bulb

temperatures at constant relative humidities. (All other

factors, are considered constant. Since the effect of raising
o

A

r

the dry-bulb temperature,on conductive heat gain-ii actually

negligible, it has been disregarded here,)

r
r.-,........,,,
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TABLE 2. SAVINGS ACHIEVED BY RAISING INDOOR
DRY-BULB TEMPERATURE.*

. .

Dry-Bulb Temperature

.

Relative Humidity

50% 60% 70%

72°,F

,73°F °
.

.

74°F

75°F

76°F

77.°F

78°F

0

2700

2657 0,oh2406

_3000 .

3000
.

3000

3000 .

Ar
2433

2572

2572
--,

2572

2572

0

3000

3257

8000. '

3'000

3429

3429

*Savings are expressed inBtu/hr/1000 cfm.

v. :GUIDELINES TO REDUCE ENERGY USED FOR COOLING

The following are guidelines to employ in reducing

cooling energy.

1: Use outdoor ir for cooling.

utdoor air for-economizer cooling whemever'the
enthalpy is lower than room conditions during ,Occu-
pied periods, and whenever the dry-bulb temperature.
is 5°F lower than indoor design cond-itiousduring
unoccupied periods. (If the dry-bulb temperature
is only 2° lower than room temperature, heat from
absorbe0-fan horsepower' will-eliminate the value of
outdoor air cooling.)

- Use operable windows, without fan operation, for
outdoor air cooling. Outdoor temperature during
unoccupied periods should e beim oom D, and
during occupied periods below room.D and WB condi-
tions. (Unfavorable acoustics and air quality may
p eclude implementation o AhiS,option.)

Page 14/EA-07
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If'cool outdoor air is available, consider cooling
the building well below normal during the night and
early morning hours preceding any day that is ex-,
pected to be extremely hot.

Whenever the volume of outdoor air is increased for
economizer cooling, and if there is no exhaust sys-
tem that can handle an equal quantity of air, pro-
vide pressure relief.

..---
,

.

2. Reduce ventilation rate during the cooling season.

Refer to guidelines in Table 3 to ,reduce ventilation
rates during the heating season.

TABLE 3. VENTILATION GUIDELINES.

Oxygen Supply .3 cfm/person

Cafeterias. 10-12 cfm/person

Smoking Areas 25-40 cfm/perSoh

Odor Control S cfm/person

Toilet Exhaust 10-15 air changes /hr

Corridors 2 air changes/A

Wha.the enthalpy of the outdoor air (on a seasonal
basis) is lower than room conditions, outdoor air
dampers should be Tully opened. Close them only at
times when the enthalpy of the outdoor air is higher,
or dry-bulb temperaturp of outdoor air is above 85°F.

ir
Check local and state codes- to determine if ventila-
tion rates can be legally lowered when spacesare
air conditioned.

Do not reduce ventilation rates when outdoor air cam.
be used, for economizer or enthalpy cooling.

3. Reduce infiltration rates during the cooling season.

Before investirig,any money to reduce infiltration
rates,periorm an analysis for both heating and
cooling.

2 61
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Whenever infiltration rates are reduced for winter
conditions', additional benefits accrue from'reducin\g
the cooling load in the summer.

In areas o f the country that experience. fewer than
10,000 we$-hulb degree hours, energy, conserved by
weather stripping windows'and doors'and/pr caulking
window frames does not'genefelly 'justify the cost;
In climatic zones that experience a greater number.
of wet-bulb degree hours, make an engineering anal...
ysis of weatipr,Stripping and caulking to reduce
cooling loads

The rate of infiltration.tn stores througli-door
openings may be considerably higher than leakage
through windows or cracks.

'I Refer to Module EA-06'for additiOnaliguidelines,

4. Control soipr heat gain.

In hot weather,, adjust existing blinds, drapes,
shutters, or other shading devices on windows to
prevent penetration of solar radiation into the

) building.- (In the case of certain types of'shading
devices, this'modification may conflict`-with require-
ments to utilize natural illumination; an engineering
analysis_ of relative energy consumpti.i.on due to solar
radiation loads versus artifiedal iriumination
may be required.)

Install Minds, drapes, shutters, or other shading
devices on the, inside 'of all south, east, and.west
facing windows that are subject to direct sunlight
in hot weather and/or exposed to a large expanse of

' sky. (Fire cc:0es may, limit ,the use of some materials.
Where dippendent on natural light, do not reduce
availabde light below statutory. limits.)

Uselightweikht drapes that have reflective proper-
ties for.effectiVe solar radiation control. .(Again,
check fire'codesbefore 'selecting appropriate mate-
rial.)

Use vertical or horizontal reflective blinds. (Vele,
tical blinds of. louvers generally are most effective
on the west and east sides of a building; horizontal
blinds aremost effective.on the south side.)
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Add reflective film coating. to the inside surface
of glazed areas on the south, west, and east windows.
(Where dependent on natural light, refer to occupa-
tional regulatioris or health and safety codei before
drastically reducing light.)

Note: Reflective mylar sheets (or rolls) and,plexi-

glass sheets are available from many manufacuters at

reldtively low cost: Not only do they .herp control

solar. radiation, but they may alSo increase the strength

and resistance of glazed areas. The thicker' materials,

are good wind insulators a l/4-inc sheet of plexi-

glass is as good as ,a siiigle pane glas. Available

in different colors, the films allow a maximum trans-

mission of from 55 to 90BtUs/hr/sq ft, depending on

quality and make: The maximum heat transmitted in Btu/

hr/sq ft for a clear single'pane of glass is,215 Btu/

.hr/sq ft. The films transmit 9 to 33 .percept of the

visible light spectrum and reflect 50 to 7t5 perceht of
. .

the solar radiation that strike's them.

For example, reflective coating on the south, east,

or west exposure glass that reduced solar radiation by-

,
.50 percent would save from 30,000 to 50,000 Btus/sq ft

windOw per seaosn (in hot weather) in energy required .

for space, cooling. (The value is higher in northern

latitudes and lower in southern latitudes because of

thevangle of the sun striking vertical surfaces.) The

cooling load can be reduced by about 3 ton.hours/sq ft

of glass per year by propel<ise of shading device&.,

In southern climates, thiikorth facing glass can r ?ceive

a surprising amount of Afiuse solar radiation. If heat

gain from north windows is excessive, treat them simi

larly to the other exposures.

263 EA-07/Pag4 17
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It is not cost-effective to add storn1sash Sblly
to reduce solar heat gain.

Skylights on a roof transmit' between two and four
times as'much solar heat in the summer as an equal
area of east or west facing .glass. Exterior solar

-control over skylights is most effective,-and per-
mits solar radiation and daylight to enter when
desirable. Interior shades with. mylar reflective
'coatings reduce solar heat gain in the'summer by up
to 80%. White paint on the exterior of skylights,
venetian blinds, or sun screens can also be employed
to reduce solar heat gain.

44
Do not prune trees tha-t shade the building in the
summer:

S. Reduce internal heat gain.

.

Turn off unnecessary lights and heat-producing
equipment.,

Reduce lighting levels by removing lamps. See
Module'EA--05, "Lighting Systems."

Exhaust the heat from ovens, ranges, and motors
directly outdoors when the enthalpy of The outdoor
makeup air is lower than the enthalpy of the sape.

Insulate hot surfaces of tanks, piping, and ducts
that are in air conditioedspaces..

Disconnect drytype transformers that are in condi-
tioned Spaces when there are no operating loads.

6. Reduce conductive heat gain through the building

envelope.

In climates without a significant heating season,
adding a storm sash or double glazing is not usually
economically `feasible.

Do not confuse solar radiation heat gains through
windows with conductive gains. Solar radiation
control cannot belleglected.

4.
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Make an engineering and economic analysis before
insulating walls or roofs, installing a roof spray,
or treating'exterior surfaces to increase emissivity.

-Insulate rooft, orceilings below 'roofs, that have a
U factor of 'greater than 0.15 to improve the U factor
to 0.06. (The'U fdctor indicates the rate at which
heat flows through a specific material or a building
section.)

7. Conserve energy by operation and maintenance.

a) Inc.rease evaporator temperdture.

Raise supply air temperature.

Raise chilled water temperature.
9

Operate one of multiple compressors and chillers at
full load, rather than two or more at4part loads.

Maintain full charge of refrigerant.

Maintain evaporator heat exchange surfaces in clean
condition:

Maintain higher relative humidity levels in air,

conditioned space.

See Module EA-06 for specific measures that will,
result in lower evaporator temperatures and for
measures to re-schedule chilled water'temperatures.

b) Reduce condensing temperatures.

Clean alb condenser shells and tubes.

Clean all air-cooled condenser coils and fins on a
regular basis with comiressed air or steamjets.

& Remove obstructions to free airflow into cooling
tower and fans.

Direct cool exhaust air from the building into the
,airintake of air - cooled condensers or cooling towers.

265
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Under light load conditions, when the refrigeration
load is small and the ambient wet-bulb temperature
is likely to be low, the cooling performance of the
tower will'exceed the needs of the refrigeration
machines. Under these conditions, the cooling tower
fan or fans can be Cycle ON and OFF to maintain a
desired condenser water temperature, thus saving the
horseplOwer required to drive the fans.

Adjust airflow and water rates to air-cooled conden-
sers and cooling towers to produce the lowest possi-
ble condensing temperature. Geneially; the savings
in refrigeration power will exceed any 'increase in
added power for condenser nns or pumps.

Use well water, if available, -for condenser cooling.

Shade cooling towers and air-cooled condensers from
direct .su*light.

Remove bactexial'slime and algae from cooling towers.

Institute and maintain a continuous water treatment
program.for cooling towers..

At partial refrigeration loads, operate cooling
towers As natural dfhft towers with cooling tower
fans turned OFF.

Clean and de-scale spray nozzlet, and de-scale 'fill-
ih cooling towers.

It is often mor e effective to operate chillers at
full load in the morning when outdoor wet-bulb tem-
peratures are lQw, and low condensing water tempera-
tures can be obtained from the cooling tower. Then,
use the machine to subcool the building; turn the '

chiller OFF when, wet -bulb temperatures rise and allow
the building temperature to drift up. In large '

'buildings, the extensive chilled water piping system
provides a degree of thermal storage.

c) Improve the efficiency.by.improved maintenance
practices.

RePaii,".refrigerant leaks.

Lgbricate speed-reducing gearboxes.

Page 20/EA-07
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Replace worn bearings.

Maintain proper tens on of V-belt drives.

Adjust water flpw con rot valves to maintain lower
condensing temp(erature

If well water.is'used for-dondenser cooling, provide
proper treatment to prevent scale buildup.

Clean and replace, as necessary, all strainers to
reduce resistance to 'refrigerant or water flow:

Select a water treatment system for coolin,.towers
thatallows' igh cycles of concentration suggested

*'A target greater than 10.7Y and reduces blow-down
quantity.

Maintain boiler and burner efficiencies where steam
or hot water is generated for absorption cooling
units. Refer to Module EA-06.

Many or most -of the options listedscanbe implemented

by the building maintenance staff. An alternative,

however, wouldbe to let a service.contractor, with an

inspection and labor-type.service contract, service

simple air conditioni4-and fan coil unit on an annual'

.fee basis, which, includes costs of labor (for4inspec-

tion, maintenance, breakdown repair) and material (such

as filters, oil, grease, etc.). -Typical-cost considera-

tion.-checkpoints and 'action for'a service contractor

might.be the'following:

Refriidiation Equipment (Ej.gure 2)
.

Circuit and COntrols:' Inspect thk moisture-liquid .

indicator on a.regulaY. basis. If the color of the
refriggrant indicates Net," there is Aoisture in
the system,. This is a partiguldrly critical,probldm
because it can.cause.improper operation or costly
damage.., A cOMpetept.mechanic shauld'be called In to'
perform necessary adjustments, and repairs. immediately.

0

.
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-EXPANSION

CONDENSER t

EVAPORATOR

Figure 2. Refrigeration Diagram.

-Also, bubbles irithe refrigerant flow,"as seen
through the moisture-liquid indicator, may indicate
that the System is low in refrigerant. Call in a
mechanic to add refrigerant, if necessary, and to
inspes4,equipment for possible refrigerant leakage.

Use a leak detector to check for refrigerant and oil
leaks around the shaft seal, sight glasses, valve,
bonnet%, flanges, flare connections, the relief valve
on the condenser 'assembly, and at pipe joints to
equipment, valves, and instrumentation. .

Inspect the equipment for any visual changes, such
as oil spots on connections or oil on the floor under
the equipment.

COMPRESSOR

In'spect the liquid line ledVing the strainer., If
fells cooler than the liquid-line enteripg-,the-

strainer, it-ii clogged. If it is-badly clogged,
,sweat or frost may be visible at the stfainer outlet.
Clean as teequired.

1

.

Obseive the noise made by the system :, Any.unusual
:sounds.can indicate a problem. Determine, the cause
and correct the problem.

Estinish:normal operating pressures and temperatures
:for the system: Checkall gauges frequently to en-.

sure that design conditions are being met. Increased
systei-presSure naybe due to a dirty condense,
which will decrease system efficiency. High dis-

-...chirge temperatures often ire caused by defective
or broken compressor valves.

Page, .22/EA7071__
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Inspect tension and alignment of belts and ad-
just as necessary.

4
Where- applicable, lubricate motor bearings nd all
moving parts according to the manufacturer recom-
mendation .

Y

Inspect tile insulation on suction
/

liquid lines.
f

.

.

Repair. as. necessary.

Compressor: Look for unusual compressor operation,
such as continuous running or frequent stopping and
starting. Either may.indicate inefficient operation.
Determine the cause and, if necessary,.correct the
problem.

.
,

.

Observe the noise made by the compressor. ExcessiVe
noise may indicate a loose drive coupling or exces-
sive vibration. Tighten the compressor and the oir
on the base. If noise persists, call' a compete t
mechanic.

114

Check all, compressor joints for leakage. Seal as

necessary.

Inspect the purge for air and water leaks. 'Seal as
necessary.

Inspect instrumentation frequently to ensure that .

operating oil pressure and temperature agree
the manufacturer's spedifications.

Air-Cooled Condenser: Keep the fan belt drive and
motor provily aligned and lubricated.

.

.Inspect the refrigeration piping connections to the

condenser coil for tightness; Repair all leaks.

Keep the condenser. ooil clean to, permit proper air-flow.
Determine if hot air is being bypassed from the fan .

outlet to the coil inlet. If so, correct the problem.

Evaporative Condenser: I s ect pipingjpts and
'seal all leaks.

ir
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Remove all dirt from the coil surface by washing it 1
doWn with high velocity water jets or a nylon brush.

Inspect 're air inlet screen, spray nozzle or water
distribution holes, and pump screen. Clean as nec-
essary.

Use water treatment techniques if local water supply
leaves surface deposits on the coil.

,Follow the guidelines for fan and pump maintenance.

Water-Cooled Condenser: Clean the condenser shell
and tubes by swabbing with a, suitable brush and
flushing out with'clean water.

Chemical cleaning also Is possible, although it is
suggested -that a water treatment company be consulted
first.

Cooling Towers: Perform chemical analysis to deter
mine'if solid concentrations are being maintained
at an acceptable level.

Check the verflow piAg clearance for proper operat
ing water 1 el.

Check the fan by listening for an unusual noise:or
vibration. Inspe'ct the condition of the V-belt.
.Align the fan and motor as necessary.

Follow the guidelines for fpn maintenance.

. Keep'the tower clean to minimize both air and water
--Txessure drop.

Clean the intake strainer.

Determine if there is an air bypass from, .the tower
outlet back to the inlet. If so, the bypasg may be
reduced through adding baffles or higher discharge
stacks:

Inspect the spray-filled or distributed towers for
proper nozzle performance. Clean the nozzles as
necessary.
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Inspect the gravity distributed tower for even water
depth in distribution 'basins.

Monitor the effectiveness of any water treatment
program that may be under w4.y.

Chillers: (Figure 3)

a. RECIPROCATING CHILLER

b. ABSORPTION CHILLER

Figure 3. Types. of Chillers.

0. CENTRIFUGAL CHILLER

271
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Chillers must be kept clean.. .Inspect them on g
1;'-. regular basis. Clean the chillers as necessary.

Inspect for evidence of clogging. A qublified °

. .

mechanic should be called in to service equipment
th accordance'with the manufacturer's specification.

Absorption Equipment: Clean the strainer and seal
tank on a regular basis.

Lubricate the flow valves on a regular basis.

Followthe manufacturer's instructions forproper
maintenance.

Self-Contained Units (Windows and Throu h-the-Wall
Units; Heat Pump, etc.): Clean the,eva orator and
condenser c6i1S.

Keep'the air intake louvers, filters, -and controls
clean.

.9*
eeep'the airflpw from units unrestricted.

Caulk the spenings between unit and windows or wall
...frames.

Check voltage. Full-power voltage ii essential for
proper operation. - r

Follow applicable guidelines suggested for compres-
,sor, air - cooled condenser, and fans.

'VAC Controls

The controls originally installed in'many buildings
were designed,in light of initial costs rather than
for their ability to conserve energy. In addition,
Just fivg years df use'without adequate maintenance
whiCh seldoffi is performed-- can cause controls to
go out ofcalibration, becoming even less sensitive;'
A program of control ad' tment and modification

. should adhere to the fe lo ing procedure:'

a Adjust the controls at the t me of testing, includ-
ing adjustment and balancing f all heating arid
coolingtystems.
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'Check the operation of the entire'heating/cooling
control system, including control valvesjnd damper
Correct all improper operations.

Check'the control system for instrument calibtation
' and set point, actuator, travel. and action, and proper Ar

sequence of operation.

Inspect the location of thermostats:- Relocate-if
thermostats currently are poSitioned near outside
wails, kn seldom used areas, or if subject to o t-

./ side drafts.

Consider the installdtion:of,key-lock,pfastic co ers
over the thermostats to prevent building occupant
from -adjusting settingp.

=
Consider replacing the pilots of gas burning equip-
tient with electric ignition devices. 4

&
Ventilatidn Levels

. . 0 ,

, . .

,
. .

Air brought into a building fOr ventilation must be
heated or cooled and oftep humidified or dehumidified.,
Ventilation' systems account'foron estimated.10 per-
cent of a luild/pg's ,pver411 ene-gy 'consumption,,,yet

,.it is generally agreed that most building codes de-.
mand levels of ventilation in.excess of what is actu,
, ally needed td prOvide for the safety and comfort of
building occupants.

,

Buildj.ng code ventilation standards should be exam-
ined to ensure that they-are realistic In their ap-
praisa4 of health and safety needS.

Consider the following when selecting a new heating,

ventilating, and ai,r conditioning system,

Do not buy equipment wilhexCess capacity. Most
equipment works at maximum cifficiencywhen running
at full capacity. Most systems,, however,,, are de-

. sigued_I9 meetextreme wdather conditions,,which
Seldom occur,' resulting in Zaefficiency

, e 4
4

Provide adequate Zones of control'. Wi thout control
zones, large `r,,sas often have to'be,pvercooled or
overheated to satisfy.the needsofsmall areas.
Thus, zoning reduces. the diVAC oad. :

0

. '
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. 'Grobp areas with similar hefting, cqpling, and
'ventilation requirements to facilitate selective
ventilation:

Use was e heat. ntil recently, the heat generated
by a bui ding's1 hts, machinery, and people wa
igared. Risifik ergy prices, however-, are stim
latng interest in waste heat recovery systems,
Which can yetrieve up to 80 percent of waste heat,
creating a two-f4d energy benefit: (a) waste heat
an be used.to sulPplement, and sometimes r ,eplace,

expensiVe'fuel-based hea ;and (b) emovalj)f waste
heat eliminate; an expe sive burden on the air con-

.' litionirig syst4m.

Waste heat recovery sy.stems
. -

are.expensive, but usually

'.pay for themselves quickly SS4th energyi4tvings. The-

mitipnian Institution insta d a heat overy system

that paid for itserf in four mont s. An HVA mainte-

nanc sPrO4ram should be initiated Then the building is

comp eted, base on gUidelines'outlihed in t is module.
. A

Consider an economizer cycle. An
allows the air-handling equipmen

nomizer cycle
to utilize outdoor

air during the winter season to cool thQ interior
of the building. Two types of economizer cycles
are enthalpy control and dry-b b changeover tem- .

peratures.

tl

e

.
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EXERCISES
./1

.-

1. Determine the approximate yearly energy savings result,

ing from a reduction of air infiltration. It is neces-

sary to determine how much air is(being introduced into

the building and the minimum quantity that may be intro-

duced into the building legally. The differeRce:deter-

mines the potential reduction 8f Ventilation air and

energy savings. For the coaling season, use Figure 4

to determine the energy required to cool' and dehumidify

a given amount of ventilhtian air.

100

75

50

ENERGY USED
Stu x108
PER YEAR
PER 1000
CPA 25

ti

5000
ANNUAL WV-
BULB DEGREE
HOURS ABOVE
Se MIMS

10000

20000

I

HOURS OF COMING SYS.TEM I

OPEWON PER WEEK 36

I

I

f 40

1Apr,
.

.
.

kw
Iligallill1111

11111k

was
XIGM

el

L

I 1 I I MIallI
Ilk1 NOOOR4RELATIVE

HUMUNTY

8115

70%

Figure. 4. Cooling: Ye'd'rly. Energy Used Per 10D0 cfm to
Maintain Various HumMity.Levels.
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For this exqrcise, use the folloWing building proTile

and'data.

.

Building Type ,.. :. Office
.

1
Location -.7,, Mimi , FL

w ,

Occupied'Hours/Week ,

.

. 40 -

NuMher :)f. Occupants .., 667 '
.

Indoor_ Relative Humidity 50%

'Annual Wet-Bulb Degree Hours
Above 66°F ''

-
".

1'8,500:

Mechanical Refrigeration 7

System, COP 2.5 '

Electricity Cost ... , $ :0,4/kWh

Btu/kWh ' 3
k
.-4h4 L

'Determine energy saved by reducing outdoor, air frob

30 cfm/person to 8 cfni/person °nixed pdpulation of
f e

bokers and nonsmokr-s). .cf

a. Determine total cfm reduction. Enter Figure 4 at
--

'18,500 degree hours, intersecting with the 50% RH

and 40-hour lines. Follow the example line and

read yearly energy used ,of

b. Savings:

Total eftergy Tavedr

Reduction of energy input due toiCOP:

Convert to kWh:

ConVert to cost:

2. 7 groject the savings achieved in cooling ,outdoor air by.
.:to .

raising.the,-ndaot-dry-bulb temperature from 72 °F to

78°F for the following
D

. . 4 .
. o' . a

% p 0 4
i.

' .4
.

- Rage Z0 /EA-07
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Type Office,
,

40-hour
Occupancy

Annual WB Degree Hours
Aboire 66°F WB 8,000

.Total Outdoor Air .

.

Including Infiltration 10,000 cfm

Relative Humidity . 50% _

se Table 2 to supply'the following information:
,

a. Savings over total temperature change:

b. For the outdoor air.rate cpf this building, the

savings will be
a

c. For 0,hours of cooling per week and a coo ing
, -

season of 20 weeks, yearly savings will be

REFERENCES .

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Copdi-
.

tioning Engineers (ASHRAEY. Applications. Volume. New

York: 19,74.

ASHRAE. Design and Evaluation Criteria for Energy Conseria-

tion in New Buildings,. New YOrk: 1974.

.
ASHRAE.. Handbook of Fundamentals. New YOrk: .1972..

ASHRAE. Systems Volume. New York: 197.3. 4

-"Guidelines for Saving nergy in Existing 'buildings: Building ,

Owners and'Oper tors'Manual, ,ECM 1. U.S.'Departirent of

Commerce, -National Technical Information Service I0B-

2494928.

Guidelines for Saving,Energy in Existing Buildings: Engi-

neers,.Arclij.tects,* and Operators Manueal, ECM.2. U.S:

department of Commer/c9,, National Technical Information

Service PB-249929
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Making Cents of Your Energy Dollar- Vol. 1. -U:S: Depart-

ment of Energy, as adapted 'by the State of Colorado,,

1979.
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Mmann,Albert.Handbook'ofEnergyAudits.Atlanta:
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TEST

1. A ton of air conditionihg capacity,. in ,standard units

-of measure, is ..1

a. "19,000 Btu/hr. :

t. 13,000 Btu/hr,

c. 12,000 Btu/hr.

d. J.0,000 Btu/hr.

2. If one kWh of electricity is required for a particular

A. 0

'Nair conditioning' unit to prodqte 2.7 tons of refriger

lion, the unit's COP is.'...

a. 9.50.,
b. 3.75.

C. 6.32.

d. lo.9q.

7

3. Determine the approximate*annual energy savings result-
,

ingtfrom a. reduction of outdoor air from 20 cfm/person
o

to 13 .cfm/pers9n in a building.withthe following char-

acteristics, equipment, and energy data (see Figure 4):

Building Type' " -, Instftutionale
-----6-..

Location Dallas, TX

Occupanty 72'hrs/wk

Nuniter ofOccupants 1,091 ,0
.,

Indoor Relative Humidity 50%
.

..
.....--,

Ann,uai Wet-Bulb,,,Degree Hours
Above 66°F . 7.,007

Absorption Cooling Equipment COP ,,... 68%

Cooling ,dower Supplied by Boiler,
Seasonal Efficiency ,

. 65%

'Btt4/Gil_1211.of Oil q38,000

Cost Per Gallon of-Gt"- -,.-- $0.90 ,,,,

. .li.
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n

Choose the answers closest to your own. Use of (tharts

may cause some deviation.

a. Total cfm reduction is

(1) 9,739.

(23 7,637.

(3) 5,737.

(4) 6,376.

b.' Annual energy consumption is

(1) 17 x 106'Btu/1000 cfm.

(2)

(3)

(4)

41 x 106 Btu/1000 cfm,

27 x 106 Btu/1000 cfm.

32 x 106 Btu/1000 cfm.

c. Total savings is

-Al) 244.4 X 100 Btu.

(2) 291.3 x 106.Btu,

(3) 198.2 x 106 Btu:

(4) 214.3 x 106 Btu.

d. Reduction in efficiency due to cooling equipment

is ...
.

(1) 529 x106.

(2) 41039,x .106. q

(3) 359 x 106

(4) 221 x 106.
.,

*e. Reductiori in efficiency due to boiler is,..:
t,

(1) 92;800.

(2) .99,100.

(3) 89,700.

(4) 75,500.

f. Gallons of fuel saved Per year is ..
(1) 3',490.

(.2) 5,170.
A

0 (5) 4;202 .

, (4) 4:002

et*
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. e,poet' savings per year -1.s . .
(fl $3,.601:8G.

(2) . $4,r06.i0..#

(3 $2; 31.70.

(4) = $3,998.9

A.

4

.

.
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INTRODUC.TION

In addition to HVAC, lighting, and industrial process

enerty-tising systems, buildings have numerous small energy-

consumig systems and devices. When viewed individually,

these smaller energy users such as domestic hot water sys-

tems, appliances, and laundry facilities, among others do

not always appear to offer great -energy conser4rqion oppor-

,
tunities.' However, when the auditor views them all together

as an auxiliarmequipment system, it becomes obvious that

they contribute substantially to the building's totaIenergy

,ThisThis module discusses the energy use character-

istics ofa-UXilfary_system components and outlines the energy

conservation 'opportunitie ith whichthe auditor ,should be

familiar.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completeor:Module EA-07, "HVAC
-

Systems, Part II." 7

OBJECTIVES

Upon compfetIon c4 this module, the student should be

able to,:.

' 4.. List components of typical auxiliary equiipment systems

2. Describf interactions between auxiliary equipment sys-

tems and total energy systems.

3. Calculate savings fOr operational conservation opportu-

nities.

283,
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A. Cllculate

pities.

5: Calculate

fiAs.
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SUBJECT MATTER
4

AUXILIARY 'FUNCTIONS ,

;
. A

Every building has equipment alldenergy-using facilities

that vary in type and importance with the specific function

And construction of the building. Individually, :auxil-

iary functions may be assignificant as a laundry facility in

a hospital or as minor as a cofee pot in an dffice. r ,

.-kegai-dless of the energy.used by any' single piece of

eauipliTnt, the total energy used 'by -all miscellaneous c:Orp-.

ment is usually quite ,substAntial. 'Much of the informatiorC,

s. needed to compute energy consummation will be found in the

data on equipment _nameplates.

This module discusses the energy use characteristcs of

(1) domestic hot water systems, (2) elevators,and esca ators,

(3) kitchens :and cafeterias, (4) laundries, (5) computer' fa-

cilities, and (6) miscellaneouS equipment..; and details energy

conservation opportunities appropriate to each. The auditor

should always be aware of the fact that anything that consumes

tO building systems-And the auxiliary

equipment disCussed also offers an energy

conservation opportunity.

DOMESTIC HOT WATER

The term "domestic hot water" is used to distinguish

thehot water used for "housekeeping" (in restrooms and

kitchens) from the hot water used for heating and industrial

proCestes. The amount of energy consumed in heating domestic

hot water is about 4%of thd''Ainual energy used in most large

commercial buildings. In smAller_commercial buildings, the

285 EA-08/Page 3
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percentage is smaller. However, in facilities that include

restaurantscafeteriai, and especially washateria , the per-

centage of total energy used for hot water'iaill b greater

when compared to the amount of energf Aised by other systems.

Domestic hot water systems offer much potential energy,con-

ser-vation, These energy conservation opportun ies are dis-

cussed in detail in this module. ,

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

.

If domestic hot water is heated by e s me boiler that

heats the building, pd if the load is o ly lOeor 200 of the

total boiler, joad in those months when e building is heated,

,energy used in the fall and summer for domestic'hot water may

be higher thri in winter.' This is be aase, in this case, the

boiler operates at low load effiCien

The extensive opportunities to conserve energy for heat-.

ing domestic hot water'can be summ ized as follows:

1.. Reduce the load by decreasi the quantity and lowering

the temperature of the dom sticshot water.

2. Reduce system losses by r pairing.leaks. and insulating

pipes and tanks and by r ducing recirculeting pump op-

.erating time.

3. Increase the e afthe domestic hot water gener

ator

Page 4/EA-08
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;AVERAGE USE

Straight heat transfer calculations,can be utilized to

determine average shot water use rates in a particular build-p,

ing. This metilod isbased on the assumption that the faucet

is opened for aet amount of,time, regardless of flow rate.

For instancet, washing hands is based on the time it takes

rather than the water quantity. Table 1 .shows average hot

watef use rates for typical commercial and institutional

facilities.

TABLE 1. AVERAGE HOT WATER USE.

Office Buildings

(Without kitchen or
cafeteria services) , 2 to 3 gallons per capita per day for hand washing and

# minor cleaning (based on an average'permanent occupancy
which includes daily visitors)

2
Department Stores

CWithOut kitchen and
cafeteria services)° 1 gallon per customer per day-

Kitchen and Cafeterias for Hand'Washing

Dishwashing, rinsing,
and hand washing 3 galloni per meal plus 3 gallons per employee per day

. .

Schools
,

,o . :

Boarding 25 gallons per capita peer day
Day 3 gallons per capita per day (does not include cafeteria

or athletic facilities) .

Apartments

Righ rental
rental

64 '30 gallons per capita per day
20 gallons per capiktaper day

Hospitals .
1

Medical' 30 gorlionsaY-----i

Surgical 'SO gallons per eapiti per day
Maternity SO gallons per capita per day
Mental e %,, 25.gallons'per capita' per day
Hotels . ' .4 30'.gallons pe'capita.per day

-

2 S 7-
O
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AVERAGE TEMPERATURES

The temperatureat which hot water is usually supplied

(120°F to 150°F) is too hot to use directly and must be mixed

with cold water at the tap.\ For dishwashiAg.arid,steriliza-

. tion, the delivery temperature is generally 160°F or higher.'

Often, hot water supplied to all faucetS is at the tempera-

ture required' for the kitchen. Frequently, the hot water,

generated and stored ii4 tanks at 150°F to 160°F, loses heat

by conduction and radiation from the tank and piping even

before delivery at wasteful temperatures. When hot water is

supplied by a tankless heater, it is within 5 °F, to 6°F of

the boiler water temperature maintained to heat the building.

. A mixing valve is often used to control the delie..L temper-

azure, but frequently the temperature at which it is set is

excessive. If the tankless heater, or tank heater, is in-
.

stalled inside the boiler, the losses from the domestic .

heater may be considerable..

,

GENERATION AND STORAGE

Domestic hot water is generated. (heated) and stored, in

one of the following ways:

By a tanklesi heater from a hot water boiler used to
_ -

heat the building, or by. a below-the-water line tank-.

less heater on a steam,heating boiler

'By a tank heater and storage tank Combination that is

either a hot water or steam-heating'boiler (The tank

heater may be integral with,the storage tank. or seR-

arately mounted and connected. to the boiler and tank__

by piping.)

Page 6/EA-08
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By a separate oil, gas, coal, or electric domestic

hot _water heater with integral storage tank,

By separate electric booster heaters without storage

tanks

DISTRIBUTION

.

Hot water isdistributed either by gravity circulation

or by a recirculating hot water pump through separate piping

to the fixtures. The recirculating hot water pump delivers

hot water instantly at the faucets and reduces the total,

quantity of water used by saving the cold water that is usu-

ally drawn 'upon first opening the faucet. However, because

the pump requires electrical power for operation, and because,

its piping system must always be filled with hot water (and,

thus, experience .heat loss), the use of the recirculating

pump could be energy-wasteful in systems where all faucets

are close to the tank.

ENERGY CONSERVATION OPPORTUN.ITIES

A

The following paragraphs outline'energy conservation

opportunities with which the energy auditor should be familiar.

DOMESTIC HOT WAT'ERTEMIIRATURES
7

Lowering the temperatures of the hot water reduces both

the "building" domestic hot water load and the distribution

load., The building load for water heating is expressed by

289

Equation 1.
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A

where:

!
Yearly Iltus = Q x TdB.

7.

Equation 1

Q = Quantity o domestic hot water used per rear,

in pounds.

TdB =,Magnitude of the difference in temperature

between cold water'entering the heater and,

hot water at the faucets, in °F.

Similarly, the para§itig load is determined by Equation 2..

t

Yearly Btus = Q x Tdp Equation 2

where:

.Q = Quantity of domestic VOt water used per year,

in pounds.

Tdp = Magnitude of difference between generation

temperature' and the temperature of water at

the taps, in °F.46

Therefore, Equation 3 rs used to calculate total load.

Yearly Btus =(Q x TdB) + (Q x Tdp) Equation 3

Since Td = TdB + Tdp (the difference between the temperature

of water entering the heater and the generation temperature),

Equation '3 can be restateda's follows:

Page 3 /EA-08
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'Yearly Btus = Q x Td Equation 4

Figure 1 indicates energy used for domestic hot water

at various generation temperatures and usage rates. An in-

coming water temperature of 50°F and 251 days of occupancy

per year are assumed.

3000
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WATER TEMPERATUREBTU X 103,
PER PERSON

PER YEAR
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Figure 1. Hot Water: Savi*gs from _Reduction of Faucet
'Flow Rate and Water Temperature.
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The actual amount of-energy required to supply-the

total,load depends upon the seasonal efficiency (E) of the

heater, which varies with the type of'heate, r and the `fuel

used: Table 2 shows the average efficiencies of typica,l

heaters on a seasonal basis.

TABLE 2. AVERAGE WATER HEAT SEASONAL EFFICIENCIES.

.

Type of Heater
.

Average Efficiency

Oil-fired heating boilers used
year round, but with domestic
hot water as the only load

Oil-fired heating boilers used
year round with absorption cool-
ing inthe summer

Gas-fired heating boilers used
year round, but with domestic
hot water as the only summer
load

Gas-fired heating boilers used
year round with absorption cool-
ing in the summer

Separate (Dili-fired hot water
heaters

_ (
Separate gas-fired hot water
heaters

.

, ._

Separate electric water heaters
-

Separate coal-fired water
heaters

.
.

,

.

0.45

0.7

0.50

0.75

.

0.70
i

0.75

0.95

.

.-

0:45

.

-

v
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To determine actual energy consumption, the value ob-

tained from Figure 1 should be divided by the appropriate

efficiency 'frowTable 2., (If incoming'temperature differs

from 50°F, adjust value before dividing. If incoming temper-
.

ature is 60 °F, for instance', at a generation temperature of

150°F% multiply value by 150-60/150-50.) This is showb. by

Equation 5.

Yearly Btus
Q x Td Equation 5

L
Example A dhows the calculation of energy 'savings result-

ing from the redu'ytion of domestic hot water temperatures at

the faucets in a model office building.

EXAMPLE A: ENERGY SAVINGS RESULTING FROM THE REDUCTION
OF THE TEMPERATURE OF HOT WATER SUPPLIED TO TAPS.

Given: An office building has 500 occupants, each of

whom uses 3gallons of hot water per day for 250

days each year.. The temperature of the water, as

it enters the heater!s60°F (an average for, the''

year), and it must be heated to 150°F in.order

to compensate for a 20°F drop during storage and

distribution, and still be deliv.ered, at the

tap,. at 130 °F. Hot water is generated by an

oil-fired heating boiler, used year round with

domestic hot water as the only load. The fuel

is #2 oil, which contains 138,00'0 Btus per

gallon.

293.
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Example A.. continued.

Find: '(a), Building load

(b) Parasitic load

(c) 'Total, load

(d) Total energy use d

(e) Total fuel consumption

(f) Fuel needed at 90°F delivery temperatdre

(g) Fuel conserved

Solution: (a) Building Load:

Q = 500occupants x 3o..gal/day/occupant
x 240 day/yr

Q 375,000 gal/yr

_l gal = 8.3 lbs

Therefore,

Q- -= 375;000 gal/yr x8.3 1b /gal

.Q = 3,112,500 lbs/yr

TdB = 130°F 60

= 70°F

Yearly = 3,112,500 lbs. 70°F
Btus

= 217,875,00T

(b) Parasitic Load:

Td
P-
= 150°F - 130°F

= 20°F

Yearly..
Btus 3,112,500 lbs x 20°F

= 62,250,000

MI

re
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Example A. Continued,

(c) Totals Load:

Yearly 217,875,000 + 62,250,000
Btus

= 280,125,000

(d)
.

Total Energy Used:'

E

Total 280,150,000'
Btus 0.45

= 622,500,000

(.e) 'Total Fuel Consumption:

(f)

Yearly 622,50'0,000 Btus
/gallons 138,000 Btu/gal

= 4,511

Fuel Needed at 90 °'F Delivery Tefferature:

4,511 gal X'193°04:=-3,123 gal

Fuel Conserved:

4,511 gal 3,123gal 1,388 gal conserved
. (rtem e) (Item f)

O

(g)

:(This is a tually a conservative- figure, as the tqtal sav-

ings
..,

in heating, storing, and distributing the' nter would

include reduced storage and distribution losses as Well.).
.....

early
,

Table 3 indicates the yearly enf'irgy Eer
.

various sizes of tanks-14cate&-in a spate with} an cambien
A

temperature of '65°F) with Sib4rgiass insulation.

;

el
1.

\or;
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TABLE 3. ,ANNUAL ENERGY LOSS FROM HOT WATER STORAGE TANKS.
(Btus in Millions/Year). .

Insulation
Thickness ,

(in)
Tani( Size.

(gal)

Energy Loss .

,

Hot Water Temperatures

100°F 120°F 0
160 °F

1 50, 1.9, 3.0 5.2

,100 3.0 4.7 8.2,

. 2 250 3.1 4.9 8.4

3 500 3-1 4.9' 8.4

1,000 5.2 8.2 14.1

HOT WATER CONSUMPTION

Considerable energy savings can be realized by redlAcing

the quantity of hot water used. Primarily, this energy con-

servation measure is beneficial in that energy consumption

will be decreased to the same extent as with an equal per-

centage reduction in temperature.

A second'ary benefit is the reduction in raw source energy

that occurs because less water needs to be treated in the wa=

ter supply treatment and sewage treatment plants whether on-

site or off-site. For municipal facilities, the diminished

energy requirements will result in lower operating costs than

otherwise possible; which-in turn will mean that less taxes

will be needed to slippott the facility. In areas where there

is a charge based on total. water consumption flowing into the

sewer, the reduction in consumption of water will result in

direct savings, as well. Water consumption can usually be

lowered to 1-1/4 or 1-1/2 gallons per person, per day idoffice

buildings without inconvenience to the occupants.

Page 14 /EA-08
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Example B shows the procedure forcaldulatingenergy

saved by reducing the quantity of hot water used.
7

EXAMPLE B: ENERGY SAVINGS RESULTING FROM A REDUCTION
OF THE QUANTITY OF HOT WATER USED.

An office building has 500 occupants, each of

whom us -es 1:5 gallons of hot water per` day for

250 days each year. The water, as it enters

the heater, is at 40°F, and it is heated o

150°F. The separate gas-fired heater has an

efficiency of 0.75.

Find: (a) Yearly energy used 100% flow rate

(b) Yearly energy used 33% flow rate

(c) Savings, in gallons of fuel (138,000

'Btu/gal)

(d)4, Cost savings (fuel. cost = $0'.9,5/gal)

Solution: (a) Enter Figure 1 at 3.5 gal/persOn/day.

Follow .the example line idilterseCting

with the 100% flow rate and 150°F tem-

perature lines, and read yearly energy.

used of 800 x 103 Btu/person/yr.

Re-enter Figure 1, intersecting with the

33% and 120°F lines., and read yearly en-

ergy used of190 x 103 Btu/person/yr

(b)

297
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Example. B. Continued.

. (c) The energy saved equals 800-190, or

610 x ,103 Btu/person/yr.. -For

people, the total is 500 x 610 x 103,

or 305 x fr106 Btu/yr.

305 x .106 x 0.75 = 2,947 gal.
138,000

(d) At $0.95/gal, the savings is

0.95 x 2,947, or $2,799.65/yr.

\.

STORAGE'AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS EFFICIENCY
ti

.To reduce heat loss, all torn insulation sho.Uld 'be re-

paired or replaced. Methods to improve the efficiency of

both space heating and domestic hot water' heaters and to re-
,

duce'lleat loss from piping are detailed in MOdules EA-06 and

One of the most effective ways to reduce heat loss from

domestic hot water systems. to insulate.bpth the piping and

the tank.

Piping Insulation'

Heat loss from uninsulated hot water system distribution

piping can be substantial. The magnitude of these losses de

pends on the temperature differential Between pipe and ambient

air, pipe size, and length of system piping.

Page 16/EA-08 293
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Exposed piping in basements and equipment rooms is rel-

atively simple to insulate: Piping in ceiling spaces can

alsO be madereadil,y accessible by removing ceiling panels.

Preferably,the entire piping system should be insulated,

inaccessible port-ions may be Left bare, providing that they

are a small percentage of the total.

Cost of installation varies in each building and ihould

be estimated by an insulation-contractor.

For costing purposes, add to total lineal feet of piping
6

three (3) lineal feet for each fitting or pair of flan.ges to

be insulated.

Savings achieved by insulating hot w ater piping ar,

termined from Figure q for domestic hot water temperatu1s

ranging from 100° t6.180°. Example C demonstrates the use

of Figure 2 in determining heat loss.

P.
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EXAMPLE C: HEAT LOSS BY PIPE SIZE, INSULATION
THICKNESS, AND WATER TEMPERATURE.

Given: System temperature: 160°F

Piping run lengths: 2 -1/2 in 125 ft,

1-1/2 in 30 ft

1-1/4 in '356 ft

1 in 150 ft

Present insulation: none

Find: Heat loss.

Solution: Enter Figure.2 at each pipe size, intersecting.

with curves labeled none" and 160°5, and read-
,

ing the heat loss in Btu per hour per Us ft

pipe length. Multiply these quantities by the

respective lengths Of each size pipe, giving a

total, system heat loss of,72,175 Btu/hr. The

hot water system is operating 8,760'hours per

year.

Total yearly = 8,760 x 72,175
heat loss

'= 632 x le Btu

Example D demonstriateS the methodology for using Figure

2 to calculate energy savings resulting from pipe insulation.

301
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EXAMPLE.D.: ENERGY SAVINGS RESULTING FROM ADDING
PIPE INSULATION.

GiVen: Water heating system data from Example C

Insulation added to all pipes: 1 inch

Heater data:.-,oil-fired, 7.0% efflicienc

Btu/gallon of oil:,' 138,000

Oil cost: $0.95/gal

(a) Heat lass with insulation

(b) Savings, as compared with Example C

Solution: (a) Use Figure 2. Intersect Kith the lines

for 1-inch insulation and 160°F line

temperature for each pipe size.

re"

Total yearly =
94.4 x 106 Btuheat loss

(b) Btu savings (difference in heat loss of

uninsulated and insulated pies):

(632 x 106) (94.4 x 106) = 537.6 x 106
Btu/yr

Oil'savings 537.6 x 106
138,000 x 0.70

= 5.6652.X 103

...5:565 gal

Cost savings = 5,665 gal x10.95/gal

= $5,286.75/yr

Page 20/EA-08
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Insulation of Hot Water Storage Tanks

r Heat loss from the domestic storage tank must continu-

ously be offset by the addition of heat in order to maintain

a 'ready supply of hot water. This heat lais occurs 24'hours

per day, whether the bUilding is occupied ornot.

Storage tanks, should be covered with a minimum of 3.

inches of insulation. Bare tanks

Additional in§ulation.shOuld be ap

hould also be insulated,

lied to any tanks having

less than 3 inches of.insulation. All missing or torn insu-

lation should be replaced or repaired.

Applicable codes.shouldtechecked to determine accept-

ability of various insulation materials.

Energy savings are calculated by determining the heat

lost from the tank before and after insulation. Water tem-

perature and ambient air temperature can be assumed to be

constant. 'Savings in Btu per hour are multiplied by 8,760

(houri per: year) to obtain the total yearly energy savingsi

due to insulation.

e

HOT WATER GENERATION

All measures for.improving combustion units for space

heating apply'equally.well to hot water heate(sb The auditor

should-keep in mind," however, that when more than one heater

be. it boiler or hot water heater i5 installed n'a project,

it is, more efficient to operate one unit for the total load

(if possible)) rather than to operate all boilers at partial

loads.

The greater opportunities for conserving energy by im-
., 74 .

-- proving the effilliency of the hot water generators (after nor

mai:service operationi and minor modifications have improved

03
S
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the existing equipment to the extent posSible) will require

major modifications or the replacement of equipment. The

following hot water generation system modifications are the

most frequently-made efficiency improvements, which entail .

significant expense.

: Replacing the central system with local heating units:
Commercial hot Water systems frequently require,hot
water for short periods okheairy use at various loca-
tions within the building. It ig often more efficient,
to provide water heaters close to the usage points
rather than tentral generation and long runs of hot
water piping. ,-

The hot water use within the building should be ana-
bqed to determine the patterns of demand and to de-
termine'whether installation of local units is advan-
tageous. Energy losses of the existing systeM should
.be estimated as a basis for calcUlatingthe springs
.derived by installing local units. The energy saved
is the sum of reduced distribution losses and thein-
drase in the average generation efficiency of local

' .units as compared to the'existiarg central system. .

Before installing local ho t water ge'neration units, ape
plicable codes.zhould be-reviewed to see if there are
any restrictions on their locations or on the required
modifications to'the building, such as fire walls
around fuel burning equipment.

Installation of temperature boosters: When multiple
temperature requirements are met by a central domestic
hot water system; the minimum generation temperature
is determined by, the maximum usage temperature. Lower
temperatures are attained by mixing with cold water at
the tap. Where the majority of hot water usage is at
the lower temperatures and higher temperatures are 're-
qUired at a few specific locations only, booster heat-
ers or separate heaters for high temperatures should,
be installed.

44,

InStallation of a separate boiler for summer domestic
hot water-generation: In many buildings, the heating
system boilers provide primary heat for the domestic

4"hot water system. While this is satisfactory during
the heating season when the boiler is firing at high

Page 22/E-08
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efficiency, demand for boiler heat in summet will prob
ably be limited to hot water generation only. Operat-
ing large heat boilers at light loadssto provide
domestic hot w to 'results in low boiler efficiency.

To.reduce energy losses due to low boiler efficie4y
in summer, u' separate hot water heater or boiler;
sized for the hot water demand, should be installed.
To gene1ate hot, water at imprOved efficiency, the'
heating boiler should be, shut down in the summer.

To determine the cost of this- modification, quotations
should be obtained from a local contractor.

To determine the energy savings, the system's operat-
ing characteristics must be analyzed. Items investi-
gated should include operating efficiencies of exist-
ing equipment during warm and cold months and hot wa-
ter demand relationship to boiler capacity. Savings
can. be calculated by comparing the operating costs. of
both arrangements.

-

Installation of a hot gas heat exchanger: A typital
refrigeration machine with a water-cooled condenser'
rejects-approximately 15,000 BtOhour for. each 12,900
Btu/hour of refrigeration. An air-cooled condenser
rejects,up to 17,000 Btu/hour. Up to 5,000 Btu/hour
ofthe heat,rejected from either system can be reck-
tured. To recover heat of cotpression, a heat ex-.

.,14changer may b4Unstailed in the hot gas-line between
th'e compressor and.condeRser of the chiller. A typ-

arrangemnt in conjunction with a domestic hot.
water system is shown in Figure,3. Hot'gas tempera- ti

ture depends on head pressure, but is usually in the,
order of 120°F to 130°F.

Cold water "is cirtulated through the heat exchanger by
the circudatj.N,pump. When hot water is not being
used, water. is Awed back through the heat exchanger,
through the' recirculating line. When hot water is
needed, it is tol from either the heat exchanger, the
hot water, heater, or both. A MixinTvalve is provitect-
to maintain the desired temperature.'

305
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DOMESTIC HOT WATER SUPPLY

XING. VALVE

ris

RECIRCULATING
UNE V\,

COLD WATER

HOT WATER
HEATER

(1410i
CIRCULATING

PUMP

HOT GAS FROM
COMPRESSOR

HEAT EXCHANGER

HOT GAS TO CONDENSER.

Figure 3. Heat EXchanger.

Installation of a hot draik_heat exchanger: Buildings
with kitchens, laundries, and other service facilities
that utilize large quantities, of hot water, in many
cases, discharge hot waste water to drains. By in-
stalling a heat exchanger, heat can be recaptured for
use to preheat domestic hot water. (See Figure 4.)

In general, ,it is economical to preheat water from 50°F
to 105°F without excessive equipment cost. The hot wa-
ter at 105°F can then be fed into.the domestic hot wa-
ter tank for further heating to utilization temperature,
if required. The heat reclamation system saves the heat
required to heat water from 50°F to 105°F which other-
wise would have been provided by other heat sources.

Installation of a hot condensate heat exchanger: The
condensate return portion of many steam systems exhausts
large quantities of heat in the form of flash steam when
the hot condensate is reduced to atmospheric pressure in
the condensate receiver. Heat waste can be recovered
with the installation of a heat exchanger in the conden- I

sate return main, ahead of the receiver, to reduce con-
densate temperature to appr'oximately 180°F. The heat
recovered can be used to preheat water as required.
-Figure 5 is a schematic illustration of a hot condensate
heat exchanger.

Page 24/EA-08
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HEAT EXCHANGER HEAT RECOVERED

M M .
111/..1.

10
\

AGITATOR W .
VERFLOW

/-
FROM LAUNDRY 11

MACHINES OR
KITCHEN SINK DR INS

Figure 4.

COLD 'WATER INLET

"SCREEN FILTER
PIT

TO DRAIN

chematic of Laundry and X4,tchen Hot Water
Heat Recovery System. \

The quantity of heat recovered.depends on the pressure
and temperature characteristics of the boiler. For

example:

Steam has a....eondensate return volume of 6 gal/min'at
260°F. A heat exchanger is installed to.reduce the
condensate temperature from 260°F to 180°F and the
quantity of beat' recovered is 240 x 10:Btu/hour. The
average heat input required for the generation of do-
mestic.hot water is 1.1 x 106 ,Btu/dayl. In this in-

kstance, the entire domestic hot water load can be: met
for mosttof the year by the heat recovered.in the hot

0

condensate heat exchanger.

DOMESTIC HOT WATER SUPPLY
Az, MIXING VALVE

RECIRCULATING
'UNE

N46.

COLD WATER

HOT
WATER
TANK

HEAT EXCHANGER

CIF1CUCATING
PUMP

CONDENSATE RETURN

tTO BOILER

CONDENSATE RECEIVERRECEIVER

Figure 5. Hot Condensate Heat Recovery System.

N
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ELEVATORS AND ESCALATORS

Despite the fact that escalators draw relatively little

current under no -load operation, it generallY'is recognized

that their continuous fiction does tend to waste energy. :ea-_
though intermittent, as-needed operation can be obtained

through uie.of a treadle-type switch, relatively iiw such in-

,stalla.tions have been made due to safety concerns. Whendan

.escarator is shut down, however, it still provides a means of

transportation stationary stairs. By contrast, an elevator

cannot ,serve any useful purpose when it is nonoperational.

When'eleVators are running, however,, they tend to be more

efficient than escalatoys, althquAll they cause indirect en-

. ergyconsumption due to stackeeffects created by the shaft

and infiltration aroundcabs.
. m

F011owing area few of the options, that should con-

sidered in an effort to provide the elevator/escalator ser-

vice reqUired while conserving energyi n the process.

l. EncouraiVbUilding occupants (and perhaps visitors) to

use the stairway when only one or two stories are in-

-volved and when'se'curity permits.
.

. Perform a traffic review to deterinine if the building

is properly eleAtored, or over- or,under-elevatOred in

regard.to use during different periods of the day. ,If'

properly elevatored or over- el'evatored, take one or

more-elevators out of operation at least during peri-

ods of light traffic.

3. If the building has automatic load-shedding, or demand-.

limiting equipment, connect elevators to the system'

to'enable automatic shut-down of one or more elevators

to limit peak demand.

Page 26/EA-08
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ELEVATORS

am.

Elevators and escalators account for about, l% -4o of the-

electrical energy-of office buildings and.latge-delartment
/-

stores. The amount of power-required annually to operate an

elevator is based on.the height of `the building, the number

of stops, passenger capacity and load factors, and the effi-

ciency of the hoisting mechanism. For example, a2,500-lb

capacity "local" elevator making 1,5'0 stops per car-mile con-

sumes about 5 kWh per car-mile, while an "express" elevator
O

making.75 stops per car-mile consumes- about 4 kWh. A .4,500-

lb capacity elevator stopping at every floor'in'a 12-story

department store will use 13,1Wh per'car-mile. Consumption\

varies bqtween 'elevators of the same capacity,,depending on

the .type of hoisting motor and control, the type ofelevator

and the kind of service, and the amount of load offset by.

thec,ounterweight. The slowest speeds possible that will

keep waiting times to a maximum of 2 minutes should be Se-

lected. A manufacturer or engineer should be retained to

study the trNfic pattetns and to l'eschedule.as'necessary..

Where multiple elevators are installed, the number, jn'service

during light traffic periods shouldbe reduced.

The choice of new elevators replacements or.addition

should be-made on the basis of the most e.fficient,type fqr -

the application. The three major types of eleVators are

ydraulic, geared, and gearleSs. 'The.limitations of each

must be considered in evaluating its/efikiciency: :Hydraplic

elevators are Used for_ speeds of ab4ut.200'It/min,:geared

elevators-for about 300 ft/min, and gearless.elevators''for

higher speeds.and high-xise buildings. Electric elevators

with counterweights use less energy than hydraulic elevators.

'4
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ESCALATORS
.

Assuming 35% equivalent full loa d operation, escalator

energy consumption may vary frbm 1.3 kWh for a 32-inch wide

model operating 90 ft/min with a 14-foot vertical rise,

to 3 kWh for a 48-inch wide model operating -'at 90 ft/min

with a 25-foot vertical rise.. Escalators consume energy .

'whether they are carrying'passengers or not, as,long as they

are running.

4

-KITCHENS AND CAFETERIAS

Avariety of steps can be taken (at minimal expense) to

effect more efficient energy use in kitchen, cafeteria, and

other food-handling areas.

Turn OFF infrared food warmers when no food is being
warmed.

Inspect refrigeration condensers routinely to ensure
that they have sufficient air circulation and that
dust is cleaned,off,coils.

Inspect and repair walk-in or reach-in refrigerated
area doors without automatic closers or tight gaskets.

Train employees in conservation of hot .water. Super--
vise theix performance and provide additional? instruc-
tion and supervisiona§ necessary.

Avoid usin-vfneeh hot or warm water for dish scraping.

Keep refrigeration coils free of 'frost build-up.

"Clean and maintain refrigeration onwater chillers
and cold drink dispensers.

Reduce temperature or turn OFF frying tables and.coffee
urns during off-peak periods.

Page 28/EA-08
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Preheat ovens only for baked goods.. Discourage chefs
from preheating any sooner than necessary.

Run the dishWasher only when it is full. .

Cook with lids in -place on pots and kettles. This
will cut heat requirements in half.

5,>

Thaw frozen foods in refrigerated, compartments.

Fans that coOi,workers should be directed so they do
nov.cool cooking equipment.

Consider ying microwave ovens for thawing and 'fast-
food preparation wheneyer they can serve to reduce

1
power requirements.

One major energy conservation,opportunity'found 41 most

food preparation facilities is the use of a separate make-up

akr supply for exhaust hoods. This can substantially, reduce

infiltration of outdoor air.

Kitchen equipment exhaust h gods and other process equip-

ment hoods frequently remove large quantities of hot air from

the building air, which mtkst_be made up by introducing out-

1door air. ' r
This make-up air,is often introduced through the build-

.

ing HVAC system, which heats it in winter and cools and dehu-

midifies it in summer to the level required to maintain occu-,

pant comfort conditions within the building.

: It is 49t.necessaryefor the make-up air ''to be treated to

the same degree as the ail- required by occupants. TO conserve

energy, a separate supply Qf make-up air for hoods should be

considered. this make-up supply system may consist of a fan

drawing in outdoor air and passingit through a heating coil

in order to temper the air and maintain tolerable conditions

'''immediately adjacent to the hood.
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The tempgrature of the make-up supply air often need

,only be 50° to 55°, providing it is 'introduced close to, or

around, the perimeter of the exhaust hood. This relatively

low temperature air will not cause discomfort to an occupant

in the' immediate area, Since the equipment radiates large

quantities of heat that offset any cooling effect.

The effectiveness' of an exhaust 'hood in capturing heated-
.

air, fumes, smoke, steam, and so forth, is a function of the

face velocity at the edge of the hood. Large open hoods re-

quire large voliimes of air to maintain a Aatisfactory capture

velocity. Face or capture 'velocities can be maintained or

even increased while decreasing the total quantity of exhaust

air by fitting baffles or a false hood inside an existing

open hood (Figure 6).

NEW BAFFLES
INSIDE HOOD

LOW VELOCITY EXHAUST .
(HIGH VOLUME)

PEF011iE

HIGH VELOCITY
EXHAUST THRU SLOT

(LOW VOLUME),

AFTEFI

INTRODUCE
d MAKE-UP, AIR

CLOSE TO H000

t

Figure 6..' IncreaAing EXhausi Hood Capture Velocity.

t-

The'cost of modifying exhaust hoods and installing a sep-

arate' make-up air system varies with the circumstances of each

application. To make an accurate assessment, quotations.

should be obtained from local, contractors based on engineering

...______designsloko meet the particular case.
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V
additiO to large-commercial and industrial laundries

hospitals and public care institutions commonly have laundry

facilities. Key energy conservation Opportunities to, look

for in laundries include the following:
II

1. Potential reuse of waste heat' from tearklines and
drains.

2. Hours of operation. (Could operation..hours be changed
to limit demand peaks or eliminate the need for oper-
ating extra boilers or air conditioners?)

3. Days of operation. (Mult the facilityoperave as many-
days per ,week ?)

4.- Eliminate extra load from high temperatures and hu-
midity on the central or 'Other area air conditioning
systems.

. COMPUTEW FACILITIES

Recent research shows that buildings faith substIntial

computer installations in addit,ion to.deta terminals fre-

, qUently consume significantly, more` energy than buildixeswith-

out such installations. While energy consumptionof the. corn-

puter equipment is partly responsible, researchers feel that

the primary cause is the extent to which the computer support'

facilities and equipment are in use.,.Typically, computer

operationsexteRd into:periods.when a building would othet-_

wise!be un9ccupied' evening, late eveni1ng, early morning,

weekends, and so ,forth. In some casts, computer operations

continue around-the-clock. Asa result; the building systems

required to support computer equipment and ,personnel HVAC,

3 1 3 EA-.08/Page,31
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lig hting, food serv4ce, elevator, and other systems also

must be Tperational and, thus, consume energy. Given the

extensive amount of work performed by computers and those

who ruri them, as well as their high rate of productivity,
,N

suggestions that their 'use be reduced to conserve energy

would be out of tile question. Nonetheless, there are .steps

that can be taken to ensure that no more energy than necessary

is used,to support computer operations. One logical solution

. is,upper zoning of HVAC and lighting systems to isolate the

areas.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

I
If the energy consumption-of smaller, "incidental".equip-

1

r

3 ment isuch as coffee..pots, typewriters, calculators, radios,

electric space heaters, and so forth is added up, the total

,usage may be'surprising. (A large coffee maker may require

) uvto 5,000 watts, for example.)- I
_

A building-wide awareness program 'should. be established
..

to minimize unnecessary use of all equipment.: In particular',
. i4

the program should.emphasife that all equipment of this type

be turned OFF overnight and during. lunch periods. .

.

Ii r
,

O ,wn .
,.

-

4
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EXERCISES

1. Compare and contr st the two methods .of hot water dis-

tribution.

2. Calculate the building domestic hot water load if there

ate 192,000 pounds of hot water used annually and the

difference between the temperature of water entering the

heater and water'. at the faucets is 100°F.

3. Using Figure 2, calculate the heat loss for aPiping

system of the following specifications:

System temperature: 140°F

Piping run lengths: 2-1/2 in 200 ft

1-1/2 in 120 ft L.

1-1/4 in 190 ft

1 in 30 ft

Present insulation: none

Annual operlation time: 8,760 hours
D

4. Using the data in xercise 3,,calculate the energy say-
'

ings resulti%pg from adding 1-inch insulation to all pipes.

I

Heater data oil-fired, 60% efficiency

Fuel data: 138,000 Btu /gal
A

5. Explain the,operatIon of a hot gas_be.aI---65(changer.

6. Explain the o,peraton of a hot drain heat exchanger.

7. Discuss the relationship of make -up air to vent hood

operation, and explain the appropriate energy conser-

vation measure.

8. Design a brief program for redUcing the amount of energy

consumed by the miscellaneous equipment in a typical

Office building.

.4
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TEST

Choose the answer_closet to the correct one for each

quest'i'on., Questions 1:7 refer to Case 'A; Questions 8,11

refer to Case B.

CASE A: AN OFFICE BUILDING WITH 225 OCCUPANTS,

EACH'OF WHOM USES 2.5 GALLONS OF HOT WATER PER

DAY,-250 DAYS PER YEAR, HkS WATER ENTERING ITS

HEATERS AT AN AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF 70°F. THE

WATER MUST BE HEATED TO 160°F TO COMPENSATE FOR

A 40°F DROP DURING STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION, IF

IT IS STILL TO BE DELIVERED TO THE TAPS AT 120°F.

HOT WATER IS GENERATED BY A NATURAL GAS-FIRED

HEATEW(SEASONIAL EFFICIENCY.= 0.45), USED YEAR

ROUND' WITH DOMESTIC HOT WATER AS ITS ONLY LOAD.

THE FUEL HAS 1,030 BTU3PER CUBIC FOOT.

What is the building domestic hot water load?

a. 209,978,235 Btu

b. 105,046,875 BtU

c. 176,439,098 Btu

j. 119,786,875 Btu

e. 98',605,409 B-0.1

2. What is the paraitic load?

a. 97,654,091 Btu,

b. 37,870,005 Btu

c. 14,673,06.5 Btu

-d. 53,873,947 Btu

e. 47,087,500 Btii

0
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3. What is the total load?

'a. 154,837,936 Btu

b. 132,847,530 Btu

c. 152,134,375 Btu

d. 197,354,837 Btu

e. 176,938;736 Btu

4. What is the total energy sed.?

a. 338,076,370 Btu

b. 297%645,913 Btu

c. 432,844,423 Btu

d. 310,736,062 Btu

e. 591,639,735 Btu

5. What is the total fuel consumption?

a. 528,907 cubic feet

b. 298,645 cubic fee

c. 283,332 cubic feet

4d. 328,233 cubic feet
.1 I

e. 452,987 cubic feet

6. How much fuel would be'needed for the sa a system if

the delivery temperature were lowered to 90'F?

a. 298,720 cubic feet

-b. 246,174 cubic leet

c. 329,751 cubic feet

d. 287.,978 cubic feet

1 e. 187,635 cubit feet

7. How much fuel would be conserved by lowering the delivery

temperature to 90°F?

a. 79,756 cubic feet

b. 89;456 cubic feet

c. 82,459. cubic feet

d.- 91,502 cubic feet

e. 65,231 cubic feet

-Page 36/EA:08
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CASE 8: AN OFFICE BUILDING HAS 700 OCCUPANTS, EACH ,

OF WHOM USES 3 GALLONS OF HOT WATER PER DAY FOR 250

DAYS PER YEAR. THE WATER, AS IT ENTERS THE HEATER,

IS AT 60°F, AND IT -IB-REWTtD i0 10042-IF: THE-SEPARATE

OIL-FIRED HEATER HAS AN EFFICIENCY OF 0.75 AND FUEL

COSTS $0.95 PER GALLON. THERE ARE 138,000 BTU/GALLON

OF FUEL.

8. ,What is the total energy used per person per-year at

the 100% flow rate? (Use Figure 1.1

a'. 501 x 103 Btu

b. 492 x 103 Btu

c. 460 x 103 Btu

d. 560 x 103 Btu

e. 398 x 103 Btu

9. What'is the total energy used per person peryear if

flow is Teduced to 67% and temperture is reduced to

130°F? (Use Figure 1.).

a. 265 x 103 Btu

b. 213 x 103 Btu

c. 356 x 103,Btu-

d. 310 x 103 Btu

e. 298 x 103 Btu

10. How much fuel is saved per year. by making the changes

in Question 9?

. a. 812,gal/yr

b. 712 gal/yr

c. 672 gal/yr

d. 742 gal/yr

e. 534 gal/yr.

A

1
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11. Flow much money is saved per year.by making the changes'

in Question 9?

a. $832

b. $698

c. $973

d. $765

e. $705

Page 38/EA-08
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INTRODUCTION

This module discusses the distinction between process

energy\and housekeeping energy. The processes of many large

industries are socomplex 'and often unique to .a particular

installation that groups of e,rers are requiredto_eval-

uate their energy consumption. The auditing of such pro-
.

cesses.is beyond the scope-of this module; however, two pro-

.cess energy audits that the enngy conservation-and-use tech-

nician may be called upon to perform are detailed. Emphasis

is-given to the necessity of thoroughly researching the pro-
_

cess to tile audited and retaining the assistance of qualified

engineers when appropriate:

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Module EA-08, "Auxil\

iarY Equipment Systems."

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the stUdent should be
A

'able to:
-

1., Discuss the 'different oven types and modes of heating.

2. Discuss heat bhance as an auditing technique.

3. Calculate oven heat loss.

4. Di;cuss hearth furnace construction.

5. Discuss efficiency and economy of direct-fired heaters

EA-09/Page 1 .



6. Discuss industrial furnace stack losses and furnace heat

losses. ,

7. Discuss the relationship of drafts and pressure to furnace

efficiency.,

8. Explain the operation:of recuperators and regenerators.

9. Discuss the process of furnace reversal.

10. List and discuss energy conservation oppOrtunities in

;- open-hearth furnaces.

4.

-1
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SUBJECT MATTER

IfiNG PROCESS ENERGY'

Process energy is defined as "that portion of-a'facilz,

Ity!s_ener4y-in that is consumed by prpdmction manufacturin

equipment and activities." Process energy can be contrasted

to.the energy required to..run lighting, environmental con-,

trol, and auxiliary equipment or "housekeeping",energy.

When auditing a facility that houses energy-consuming

processes, the -energy use of housekeeping systems is audited

in the same way as in residential, commercial, or institu-

tional facilities. -However, since processes account for

70% gr more of the energy a facility consumes, they frequently

, offer the greatest opportunity for energy savings. Thus,

the energy auditor must have a broad background'in energy-

consuming functions and access to resource material.

Tire process energy systems discussed in this module

afire a very limited sample of what the auditor of manufactur-

ing/industzial processes may encounter. Many industrial,

processes are so complex and specialized that an entire staff

of professional-engineers is employed essentially tos.audit

process energy Consumption and recommend energy-conserving

modifications. There are, however, an increasing number

of energy use technicians who assist those engineers. These

energy conservation-and-use technicians should develop re-

search skills in addition to the material in this module

to aid in finding information about a particular process,

or part of a process, when necessary.

This 3hodule discusses the process energy characteristics

of baking ovens and hearth furnaces. The intent is to demon-

strate how to approach specific parts of the process energy

audit encountered by the energy use technician. More complex

321
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and. unique process energy systems require extensive research

and/or the assistance of professional engineers.'

\

BAKING OVENS

Basically, all o s are part of a continuous production

line, consisting of a tunnel chamber with a continuously

moving band on which the product lies. The baking prOcess

is completed between the product's entering and leaving the

chamber, by the application of heat from direct -fired gas

burners, or indirectly by air heated in combustion chambers:

All ovens have several control zones (usually seven or eight)

that can be independently controlled to giveany required

temp6ratUre profi . 'Dampers are sometimes proVided to con-7
trol the fow of aust from each zone, which also controls

7-/
(43 some extent) the product tempertiture. Exhaust from each

zone is discharged into the atmosphere.',

The baking oven performs two basic functions:

The baking process chemically changes the state
of organic compounds from an uncooked to a cboked
state.

The thermal dr removes a considerable per-
centage of mo sture from the product, which is
conveyed by it into the atmosphere. It also
carmelizes the sugar content of certain biscuits,
which is visible as the brown coloring of the
product.

BASIC OVEN TYPES

V

The thermal operation of coatinuous tunnel" ovens falls

into two basic types: convective_and radiant

Page 4/EA-09'
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Convective Ovens

Convective ovens are usually larger than radiant ovens

in cross-sectional areas Heat i applied to the product

, by internal oven circulating fans The movement of air over

a moistmaterial at high velocities gives an increased mois-

ture evaporation. rate. Figure 1 shows the evaporating char-^

acteristics of ovens from several major oven manufacturers.
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Figure 1. Influence of Air Velocityon
Evaporation Coeffici'ent (ft/sec).

Radiant Ovens,

20

In radiant oyens, heat is applied to the product by

direct radiation from the burner flames above the oven hand.,

Heat is also conducted from the metal band, which is 'heated

by the burners below it. Air moveMe t in radiant ovens is at

very low velocity.
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Both convective and radiant ovens are provided with

exhaust 4ects to 'evacuate combustion products and moisture

vapor. Theie.exh'aust ducts are usually fan-ass.isted and
. .

should have dampers to control the volume of exhaust.

-"fetmspp-ovEN-41E-A2T-ING-

The methOds of heating an oven fall into four categories:

direct-fired, indirect-fired, electric, and microiJave.

Direct-Fired

direct -fired oven ins used in the Keebler Company's

equipment and, as previously discussed, can be either radiant

or,convective. A clean-burning fuel (natufal gas, propane,

4 etc.) must be used with this heating method because combus-

tion products are dn direct contact with the fbod material.

Indirect-Fired

.14

q

J

A heat exchanger, which generates hot, clean airs is'

positioned either aboAOPve or at the 'side of an indirect-fired
.

oven (Figure 2). The combustion products are kept completely,

separate from the hot air supply to the oven, preventing~

4 any possibility of contamination. This enablesthe use of

a wider range of fuels (#2 to #6 oil) and also permits the

use of multi-fuel installtions.

Ingrect-fired ovens, dremprmally of theeconvective

type. However, radiant types have been designed that use

"heat transfer oil" systems.

Page 6/EA -09
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.0..,EXHAUST

FUEL HEAT
EXCHANGER

F

1,

IOVEN ZONE 1 OVEN ZONE 2
e .

. Electric

Figure 2. Indirect-Fired Baking OVen.

A.

This formof heating can be applied to either a convec-

t- tive or radiant oven. Electric resistance heating elements

are used for the heat sourc.e,. and stepped temperature con-

trol is usually.obtai,ned by itege switching of banks of heat-

ing.elements. Vactiabletemperature control can be obtained,.

°R,by using such devices. as,_,thyristors.

a7crowave

0

N

This is a newly developed form of heating for industrial,
0 r.

food..processiTig application:. The principle consists ::)f pass=

ing a-very high-frequency electric current through the mate-

rial to be heated. The microwave alien has a very litifed
0

er
40
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OPERATIONAL CONTROL

The controls available to the oven operator are: band

speed (bake time), zone temperatures (above and below the

band), and zone and oven exhaust dampers. Exhaust dampers

control oven humidity and turbulence.

There is no set operational procedure for a particular

pf.oduct. Most oven controls are set to the requirements

of,eachbaking oven superintendent. Each oven may be set

differently by the operator at the change of every shift.

Despite the, variations in operational control, output,

and product quality, the required standard is achieved. The

explanation given for the. present methods of oven control

is that baking is an "art" and that there are too many in--

determinate factors that cannot be automatically controlled.

In orderoto evaluate the scope for energy conservation,

a full thermal analysis must be undertaken for each product

line and,oven type. Each aspect of thermal operation should

be examined in detail and acomparison made'of actual system

efficiency.,

HEAT BALANCE.

The thoroughness of data collected for preparation of

a heat balance is a function of the staff's ability -to conduct

the tests and the availability oNialtrUmentation...

The overall Objective is to evaluate'the scope 9f energy

conservacion and determine, in practical terms, how it can 1,0.

be applied. It may be helpful to show energy flow in the-

system diagrammatically: This should be based on overall

madliirte operation, even though the baking ovenis a multi-
,

Page 8/EA-09
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zoned control system. Figure 3 shows a natural gas- fired,

7 -zone oven with a double pipe gas-burning system. The dia-

gram in Figure 4 shows oven energy use.

ExmAuutircTs,
A

PRODUCT IN
1

i

1
i
7

44

2
I

1

I

1

1

t, t

100%
ENERGY IN

17 iH
I PRODUCT OUT

3 1 4 1 5 I 8 1 7 ____),..
,,

117
- 1- - - ---

r: "I- -----0

t ' t 1
'

1 FUEL AND AIR..I

Figure 3... 7-Zone Baking Oven.

80% LOSS 20% LOSS
TO EXHAUST TO RADIATION

ONamieWe , de .1

10% LOSS
TO BAND

O W.

10% LOSS

__J TO PRODUCT...,

Figure 4. Energy Diagram (Sankey).

Heat balance is evluated.in terms of heat supplied

and heat losses.- The procedure used to evaluate energy con:.

sum tion throughout various stages of the baking process
,

is tie ibed in the following paragraphs. The accuracy of-
.

the evaluation .depends on the facilities and instrumentation

330.
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..Fuel Measurement: This is essenti 1 if a meaningfu
thermal analysis Is to be obtained. Ideally, a gas
flowmeter should be installed in the ain supply pipe.
An arternatiye-would be to evaluate t gas flow to
each burner by measuring gas pressure' et each zone and
referring to the injector orifice rating. However,
this method is-less accurate.

Uncooked Product: The temperature of an uncooked product,
in the oven can be measured by a thermometer or thermo-
couple, in °F.' The moisture content should also be
determined (by:weight) and the percentage moisture (H20).
and solids noted. The final data required is the rate
of production in pounds per hour..

Evaporation of Moisture Vapor,:. This requires that a
sample produtt be removed from each zone. Asthe sample
leates the oven, its temperature should be noted and
an evaluation made of the percentage moisture and solids.
Total moisture vapor (lb/hr) can be determined by cal-
culation of this data.

Combustion Products: Exhaust stack temperatures should
be measured in, °F. A sample hole placed in the stacks
at a proper location will ensure a satisfactory reading.

* At the'same point, an analysis should be taken of the
stack gases to measure carbon dioxide (CO2), carbon
monoxide (CO), and oxygen (02), using an Orsat or equiv-
alent equipment. Provided the sampling positidn is
satisfactory and turbulence in the duct is not exces-
sive, a velocity measurement should also be taken.
Analysis of this data enables calculation of heat loss'
through the exhaust system.

Oven Casing Rad,iation: Surface .temperature measurements
of the ...iven casing can be measured easilyvith a surface
pyrometeT. Tabjes for the evaluation of heat losses
from flat surfaces are available in ASHRAE Handbook
ofirFundamentalS, and are sufficiently accurate, to indicate
overall heat loss.

Band Losses: This is virtually impossible to measure,,
as it may enter at the burner or at other places in
the oven casing, such as the'oven entrance and exit,
open doors, etc'. Its determination can; therefore,
only be 'by calucaDion from the analysis of the,oven
exhaUSts.

Page 10/EA-09
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Final heat balance'should be presented a8 follows:

Heat supplied:
Fuel burned in oven

Heat losses
Dry heat content of exhaust
Moistureheat content of

exhaust
Sensible he$t gain to

11. product
Radiation from oven
Radiation from band

Btu/hr 100%

Btu/hr %

Btu/hr %

Btu/hr
Btu/hr
Btu/hr

ENERGY CONSERVATION EVALUATION OF SCOPE

There are only two aspects of the baking P4ocess that

are beyond the scope of energy conservation: temperature

and time of bake. Every other aspect can be examined for

possible modification or adjustment to achieve economy in

fuel use. The following discussion examines each aspect of

the baking process and demonstrates how the therj 1 effi-

ciency of the system can be.improved..

MO.ISTURE INTO THE OVEN

Each product recipe specifies the percentage moisture

of the mix (before baking) and the final moisture oi.the

product upon leavingthe oven. For example, a,sweet biscuit'

recipe,may have a 25.9% moisture per 74.1% solids content

going into the oven and a 7% moisture per 93% solids content

, going put of the oven. A reduction in the recipe of only

1% in the moisture evaporated in the oven would shoW a savings

of approximately 1.

r
7% in fuel. consumption.

EA-09/Page 11
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it is not at-Ways possible to reduce the moisture content

Qf the recipe or the amount to be evaporated during the bake.

However, these figures demonstrate the importance of accurately .

controlling the moisture contents of the process. Figufe 5'

shows the effects of controlled moisture content and tempera-
6.

ture.
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t
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Figure 5. Product Moisture Content\And Temperature.

COMDUSTION EFFICIENCY

or both atmospheric and sealed doUble-pipe burners,

it is essential that the correct air-to-fuel ratio be main-
.

tained throughout the full range of burners.

Page 12/EA-09,
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Correct burner aeration can be set by visual inspection

of the flames on the burner bar. The atmospheric burner

has a series of holes, and the flame shape is conical, blue,

and
,
about two inches long. Aeration is controlled by<adjust-

ment at the venturi. Heat output can be controled by adjust-

ing the gas pressure.

For maximum operating efficiency, the burners can be

set up to operate at not more than.20% excess air supply.

This would give a normal product a combustion analysis of

9.6% CO2 and 3.8% 02 by volume.

Excessive burner aeration gives rise to higher mass

airflows through the oven and results in wajete fuel. for

example, a burner opeYatifig at 50% excess air uses 3-8% more

fuel than at 20% excess air. At lao% excess air, fuel loss

rises to 9 -25% (over 20%.exCess'air levels).

The\air supply required for combustion is drawn from

the room in which the ovens are located. If an adequate

make -up supply is not provided, air starvation occurs. This

is a negatiye pressure situation in the room, which is par-

ticularly disturbing for amospheric-type burners.

EXHAUST HEAT LOSS
.

It

The only gases flowing up the oven exhaust stacks into

the atmosphere should be the combustion products of the fuel

and the air-required to convey the moisture removed from

the product. As the exhaust from the oven is fan-assisted,

it is possib,sle that a greater than.-necessary flow of exhaust

is being induced, which,i5 very wasteful of energy,.

COntrol of Combus-tion efficiency, 'mass of heat flow

and vapor through the oven, and volume of exhaust ejected
. _

33r

1^,
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into the atmo4here are all closely related. The scope for

energy conservation in these areas of oven operation could

be up to 10% of current fuel consumption levels.

RADIATION. FROM OVEN CASING

Radiatioh from oven casings is not a very large percen

tage of the total heat supplied to the oven: However, an

adequate level of thermal insulation ,is essential, and reg-

ular inspection of the casing and periodic checking of its

temperature with a surface temperature pyrometer is recom-

mended. .
, .

Thesexposed surface area of an oven 270 ft long x 4 ft

high x 5 ft wide would be about 3500 sq ft. Average heat

emission from a flat metal surfaCe_jhorizontal and vertical

radiation plus convection). is about 2Atu/hr/ft3/°F above

mbi nt. If the room temperature were 120°F, the overall

heat loss would be 210,000 Btu/hr. For example, an oven,4

Using 2,850,000 Btu/hr represents a loss of 7.4%. A rise

in surface temperature of only 10% increases heat loss by

an additional 70,000 Btu /hr representing an increase in

overall fuel loss of 2.5%. A partial. degradation of the

thermal insulation could easily cause. this to occur, and it

would t noticeably affect oven operation.
Y

BAND HEAT LOSSES

This area of healos5 can_be grossly underestimated.

There are two basic types of bands: mesh and solid.

An average band is approximately 38 inches' wide, with

a maximum width of 42 inches. The speed at which the band
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travels through the oven can vary4yom 30'to 150 feet per

Minute. The maximum band temperature is the same as that

of the product (to about .280°F). For example; a band moving

at 700 feet per minute in a 282-ft long oven-would haye a

residence time of 2.82.minutes. Simple measurements can

be taken to yield the heat losses. Equation 1 used to

calculate these losses; calculations are shown in Example A.

Heat lass
specific temperature.

weight
heat ' differential

Equation 1

Given:

Find:

EXAMPLE A: HEAT LOSS CALCULATION.
k

Band speed 50 ft/min

Band width , 38 intles

Band thickness 0.055 inches

Specific heat 0.21 Btu/lb/°F

Maximum band temperature 240°F

Minimum band temperature 220°F

Heat loss.

Solution: Weight = 50 ft/min x 60 min/hr x 38 in/12 in
x 0.055 in/12 i4 x 485 lb/ft3

= 21-,118-1b/hr .

Heat loss Q = 21;118 x 0.-21 x 20
----
= 88,696 Btu/hr

The lots shown in Example A would be equivalent to a

loss of 3% of the total heat supplied, baspd on an overall

oven heat consumption of 2,850,000 Btu/hr.

If doors or other parts of the oven are opened during

the baking cycle (for extra cooling of the product or any
-4-
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other purpose), it would be possible to increase the cooling

of the band from 220°F to 200°F or lower. The heat loss

would increase. proportionately and, thus, reduce the overall

thermal efficiency of the oven. For the purpo.se of energy

conservation, it is important to reduce the rate of heat

losses from the band to a minimum.
,.

A similar evaluation can be performed for a mesh band'

that ,has a density of 4.2 1:b/Tt3. For this /ype*of band,.
0 .

ilt

the temperature.drop can,14 upg.tp 50°F. This ,re sgnts a

much higher percentage of total heatloss,which uld be

in excess of 10%. Therefore, minimizing band heat losses

is very important.

FATMOSPHERIC BURNER SYSTEMS

One of,. the Prinripal d'isadvanfages in setting up-the

atmospherichburnAt system for correct air-to-fuel ratio

is the_problem of negative Tiessure in the building in which

the oens.are located.' This is,caused by the requirement
,

for combustion air being,taken from they buid.ding. At the

present time, 'most oven burner systems are of the premix

type; and few problems are',encountered.

e

COMBUSTION AIR REQUIREMENT

A typical oven utilizes8-approximately 11 cubic feet
0 .

of air per cubic.foot of gas burned. For a typical oven,

the fuel requirements,are'-bgtween 3,"00Q/000 and 6;`a00, 000

Btu/hr.. The following (shows combustion'air requirements

based on average cubic feet of air requirements:

Page 16/EA-09
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Fuel used 4,500,000 Btu/hour

Calorific value of fuel 1025 Btu/cubic foot
(natural gas) -

4390 cubic feet /hour

Air required 48,290 cubic feet/hour at 11 cubic
feet/cubic foot gas

The heat required for increasing the temperature of

the combustion air could be extracted from the oven exhaust.

The capital cost of such a project would require development

and would probably result in a single combustion air system

for several,ovens. All-heat necessary for heating combustion

air is available from the exhaust,-and the horsepower required

for fans would be small.

Filtration of the combustion air would ensure hygienic' 1
conditions. (At present, air infiltration is not filtered.)

Airflow b4lancing of the whole plant would improve the con-

ditioning of other areas.

HEARTH FURNACES ELEMENTS OF FURNACE CONSTRUCTION

'The elements from which furnaces are built are simple

and weld.' known.; however, they are briefly described at this

pOint.

In most furnaces, the stock or charge to be heated rests

on a hearth. In order to protect the foundation and prevent

the hearth from becoming soft and mushy, open spaces are

frequently provided,under the hearth for the circulation

of air; the hearth is then said to be ientilated. Fueland

air enter the furnace through ports, or burners. The burners

fire through burrner tiles. The combustion products leave

the furnace through vents and pass through flues to the stack.

338
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The furnace interior can be obierved through peepholes or

sightholes. The heatiisg chamber is surrounded by the side-

walls carrying the roof; which is usually in the shape of

an arch resting-with its skewback on the sidewalls or on

external steelwork. The support for the skewback is known

as the -abutment. Skewbicks form the spring of the arch,

and the highest point of the arch is called the crown. The

distance between the-crown and the chord joining the skew-

backs is called the rise of the arch.

The thrust exerted by the arch is taken up by the bind-'

ing, which consists of vertical buckstays (made of iron or

steel castings, rails, or structural material) and the tie

rods, or tie channels, that hold the buckstays together.

As a rule, the roof is arched in one-direction only. If

the arch is curved 4 two directions, it is known as turtle-

back arch. Arches are laid up in rings or are bonded. When

laid-Up in rings, -the arch

.
...

Fig4re 6. Methods of Laying
Brick .Arches.

Page 18/Ek.,0

consists of a number of

separate layers; when bonded,

the bricks on one row reach

over into the wxt,row.

Figure 6 illustrates the

difference. Theetoofs
c

of

modern, large furnaces are

suspended and are not nec-

essarily arch-shaped.

The most common mate-

rial for furnace construc-

tion is firebrick, which

is made of fireclay.

bricks are classified as

super-duty, high-duty,

3' 9
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intermediate-duty, and low-duty brick. Low-duty bricks 'con-

tain minerals that lower the softening point of the bricks.

The bulk of the brickwork is built up ofstandard *bricks,

the size of which for many years.has been 2-1/2" and 3" series.

In each series, a brick of half the standard thickness is

known as "split," while a brick of half the width is called

a "soap." In order to avoid expensive cutting of ricks,

furnaces are built in multiples of brick dimensions. All

makers of firebrick regularly make arch brick, wedge brick,

'doorjamb brick, and bricks of many other shapes,,listed in

catalogues and price lists. Price lists can be obtained

from any supplier. Special shapes are made to order and

are more expensive than standard shapes listed in catalogues.

For the purpose of reducing heat loss, furnaces 'are frequently

built of,insulating firebrick (also Called lightweight fire-

. brick) (>1. .covere&.with a finely-divided, refractory insulat-

ing mateTial. Lightweight bricks also serve as insulation

by backing up dense firebricks. Firebricks are seldomlaid

dry;. as a rule, they are laid with a thin layer Of mortar

between them. Occasionally, firebricks are protected. against

the heat and furnace atmosphere by a wash, which is either

brushed oor sprayed (shOt) by a furnace guns.

. Other materials for walls and roofs of furnaces are

plastic fireclay 'and hydraulic heat-resistant concrete (cast-

able) .

0

DIRECT-FIRED HEATERS

Direct-fired heaters have the flame and products of

combustion directly in contact with the material to be heated.

Many industrial furnaces use this ilesin to heat a component

340
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to a desired temperature before performing additional manu-

facturing operations. Other direct-fired furnaces indirectly
_

heat the product to a desired temperature to allow a chemical,

reaction.to take place: The design of heat recovery systems

for direct -fired furnaces is compiex,>and specialized;,hence,

a genera understanding of how ',§Uth furnaces operate is ap'r

propri te for recognj,zing the potential for 4nere conserva-

tion.

ECONOMY AND,EFFICIENCY \
r

When used ih connection with direct7-fired heaters,

"econolly".arid "efficiency" refer to the heating cost per

unit weight Qf finished product. Therefore, heating cost

includes not only the cost of fuel blit'also the cost of

firing and tending. the furnace, Amortization, the cost of

maintenance and repair,..and the cost of bdined, spoiled, or .

otherwise rejected pieces. Furthermore,4i0eincludes the

cost of machining those pieces which, at inspection, are

found to be defective because of improper heating. .Finally,

it includes the cost of handling the material as it goes

into and out of the furnace.

With'so many different factors entering into the heal-,

ing, it is possible that, in some cases, the highest priced

fuel OT other'source otheat energy will ultimately be the

cheapest in relation to'total'heating cost. .In heating of

certain metals (for example, steel),-part of the heat is-,

furnished by_oxidation Qf the charge. The heat pf combustion

of iron or steel is 2420 to 3240 Btu per pound of metal (de-

pending on the kind of oxiddformed) with a% average 2850 Btu

per pound. If eel is heated to 2200°F, from,1% to 4% of the 10

1
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weight of the charge is usually lost by scalipg. Conse-

quently, 57,000 to 230,000 Btuper net ton oA
.

teel origi-
. .

nates, in,the oxidation of part of the charge. This is a

minor fraction of the heat consumption of a di

e

ect-fired

)heater; however, this fraction is very expensi e since steel
. _

(2850 Btu/lb) costs more than fuel oil (140,000 Btu/gal) or

natural gas (1000 Btu/ft3). Many such units burn fuel with

a deficiency-of air (reducing atmosphere) to control the

oxidation of the product. -)

. There are many types of diiect-fired heaters in which'

fuel cost is the outstanding item of expense and in which

b fuel economy is worthy of study, in addition to other, factors

compiising total heating cost. Moreover, it is necessary

td,know the fuel consumption of a.furnace i,n order to select

:the optimum size and, numb,er Qj burners, dimensions of ports,

vents, and stacks; andcorreCt size for auxiliary equipment.

'Uireet,fired industrial heaters often have very low

theoPmall efficiencies. Whereas steam-generating, unit effi-

ciencies range from 60% to, 90%; direct-fiied heatbr efficien-

cies are someti es as low as 5% in combustion types and not

significantly igher in electric 'types (if thermal effi-

ciency of electric energy generation is inc ded in mriuting

efficiency). With favorable conditions, exce lent'desi n,

.and good operati.en direct-fired heaters can offer efficiencies

up to 60% or slightly higher;' however, such high es are

the exception rather than the rule. "Efficie cy" ers.

to "fuel efficiency" the ratio of the heat.i ut into the

p,oduct to the heat available from the'fuel.

One reason for the differences in thermal efficiency .

:between steam-genel.ating units and direct-fired heaters is

die high final tempetatuTe'of the material heated. Gases

cangive_up heat Jo the charge only if:they are at atigher
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temperature than the charge. Consequently, the fl ,e
-

leave direct-fired heaters at a very high temperature, except

for a short time after a cold start.

INDUSTRIAL FURNACE EFFICIENCIES

Jk.

The products of comblustion should-leave an industpial

furnace at a temperAture 50°F in excess of that of the:cicurge;

. hence, two almost straight curves are shown in Figure 7.o

These curves indicate the highest possible thermal effdeiency

of industrial furnaces as a function of furnace temperature.

The curves for maximum possible efficiency were calculatdd

for simple furnaces/without preheating. of the charge, fuea,,

or air. As a rule,the thermal efficiefts04f industrial

furnaces ries far below the value indicated,by the right;
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hand curves. The discrepancy is particularly noticeable in

low-temperature furnaceS'. The reason for this discrepancy

lies in the facf that the combustion products in loW-tempera-

ture industrial furnaces dissipate'high heat beforethey-

come in- contact with the charge. The amount of useless dis-

sipation of heat varies with the design of the furnace. Con-

sequently, the thermal efficiency of industrial furnaces

varies within a wide range. The two lower curves include

a bank of probable efficiencies of average industrial fur-

naces in which there is no salvaging of heat.

HEAT LOSSES

The low overall thermal efficiencies experienced 1,11 in-
.

dustrial flirna9es are explained by aclear'understanding of

the heat distribution in a simple industrial furnace. This

heat distribution is illustrated in Figure 8. The heat is

liberoated in the combustion chamber and a portion of ,the

heat passes into the charge. Some of the remaiAing heat.

passes into the furnace walls and some into the hearth, ln-
,

creasing their temperatures. .Heat is lost to the surround-
')

ings hycjadiation* and convection from the outer surface of

the walls, by conduction' into the foundatiOns,..through cracks

0,

REPRESENTS HEAT Fl..011
IN THE FURNACE

Figure 8. Heat Flow in a Furnace.

344 .
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or other openings and around the door, by conduction and

radiation for a partially exposed 'charge, and by the ignition

of fuel in -thee flues,.

Certain heat losses are peculiar to certainifurnacei.

In furnaces that heat only part of a long piece of metal, .

heat pastes out along the metal from the part inside the

furnace to the part outside the furnace and is dissipated

into the surroundings. In electric furnaces,, heat is lost-

'in the conduction of heat through the terminals or eleCtro es.

Water-cooling of skid pipes and conveyor rollers ab-

sorbs large qu'antities of.heat and lowers themal efficien y.

If the Charge is heated in containers or on traveling chains,

a large part of theAeat is dissipated into the open after

the_devices leave the furance. Finally, heat passes out

with the products of combustion in the form of sensible heat

or as undeVeloped heat of combustibles that have escaped

unburned.

Fuel-economy demands that the fraction of total heat

that passes into the stock be as lafTe as possible. The -

first step toward achieving this goal requireS''the, solution

of two problems: first, determination of heat losses and

methods )of reducing them; second, deterniination of the quan-

tity of fuel or electric = energy requiredjor heating a given
-

:

amount of metal-to agiven temperature in a given furnace.

The greatest contributor toheat loss'in induStrial

furnaces is furnaCe stack loss. This loss includes s

sible heat in,combustion products, the latent heat,o viper

vapor, plus the heating value of any'unburned fuel or carbon

monoxide. Even in a closelyvcontrolled furnace., this loss

cia be 40% to 60% of the heAt content of, the fuerrOrn01

-OtheT areas of heat loss should not,be ignored. It is very

important, for example,.that.ali unnecessary furnace openings

gage 24/EA-09
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be paled t6prevent furnace gaes from escaping to,the.

surrounding area. However, thelplosses are usually minor

compared to stack lass. The magnitude of stack loss from

an industrial furnace is a function of the furnace temperature,
, .

which is determined by the product processed'. Also, stack

loss is, dependent on furnace pressure and completeness of

combustion.

In most industrial furna.ces, the escape of a consider-
,

able amount of unburned combustibles in the flue gases, is

unavoidable. This is due to the necessity for maintaining

a nonoxidizing atmosphere in the,heating chamber to avoid

excessive scaling or oxidation loss of the stack. , Further-
- more, even in those furnaces in which an oxiddzing atmosphere

is permissible; stratification of the gases often persists

to such an extent that.the amount of heat lost depends not

only on the design of- the burners and furnace, but on operat-

ing.requirements as Well

FURNACE DRAFT AND PRESSURE

When considering the pressurse conditions in heating

and annealing furnaces, the following' rules must be obServed:

the heating of metals, the pressure in the heating

chamber must be atmospheric, or only very slightly in

excess of atmospheric, at all heating rates.

2. The lower the temperature to which the.material is to

be heated, the greater the necessity for thorough cir-

culation of gasai in the heating chamber, especially

if piped or coiled material is to be heated rapidly.

.. and uniformly.

346 1
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If the preSsure in the heating chambercwere much, greater

than Atmospheric, flame or hot gases would be discharged

from all openings. If it were much lower; air would be drawn

in-and the material would be oxidized and scaled. (Excess

air in the heating chamber does not affect ceramic materials.)

In a it-ALL_furnace, it is impossible to hive atmospheric

pressure at all levels because the furnace forms a 'chimney

or stack. Since there:must be a difference between atmo-

spheric and furnace pressure at some level of the furnace,

the question is how to distribute that difference, To prevent'

the entry ,of air, furnace pressure from thehearth up is

alMost invariably above atmospheric pressure, with the excess

at the hearth being as little as 1/200 inch of water pressure

while the excess pressure at the.crowns of the arch-is much

greater, depending an the height and temperature of the fur- '4

nace. Furnace operators test the furnace pressure that re

veils near the hearth by watching for a "stringer" of flame

or hot gas issuing from an observation hole in a fqrnace

door. Fine dust dropped in front of the door opening in-

tensifies the ind cation.

It's easier o maintain the desirable condition of

carrying a shall preSsure at-the level of the hearth if the

discharge ports for combustion products are located in,or

near the hearth rather than near the roof. With an opening

in the ,roof, the fdrnace becomes,i chimney that draws in

,cold air around the door (or through ,it, when it is open)

and through all the cracks and crevices, unless the outlet

is sb restricted that its resistance.coun the

chimney effect.

Restriction of a top outlet can be accomplished by using

a damper. However, dampers must be manipulated frequently

in order to adapt the resistance of the outlet to the flow
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rate of the flue gases. Sincethe hot gases rise directly

to the hole in the roof with the shortest_possible travel,

the heated stock lies in a dead mass of comparatively cold

gas and receives heat by radiation-only.

In the range of temperatures for which furnaces °Lillis

type are used, radiation, is comparatPVely weak. Therefore,

circulati 4£ gases_around_the_charge_is needed. (Figure 9) .

It shoWd be noted

that a short path of

gases in a furnace FUEL

keeps them from
*-- AND

AIR

giving up 'much heat

and permits them to
41#

escape .with ftem-

perature considerably

above that of the

furnace' interior.

If the outlet

port is located at .

the bottom, then the

'ro
STACK -

Figure'9. Recir 'Eulating Furnace. 41

old 'saying that "the _

flame must lick the hearth" can be put into practice,. although

it may have to be modified by substitution of "heat" for

"flame" if the current of gases is clear and invisible. With

this arrangement,, buoyancy tends to keep the hot pses in

the furnace instead of sweeping them out.

In order to maintain the proper pressure in the furnace,

correct port location alone is not,sufficient port size

must also be considered. Again, it must be kept in mind

that a slight excess pressure is to be maintained in the

furnace. Therefore, the purpose of ports, flues,.and stacks

is not limited to creating draft in the furnace, but to using.

EA-Page .27
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the heat efficiently before carrying.aWay the products of

combustion. In this respect, many heating furnaces are dif-

ferent from boiler furnaces, in which the stacks draw air

through the fuel beds. The combination of flue and stack

_must be of such dimensions- that the draft, which it produces

in conjunction with the furnace pressure, equals the sum

of`the velocity head and the friction head.

In order for tTiis condition to exist at all rates of

heating, there must be a delicate balance between flue gas

flow, flue and stack opening,,, and stack temperature. This

balance is not easily maintained in practice solely by the

size of vents and flues. Flues are usually made too large,

and dampers are provided for balance control. This arrange-

'ment places the furnace at the mercy of the attendant who,

by working at all times with a wide-open damper, may draw

vast quantities of excess airinto the furnace, to the detri-

ment of both fuel economy and product quality. In large

and critical furnaces, the dampers are moved automatically

(by power) and "balanced draft" is maintained in the heating

chamber by draft-controlling devices quite similar to "those

used in connection with boiler furnaces working with forced

dtaft.

An adjustable opening near the lower end of the stack

is a convenient and effective method of controlling the draft.

It is not always reliable, however, because the entering

cold air gradually changes the temperature of the wall of

the stack. Changes in wind velocity and direction also exert

an erratic influence. The adjustment is not stable. In

a large number of furnaces; an effective pressure-regulating

device is to resort to flues' and stacks made too large, and

flue ports placed quite close to the door or doors, with

care taken that the doors fit loosely at the. bottom corners.
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Under average operating conditions, cold air is drawn in

through the door whether it is closed or open. The'air cannot

do much damage

into the flue without reach Othe interior of the heating

chamber. The cold air4iduoes the'demand of the stack 1;iy
4.

depressing the stadc te pOpture and satisfies the remaining

cooling the furnace,1,

In long, na,rrowc,

short circuits itself directly

'thout_perceptibly

v
°.,.. -s orthe7batch type, ports areA ,,

'",t .,.-1
. "' ' 7/

''.i.

needed alontqle e -4X, gth; all ports cannot be located

ear the dpc In: case, a 01.Aear the bottom of each
14,-

v rticalfrue Will'a,commodate widp range of firing. The

ame purl ge is ser4ed'1344Iled vertical flues that
-,'

gie off heat to the
.._,,

s
,

S4 When the furnace is driven ',..
I.

,.

hard, the. flue temperatur,
_

and the draft is better.

Of course, none of tllefse :.i.,, " automatic methods works well

when the furnace is fire _12154from a cold condition.

Even if the expedient -looking the ports "slightly

too large" is employed, t approximate Size of the ports

must still be determined. lle solution to this problem in-
. r

f com utin the uantity

of combusti products in unit time; the other, in fixing

the Velocity th which the products flow through the ports

and flues so iha .they create neither draft nor excessive

back pressure. Atechnicallk correct solution to the' problem

would. involve (1) the proper heating capacity of the furnace

and (2) the fuel consumption. For large, special furnaces,

the procedure is indeed necessary; but for the ordinary run

of commercial furnaces, it is out of the-question since the

quantity and shape of materialmaterial to be heated are seldom known

beforehand. For this reason,. it pays to derive lverage figures

and to base flue sizes on them: The flues will be too large

350
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in many cases, but, a tile properly placed across the top

of each flue,will produce the prOper back pressure.

STACK GAS LOSSES

The existence of stack gas loss was realized quite early

in the development of furnaces. Steps were taken to minimize

stack gas loss by utilizing the sensible heat of the flue

gases. This can be accomplished by using one or more of

the following methods:

Preheating the cold charge, sing flue gaSes

Preheating the combustion air (and/or fuel) '(

Generating steam, using waste -heat boilers

Preheating Cold Charge

This method was first practiced in the use of preheating

chambers and appears in its most effective form in some con-
,

tinuous furnaces. If a preheating chamber is provided,

considerable fuel savings can be obtained. The amount saved
o.

.depends princiOlrY on the temperature of the main heating

chamber and on the size of the preheating chamber in relation

to the size of the finishing chamber. If the chamber sizes

a ?e properly related to each other and to the size of the

heating stock, and if the furnace design and operation are

correct, the products of combustion will leave each chamber

with a temperature approximately 100°F above 'that of the

chamber.
X
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Preheating Combustion Air or Fuel

\ This method of improving the economy of combustion

type furnaces consists of utililing the heat of the stack

gases for the preheating of combustion air, fuel, or both.

In connection with this method, three questions are of prac-,

tical interest:

1. What fraction of the ,fuel can be saved-6y preheating

either the fuel or the air?

2. What *type and what area of heating surface are required

for preheating?

3. Under what conditions is it advisable to use 'preheating

devices?

The fraction of fuel saved by preheating the combustion

air can die computed by using the mean molal heat capacity

of air at constant pressure for the'temperature range of

65°F to-the desired preheating temperature, Total, mass of

the combustion air is preheated to 400 °F and used in firing

fuel oil. The reduction in fuel` consumption ranges from

9% with an exit gas. temperature of 1600°F to 14.5% with an

exist gas temperature of 2600°F. Similar reduCtions are

available with other libels. Increasing preheating temperature

increases percentage fuel' reduction.

-Preheating combustion air also results in quicker combUs-

tion. With slow-burning fuels, such as blast-furnace gas

and producer gas, quipker combustion is considered to be

an advantage; however, with quick-burning fuels, such as

city gas or coke-oven gas, it is often considered to be a

disadvantage. With.quick combustion, it is difficult to

produce a long flame that extends all the way across the

hearth. For that reason, experienced furnace engineers

occassionally limit the preheating temperature of air.
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There are two distinctly different m ds for preheat-

ing combustion air. In:one; method, the outgoig flue gases

transfer apart of their heat to the incoming air in a steady

flow th'rOugh a wall: Thisheat exchanger is called a recu-

perator, and the furnace i.s:said to be recuperative. In

.4-7 AIR

FLUE
RECUPERA OR

another method, the

outgoing combustion

products impart heat

to brickwork or to

HEAT- metal plates in a
XCHANOING
SURFACE heat-exchanger cham-

ber, which had pre-

, viously beenheated

by the flue gases,

The direction of the

'hot gas flow is re-

versed at re- gular in-

tervals. This furnace

is said to be regen-

erative. Rec uperative

and regenerative fur-

naces are illustrated

in Figure 10.

Recuperators can

FUEL

a. Recuperative furnace--

b. RegineratIve Furnace

Figure 10. RecupeAve and
Regenerative Furnaces'

be subdivided into

three classes accord-

ing to the flow of the

stackgases and the

air: counter-flow, parallel-flow, and cross-flow (Figure 11).

Parallel flow maintains the lowest maximum temperature

at the recuperator walls./ Because of this slowest maximum
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temperature, parallel-flow is used in connection with metallic

recuperator walls whose temperature must be kept compara7

tively low.

STACK GASES

MR

a. Counter-Flow

tR
Recuperatcraio

STACK GASES

TMO------- AM
b. Parallel-Flow Recuperator

STACK GASES

STACK
GASES

a Cross-Flow Recuperator

Figure 11. Types of Recuperators.

Some designs combine the three t of recuperators.

Cold air is caused to circulate around the hot end of the

tubes or plates in order to keep them cool. It is then by-

passed.to the cold end, and from there flows with a combina-

tion of cross-flow and counter-flow-toward the 'hot end again.

*41

On the air side, the heat transfer coefficient increases

as air velocity,increast. Therefore, it is. desirable to

pass the air through at high velocities in order to^reduce

the size of the recuperator. This is practicable up to the

speed at which the increased cost ofpower for moving the

air against the corresponding pressure balances the reduction

of the cos4('of the recuperator.

On the flue-gas side, however, this rule does not hold. ,

An increase in velocity, although it increases the convective

heat transfer, requires that the gas passages be reduced

. 35
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in width for a given quantity Of gases, thereby decreasing

'gaseous radiation. The net result may actually be ,a decrease

of the total heat-transfer coefficient on the gas side. Equa-

tions for heat transmission in recuperators arietgiven in

Table 1

TABLE 1. GENERAL. EQUATIONS' FOA'HEAT
TRANSMISSION)IN RECUPERATORS.

11,

=
Wgas (Tgas in Tgas out

Cpgas U A AT
mean

W (T T C = U A AT
air air in air out)

CPg.s
mean

stack gas Pair

stack gas Wgas (Tgas in Fair out CPgas

Pair Wair (Tair in Tair out CPair

Wgas (Tgas.in Tgai out CPgas Weir T air
T

in air out CPair

where:

W g
= lb gas/hr

W
air

= lb air/hr

T Temperature of air, °F

Cp : Specific heat of gas or air,
Btu_.F

,

Btu
U.; = Overall heat transfer coefficient,

sq

A Heatipg surface sq ft

AT
mean

= Log mean temperature difference air and gas, °F

. 0
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From a heat-transfer-standpoint, the best design of

a: recuperator causes the flue gases to travel slowly in large

passagewhile the air is passed through at high veloci

In-metallic recuperators, the latter requirement is easily

fulfilled; in tile recuperators, the joints cannot be made.

;:acrd kept tight, in spite df the greatest care. Even a slight

excess of air pressure Over that of the gases,keeps both

adr.and gaslvelocities low'and makes*up for the reduced con-
.

,vection heat, transfer by providing'a secoridaryo-Anridirect

heating surface inside the air passages.

Although recuperatort invoke considerable fuel savings,

.their.practical use has been rather limited since, in high-

'temperature work, metallic recuperators burn out unless they

are mad of expensive heat-resisting alloys or unless expen-

.sive,,ineaps of temperature Control-are installed. Tile re-
,

cuperatorsalways leak sooner or later.
,

The amount' of leakage octurrini in a tile recuperatOr

..can be deietmined if'the qu antities of air entering and leav-

ing can'be metered accurately. Both the quantity and the

location of,the'lealis should be determined.

In most designs .of recuperators, air leaks out of the
Ab.

air passagesan finds its way into' the gas passages. The

Pbest procedure is to take sampletof the gases where they

enter the recuperatOr (in various passes and at the outlet)

and then make Or'sat arialyses of the samples. If the carbon

dioxide decreases aid ;the oxygen increases frot one sample

to the'next, a leak exists between the points at which the
.)

two, samples were taken.

Fri order to estimate the effect of uniform1F-Ti-ktributed

leaks,'it:is customary to assume that all lea6ge occurs

at `the hot end of the air passage where it would do the great-

est harm. The, leak_causes an insufficient volthne of air

4

4
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to flow to the furnace, and *t4 can must\be speeded up to

restore the supply. More air than intended is heated on

the original, heating surface, and the temperature as.well

as the radiating capacity of the hot flue gas is lowered

' by dilution'with air. If a concentrated leak causes the

preheating to be (x) degrees lower than it would be in a tirght

recuperator, it is common practice to assume that, with uni-
,

formly distributed leaks, the preheatin(is lowered 1/2 (x)

degrees.

Another reason for the somewhat limited use of recuRer-
.

atdrs lies in the working cycle of many heating operitions.

In annealing, for instance,, furnace and charge are heated

and cooled together. A recuperator would save heat during

so small a fraction of the cycle that it is usually omitted..

.Many installed recuperators are not kept in use because

they are not easily accessible for repairs, replacement,

and cleaning.

Regenerators were originally designed for the purpose

of raising flame temperatures to high levels not for the

purpoSe of heat salvage so that many industrial processes

requiring very high temperatures could be performed. Regen-

erative furnaces have very limited use in industrialeat-
.

4

In addition to the furnace itself, much floor ,space

is required by the reversing valets and the stack. The regen-

erators, which necessarily arb blow the furnace, must be

made accessible for inspeCtion and repair. This requires

either a deep excavation or a very high furnace floor. 'There '-

are practically no small regenerative furnaces in use, since

a regenerative furnace is not portable and regular. reversing

requires attention. This type 'of furnace tannot be moved

with ease because it needs e tall' stack and becdmes part

o
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of the building. Instead of fitting into the natural course

of manuacturing opetItions, those manufacturing operatiOns

must frequently:be changed to sdit the furnace: Its use

is limited to melting glass and steel,'heating large forgings,

and forging ingots and other irreuglarpieces of varying

size that cannot be pushed through a, continuous furnace.

Recupefators will eventually. replace regenerators.; except

where the recuperator may become clogged because of the nature

of.the combustion products.

Important-relations exist between size of furnace and

regenerator, time between reversals, -thickness of brick,

conductivity. brick, and heat-storage ratio-of brick. In

order to understand these relatiohs, it is advisable to

follow the events that occur during 'reversal (Figure 12).
. -

At the time of reversal, the combustion products in the flue,

regenerator, and uptake must pass the burner before preheated

air is ready to sustain

combustion in front.of- the

burner. The time required

for this process is the sum

of the durations required

for throwing the vilv81°

bringing the moving column

of combustion products to

rest Starting them'in the

opposite direct, and

passing them up, to the

burner.. Some mixing of

waste products and incoming

air consumes '5 to .30

seconds, depending on the

size of the regenerator.
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Figure 12. .Events at Time
of Reversal.
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9
During part of the time, a mixture of waste gasps and air

sweeps over the hearth of the furnace, producing oxidation.

In furnaces fired with produ cer gas and those in which hpth

air and gas are regenerated, an additional delay is caused

the escape of at least the, capacity' oe one regene rator

likof gas to the stack at each reversal; moreover, too, frequent

.,_

"N

reversals distract the attention of,the operator from Other

equally important work, unless the reversing is done at(to-

maticallyby a clock.

On the other hand, long periods between reversals nec

sitate a great weight of brickwork in the checker because'

of the great quantity of heat that.must be stored between

reversals. This results- in larger regenerators and in grater

first cost. Furthermore, long' periods of reversals result

in lower average temperature of preheating and, consequently,

in reduced,fuel economy.

.Since there-are arglIments in favor of hoth Short and

long periods of reversal, 'it follows that there will be a

most favorable period for each furnace. A considerable

departure on either side from that period will produce a

change in fuel economy. The result is that a great variety

of eversal periods'are found, in practice: four-door furnaces,

such as ate used in rolling.mills, use five minutes; in 'blast-
, furnace stoves, the time bptween reversals is much longer.

Moreover, the gas period and the'air period. are different.

Accumulation of dust on the.bricks and slagging of the

brick surfaces cause the efficiency of heat transfer to de-

crease as the furnace becomes No definite information

is available on the condiZtivi4vof dust deposits; in any

case, the effect of such depos,its must depend on their thick-

ness. The overall coefficient may be reduced as much as

20% by the insulating-action of dust deposits. 'Slagging,
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whizh occurs only on the upper cores of checkei bticks,

reduces the capacity of the, surface for absOrbing radiation.

.
The few data available seem to show that gas. radiation may

be reduced-10% by slagging, resulting in a reduction of 9%

in the overall- coefficient,

Horizontal -flow checkers are always much less efficient

than the vertical-flow type. The hot -gases hug the top of

.
the checker and, after reversal, most of the cold air patses

along the lower part ofthe checker little of,it comes

in contact with the bricks that have been heated by the gases.

The importance of preheating air leakage into checker chambers,

and especially into the downtakes, is obvious...The air can-
,

not possibly be heated to a higher temperature than that

at which the gases enter the Checker, no matter howmuch

checkerwork is provided or how efficient it isr

In heating furnaces, there is no reason Why the down-

'takes should not be insulated. Insulation of the checker

chamber prcoper saves energy by re4ucinOhe heat conducted

through the 11 and, to a greater extent,°by prevemting

infiltration of cold air. Modern egenerators are usually

either encased in an airtight steel shell or coated outside

with a sealing cement. .

Waste-Heat Boilers

The t ird method of'utilzing the heat of combustion

products i the generation of steam through waste -heat boilers.

The amount of steam that can.be generated frOm a given fur-

nave depends on the weight.of the,flue gases in unit time,

their,mperature at entrance%fo the boiler, and the tempera-

ture to which.they can be cooled. The temperature of the

360
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gases at entrance to the boiler should be approximately equal

to the furnace temperature, except when the boiler is.used

in connection with a continuous furnace. In this case, the

flue-gas temperature depends on the heating rate. In heat
. ,-

ing-furnace practice,, waste-heat boilers are, practically

never used if the furnace is equipped with either a regen-

erator or a recuperator.

The flue-gas flow depends on the heat requirements of

the furnace and its temperature. The temperature of the

hot flue gasei entering the boiler may slightly exceed the

temperature of the furnace if the boiler is mounted immediStely

above the furnace and is connected to the furnace by a very
4

short flue. The flue gases will be cooler than the furnace

if the boiler is set some distance away from.the furnace.

Theotemperature of the stack gaes at the boiler exit depends

on therate of gas flow, temperature of entering gases, heat-

ing surface of boiler, steam and water temperature,, and co-

efficient of heat transmission. The, heat' transfer coeffi-

cient varies with the velocity of the gases, the cleanl,inep

of the boiler. surface inside and out, and the arrangement

of the passes.

Much waste heat is available from 2200°F furnaces; a

comparatively small amount.is available from 1400°F to 1600°F

furnaces, unless fan draft is used and the gases are cooled

to a low temperature. To make the installation a success,

several precautions must be obJerved n the design and opera-

tion of the combined furnace and waste-heat boiler. The

furnace doors must be des'igned s6 tha they are reasonably

tight. If the doors Are poorly fitted, broken, or partly

open,,a.large quantity of flue gas is discharged into the

building. Furthermore, the ffirnaces proper must be shut tightly

at all times. If doors must be open because large ingots
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project into the room, the openings around the ingots should

be filled with brick and fireclay. The flue leading from

the furnace to the boiler must be made as short and direct

as possible. A long flue causes temperature loss or draft

loss, and usually both. A long flue also makes it difficult

to start the furnace and boiler, such asi an auxiliary grate,

or an oil or gas burner.

It seldom pays to attach a waste-heat boiler to a single

in-and-out furnace, because of the intermittent operation

of the furnace. Forge furnaces are cooled between successive

ingots and discharge fairly cool-combustion produCts after

charging of a fresh ingot; during the soaking period, the

firing rate is reduced. The same is true of mill furnaces.

For this reason:, two or three furnaces frequently discharge

their combustion products through one waste-heat boiler.

This combination is quite popular for small forge plants

or for small mills in which the one waste -heat boiler fur-
.

nishes the only source of steam and power.

The fire-tube boiler is not suitable,£or installations

where the temperAures vary rapdily,becaue tube leads

develop; nor is it desirable 1,7here the feedwater is very
v.

bad, because of the diffiCulty of removing scale. Is such

cases, water -tube boilers are used. The two types have been

found to have about the same efficiency of heat recovery

when the gases are above 1800°F:

Recovery of waste heat from industrial' furnaces, when

properly applied, can provide very attractive reductions

in total fuel consumption. However, the design and installa-

tion of recuperators, regenerators, and-waste-heat boilers

require specialized engineering experience to ensure safe,

efficient operation.
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FUEL SAVING IN OPEN-HEARTH FURNACES

The following discussion was designed for practical .

guidance in the 'operation of

for steel making but/has a

earth furnaces in particular

eneral bearing on all types

of regenerative hearth furnaces.

The problem of saving fuel in open,- hearth furnace prac-
.

tice is inseparable from problems of steel output andrefrac-

tory consumption. However, im-additiqn to alterationsin

furnace design and construction, there are points to be noted

in practice that tend to rediice the fuel consump.M.oh without

adversely affecting output or wear of brickwork and may

benefit either or both. A number of these are- et out below.

Gas pressure should be kept at the pressure consistent
with the required output rate for optimum working.

Culverts, valves, and furnace.brickwork from producers
to gas ports should be examined regularly and repaired
when necessary, There should be no leakage at these
places.

Combustion in the furnace needs. special consideration.
Correct*Inixture of gas aria air is essential to give
the..maximum heat to thq bath. If theaif'and gas are
not measured, or the ratio of air to gas is nbt indi-
cated on an instrument, the flame should be closely
watched.- rt should,be highly luminous and not unduly
long; the tip'should on. no account,Teach.the outgoing
block; and it should, ive the maximum practicable
coverage of the hearth. ,Too long a flame resultt in
damage'to the outgoing ports and tends, to -verheat'
slag pockets and checkers. .

..4
A slight pressure, but-not- ran.over-pressure, should .

be kept up in-the furnace., A slight:pressure prevents ,

excessive cold air from being drawn in' and saves the
amount of'Suel necessary to heat the air to furnace,
temper.atute, An over-pres.sure forceS too much flame
through openings in.the furnace structure,, wasting heat. . .

outside the furnace and 'damaging structural steel and-...*
brickworks.' Normally,' a 'slight flicker of-'fl'ame visible
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at the doors is an indicatio#-of correct pressure.
Dampers are arranged to work easily and should be ad-
justed according to the amount of gas being burned.
The,more gas used, the greater the quantity of waste
gases formed and, consequently, the wider the damper,
must be opened to give--the extra draft required to
clear the furdace.

Gas ports and slopes should be fettled frequently in
order to maintain correct alignMent and frame direc-
tion.

Reversals should normally be made at regular inter-
vals, although this procedure shou4d be modified if

the checker temperatures have become unbalanced. The

objective is even heating across 'the bath. This is
much easier to attain if the corresponding checkers
at each end of the furnace are approximately equal in
temperatUre. Temperat e recorders and controllers
installed in the system a atly assist the melter in
balancing operations.

As much inforMation as possible relating to the draft
In the furnace systems should be obtained-if the pres-
sures and drafts are known at various points when the
furnace is not going well. For this purp'ose, holes,
shOuld be cut through the brickwork and fitted with
easily removable plugs. Readings with a draft gauge
may then be taken regularly. Suitable points for the
test .holes are in-gas and air uptakes (a foot or so
above stage level); in gas and air slag pockets; above
gas and air scha'ckersi-in -gas and air-culverts as ,near
base of checkes as practicabre;4in the stack flue ,

near the damper and on the furnace side of the.damper;
and before ana_after the main gas valve, for obtafning,
drop in presspreactosg the valve. If the differeAce
between the pressures*before and after the main gas
valve is higher than usual, the gas flow through the.

Valve is iieing/TgFeded and .the valve housing.heeds..in-
. spectiWand clearing. If the 'difference between the

waste gas drifts taken above and below:a set ,ofstheckers
is greater,tan usual, the checkers are becoming choked.

%

CQ2 recorders are of doubtful value vhen applied to
the waste gases of:an'open-hearth furnace. Analyses
so1.11d be made-to check correctness of combustion and
incadence,of'.dir leakage. 'If, about an hour after the

1

e, ,
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furnace has been fully charged, Orsat samples are
taken through a silica tube inserted into the gas
downtake, reliable figures can be obtained. Normal
CO2 content at this point A 15-16%.when operating
on producex gas.. Care must be taken that no air is
drawn into the uptake around the silica tube.,

N.

Instrumentsio record drafts and pressu es continu-
ously are v ry useful, especially when simultaneous
readings taken at two 'or more points a e -necessary
for accurate comparison. For a permanent installa-
tion, it is preferable to have a limited number,of-
recorders, including one showing the gas pressure and
another showing the effeptive tack

r
draft. 'A multi-

tude of recorders would confu, e rather than inform.

)
A modern furnace could have a automatic control sys-
tem, which might render all these provisions necps- -

sary. In effect, in one and the-same composite sys-
tem, it would control the rate of fuel input into the
optimum value and regulate the ait-to-fuel ratio,
temperature; and draft to give the desifed conditions
automatically. When insIyuments fail, field survey
methods must be called iflto service.

.

!Inv
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EXERCISES :

List the major types of baking ovens and give a brief

description of each.

There are three operational controls that can affect

the amount oil energy used to bake a particular product:

Discuss haw the controls could be adjusted to conserve

energy without reducing product quality..

3. With the concept of heat talance in mind, complete the

following data and then put them into the form of an

epergy diagram.

Energy Loss: To. exhaust 70%

To band" 5%

To product. 10%

4. Discuss the relationship of excess air to oven burner

efficiency.

5 : Discuss the process accomplished in recuperators

and regenei-ators. Compare and contrast the equipment

involved.

6. outline the' auditor's approach to the process energy

audit, (Compare and contrast the proioss energy audit

with other types of audits covered in the Energy Audits
.

course modules.)

c
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TEST
4

Enter true or false in the blank at thend of Sttt
ments 1-6. . .

1. A,burner operating .at 50% excess air uses 30% more fuel

.than one operating 'at 20% excess air.

2. Preheating combustion air for furnaces that, use quick-
.,

burning fuels is advantajeous.

3. It is possible ioconserve energy in baking ovens without

altering baking temperature or baking time.

Recuperation and regeneration are two names for what

is,essenially the same process.

To maximize fuel efficiency in hearth furnaces,.a slight

underpressure should be maintained within the furnace.

r

6. Negative air pressure in a bakery can result from the

use of .an,atmospherig,, burner system.
o.

7. Match items from Column B with those in Column A. Enter
. .f

answers in the 'blanks beside- each' item in Column A.

'Where may be moKe.than one answer for each question.
%.7

.Column A Column B

Opertional control a. Radiant'

Heat llalante b., Pressure

Isdirect-fired c. Sankey diagram

'Waste heat boiler' d. Zone temperature

Direct fired. _ e. Recuperator .

Stack loss f. Heat exchanger

Regenerator,' g. Ba ah type

Hearth ,iurnacip h. F ue s

Convec ve

,
4

3gs

j. Heat tra sfer

k. Steam generation

1. Reversal
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INTRODUCTION

This module specifically emphasizes',64;- essential qttal-

ities of technically nd economically cfeasible solar appll-

cations: TypeS o.f 'solar energy systems, /are discussed, a*,

Well as their cfiardcteristicfand application considerations

The'energy auditor will determine whether current renewable

resqurce techn6logy has potential-for,cost effective appli-

cation in a particular facility.

PREREQUISITES

The student's.hould have completed Module EA-09, "Process

Energy. Systems."

OBJECTIVES

- Upon.c mpletion of this module, the 'student should be

able to
it
1. Describeand contrast types of solar systems,and define

basic.terms.

'2. Discuss heating through passive desig
eat

3. Discuss active solar heating systems.
f

4. Describk the.dbmes4c water 'mating process.

0.
S DitCuss'and compare aif_And liquid transfer systems.

.6'. Discuss distribution systems.
r .

t

.1°

/-
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SUBJECT MATTER

ALTERNATIVE, RESOURCES: HISTORIC AND ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE

Until quite recently, low energy costs have encouraged

the design of buildings that meet their energy requirements\

almoS't exclusively with "traditional".or non-renewable sources

of energy. The traditional energy sources'for existing build-
,

ings are (1) electricity, 'generated off-site by a utility

company and distributed tothe'building, and (2)fossil,fuels,

such as oil, gas, coal, and methane, which are delivered

im storable quantities (with the exception of natural gas)

and burned at the building site.,

Alternative:,or "renewable" energy sources include the

following:

_Solar energy "for heating, 'cooling, and eleCtric power

generation. I ,

Total energy systems

Wind energy

e Fuel cells

Geothermal energy

Nuclear'power

Methane gas generated from'liquid wastes

Solid waste

Tidalpower

Hydropower

Ocean thermal differences-
. \'

Coal gasification

Hydrogen from'the electrolysis of sea water

.
Rising fupl.costs and the development of alternative

resource. technology have.begun to'make someof the alternative

resources ecoh viable as options lin both the design'-

371.
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of new buildings and the energy efficiency, modification of

'existing building's,

This module covers the use of solar energy for water

heating and space heating and cooling, since these technol-'

ogies are most readily useful for the eftergy,pdiior. This

is because (1) the technologies are well - known'; (2),exper-
, tise for design and installation is available,

tion and operating costs can be estimated fromNIVaiI0le
A

data; (4) each system is compatible with energylConsetvation

measures_ discussed in other modules; and (5) 'haVdtlareqs

commercially available. Thus, the energy auditor' has access

to equipment and information which can demonstrate; terms.

of predictable cost and,energy savings the efatt tress
2

of these solar energy systems.f Solar energy reduces the need for significantptities

of conventional energy used to, run a building's en V.,ironmental

contrq tem. 'Solar energy systems reduce aii.rollution
and operating costs, save fossil fuels, and can be effectively

used togetherin the' sam6 building.

Other alternative energy sources are not includedin

this module due fo one ocmore of:the following factors:

(1) hardware is not commercially a- vai lable, nor are the future

requirements for hardware sufficiently identified; (2) elec

tric.power from alternatiye sources can be substituted in'

the future for Converitibnally-generated electric power, and

no provisions for 'building modification are required now;

or (3) expertise is not available ito,design such''systems.

'Engineering feasibility studies of alternative,energy

systems other than snlar syst'ems can .be performed only by

qualified don ultints who can select eqbipment.for.AnalYsis,

.estimate, cos and predict the annual perforRance over a

_20-yegr peri d. Because the initial investment,csin these.

:''t
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systems is significantly higher than for conventional systems,

special care is necessary to ensure that the kife-cYCle cost

economics are accurately determinied

APPLICATION OF SOLARENERGY

ntly, the most/common solar uses have been solar

wate an space heating. *Solar heating'systems are generally

grouped into two categories: active and passive. The system

type employed depends on the method used to collect, store,

and-distribute solar heat within the ,building: Some systems

are designed sol ely for spice heating; others are de ignea ,4

for both space and domestic water heating. Frequently, it
.0

. is more cost effective to integiate space and service water
. .

heating into one system, becausethe collectors and. storage

,unit can then be used year round to provide'spice heating'

" and hot water in the winter and hbt'wate inns the summer.

-. Active systems rely on pumps or blr ers. to transport
,

.solar heat from the collectors to the storage unit;-or direct-
. ° k )

iy to the rooms of the b1.4.fding. -Passive designs incorporate
. . --

collectors
.- ,

'(windows).and storage, (walls) into integrpted
. .

elements located in, or adjaCent to, the occupied space.

These elemelitsmay involve specilly'asigned walls that

absorb heat, or the, element may be part of the, building struc-

ture.tura. In buildingswith-passive Systems, stored heat is

,
Supplied,to the rooms.by radiation or natural convection.

Both active and pasisive-designs are suitable'for,resi-
c

.

'dential or light commerodal buildings: Neither system can

economically, supply 411 htating needs in the building. AI-

. thoiith'sys,teMs are utually, separated into passive or 'active

types; -ithybrldi' _systems, whiCh!inbrporate,elemets of both,

. 373
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have bleeb n designed to utilize soiarenergy to the greatest

advantage, for heating space and proyiding hot water.

Other applications of solar energy include the following:

,Tempering hlavy-oil: For large installations with #6
oil, flat plate solar collectors can be effectively
used to preheat oAl before combustion. The oil storage
tanks can be fitted with heating coils through which
the'heated fluid from the collector is circulated.- No
,additional storage system is required.

Tempering combustion air: The efficiency of oil or
-gas combustion increases as the temperature of combus-,
tion air. i's. increased. Solar air or water 'collectors,
without any additional storage facilities, can be,used
.to temper'air fO'combustion. In'the same. manner, they
are used to-temper make-up air for ventilation.

..:

.
voltaic cells is well-known, i.e., in the spate program.

O n In remote areas of the world, solar Cells are used to
-Ai generate small.queities of electricity primarily for

_,,,, signal purposes. log Delaware, there is -a house equipped' '

. 'with solar,cells to supply electrical energy and most
of the annual requirements for thermal'energy. The
hardware_available for buildings is limited and top
costly to consider at the,present time. The atAa=-e--

e quired for' solar collectors for -heating and cooling
will be ampleito accommodate -the future installation. -

. . .. 'of solar cells for power generation.
I ,

, 4
. So-lar energy tan also used to generate

,,

high!tempera-
.

.

1
pre.hot eater 6r steam, which can power a.turbine or'heat:

. .0,.
- -- .actuated engine for power'generation. Howevetv these systems

Electric power:' The technology for using sear energy
for the direct generation of electric power with photo-

are not commercially available and the costs are -not tom-
.

pO'able with conventional generating methods.

1

SOLAR COLLECTORS AND EXISTING HEAT ENIS
:ft

Solarcollectars conveT,t,direct and diffuse radiation

- from the sun sinto heat. , They are manufactured with one or

Page6/EA-10'
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two cover plates, a metallicabsorber plate with an absorb-

ing or selective surface, b-ack insulation, side insuldiion,..

and an enclosing frame (Figure'l). Information on features

and performance of collectors is available from the manufac-

turers. When selectilag,a solar collector system, it is nec-

essary to consider thermal. performance, capacity, and dura-

bility.

44;

I 0

SLOPE LATITUDE+102FOR HEATING
LATITUDE-10'FOR COOUNG
LATITUDE FOR HEATING/COOLING qz.

8'0"X4'0
NE OR TWO QLEAR COVER FPLATES

" WIDE
. .

TAL ABSORBER PLATE WITH
1/2" TO 1" TUBING

0 Gy

SULATION fr TO 4" THICKNESS/

SHEET METAL' TROUGH OR PAN

PPORT STRUCTURE

Figure Solar Cbllectpr and Crdss Section.
e- N

Collectors can be located on a building roof, on are-

adjacent building or garage, or on the groUnd: If a build-

ing is being /modified, proVisions for asolar collector sys-:

tem should be made at this,,time in order tb ease future in-

stallations. For example, the Antire south wall.can often

be used as a collector ,if it is designed WitY1 that' conception

in mind.
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The size of the collector vari4 with use, climate,eand

. the HVAC system with which it operates. The collector area.
required for heating ranges from 20% to 50% of the total

- building floor area ih order to provide 20 to '70% of the

annual heating and/or cooling energy,requirements.

Flat plate collectors absorb both diffdse and direct

radiation. 'Depending on their constructiln and meteorolog-
.

.ical and climatic conditions, each square foot of collector

can collect froM 50,000 to 150,000 Btus per heating season.,

Reflectors increase the capacity from 15% to 25% at rela-

tively low installation cOste,.'. The efficiency of then col-

lector is directly proportional to the collection temperature.

Characteristics of the heating system; in the building that

interfaces with the solat collector and storage units,.have

a major influence on the overall economic feasibility ofthe

compAiresystem.116'.optimum:tilt for colleCtors used solely .

fOr heating and'domeStic hot water-is-latitude plus 15°. Any

variations in tilt should be toward'a steeper angle rather

than a flatter one. Orientation should be 5°.-10° 06t. ofdue

south, butnot more than 10° variation either side of this

azimuth. A g e licvariation will require more collector area

for the, same thermal performance.
1.

With water-type collectors,- the higher the temperatures

required, the greater the benefits. of absorber plates with

selective surfaces. Absorptive surfaces flat black, green,

or even dark red have an'absorption coefficient of 0.9 to
P

0.95, but all have the same emmissivity. A selective surface

can have approximately the same absorption rate as other ab-

sorptive surfaces, but it must have'an emission rate of only '

about 10V to 15% ofthe radiation it receives.. In many cases,

only ofie.layer. of glass or plastic will be required when se-`

lective surfaces are used two' might otherwise be required.
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- Air heatifiplec4ors.are.Tost siaitable.. for sg*heat-,
, :. *

is
.

ng applications (when cooling is not,being Considered) and
..... ., ... 5,,

r'relatively-sma;bUirdings. 'Except for buildings of less. .. -
#

than' 2,00.0 square feet in area, -few air.collectorS4axe com-.
.

mercially available; however, they can be specially designed.

for larger buildings. Air'aollectors'are particularly ap-
.

.
A

plicablefor tempering make-up'air or ottdoor air for ven-
-

tilation. In many cases, no storage systems will be required'

for tempering ventilation air when the load exceeds the col-

lector area for five days per 'reek. MoSt applications' using

'air collectors will be at -lower temperatures than those of

water -type collectors. When air collectors are well-designed,

selective surfaces areifft-iiessary.

The total cost/benefits of the collector and storage

system - and the heating system with which they.interface -,

must be analyzed for'each of the major variations in the

collector design and installation to optimize economic feasi-

bility,
,

.

4

In recommending the'instaliation of\solar,colleckors,

the auditor should consider.the following:

1. AdeqUate, support must be provided to carry .the dead

weight (12 lb/ft3,) of the collector plus wind loading.
mft

2. If possible, the collector should be oriented 10° west

-of-due south. For practical purpo;"es; collectpr pef-. -

r. ,

formance will be adeqdate itprientation is within 20° ..

/ either side of due south. Orientation further east or
. ........

, west will require additiongcollect-d-r area.
.

3. If the collectoi is used solely to supplr hot water, a

fixed tilt pf latitude plus 10° will usuallybe optimal -

-. variations of 10° u or down will not seriously affect

yearly performance.

0

0
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4. If the collector is shaded more than 10% of the time,

a larger collectdr will be necessary.

5. For each 16 gallons of hot water used per week, 'approx-

imately one square. foot of collector area and one gallon

of hot water storage capacity in use must be provided.

If the facility has kitchens or other processes that

require water at elevated temperatures, the coalectot

area should be approximately one square foot per 20

gallons of hot water usedperyear.

6. The existing domestic hot water heating system, even
4

though inefficient ndersized, will usually be ade-

quate to provide eat to supplement the solar collector

system.

.2
(NOTE: These are general pfovisions notnot design standards.

Each installation must be examined individually.)

Figure 2 shows one of many possible solar collector
,

configurations. This' System was.installed on the roof of

a federal office building in Manchester, New Hampshire.

The existing heating and cooling' system influences the

size and type of solar collector sys'tem. Existing radiation,
, 4

fan c il, or induction units, sized to.handIe the average
. .

Teak heating load wit-h electricity, steam; or water above

180°F, limit the-hours of useful collection unless-the heat-*

ing system is modified by pne of the following methodS:

Replacement-of some or all of the existing terminal-
unit's with oversized fan coil units' that can operate
with water at a lower temperature (approximately 120°F).

Addition of an air, handling unit with oversized fan
and cols to supply part, or all,- of -the areas to be
heate

Addition f radiant heating coils.
.

Addition-of nevrheating coils to existing air handling
units or forced air furnaces.

Page 10/EA-10
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AVOID INTERFERENOE WI114
MECHANICAL ROOM AND OTHER

ROOF TOP EOUPMENT

SPACE COLLECTORS
TO PREVENT

ONE ROW FROM
SHADING TH NEXT
WHEN SUN IS

E
BELOW

!APPROXIMATELY
IS° ALTITUDE ANGLE

STRUCTURAL FRAMING
DESIED FOR
STATIC LOAD

AND WIND LOAD

USE FLASHING
TO PREVENT. LEAKS

REFLEME
ROOF SURFACE

WHERE POSSIBLE
LOCATE PIPES

BELOW ROOF LINE
TO PREVENT HEAT LOSS

Figure 2. Solar Collector -lLout.

Radiant hot water panels, furnaces', or air handling

units are the forms of heating that are most compatible with

solar energy heating systems, since theycan either use ',he

Same coils or be fitted with neOk ones to accommodate the

lowe_r_collector water temperatures.

Solar collectors combined with-existing or new heat

pumps can be very effective. Low temperature fluid
,
delivered

frOm the collector in cold and overcast weather serves as a

heat. source for a heat-pump.' The heat. pump boosts the'tem-

perature,to a higher level and the useful hours'of solar

energy collection'are substantially increased. Solar-assist

EA' -10 /Page 11 .
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heat pump installations should be considei,ed, especially in

existing buildings that are already equipped kith heat pumps

or with electrically-driven chillers that can be converted

to heat pumps. k.

24

COOL L/Nh, aND DEHUMIDIFICATION .

The common means for utilizing solar energy for cooling

and dehumidification are with absorption chillers, or with

desiccant systems for_ dehumidification.

With absorption systems, the heated fluid serves as the

heat source in the. absorption generator. Most existing units

require 230° to 270° for generation, and solar collectors on

the market cannot provide .those.temperatures for any appre-

ciable lengths ef time. However, hewer low temperature ab-

sorption units are now available in limited sizes, which can

operate at generator temperatures-as low as 18.0°F with only

a slight loss of rate&capacity.

Flat plate collectors with selective surfaces,-and sup-
_

/

plementary reflectors can operate at temperatures up to 200°

in some climatic zones, for a sufficient number of'hOurs per
,

cooling season to operate absorption units, athigh capacity.***

However, there are4461-,marq areas
?in

the-cp9ntohere ab-

sorption units OpeOti Vom,solat coll'ef'dt'heat'alone can

supply even °5-q;:bkthe'yearly cooling uliements'ot the

building. :44,W
., 1Pg,,For coaling a one% the tilt,oi tlo11-6ofhou1d be

equal to latitudvless,1° 0 .,.:;JWte- the collect ILs used for
vz,

both heati heat,ins-efficiency suffers if

the angle is,adjuste ,foi:45Ttpng.24 felofailed analysis is

required to deterM,h4 qp t i nyum -u 41*Tt aAilis-'6,f-r-,(Fie collector

for year -round use.
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There will be very few situations where solar cooling i

will be economic until the collector PerfOrmances are
,

v and/or abscirption units are producedOat ill operate

tat 160' to 180°'t generator temperatures. Both ieelopments
. .

appear to be imminen't.
.

.' .

A

REGENERATING DESICCANTS WITH SOLAR 'HEAT
'

...
;

Regenerating desiccants with solar heat is.proving to
taa

be ver3"Ost effective'. .1n: areas wh@fe.evaporative cooling

is preseAtly impractical,because.of high relative humidity,

evapoFative cooling combined wit desiccant dehumidification

can provide adequate comfort: Heat from,ihe solar collector

can supplement heat from other sources to regenerate the

desiccant. Since regenerati-on'temperatuTes are lower than

thapse required for absorption cooling, the collector is more

cost-effective than with the absorption unit.

i.

ESTIMATED COSTS

Costsand collector performance are.continu allrchang-

lig. For new buildings, e stimates should be b"ased on pre-
.1.

liminb.ry design concepts.andelayouts. When refrcUitting.an

existing- building, manufacturers and contractors. should be

contacted only after the energy auditor has determined that

a facility has definite potential for using.an active solar

energy system.

. 38
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. :ACTIVE SOLAR SYSTEMS

, ,Typicaly,-six components Comprise the active solar

heating-system: the solar collector, the heat transfer

medium, the'heat .storage unit, the heat distribution system,

an auxiliary furnace, and control devices regulating heat

icolleCtionstorage, and distribution. Many systems also

include accessories for preheating domestic water.

THE HEATING PROCESS

Collectors may befitted to the roof of the building,

'mounted on a stand, plIced on the ground, or attached to the ,

wall 'of the building. PlacemeAt'of collectors,depends pri-

marily on convenience, economics, aesthetics, and access to

the sun. Heat is.transf6rred from the collector ro storage

either; by air or by a liquid-such as water or antifreeze

solution.

If heat is transferred from the,collector by air, the

h'at can be stored by heating rocks in a bin. If the heat

is transferred by liquid, heat will be stored ass ho.t wate3.

in an insulated, tank. From storage,` heat will be Moved, .

through conventional syStems such as hot watervipes of

forced. air ducts to various points in the "building. To
.

regulate the flow.o heat, automatic controls are provided

to direct.thepolition of valves or dampers:at the command

Of temperature sensoTs in the system or the room thermostat.
, 4

Figure is a diakTam of c bination domestic water and *

space heating system using, air collectors.

a
d7
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AIR-TCAVATER
HEAT EXCHANGER

WATER ,

AUXIUARY
HOT WATER HEATER

DOMESTIC WATER
WEHEAWA

FEEBLE BED
. WKIRAGE

a

Figure 3.2 Combination Domesticellzr;Qand Space
Heating System Using Air C c rs.

0

.

The economical size of most sola-p, heating, systems is

limited to provide. heat for overnight,uSe during a typical'

winter pegod with sunny days. On 'Cloudy days there may

not 'beenougil solar heat collected to /satisfy the heating

requirements. Therefore, A conventional heating unit is

required to ensure reliable heating rftardless of weather.

Hardware-,.

.

The' hardware fcir solar space heiting and cooLipg; as7,

mentioned ,previously, includes solar collectors, pip-ing,

'133 I



controls, and storage systems, which, in general, are similar

in type to those used for heating. domestic hot water. There

are, -however, the folloming notable differences:

The reqhared collector area and storage volumes must

be larger and are more costly.

Collectors must produ4 hotter water tempetatures for

space heating. Temperatufes up to 180° are desirable,

but lower temperatures can be used..

The orientation of the collector is somewhat more

Absorber plates with selective surfaces rather than

flat black coating will be more economically feasible

for heating and cooling applications thin for solar

water heating alone.

The interface with the existing heating and/or cooling

. system is critical. .

Storage systems must have a greater heat storage capac-

ity per square foot of collector.

Rocks or phase-changing salts can be used for thermal

storage instead of water in some cases.

Collectors can be air-instead.of liquid heating 'types

in selected applications.

A full-sized back-up heating system is required t6

supplement the solar system.

The cost of a solar system that provides 100% of the heating

and/or cooLing,is prohibitive in most areas of the country

even more so for existing buildings than for new ones. HQW-
.

ever, in the existing heating system, burnef/boiler or elec-
,

,tric,heat-can be left intact (or modified as necessary)..to

supplement solar collectors.

2
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Storage

The most practical storage system i$ hot water in metal

or concrete tanks. From two t/five gallons of storage are

required per square foot,of collector'. The exact amount/. .

depends upon climatic condit'Ons, the number of consecutive

cloudy days, the type heati g system, and the cost/benefits

ratio of storage tank costs and collector performance versus

the operating costs of the supplementary heating system.

(Cooling with solar energy may affect the storage tank size.

Since a supplementary heating system is required in

-, virtually all cases, the costs of extra, storage volume and

space required canbe offset on a life-cycle cost basis by

operating the supplementary back-up system somewhat lOnger

and reducing the volume of storage. Where the entry into a

building is too small to deliver a tank, the--tank can be

fabricated by welding plates in the building, or it can be

constructe4_ o_f_concrete. With_hot air systems, rocks (4-,

proximately 100 lbs per square foot of collector) can be used

for heat storage. in place of water. .Latent heat storage

using phase changing salts (salt hydrates, eutectic salts,

and waxes and Araffins) requires less volume than water for

equal thermal storage. The potential for the development of

these storage types is very good, but at present they are

not commercially .available.

The tank and 'ducts, or piping from collector to the

tank should be. insulated to limit thermal losses, at any

storage or collection temperature, to 5% of system capacity

per 24 hours. Sometinies the Collector cannot deliver water

at higher tank temperatures for periods,of time. Therefore,

a minimum of two storage tanks should be considered to petmit

storage of water at various temperature'levels, so that the

) .
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water temperature is no5,degraded by water at lower temper-

atures. Witg one taffronly, collection is liaited. Economic

feasibility is also reduced since the collectors cannot be

used to their maximum,pSR,tential.

Controls

The control syst m must operate the circulating pump(s),

divert warm later fro one storage tank to another or direct

to the load, and operate fans (in air system) to blow air

through the collectors or storage in response to,elimatic.

conditions and building load. There are many variations in

'controls that are beyond the scope of this module. Controls

are not a major colCof .installatiOn unless elaborate moni-

Itoring, data collection, and research are undertaken.

Antifreeze Protection

In areas where the outdoor temperature dropsbeloW 32°F,

antifreeze protection is required for liquid flow collectors.

The following systems may be used:

A secondary circuit with an antifreeze solution (glycol,

triethylene.glycol,'propylene glycol, or light oil with

a heat exchanger and a separate pump).

.Draining thecollector when outdoor temperature drops

below freezing and refilling when temperature rises

above freezing.

A closed circuit drainage system with nitrogen as a-

purging agerit.

Page IS/EA-10
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Bleeding a small amount of heated storage water through

the collector in locations where temperatures drop be-

low 32°F for only brief periods of time, and the days

are warm and clear.

Each system hasadvantages and disadvantages: If the

storage Water bleed system shows only a 'small loss of thermal

energy compared to useful heat collected on a seasonal basis

iless than 3% ross), it is the least costly Ind least trouble-

some system.

The nitrogen system is still under development, and more

N datadis requireel,)efore it can be recommended without quali-

fication.

Drdining and refilling involve the problem of incomplete

draining under some conditions and difficulties with venting

when the system is refilled. Vents are also subject to freez- r

ing, which causes them to be inoperative. . ';

The use of antifreeze with a secondary circuit intro-

duces higher, costs for the heat exchanger and secondary cir-

cuit, and corrosion is accelerated_when_antifreeze solutions
i

reach high temperatures in the summer. However, most current

44. tallatidns use antifreeze with a secondary circuit and _

,
heat exchanger in cold climates.

AIR AND LIQUID SYSTEMS
4

Airand liquid systems have roughly comparable effi-

ciencies in terms of the annual heat delivered per unit of

collector area. When comparing the relative merits of each

system type, it is wise to weigh all possible advantages and

disadvantages in the context of climate, architecture, build-

ing site, expected maintenance costs, and the fraction of

EA-10/Page 19
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the building heating needs to be supplied by solar energy.

Table 1 lists some advantages of liquid and air systems.

TABLE 1. ADVANTAGES OF LIQUID AND AIR SYSTEMS.

Liquid Systems

Water and antifreeze are low-cost
flnlds with higher heat capacity
than air.

Storage volumes are relatively
smaller than rock bins because
water is an excellent heat storage
material.

Transport of heat over long distances
in commercial buildipgs is less
costly with water than with air.

There is a large number of liquid-
type collectors from which to choose.

Performance data on liquid systems
are available.

Air Systems

The collector fluid (air) will not
freeze, boil, or cause damage by
leaking.

Absorber plates, dUctine, and other
connections in air systems are much
less susceptible to corrosion than
their counterparts in liquid systems.

Pebbles in storage not need to
be replaced or specially treated.

Solar-heated air can be citculated
directly from the collectors to the
rooms without the use of heat ex-
changers.

Maintenance requirements are minimal
compared to liquid systems.

DOMESTIC HOT WATER GENERATION

Solar water heaters have been used throughout the world

for more than 30 years, especially in Israel, Australia,

Japan, and Florida. Althoug many solar water heaters are

still in operation, numerous others'were abandoned when re-

pairs were required, because as, oil, or eleCtric heaters

Jere more economical and dnergy/was inexpensive. The high

costs of fossil 'fuels and electricity have again awakened

an isterest Inselar water heaters and other solar energy

systems.

Page 20/EA-10
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Solar water heaters may be economically feasible in

office buildings and stores with 25 or more full-time em-

ployees. In religious buildings, the demand for hot water

is insufficient to warfant purchasing-a solar water heater,

unless activities include extensive bi-weekly food peepara-

tkO4 or school or office facilities in operation for-more

than 35 hours per week. When solar,energy is economically fr

feasible for space heating, heating domestic hot water with-

the same system will be economical, as well.

Solar water heaters are commercially available in the

United States. The components are offered separately, or

together in a complete package. They include a flat plate

collector, storage tank (existing storage tanks can be used),

piping, control's: circulating pump, and, in climates where

the collector is subjected-to freezing weather, a heat ex-
,

Changer With a secondary pump, piping..eircuit, and Antifreeie.

Figure 4 shows a typical arrangement of the solar water heat-

.ing 95.item. System components and design considerations are

disCussed in detail later in this module.

For normal,hot'water use, approximately one square,foot

of collector per gallon of hot water used p'er day is adequate.

If kitchens or other processes require hot water. at elevated

temperatures, an additional 25% to 500 of collector area is

required. 44' 1

The solar collector can be mo`unted on the main roof, on

the roof of a building extension, or on the building site.

Generally, it is not feasible to provide 10p of the

domestic hot -water requirements with a solar system unless

(1) the collector is also used for other services; (2). hot

water temperature requirements do not exceed 90°F; (3) an

.
existing storage tank is oversized for the building require

- Invents; or ('4) the building is located in a1 temperate or hot

climatic zone.

380
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SPACE HEATING AND CLING'

a
EXPANSION TANKS

STORAGE TANK
INSULATED)

C
ALDIEFEFENTIONTROLLER

FOR PUMP

REQUIRED WHERE LPCOAP WY BE FEOUIR140
HEAT EXCHANGER cetm

FREEZING TEMPERATURES occuR IN THIS CIRCUIT F
GRAVITY ciRcu..Anc4
IS NOT POSSELE

Figure 4. SolTr-Water Heating System.
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LSTORAGE; TYPE
WATER HEATER OR .
INSTANTANEOUS HUOER

Prior to 1972 there were only about 20 solar-heated

buildings in the United States. Of those 20'buildings, only

one was a commercial bdilding; the rest;t,lere single family

residences. Within the past eight years, there has been a

proliferation of solar pnergysac.tivity in the United States,

resulting in hundreds of buildings now in design and/or under

construction.' While the majority of these are new buildings,

the.same design and construction techniques are frequently.

applicable to retrofitting existing buildings. ,

The National Science Foundation sponsored a program to -

retrofit four existing school buildings fol. scilar , aheatiRg.

'.These installations are now providing valuable data on the

Page 22/EA-10
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iperformance of, solar heating systems under varying climatic

conditions. Also, under a National Science Foundation grant,

solar collectors fiave been installed for heating and cooling

an existing school building in Atlanta, Georgia.

Numerous other installations have already provided de-

signers with gdidelines, oppOrtunitiealo and pitfalls to be

avoided.IThis literature shoUld be studied before a feasi-

bility study of solar energy for heating and cooling is con -,

ducted. 4

PASSIVE SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS

In contrast to the active solar heating and cooling

'systems, passive solar-systems collect and transport heat

without mechanical assistance. Although passive systems are

not as widely applicable'as active systems (being limited
. -

to residential and small commercial facilities, for the most

pdit), the energy auditor should be aware of the'passive

solar processes, the.appl4cability of passive design, and

the potential, for integrating passive systems with active

'and/or conventional systems.

REQUIREMENTS AND CHARACTERISTICS

There are twos basic requirements for passive solar de-

sign:sign: (I) a south-facing wall for solar collection and (2)
. .

some form of thermal storage mass to absorb, store, and dis-

trinte,the collected heat. The basic principle of passivec.

systems is that energy flows from areas of higher concentra-

tion to areas of lower concentration. When the sun is shin-

ing, the Storaie mass has a lower energy concentration and,

391
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thus, absorbs energy. When the sun is not shining, the liv-

ing space has a lower energy concentration, and't.he storage

mass releases energy.

Passive systems are characterized by their simplicity

of design, which means also that they are easy to operate

and maintain. Since the technology of passive systems is

not complex, they can be installed, operated, and maintained

by personnel with limited techn.ical background. Passive .

systems (1) are made of common construction materials; (2)

usually last as long as the faciliq'of which they are a

Part; (3) have few moving parts, (4) operate at low tempera- .

tures,(S) have no mechanical equipmpnt (and thus no noise

from mechanica-1 equipment), and (6) are usually invisible

from the interiorthe building.

In.adaition'to theseadvantages, passive solar systems

typically addvery little todnitial construction costs,

especially if masonry has already been selected as the con-

struction material. Hence, in view of the large savings of

heating energy, passive systems are economically justified

in new buildings of the appropriate type. Determining the

feasibility of,retrofitting buildings with passive systems,

however, is moreComplicated.

The single persistent problem with passive solar,sys--

tems is that, since they are not mechanical, there is no way

to control temperature variations within the narrow ranges

that can be accomplishewith.either-conventional systems. or

active systems. 'Howevel., proper sizing and location of the

thermal storage massi, windows, shading devices, and backup

heating systems can compensate foii.t1.1,i.s lack of,controt and.

make the passive system a Viable alternative to mechanical .

systems..

'The remainder of thiS module will be devoted to dis-

cussing the three major typesC)of passive solar systems.
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direct gain, indirect gain, and isolated gain and what

the energy auditor should consider before recommending them.

DIRECT GAIN SYSTEMS u
4.

1

In a direct gain system, the living space is heated

directly by sunlight. To take advantage of direct solar

gain, a building should have south-facihk glass, which gets

the maximum exposure to the sun in winter and the-minimum

exposure in summer. The floor and waifs of the living space

are constructed of material that is capable of storing heat.

Heat storage materials may be either masonry (concrete,

concrete block, brick, stone, adobe) or water (in the form

of a water wall). If masonry is the thermal storage mate-

rial, from 1/2 to 2/3 of the interior surfaCe should be ex-

posed masonry. The water wall system essentially a large

metal or plastic container requires that onlyo.ne wall be

covered with the thermal storage material. This wall must

receive a maximum amount of direct, sunlight in winter Fig-

ures 5 and 6 compare the configuration of masonry and water

thermal storage-systems in a direct gain arrangement.

DAY

1

. ( ARROWS IPOICATE HEAT FLOW 1 .

meg

Figure 5. Masonry ermal Storage Walls (Direct Gain).

:
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CONNECTION
CURRENTS

YIATER

1.-

DAY

ti

CARROCYSPOMATEM:ATFLOIN)

Figure "6. Water Thermal Storage Walls (Direct Gain):

NIGHT

Before recommending a direct, gain system, the energy -

auditor should consider the following:

Building configuration: The optimal building arrange-
ment is an east'to west linear extension, with the
spaces that need heat aligned along the south wall.

Collector glazing: Collector glazing sho4i1d,be oriented
toward the south and designed to eliffinate as much glare
as possible

Construction and thermal storage materials: Masonry
as thin as four inches can provide sufficient thermal
storage capacity.' In passive systems using water ,walls'
for thermal storage, the construction of all butfhe
water wall can be of lightweight materials, such as
wood.

A A

Thermal control:. Depending upon-the size and placement
of windows and .thermal mass and the color of the interior
surfaces, temperatures can fluctuate from 10°F to 30 °F.
The temperature fluctuation canlbe'controlled effectively
through the use of shading devices, venting through
open windows, and auxiliary_ exhaust fans. An added
measure-of control is obtained, of course, when'a hybrid
system -e- upling a pas-Sive direct gain system with
a conventional forced air heating system is employed.

.

Thermal efficiency': In winter, direct gain systems
are 30% to 70i e ficient; that is,.most of the sunlight
transmitted through- the ,glazing is used for heating.

Page 26/EA-10
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Potential for retrofitting: Since direct gain Systems
depend upon the building's design and material, it is-,
difficult to fit themto existing buildings unless the
existing buildings have exposed masonry walls'and floors

. and a clear southern exposure,

Direct gain passive solar systems depend upon decisions

which are made during the design stages of building. Since

they are made of the same materials used in conventional

masonry construction, direct gain systems can frequently, be ,

incorporated into buildings at little or'no 4ditional cost.

INDIRECT GAIN SYSTEMS

Althopgh the same basic principle of heat flow und\ -

lies both the direct.and,indirect gain systems, the thermal

mass in the indirect system is located between the sun and
,

the'space to be heated. Again, the thermal storage masses

are typically masonry or water, although they acre found in

different configurations,in indirect gain systems.

The masonry thermal storage wall faces south, is usually

painted black or some dark color, and is covered with, - glazing

(usually double). Light passing through the glazing is ab-

sorbed'as heat radiation by the outside face of the wall,

and heat is then conducted through the wall to the space:to

be heated.

XS-shown in Figure 7, vents placed at_the top and bottom
. ,

of the thermal storage wall'can take advantage of natural

convection, or thermocirculation. As the air between the

wall and the glazing heats up, it rises, entering the living

space through the upper vents and drawing cool air through

the lower vents. Dampers over the vents can be closed when

,-thermocirculation is not desirable.

. 395
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DAY.

Figure 7.

MASONRY WALL.

( ARROWS INDICATE HEAT FLOW )

Masonry Thermal Storage.Wall.(Indirect

\
In an indirect in system, the Ater T11 functions

in much the same wa as the masonry wall, except that heat

-is transferred to the 'living space by convection currents

. in the water Ather thanlr condutiOn. A& energy is ab:

. "sorbed by the lilack exterior face of the water wall, the

temperature of thOOTater rises, iliducing convection currents

inside. These curMts keep the-Arface relatrively cool and

di&tribUte the heat evenly throughout the entire water (ther-

mal.storage) volume. Figures 7 and 8 Compare the masonry

-and witer thermal storage walls.

DAY

CONNECTION
CURRENTS

ow/

L-DOUSLEGLAZIPIM a
(ARROWS INDICATE HEAT FLOW )

.
Figure 8. Water Storage Wall.
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Before recommending a thermal storage system, the

energy auditor should consider the following:

Buildin configuration:. The depth of the space, to be
1eated is liMited, by the maximum distance for radiant
-heating, to 15720 feet. Thus, the optimum arrangement
of spaces to be heated is a linear.one, extendingeast
to wesp, with an extensive southern exposute.

Co/lector glazing: - Since the thermal storage wall is
. located between the sun and the space-to be heated;

the collector glass does not admit any light into the
. livrng, space (unlike the glass in direct gain systems.
However_ windows can be incorporated in the thermal
storage which will both admit Some light and pro-
vide for some direct.heat gain. /,

Construction and thermal svrage material: Since all
of the thermal storage, mgss is in the masonry or water
of the wall, thee are nd restrictions on the materials
or finishes used on the remaining interior surfaces.

,
,.

z

A 4 4 - Thermal control: TemperatUrezfluctuations can be con-
, trolled'to a great extent by careful calculation of

- wall thickness. Heat output can be regulated by thermo-
o

P circulation,vents with dampers or insulation panels
or drapes, which can be easily' positioned and removed
from the wall's interior surface.

Thermal efficiency: ,Thermal wall systems hive an effi-
ciency of 30% to4.00: which is comparable to that of
many active solar,heating systems. Water prove's to
be a slightly more efficient storage medium than masonry -

t. when'systems of equal wallarea and storage capacity
are compared.

.

.

Potential for retrofitting: It is relatively easy to
aid a thermal storage wall to..the southern side of a
structure that has a clear southern exposure.

/

Thermarstyrage wall systems allow for rea wid variety

of construction materials and interior finishes an provide

a. high degree of control over indoor temperatures.

t

' -
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ATTACHED GREENHOUSE

,..

The attached greenhouse, is, actually a combination of

direct and indirect gain passivesystems...The greenhouse
,

or spnroom is located on the south side of the building, and'

_separated from the living space by a thermal storage mass

usually a masonry or water wall. Thus, rhe greenhoaseis .

.heated by direct gain and the living, space is heated by in-
.

direct gain. Figure 9 shows a 'typical attached greenhouse

arrangement, and also shows how vents can be located in the

t Irmar storage wall to permit thermocirculation simhar'to

that achieved in the indirect gain, masonry wall system.

SUMMER COOLING
VENT

DOUBLE GLAZING OR
TWO LAYERS OF

GREENHOUSE
LASTIC

woo,Atei

Page -30/EA-10

MASONRY OR WATER WALL 404
WARMS ROOM AND
GREENHOUSE AT NIGHT

N.
10

.m...............41? .

w

S
4 71

t AP-
OMP% it

"MOW 0 rr,riAls

c

Figure 9. Attached Greenhouse.
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Befoie recommending an attached greenhouse or sunspace,

the energy'auditor should consider the following:

Building configuration: the'buildiA:ould extend
east to west and allow the constructi of the green -`
house on the southern exposure, adjacent to the spaces
to be heated.

Collector Vo 'achieve the sameamount of heat
gain, the glast area of.the greenhouse must be approxi-
mately 1.5 times as large as the surface area of
thermal storage wall. This area can be reduced if an
active heat storage system isjncorporated into the
greenhouse system. .

tonstructioncand thermal storage material: No.restraints
are 'placed on the materials used for any parts of the
building, except the greenhoUse and,pheithermal storage
wall. The greenhouse should be constructed of double
glass or transparent plastic. The thermal storage wail
should be designed- according to the same criteria as
those used to design the-thermal storage wall systems
discussed previously.

Thermal control: Methods for controlling interior tem-
peratures Pare the same as those digcussed on thermal
storage walls. The range of.tempera-dtres is controlled
by properly S-i-z-ingind positioning the collector`. area
an, thermal mass:

No
Thermat efficiencjr: The greenhouse both heats itself
and supplies heat to the living space. Since all ad-
mitted sunlight is used-for heating, thb winter effi-
ciency of the greenhouSe is 'on the order of 60% to 70%.
Approximately 10% to.30% of the energy =incident on the

4 . 4

collector surfaces actually- transferred to the living

,space..

Potential for retrofitting: Greenhouses and sunspaces
are easily added to the southern walls of existing "

buildings w i clear, southern exposures.
0

In addition to prowl i seat, Alkle greenhouse cana1so

produce food.. In some cases where the utility and food bill

savings have both been-taken into account; greenhouses have

:-produced payback periOds as shOrt as 1 to 3 years.

O
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ROOF PONDS

e'T

The principle of heat 'flow in the xoof pond system is.

the same as 1.hat in the ind4rect gain system, which uses a

water thermalistorage wall. In the roof pond system, how-

ever, the water for thermal storage is located in thin plas-

tic bags supported on the roof by metal decks. These decks

also serve as the ceiling for the DOOM below and as exten--

sive, efficient radiating surfaces.
A

In operation; the ponds are exposed t6 the sun during

winter days to absorb heat, and then covered with insulating

paneks at night to preserve as.much of the heat as possible

(see Figute 10). The heat is then radiated directly to the

room beneath the roof pond. In surnmer, in.some climates,

the procedure can be .reversed the ponds being covered dur-
.

ingthe daytimetoprevent heat gain, and uncovered at night

to dissipate biThaturarconvection and radiation on cool

summer nights.

Before recommending a roof pond system, the energy 4

auditor shOuld Consider the following:

-,-Building configuration:
6

Since the.heat from a roof
pond is radiated directly to the room below, the appli-
cability.of roof pond systems is limited to single-
story structures or to the upper floors of multi -story
structures. Because the radiation is absorbed in a
horizontal plane rather than a vertical one, there are
no restrictions on building shape or orientation.

Collector glazing: Ponds should be unobstructed by-
shadow from 10.a.m. to 2, p.m. in winter and have maxi-
mum, night exposure in summer.

Construction and thermal storagelnaterial: Since ponds
are. typically 6-12 inches deep, the rodfmust support
a dead weight of 30-65 lb/sq ft. This support is typ-
ically supplied -by a metal deck, which acts as pond
support, ceiling, and radiating. surface. No restric-
tions are placed on construction materials for the,rest
of the structure.

Page 32/EA-l0
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INSULATING
PANELS.
ASTIPACTSD

WATER POICI IN
TIM PLASTIC SAG

INSULATCE ING PANEL&7PLA

LETAL
sumnar
oacx

HEATING
CYCLJE

141010

OAT
IAPIROWS INOICATE HU T PLOW)

NIGHT

Figure '10. Roof Pond.

ThermarcontroI:,4The large radiative ,surfaces of roof
pond systems provide high comfort levels and stable :

temperatures. .In- masonry buildings-, temperature fluc-
tuations are typ4ally within the range of 5°F to 8°F;
in buildings-constructed of lightweight materials, tem-
pprature fluctuations are on the order'Of 9°F to 14°F.

Thermal efficiency: In a double-.glazed roofs pond sys -'

tem,, thermal efficiency is in the°range of 30% to 45%.

-Potential for retrofitting: It is extremely difficult
ta install a roof,ppnd system if provision for it is
not made in the initial construction.

Roof ponds are-an inexpenSive, effeptilie passive heat-
,

ing system in latitudes below 36°NL. In dry climates where

there are clear night skies, roof ponds can also be effective

passive cooling sxsteMs. With proper architectural design,

00

4,4 01
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the usefulness of roof ponds in both heating and cooling can

be extended into other locations.

ISOLATED GAIN SYSTEMS

In isolated gain systems, the heat collection and stor-

age systems are isolated from the living area. This arrange-

ment allows the system to function independently from the

living space and supply heat only when necessary.

Isolated gain systems function on the principle of,the

natural convective loop, as shown in Figure-11. As the stor-
,

age medium is heated in the collector, it rises to the_heat

storage bin andis replaced by cooler water or air according

to the particular system.
A

HEAT STORAGE BIN

GLAZING

LAT

SOLAR
COLLECTOR

THERMAL
STORAGE MASS

CONVECTIVE LOOP

(ARROWS INDICATE HEAT FLOW )

Figure 11. Isolated Gain: Conyectiv

Page 34/EA-10
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installation of isolated gain systems are under way,

and information an energy auditor would need to recommend

an isolated gain -system has been compiled and analyzed.

ft
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EXERCISES

1. Although-many alternative energy sources- are being ex-

plored, only a few are of great significanc.e for the

energy'auditor. Why?

2 ExplainAhe concept of a "hybrid" solar water heating

system.

3"
Explain the importance of the reflective roof surface.

4. Discuss thermocircuration and its importance in passiA

solar space heating systems.

.5. Explain how roof ponds can provide both space heating

and space cooling.

6. Discuss heat flow -in an indirect gain space heating

system. (Discussion should include both masonry and

water, thermal.storage systems. ConduCtion, convection;

and radiation should also be considered.).

7. Explain why indirect gain and greenhouse passi've solar

heating systems ate more likely to'be applicable to

existing structures than direct gain systems.

REFERENCES

Colorado State University and the University of Wisconsin.

Design and Construction of a Residential -Solar Heating

and Cooling System. Washington, D.C.: National Science

Fdundation, Report No. NSR/RANN/SE/GE440451/PR/74/2.)

Daniels, Farrington. Direct Use of the Sun's Energy.. New

Haven: Yale, 1964.

Iibbin-Mindell-Bloome Associates: "Specifications of Solar

ColleCtors for the Federal Office'Building, Manchester,,

NOW Hampshire." Boston: General Services Administra-

tion.
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_Experiment,on th'e Grover Cleveland School, Boston, Mass.

Washington, National Science Foundation, Report

No. NSF/RANN/7t/064:
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Dept. of Commerce, 1975. PB-249929).

Mazria, Edward. The Passive Solar Energy Book. Emmaus..., PA:

Rodalt Press, 1979.

Perry, Joseph E., Jr: "The Wallasey School." 'Passive Solar
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TEST
. -

Enter True or False in the blank after each statement.

1. A hybrid solar hot water system combines the elements

of a passive system with those of a conventional fossil

fuel or electric system.

2. With an air system, transport of heat over lOng distances

is more costly than it would-be with a liquid system.

3. Photovoltaic cells can significantly reduce the cost-

per kWh of electricity consumed is a typical commercial

facility.

4. A direct gain system is so named because sunlight strikes

the thermal storage medium directly, rather than passing

through the windows and room first.

5 Generally, the most important consideration in "retro-

fitting an existing structure with any type of passive

solar heating system is the construction material.

6. Isolated pan systems are one of thenewest passive

solar energy systems.

7. With water-type solar collectors, selective surfaces

on absorber plates bedome less beneficial as temperature

requirements increase.

8. Curiently, the,greatest problem with active solar space

cooling systems in that absorption units:cannot operate

at temperatures in the range of 160°F to 180°F.

9. Because the effective range of temperature radiation

is 15-20 fee.t, active- solar space heating systems are

litited to residential and small commercial applications.

4 06
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10. One great adVantage of passive solar space heating sys-
tems is that their many mechanical parts are standard

hardware/construction items.

Completepthe folLowing sentences. .

11. Surfaces are more efficient than flat black
surfaces in solar collectors.

12. For relatively small buildings, when space heating is
the only load on the active solar system,

T

collectors may be most suitable.

13. In a water-filled thermal storage wall, the surface's

stay relatively cool due to the heat transfer process
of

14. In an isolated gain system, the'heat collection and

storage medium circulates through a . / 1

15.
, ..,,

is the solar collector tubing material most rf.
resistant to corrosion and pitting.

-.,
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PREFACE'

1

The Energy Audit Workbook provides a step-by-isteR approach to

gatheriv the necessary information for performing an energy audit. .

Modules EA -01 through EA-10 should be used as reference. While dif-

ferent auditing assignments may require many different forms and

checklists, the ones presented herein are basic and standard., They.

are: 14

Energy Inventory, .

Energy Audit Checklist

Condition Summary #.

Evaluation of Potential for Energy

Conservation Measures

Evaluation of Potential for Solar

and Renewable Resource Measures

Potent41 Energy Sawing Calculations

.`'Familiarity with these forms and checklists should a able the.energy

auditor to meet any particular reporting -requirements.

Students should read through the material in theWorkbook and work

,as many calculationT as possible (supplying aribtrary figures when

necessary).

1.

C
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4

ENERGY INVENTORY

The following EnerglInventory Form, or its equivalent, should be

complettd by management and/or operational staff,before the audit is

initiated. This information is essential to an understanding of build-
.

ing energy demand, using the audit checklist, preparing a report of the

energy audit, and developing a realistic energy management program.

(Information elements. marked with ar, asterisk (*) are not specifically

required by federal rule- making but can be useful for energy management

programs in individual institutions.)

The Energy Inventory'organi,zes important data concerning the build-

ing or ficility according to the following, categories:

A. General Administrative Information

B. OccupanCy Patterns/Operating Conditions /Climate Information/

Activity_ Groups.

C. Physical Characteristics e

D.' Annual Energy Consumption SuMmary

E. Energy Systems:

a. Lighting

b. HVAC

c. Heating and Cooling Sources

d Water Usage

e. Special Services

F. Solar and Renewable Resource Potential

G. General Remarks

Itis suggested that the different categories of the Energy

Inventory Form.be completed by the following qualified personnel:

413 EA-WB/Page 1
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Category Performed By
111h,

General Administrative Information;
Occupancy Patterns/Operating Condi-

tions /Climate Information/Activity
Groups;

Annual Energy Consumption Summary

Building administrative personnel

- .

.

- Physical Characteristics and Energy__
_

Systems: Lighting, Water Usage
Maintenance personnel

Energy Systems: Ventilation, and
Heating and Cooling ,

_-.-
i

Building engineer (In the absence
of building engineer, maintenance
personnel should complete these
sections.)

.

Energy Systems: Special Services Special services personnel .

. __.

The implementation of energy conservation maintenance and Operating

procedures iA a condition for eligibility for receiving federal assis-

tance under'the Technical Assistance Program. Should technical questions

arise concerning mechanical equipment in operation in tie building, the

engineer or appropriate service company should be consulted.

Page 2/EA-WB 414



ENERGY INVENTORY FpRIA

A. GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

1 -2. Indicate if single building or complex; enter the name; check the appropriate ownership, type

and category. if other applies, enter a one- or two-word description. (For example, a hospi-

tal which is neither a general hospital nor a TB hospital would check "other" and add lobstet-

rics'and gynecology" or 'eye, ear, nose, and throat," "orthopedic," 'chronic disease," or other

appropriate brief description.

3-4. Provide building address (do not use P.O. Box number enter street address) and phohe number.

Note year constructed and date of last major addition or modification.
5-6. Record names 4nd telephone numbers of building manager and building operator; record names of

mechanical' and electrical engineers. Record names and telephone numbers of persons responsible

for the building.
7. Has an energAmenagement coordinator been designated?
8. Indicate whether major changes are anticipated in the facility groper or in its function for

tne next'15 years; e.g., new_construttion, rehabilitation, or demolition.

3. :ndicate whether any otner energy audit work has been completed or is currently under way.

10. Oescrioe any conservation measures that nave been implemented or are being conlicered and ex-
pected cost -and energy savings expressed as an annual oercentage reduction in the type of fuel

af'ected. Attach additional page if necessary.

11. Describe any previous architectural/engineering studies.
12. Provide the names of the original. arcnitects and engineers of the oulloing.

1. Name of Buil ing or Complex:
Ownel.:

Public
Non-Profit

2. Building Type and
O School

tiglirTtary

Secondary
Junior College
College or Univ.
Vocational
Other, Specify

Category:
O Havana]

Genera
Tuberculosis
Psychiatric
Other, Specify

3. Building Addres's:

State

1. Year Constructed:,

S. Building Manager:
-Building Operator:
Person Resgonsible for Building:
Telephone Number:

1. Mechanical Engineer: Electrical Engineer:

7. Energy Management Coordinator Designated: Yes 0 No 0

B. Anticipated Building Modifications:

Zip

erivate
Indian Tribe

O Local Gov't.
Office
Storage

Servirws..

Police Station
Fire Station
Other, Specify

O Public Care
Nursing one

Long-term Care
Rehab. Center
Orpjnage
Public Health Ctr.
Residential Child Care

Other, Specify---

City

helepnone Number

Year of Last Major Addition or Modification:

Telephone Number:
Telepnone Number:

9. Previous Energy Audit Work Completed: Yes No,O. Specify:

10. Conservation Measures (Retrofit) Already Implemented or Under Consideration:

Yes 0, No 0 Specify Project, Cost and Expetted Energy Savings:

11. Previous Architectural/Engineering Studies:* Yes 0 No 0 Specify:

12. Original Architects:
Original Engineers:

4
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B. OCCUPANCY PATTERNS/OPERATING CONDITIONS/CLIMATE IFORMATION/ACTIVITY GROUPS

1. Complete occupancy schedule. If the institution operates on a seasonal schedule, or h other

periods of'at least a week's duration wnen the building is only partially occupied, the number
. of weeks partial use by calendar quarter should be entered, along with the approximate percen-
tage of total gross square feet in use during such periods.

2. Provide summer/winteroperating conditions: average indoor temperature, normal indoor rela-

tive humidity, outside design temperature, average seasonal relative numidity.
3. \Note U.S, heating and cooling zone in which building is located and climate information unique

to the location. Refer to heating and cooling degree data.
4. List the kinds of activities housed within the building.

Day(s) Time Period
Averae
Occupangcy

or
OLIPifed

Number of Hours Weeks/Year

.

Mon-Fri

day

evening _ t

nignt

Saturday

day

evening

ll ignt
us

Sunday

day

evening

night

Quarterly Partial Usage:

Quarter Weeks % qsf
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

*2. Operating Conilitions:

Average Indoor Temperature
Indoor Relative Humidity
Outside Design Temperature
Outside Relative Humidity

3. Building Location:
U.S. Heating Zone
Annual Heating Degree Days
Oase 65°F)

*4. List facility activities (e.g.
etc.) and approximate area and
a. area

area
area

d. area
e. area

Summer Winter

.*F

°F

°F

°F

U.S. Cooling Zone 4
Annual Cooling Degree Days
(Base 65°F)

th.

, radiology, school administration, mayor's office and staff,
time devoted to each.

sq. ft. time worked
sq. ft. time worked

. sq. ft. time worked
sq. ft. time worked
sq. ft. time worked

(If more space is needed, attach a Separate sheet.)

Page 4/EA-WB
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C. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. To calculate gross square feet (gsf), multiply the outsiae dimensions or measure from the cen-

terline of common walls and multiply by the number of floors. If the building has wings, or

the number of floors varies in one part from another, divide the building into sections, cal-

culate the area of each section, and total. (Deduct from the total area any parking garages"

or other areas that are neither heated nor cooled.) To obtain building volume, multiply aver-

age ceiling height times_gross floor area.

2. Total the exterior glass area (excluding skylights), noting whether glass is single or double

pane.

3. Total the exterior wall surface area (excluding glassed area), noting predominant wall mate-
rial. 'Indicate approximate overall thermal transmittance (U0) for wall structure by multiply-

ing area times U value.

4. Compute surface area of roof (excluding total skylight area). Note general condition. Indi-

cate approximate overa14-thermal-transmittance-(U0)-for_roof structure by multiplying area

times U value.
5-6% Note type and thickness of insulation material in roof, wails, and floors. Note if there is

none.
1: Sketch position of facility on site with North arrow.

3. Briefly describe general building concitions.

1. Gross Floor Ceiling

Area: 'gsf x Meignt ft Volume Cu. ft..

*2. Total Exterior Glass
Area: sq. ft. lingle Panes sq. ft.

3tuble Panes sq. ft.

*3.

North Side South Side East Side West Side

Total Area sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft.

Single Pane sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft.

Double Pane sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft.

Total Exterior Wall
Area: sq. ft. Material: Masonry Good

Uo; Btu /hr / °F Concrete Stucco

*4. Total Roof
Area: sq. ft. Condition: Good Fair Poor

Uo: Stu/hri*F

*5. Insulation Type: Roof Wall Floor

*5. Insulation Thickness: Roof Wall Floor

Otner

\,

7. What is orientation of building on site? (Draw sketch with North arrow.)

8. Description of general building conditions:

417- EA-WB/Page 5



ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION- SUMMARY

1-9. Complete fuel use summary for base year (or last 12 months if no b2se year has been estab-
lished), using utility records,and Energy Data Forms provided. (If no past records have been

kept, call the utility.) Multiply by the conversion factors (as required by the Federal

Register, Section 450.42(11), April 2, 1979) and enter the results in Column D as s-ghliir Btu

consumption. Transfer annual cost for each fuel from the appropriate Energy Data Form to

Column E. Compute consumptiOn-in Btus per gross square foot per year by dividing the total

of the entries in Column 0 by gsf. Compute energy dollars per gross square foot'Ber year by

dividing the total of the entries in Column E by gsf. (Obtain gross floor area from previous

Page and energy costs from Energy Bata Forms.)
Based-on past year's utility bills, complete peak electrical demand data., For buildings or
complexes over 200,000 gsf, or if the electric rate contains a demand charge, determine if
demand is recorded: Note times at which typical peaks occur during ddlly operation. Also

note whether-demand-fluctuates on.a seasonal basis indicating-month-in which the highest de-

mand occurs.
11. If data is available, inaicate the fuV used oy each of the major energy-using systems listed

and the annual consumption of eacn. ror "special," indicate special purpose facilities (e.g.

'cod service, laundry) aicn use signiricant amounts of energy, fuel type used; and annual

usage.

i.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5.

A -3 _ C 0 E F G

Fuel
Previous 12
Month Totals

Conversion
Factor

3tus
Consumed

Annual

Cost

Btu/
gsf/yr

5 /gsf/

yr

Electricity kWh x 11,600 t
.

Natural' Gas CCF x 103,000 .

42 Oil' gallons x 138,590 . ,.

46 0112 gallons A 149,690 .

Steam pounds x 1,390 .

Coal
__.

tons A 24,500,000

Dropane gallons x 95,475 . .

Other, Soecify3 . '.

TOTALS
/
////117/ML////////7///i

4 oil snouid incluae other distillate fuel oils.
2 .6 oil should nclude other residual fuel oils.
3 Use a standard engineering reference manual or factors provided by the State for

other fuels.

10. Deax Electrical Demand:

Annual:
montn:

kW

Fuel Use by Major Energy-Using Systems:

System Fuel ,Type

Heating
Cooling
Hot Water
Lighting
Special, SOtfy

Annual Use

41 8
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ENERGY DATA FORM

B C D F

-c..,c0X

.

Reading Date kWh Used

.

Measured Demand kW $ Cost
(FCA) Fuel Cost
Adjus intent (;)

Total Cost'
(D + E = F)

I,/kWh
,

(F : 0 = G)

From To Current Base : Current Base Current Base Ctirrent Base Current Base. Current Base

Jan .

Feb

_ .

Mai.
.

-, ...14

Apr
.

. .

_____
.

May ,

Jun
-,-.

. .> .
.

Jul , i t _

Aug

Sep
.

. ..,

Oct
,

.
,...

Nov
...

.

Dec ~ a

Column B Totals /
On-Si te

Conversion Factor
x

3,413
x

3,413
.
F ELECTRICITY

Electricity

'funding

.

. kWh/yr

.

,
e

..

Total Btus

Rate No. ____ ____

--
,

Column B Totals

Point of Generation
Btu Conversion Factor

x
11,600

x
11,600

Total Btus
_

.

419
;..
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ENERGY DATA FORM

B C - D , F

6

.c
..,

c
0z

Jan

Reading Date
Gas Used

CCF
Gas Cost

Gas Cost
Adjustment

From To Current Base CuOent Base Current Base'

Total Cost
(C + 0 = E)

Current

S/CCF
(E = 8 = F)

Heat ng
Degree Days

Base Current, Base Current ,Base

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

41.

.:

,

- s,

Aug

Sep

-4

J

Oct

Nov v

Dec

TOTAL

Btu
Conversion Factor

x

113,000
x

103,00!)

Total Btus

s

NATURAL GAS CCF/yr

Natural Gas Rate No.

Building
I

..s

422
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UM MI NM NM 4 111.111

fri

CO

1D

CD'
VD

1_,

2

Reading Date

mow wpm' wiliP Ilimmor WNW
-

ENERGY DATA FORM

B C. D

Fuel Used

(Gallons)

c

$ Cost
S /Gal Ion

(t. B= 0)

Fuel.Used Per

' Heating Degree,,Uay

Degree Days (0 : L F)

From To Current Base ,,Current Base Current Ease Current Base, Cbrrent Base

Jan

Feb

'Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug'

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec 4

TOTAL

Conversion &actor:

02 011 x 138,690 x 138.,690

16 x 149,690 x 149,690

Propane ; 95,475 x 95,475

Other x x

Total Btus

0

.
,423

OIL 0 #2 Oil 0 #6 Oil \
gal/yr

,PROPAtif._ gal/yr Other I gal/yr

4 ,

Percentage lotal Consumption

Current Year Basb Year

424
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ENERGY DATA. FORM

B D F

-c..
c
0z

Reading Date

-

Steam Used
(1000's of lbs)

,

.

$ Cost
$'s Per 1000 lbs

(C 1 IT = D)

Heating
Degree Days

Steam Used Per
Degree Toy
(8 + E = F)

Fr'om To Current Base Current Base Current Base Current Base Current ...Base

Jan
'

Feb .

Mar
.

A, /
.

.

.

Apr
.

.

May

..

. m-
Jun .

6...,*..

4/

Jul' . . _ , -

.

Aug

a

Sep
.

,

Ott
.0,

..,
°

.

Nov .

,
,

Dc
-------

,
.

.
.

lunm 8 Totals

. . -

On-Site Btm.

Cofiversibn Factor

x

1,000---4',000

x

.

0

SICAM IhS4yr, ____

Percentage

Current

Base

Year

Year

total Consumption XTotal Btus

.
Column 8 Totals ........

Point of Generation
Btu Conversion Factor

x

l',390

x

1,390

Total Btus

tk

4

426



I
E. ENERGY SYSTEMS

a. Lighting

1-2. For each lighting type, fluorescent and Incandescent, note the percentage of gross squa(e

feet of the building illuminated.
Include an estirrate'of average usage in hours per weex

and hours per year.
!

.
.

3. Determine the total wattage presently used to illuminate the building's interior and divide

by the gross floor area to.compute an average lignting level in watts per square foot.

4.0 Mote total interior and exteriOr loads in kilowatts by adding the wattages of all lamps

(separately for each) and dividing by 1000.

5. Note any unusual lighting appligations.
lks

ti

1. Fluorescent:
Percentage of gsf: t Usage: \ hr /wx hr/yr

2. tricandescent:
Pt:tentage of gsf: t Usage: nr/wk hr/yr

'3. Average :nterior Ligffting Level: watts/ft:

'a -oral interior Lignting Load: kW

Total Exterior Lignimg Load: KW

`5. Jr1USUal Lignting ApprIcatIons: ;

4i

V
k

127 EA-WB/Page 11
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E. ENERGY SYSTEMS

b. HVAC

11.

1-10. Check the typellitnd capacity of HVAC systems found in the building. If knowledge of the
system isqnot available, obtain the information from the mechanical engineer, Ilueprings,
specifications, or nameplates. Total the cubic feet per minute (cfm) of air that the
air systems supply to the building. Note what percentage of outside air is used. Vote

the heating and cooling Capc,ities and fan horsepower. Ifia building complex is being
audited, provide this information for each building: Attagh an-additional sheet if

needed.
11-13. Economizer Cycle: An,economizer.cycle is the air-handling equipment utilizing outcoor

air during the winter season totcool the interior of the building. Two types econo-
. mizer cycles are enthalpy control and dry bulb changeover temperatures.

i.

2.

% 3.

4.

5.

'6.

8.

9.

10.

System Type Total cfm
.

Minimum %
Outside Air

Capacity
3tu /hr

Fan

Horsepower

Terminal Repeat.

Multi-Zone

r.70tra-1--3uLt

Variable Air lolt.me

Induction ,

Fan Coil (/////////
Heat Pump

Air Exhaust A
Radiation //ff/ IMNI I I =M ' /// /
Other

*11. Economizer Cycle: Yes No

'12. If yes, indicate cnangeover temperature: 'F (ciiiy bulb)

*1-1:- -Tf yes, indicate if enthalpy control: Tif No

Page 12/EA=0
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E. ENERGY SYSTEMS

c. Heating and Cooling Sources

rieating

1-3. Note the'principal fuel.used by the heating system. Obtain the rated output (energy output

of system in Stus or kWhs) and the rated input (amount of energy required to obtain the

specified rated output) from the equipment specifications.
4-6. Larger buildings tend to have boilers or purchase hot water or steam. Smaller' buildings

'tend to have unitary direct-fired equipment. Determine the system type. Estimate the num-

ber of hours per day and weeks per year that the heating plant operates.

Cooling

1-3., Note the principal fuel used by the cooling system. Obtain the rated input consumption

figure required to generate full capacity cooling from specifications.

4-6. Examine the equipment to determine system type. Estimate the number of hours per day and

weeks per year that. the system operates.

,eating System

ruet Type

*2.
o

*3.

Rates Input ..ons4mption

Rated Output Capacity (5tu/nr)

4 System Types: (Check d )
3oilers
Purchased water or steam
Jnitary Direct -Fired

Furnaces
Package Equipment

'5.- --CffratiOn Petftter
nrs/weekday
nrs/Saturday
hrs/Sunday

*5. If not 52 wks/yr:
wks/yr
from (month)
through (month)

Cooling System

Fuel type 4A -

'Rated input Consumption

Rated Output 'Capacity (tons)

System Types: (Check )

Absorption
Electric Drive
Steam Turbine Drive
Water-Cooled Packaged Unit
Air-Cooled Packaged Unit

Operation Profile:-
hrs /weekday

hrs/Saturday
hrs/Sunday

If not 52 wks/yr:
wks/yr
from (month)
through (month)

ta.

-.11P.P111111.1
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E. ENERGY'SYSTEMS

d. Water Usage

4,

1-2. Arbitrarily select a base year. Examine the water bill and note the reading dates. Note

water used for each period in gallons. Note water costs for each quantity of water usage

and compute what this means in terms of S /gallon. Indicate heating source.

3-4. Estimate the number of gallons of hot water used per day. The difference between the

delivery temperature of hot water and the average ground temperature of city water is the

temperature rise. Record it now for later use.

Readjng Oates
Water Used Cost S/Gallon

From To Base Year Base Year _Base Year

......_
.

Totals

Electricity2. Domestic Water Heated By: Other

`3e Daily Usage:

(
Gallons/Day

..d. Delivery Temperature °F

Averagk Temperature of City Water *F

Temperature Rii °F 4-de-14-very temperarure - city war -pmperature)

Natural Gas

430
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ENERGY SYSTEMS

e. Special Services

1. Are laundry services providedt_if so,'note the number of washer/dryers, eacn washer/dryer's

capacity, and the total weekly load.

2. Are food services provided? Complete the "Food Preparation and.Storage_Area Equipment" cnart

on the following page, if applicable.

3. Are other special services pro/I.:led?

1. Laundry Yes No

Enter Fuel Type: N.G. Natural Gas, E = Electricity

Washing Data Drying Data

Number of
Washers.,

Wasner
Capacity

Total Weekly
Loads

Number of
Dryers

Dryer'

Capacity

.Total Weekly
Loads

Fuel

Type

lbs lbs

.

lbs
.

lbs

lbs lbs

lbs lbs

lbs lbs

lbl lbs

2r Food Yes No C3.

On the following chart, check the kitchen equipment used in food preparation and storage.
Where possible, record information from equipment nameplates. Use the "comments" colwmr*

to note general_sondition and equipment.

3. Wier Yes No

Describe briefly-

4

431 EA-WB/Page-15-
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4

FOOD PREPARATION AND STORAGE AREA EQUIPMLNT

A B C , D E F

.

'Description
.

.
.

Number of
Units

Nameplate
. Information

(Kilowatts, Btu/hr)

Hours
Operated

Daily

Days/Yr
In Use

Annual

Consumption
(kWh or Btu)

AxilxCxD

A.

Additional
*

CommentsComments

Ranges
-.

Ovens .
.

.

Steam Tables

Frying Tables
. t

Freezers
,

. _

ag .0 ..

.

,..

Refrigerators ,' .
.

, 0$
Infra Red
Warmers

. ..

', ''

..

Dishwashers
.

. ,

_

Microwaves

,

,

Hoods With
-Exhaust Eans

,

'

__.

,

Mixers
%

.

,

..__.

Other
";

'

.

C

4 32
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F. SOLAR AND RENEWABLE RESOURCE POTENTIAL
111.

1. Check characteri,tics of adjacent property.

2. Indicate nature of location.

3. Note building characteristics, indicating shape as square,

shaped, or attach a rough sketch of the configuration.

4. Note roof design. For the orientation of a pitched roof, indicate e compass direction of a

line perpendicular to the ridge line in the direction of the downslop . Note presence of rd7"-

obstructions such as chimneys, space conditioning equipment, water,towers, mechanical rooms,

anditairwells. Identify the principal structural material of the roof; e.g., steel, concrete,

or wood structural components. Also, identify the type of roofing such as shingle, slate, or

built-up.

5. Indicate nature of southern-racing
6. Check type and tpcatJon of heating equipment.
7. Using informer& from thg National Weather Service, the State's energy office, or from cnarts

provided, enter monthly average insolation and wind speeds.

8. Note any special conditions ar characteristics related to potential for solar or other renewaole

resource application.

rectangular, E-sfiebed, A-shaped, L.

I. Adjacent open land (not heavily shaded)

OField/Orard O Parking Lot Other, Specify

2. Location:.

OUrban Suburban Rural

3. 'Bulking characteristics:

Roof Unsnaded Southern Wall Unshaded

Number of Stories General Shape

4. Roof:

Flat Pitched, Orientation

Roof obstructions:

S. :cmoosi.tion of Southern Facing Wall:

Primary Structural
Material

Type of
Roofing

Southern-Facing Wall Glass Aret:

Less than 25% 25% to 753 Over 75%

6. Type and location of space heating equipment:

OSingle Unit Multiple Units

0OutsideLocation

Inside; Location

Type and location of water neating equipment:

Wingle Unit MUltiple Units

'O Outside, Location

"bInside, Location

7. Average Insolation:

Average Insolation (Elta/ft2/yr)

Jan April July ' Oct

Feb May Aug Nov
Mar June Sept Dec

8: Remarks c

Average Wfnd Speid;

Average Wind Speed (miles /hr)'

Jan April ,July

Feb May Aug

Mar June Sept

Oct
Nov

Dec

433
EA748/Page 17
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G. GENERAL REMARKS

Provide any additional information4Fonsidered to be pertinent to the preliminary energy audits or any
explanations necessary for understanding entries elsewhere on the forms.

Remarks:

4

4

Ia 18/EA;14.1i_
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1

ENERGY AUDIT,CHECKLIST

A

After a basic understanding of the facility haS been gained through

completion of the Energy Inventory, the energy auditor is ready to

schedule a walking tour of the building. Outside areas as wel1 as the

main buildings are to be included-in the tour, which should be conducted

during normal operating hours.

The checklists that follow are organized according to building

systems. Trouble spots are indicated by appropriate symptoms or condi-

tions, each capable of being observed by individuals with nontechnical

backgrounds in energy management. (No elaborate equipment is.required;
r

however, it is recommended that, if available, a standard -dry- bulb

thermometer, alight meter, and the building plans be used to facilitate

data collection.) at
. ,

Corresponding to each condition are appropriate operatipnal and

maintenance (O&M) and conservation measures (retrofit options) that can

rectify the problem. The O&M-epti-an-s-S-1-i-mp-I-entented-where-p

sible, before considering the energy conservation meibels. A record

of progress should be,keptby indicating the `ates of implementation of

O&M options, initials of "implementors," and whether applicable. 'Energy

measures should be checked ifthey are to be, considered or if they, do

not apply. -

.

Auditors and/or energy management teams should give first priorfity

to the operational and maintenance optioni usually the most rapid

means of reducing energy consumption. Operational and maintenance

options include the rest or readjustment of existing systems to achieye

increased efficiency and generally involve "no- cost" qr "low - cost'

procedures, -Only,when all possible operational and maintenanft options

have been employed should the more capital intensive energy measures

(retrofit:and redesign options) be considered.

406
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CONDITION

0
X

O

,4
0

ENERG ANTI' CHECKLIST:.

A9MilliSTRATION

A-1 Thermostats on heating/cooling units
are vulnerable to occupant adjustment.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

I

Reset7thermastatsag5,,_

Install or replace locking screws to prevent

tampering.

1 DATE IT ;ALS si A
COMPLE'-E0

c

SUGGESTED ENERGY=MEASURES:-CPETROFIT)------

,Inttall tamper -proof locking covers on thermo tats.

Install preset solid state electric thermostat

. ff existing. controls are electric..

Relocate thermostats in return air ducts where
they will be inaccessible to occupants.

Illielmo

Pagg20/EA-WB
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CONDITION

{

X

z

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

ADMINISTRATION

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

just thermostats to 68°F in heating season and,

to 78°F during cooling season.

Change the location of thermostats from areas

subject to extreme temperature fluctuations, such

as next to windows or over a heating or cooliiiig

unit.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Replace existing tttermostatrwith a thermostat that
has a separate setting for cooling and a separate.
setting for heating, or use one thermostat to con -'

troy heating and'one thermostat to control cool ing.

'DATE INITIALS k1 A
COMPLETED

441N-7.10;::::1E-0
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-CONDITION

er

ENER,QY AUDIT CHECKLIST

ADMINISTRATION

..

A-3 Unoccupied or little used areas are
heated or cooled unnecessarily. ,

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

xminINNI.

Reduce winter'thermostat settirids to 55°F in
unocc604-Rr a-rees .

Where possible, turn off heating systems
in space can freeze.

Use spot heaters/coolers in large spaces
occupancy..

if nothing

with low

Turn off coo ling systems in 'unoccupied areat, if
possible.-

Disconn9ct electrica4- devices, ,close drapes, and
shut off air systems if nothing in space can
freeze.

7-

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES7IPETROFM

0411

°ATE
COMPLETE°

I
Install system controls 'to reduce heating/cooling (

of unoccupied spaces.

.Page 22/EA-WB 439 .
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ENERGY .AUDIT CHECKLIST

ADMINISTRATION

CONDITION 40

A-4 Off,hour activities are scheduled.

;

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Res-theduie-,:o ff-hour- activities to accommodate-

partial shutdowp of building systems.

ReschedULe custodial- and cleaning activities during
working hours whenever - possible.

Reexamine original assumptions .regarding occupancy
patterns and building usage. Modify patterns for

increased energy efficiency,.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEAStIRES: (RETROFIT)

Instill .an automated energy management .system that
will ,,control all spaces in accordance with usage.

4 10

:-L -e \1 ?LS
covP-e-eo
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CONDITION

4

/ S
v

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLSS.T.

ADMINISTRATIO11

A-5 Building temperatures are not adjusted
for unoccupied periods.

SUIPOSTED O&M OPTIONS4

'4,

410. Reduce ,thermosta4 settings'by minimum of 10°F at
-rri-ghts; for wee4(ends-T-and hol-idays during heating

S.eason.

Shut down all air-conditioning units at night, on
.meekends , and ho 1 i days .

110

t

SUGGESTED ENERGY_ MEASURES: (RETROFIT)
1

Install automatic controls such as'time clocks or
automated management systems,

t`t

.k

Page 24r /EA-WB
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CONPITION

X

4..r13GY AUDIT -CHEbKLIST

ADMINISTRATION

A-6 H ating/cooling equipment is operating

i i
lobbies, corridors, vestibules and/or

o her public 'areas.

SUGGESTED O&M OFTIONS

Clcise supply ducts and radiators and/or lower
heating set points in the above areas if there
is no possibility of freeze -up.' Di sconnect
electrical heating unites (or 'switch off at

breaker box).

Close air-conditioning supply ducts servfng.the

above areas.

1*

SUGGEST` ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Properly adjust and balance air/water systems and
controls.

442

ZOmPLETED

, -0 3E
CONSICEPE0
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CONDITION

X
,

0

T.

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

ADMINISTRATION

A-7 Heating/cooling equipment is started
before occupants arrive and/or is
operating during last hour of occupancy.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Ex periment with start-up times and duration of )

opefftion to determine satisfactory comfortlevEls
for occupants. Reduce or turn off heating and
cooling during the last hour of occupancy, allow-
ing the building to "coast."

f

OATS INITIALS N
CCMPLETED

PUGGESTED-ENERGY MEASURES: IFIETROFITI

O

Install a time clock'or an automated energy manage-
ment system that will reduces heating and/or turn
pff air conditioner.

Page 26/EA-WB
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CONDITION

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

ADMINISTRATION

A-8 Use of equipment associated with laundry
and custodial services coincides with
,heavy electrical demand periods.

SUGGESTED 'O&M OPTIONS

- - giiipment b.e. US_Efi in

accordance with guidelines that avoid peak electri-

cal 'demand periods.

e

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

OATS t
compLITED NITIALS ke

.1

Install a. deMand control system to automatically
monitor power demand and to shut off assigned
secondary loads to lower demand peaks to pre-

established level.

444,
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CONDITION

D

z

EKERGY AUDIT 'CHECKLIST

'ADMINISTRATION

4

A-9 Blinds and. curtains are not used to help

insulate the building.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Instruct personnel to-close interior shadTng devices
to reduce night heat loss in winter and to reduce
,solar heat gain during the summer.

Repair or replace damaged or missing shading devices.

Place reminders where appropriate.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RgTROFIT)

Add reflective or heat absorbing films to reduce
solar heat gain in summer. (Caution: Natural

lighting and-solar heat-gain in winter will be

reduced. Also, unless protected by an additional
layer of glass, these-films are subject to damage.)

. Install outdoor shading devices.

Page Z87EA-WB 445
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CONDITION

0 0
X

ENERGY AUDIT. CHECKLIST.
'b

.,-ADMINISTRATION

A-10 No records of maintenance for motors
and motor- driven" equipment are avail-

abTe.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Using'nameplate data, prepare an up-to-date list
of all motors and -pumps used in the-fedlity-and-
list routine maintenance to be perform' d on each.

Check regUlarly for:

a-. Correct motor voltage and amperage

b. Loose connections and worn contacts

c. . Unbalanced voltages on three-phase motors

d. Improper grounding
e. Packing wear'
f. Wear and binding on bearings and drive belts

g. Proper sequencing of pumps and motors

-

DATE
\ COMPLETED

-SUGGESTED-ENE YIMEAGURES: ORE-n:10M)

b 4p
Replace worn equipment with more efficieht units,

A
if available.

446
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CONDITION

.

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

ADMINISTRATION

A-11 Control devices are not illspectea on a

regular basis.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Routinely check all lime clocks and other control
equipment for proper operation, correct time and
day, and proper programming of on-off set points.
Protect from unauthorized-adjustment.

gig

SUGGSTED-ENERGY-MEASURES: RETROFM

Consider using an automated energy management
system as an alternative.

Page 30/EA-WB
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If

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

ADMINISTRATION

CONDITION

(:3

A-12 Conditioned air or heated water is

discarded.

7, ;
A

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

None Pf-actical

DATE NITIALS N A
COMPLETED

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

It is important, fora .bui g owner to be 'aware

of heat recovery measures. Howev_erti it is not

wise to install such. equipMent without first
analyzing the energy iharacteristics of the build-

ing, perforMance of the hardware,and how it fits

into the overall energy plan.

°'

O
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o

I

CONDITION

A

*

X

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

LIGHTING

. .

I

L-1 Incandescent lamps are used in offices,
work rooms, hallways, and gymnasiums.

(

SUGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Where possible, use a single incandescent lamp, of
---lower wattage -rather than two or more smaller lamps

of combined higher wattage.

Discontinue Using extended service lamps except in
special cases, such as recessed directional lights
where short lamp life is a problem.

Discontinue using multi-level lamps. The efficiency
of a single wattage lamp is higher per watt than a

multi-level lamp.

r

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)
" 8E

CAN S$CEPED

Replace nondecorative incandescent lamps with more
energy conserving types such as fluorescents in
general purpose areas and mercury vapor's in large

group areas.

,Page 32/EA-WB
449
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ENERGY AUDIT, CHECKLIST

LIGHTING

CONDITION e.

.0 L-2 fixtures where fluorescent lamps
have been removed, the ballasts have

not. been disconnected.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Disconnect ballasts that still use significant
amounts of energy even though tubes have been

removed.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

At

Repla'ce unnecessary tubes With "dummy" types, whidh
draw little 'current and yet provi de uniform lighting

effect.

450
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COMPLETED
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r

O

C cADMON

A

A
X

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

LIGHTING .

L-3 When burned out flu orescent lamps and/or
ballasts have been,replaced, more effi-
cient lights have not .been installed.

2

-SUGGEIVED O&M OPTIONS

4

DATE INITIALS % A

....0
.1\ COMPLETED

When relamping, replace fluorescent tubes with more t

-efficient and lower wattage'typeso such as 35-watt
instead of 40-watt, to achieve a reduction in elec- ,

iric0 energy consumption. Wherever possible,
replace burned out ballasts with more efficient
lower wattage energy - conserving ballasts.

. pnsider not replacing burned out bulbs or lamps
and disconnecting ballasts in areas where delemping

-.-0---js'possib4e, For example', in four-lamp fixtures,
allow two lamps to remain and disconnect appropriate ,
ballaits.

SUGGE§TED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Install'more efficient fluorescent tubes and ballasts
. in all existing 1pminaires (fixtures). (Note: Ver-

ify that new,lamps will work with existing ballasts.)

Cowering luminaires (fixtures) will increase illumi-
nation levels on the task'area and may rermit a
reduction in the number-of fi- xtures or the wattage
of lamps.

Page- 34/EA-WEt: 451
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A4

CONISMON

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST'

LIGHTING

L-4 Lamps' and fixtures are not clean.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

4
Etallish a regular inspection and cleaning schedule
for lamps sand luminaires. Dust builup reduces

effectiveness.

Replace lens shielding that is yellow or that has,
become hazy with new acrylic lenses that do not

yellow.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Replace outdated or damaged luminaires with modern
types that are easy to clean.

452
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+To

CONDITION

X

A

0

41,

4,r

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

--, LIGHTING

L=5' Exterior lighting is used.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Replace exterior T50-watt flood lamps with 75-watt
flood Tamps to reduce consumption yet maintain
adequate illumination.

Elimin4te outdoor lighting where practical.

S..

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASUIES: (RETROFIT)

' Install atcontrol"device (i.e., time clock, photo-
cell) to utbmaticalll turn off lights when not
needed. . .

Replace exterior incandescent lamps with more
efficient types, such as high pressure sodium or
metal.halide.

Page 36/EA-WB
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.
ENERGY- AUDIT.CHECKLIST,,,

LIGHTING

.

,..

A

.
A,C
z

.
7 C G,

.

i
..

I

GONOMON _

0 1:3
L-6 Lights are on in unoccu pied areas..

; 4

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Provide signs instructing occupants to turn off -

lights when leaving room.

Organize task areas to eliminate unnecessary
illumination.

a

SUGGESTED ENEI,GY-ME SA_LIFFIETROFIT)

Rewire switches so that one switch doei not con'troT--
all fixtures in multiple work spaces.

Provide timer switches in remote or` seldom-used
areas where there swill be brief ii4kipancylaeriodst___-,_

?. 454
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44'

CONDITION

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

LIGHTING

L- Natural lighting sis not optimized

X

/0'
Util

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

.4401111

ize natural-lighting wherdver possible.

alean walls or repaint with light reflective non-

gloss colors.

se

c

tiE A,
COvE-EEJ

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT,/

Install light sensors, and dimming equipment, which
automatically.compensates'for varying natural light-

. ing conditions.
4

i

Page 38/EA -4 B
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4

CONDITION

a

7e:

2

ENERGY AUdIT CH8CKLIST..,

LIGHTING

L-8 Two lamps have not been removed from
four -lamp fixtures where,Rcs4j b 1 e .

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Remove two l amps and disconnect ballasts.

11=11MI)

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

None Practical

,456
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CONDITION

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

BUILDING ENVELOPE

B-1 Improper alignment and operation of
windows and. doors allows excessive
infiltration.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Realign or re-hang windows or doors that do not
permit proper closure. In extreme cases, consider
permanent sealing of windows.

Make sure that automatic door closing mechanisms
are working properly. Adjust for faster. return.

Replace or repair faulty gaskets in garage or other
overhead-doors.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETRCEIT)

Consider'resizing exterior doors (i.e., delivery

doors), making them smaller to reduce excessive
infiltration.

Add expandable separate enclosures, wkere.practical.

Install self-closing doors on openings to uncondi-

tioned spaces. ...

Page 40/EA-WB
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(continued) .1
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CONDITION

Da
x

0
0

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST.,

BUILDING ENVELOPE

SUGGESTED 08:M OPTIONS
OATE INtrIAL.S N

COMPL.ETEO

.0

I SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

(continued)

Installa switch on Overhead doors that prevents
activation of heating /cooling unit's when door is:.

open.

Install vestibuledoors at major entrances.

7.1711N.

4
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A

CONDITION

E3

.

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

I 1 I'

B-2 Ceiling/roof insulation is inadequate

or has been_water damaged.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Before replacing water damaged insulation, repair

roof where required.

Verify that vapor barlf.iPr faces the conditioned .

space and is intact.

'1p

18.

4.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

,

Add new insulation to Meet ',recommended standard.

.4 (Check the cost effectiveness of this measure
parti-cularly if the facility is over three stories:)

r

Page 42/EA4)B A" :
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IONOITION

.0

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

BUILDING ENVELOPE

B-3 Weather stripping and caulking around
windows, doors, conduits, piping,
6terAor joints, or other areas of
infiltration are worn, broken, or
missing)

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Use quality weather stripping and caulk kg to
ensure that all areas of infiltration a e sealed,

Replace broken or cracked.windows. (Air leakage

is most evident when wind is blowing against the
side of the building.)

o'

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Where practical, cover4all windows and through-

- the-wall cooling units when not in use. Specially
designed covers can be obtained atjelatively low

. cost.

In areas wit constant strong winds, consider in -',

staging win screens to protect exterior.doors

from direct,b st of prevailing winds. Screens

(

460

(continued) .0t
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CONDITION

ENERGY AUDIT C HE C K L1 S.T

. BUILDING ,ENVELOPE

SUGGESTED.p&M OPTIONS

1
OATS .141TiALS ' A

cos.IPLF.Teo

:.SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

(continued)

be opaque (constructed inexpensively from
crete block) or transparent (constructed of

1 framing with armored glass).. Careful
tioning is necessary for infiltration control.

. .

A

t_

, Page 44/EAAI
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CONDITION

S

e p

ENERGY; AUDIT CHECKLIST

BUILDING ENVELOPE

B-4 Excessive expanses of glass exist on

exterior walls.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

When replacing windows, replace with thermopanes,

utilizing the same casings. #

01.

Keep curtains and drapes closed in unoccupied

spaces.

14;

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES:, (RETROFIT)

Mon

Totally or partially insulate windows. Consider

repl-ating windows with walls.'

Install double pane windows..

Consider adding reflective or heat absorbing film

to minimize solar gain in summer and heat loss in

winter. Note: Any window filmireduces natual
lighting and winter solar gain.)

\IINIMINW
,(continued)

4 62,
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CONDITIolti

a-
.1

x ,

O

'ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

BUILDING ENVELOPE

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

tY

a

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

,

-k-' (continued)

Consider installation of adjustable outdoor shading
devices. .

0

Rage'46/EA-WB
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CONDITION

El 0
.o

A

a.

. aa

ENERGY

BUILDING ENVELOPE.

.

B:5 There is no insulation between condi,:
tioned and unconditioned spaces.

.........,

or

. SUGGESTED OW?, ONIONS

tat

'

a

9

. 6
f

None'Practical

$11

O

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

a

IK

D 0 a

.

Insulate tetvleen heated /cooed spaces and uncondi
tioned or outside areas such as parkigT garages,
porticos, storage, basements, and attics.

p

0

A

16.4

V

0.17E
COMPLETED

ar

ata
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..

CONO0a0N

.s .s ..

..17,

x

I

is used to ventilate_the building.

. I
* 0.0 v-i An excessive quantity of outdoor air

f

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST ,

VENTILATION

ss

-a

SUGGESTED -O&M OPTIONS

Reduce. outdoor air. quantity to the mjnimum allowed

by codes b'y adjustin'g outdoor air dampers during

hours of occupancy.

S.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

SI

*. ,1

Fieplk,e old.style Ampers with new high qua ity
opposed-blade mcidels with better close -offs tings1

' rf,
O

0

L.

p

f V
r

' v
II. 4. .fir
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CONDITION'

a

p

=

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

VENTILATION

V-2 Outdoor air intake dampers open when
building is unoccupied.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS ,

Close outdoor air dampers when building is unoccu-

pied. ,Be sure dampers have proper seals and adjust

to) ensure complete closure.
.

Where codes permit, close outdoor air dampers-during
first and las't hours' of occupancy to permit fast

warm-up and cool-down.

.1

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: iRETROFM

Instill controls that will automatically close

damper:s during unoccupied periods.

.

If

466

04.--E
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CONDMON

'El

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

VENTILATION .

(:,

,

V-3 Ventilation systems are not 'utilized
for natural cool ing capability.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Whenever possible, use outside air for coeling
rather than using, refrigeration. (Use economizer
cycle, if available.)

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES:. (RETROFIT) 1

1

Install an economizer cycle with enthalpy control
to optimize use of outside air fosr cooling.

Page 50/EA-WB
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CONDITION

0 [3

4 tr

ENERGY- AUDIT .CHECKLIST.

'VENTILATION

V-4 Exhaust system operation is not.
programmed.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Discontinue use of unnecessary exhaust fdqs.

Rewire toilet exhaust fans to operate only when

lights are on. (Fans are often wired in reverse.

CoJrrec't as needed.)

Z,

DATE
COMPLETED'

Schedules' should be established so that exhaust
fans run only when needed.

0

Consider grouping smoking and other areas w ith

similar exhaust requirements so that they may be

served by one exhaust system.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

..Install tim e clocks or other controls to shut off

.exhaust system when not needed when permitted by

code).
O

Install a rheostat in series with exhaust fan to
modulate fan speed so that no more than the neces-
sary amount of air willbelexhausted.

. i , f,

(continued)

468.
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6

O

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

_.VENTILATION

lb
CDNOMON

04

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

q

SUGGEST ffE.'? ENERGY MEASURES: . CRETROFJ)

(continued)

Install' chemical or efectrOnic odor or particulate
remover 0 reduce th4 need. for using gutside air . .

kyfor ventilation.' . --

.. . V.
Install controlled or gravity dampers on, all exhaust
ducti to close ducts when fan is not operating.

Page 52/EA -WB
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ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

VENTILATION

CONDMON r
V-5 Return outdoor air .and exhaust dampers

are 'not sequencing properly.

A

X

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Adjust damper linkage.

D.

Be sure damper motors are operating prope'rly.

Readjust position indicators to a
damper positions.

Reset linkage or replace qampers ,ifblades do not

close tightly. .

Close all outdoor air intake dampers when equipment
is shut pff and when bOding is unoccupie'd.

el.y indicate

O

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Replace old style dampers with new high quality
opposed-blade models with better close-off ratings.

S.

sa

DATE
CCAIDLETE0
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CONDITION

A
A

;

ENERGY AUDIT CI-IE.CAIST
4 .0,

VENTILATION

V-6 During heating season, temperature of
airflow to space feels too cold.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Raise supply temperature to a minimum of 60°F in
interior Zones and 65°F in perjmettr zones during
winter. Be sure to lower the supply. temperature
to 55°F during the cooling season, (Check. local.

codes.)

Reduce air volume to prvent a draft effect during
heating season.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFfT)

0

None PraOtical

A

C

rage 54/EA-WB
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ENERGY AllaiT CHECKLIST
./

.. 4

cokomoN

4,,

'
e -
..ENfIL,ATON

r-
%

-,
V-7 'AiMth, to space feels unOpally low or

.-0**. Sinconsistent from one space to another.

ti
1.

'SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Utilize ductwork access openings to check for any
obstructions such as loose hanIg.ing jnsulition (in.

lined ducts), loose .turning vanes and accessories,
and closed volume and fire dampers. Adjust, repyr,

or replace as necessary. .

,'Inspec t, all room air outlets.ard inlets (diffusers,
registers, and-grilles). They should be kept cjean

'-arid free of all dirt and obstructiqns. Clean and

remove obstructions as necessary.

Clean or replace dirty or ineffedtive filters'on e

regular basis.

Post signs instructing occupants not to place objects

where they will obstruct airflow.

Consider rebalancing system.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES; (RETROFIT) '

6

None Practical

CL
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CONDIT1CiN

0 0
X

C
z

C

ENERGY -AUDIT CHECKLIST

HEATING

H-1 Multiple boilers or heaters fire

simultaneously.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Adjust controls so tharboiler fa will not fire-
until boiler 41 can no longer satisfy the demand. ,

O

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: CRETROFIT)

0

Purchase and install automatic staging contras
if applicable.

Page 56/EA-WB
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CONDITION

0 0
:7)

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

HEATING
k

H-2 Stack temperature appears excessively
high (greater than 400°F plus,room)
temperature).

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Ensure that proper amoynt of air for combustion.is
available in (rnace room.

Examine and clean air.intake filters. 1.

Perform flue gas analysison a regular basis to
ensure proper air-to-fuel ratio.

If furnace is over-firin verify that spuds and,

nozzles are properly si ed. Also check that fuel

pressures are not too igh.

NOTE: Checks and maintenance of boiler operations
'should be performed by qualified personnel. If -

there are none on the staff of the institution,
consideration should be given to obtaining assis-

tance from a service contractor.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Purchase kit for.flue Os analysis if frequent
testing,is anticipated.

N1/4
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CONDITION

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST
-%

HEATING

H-3 Water in heating system i heated when

.
St,

there is no need. -..

4 :

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

y
41. "I

Turn off boiler, pumps; or heat source.

ia

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Install control to automatically shut down lieat-
generat4ng device when outside air temperature

reaches 60°F.

Page 58/EA-WB 475
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CONDITION

x
IJ

a

A

0

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

HEATING

H-4 Space,tempRratUres are higher or lower

than thermostat seftingS%,

t

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Recaiibrate thermostat.

;A.--
Plowlgut moisture; oil, apdArt from peumatic
lines (for pneumatic system)i,clean contacts if

electrical control systeM. ,

Rtcalibrate controllers.

Ensure that control valves and dampers are modulated

properly.

Ensure that heat-generating device is producing
heat and that heat distribution to the space is

unobstructed.

Make sure air intake volume is not excessive.

. SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

For electric control systems, install preset solid
State thermostats that do not, require calibration.

:
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Ug.

CONDITION

VIRZY AUDIT CHE LIST

11EAT I

H-5 Heating system'
feel s excess i

mild weathe

hot water temperature
ly hot.during periods of

O

SUGGESTED O&M OPTI

Experiment with hot 'water temperature' reduction

until an acceptable comfort level i sr reached.

Make sure reset control s work properly.

o

DA-E.
COMPL.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Purchase and instal l automatic temperature control s
to- schedule heating water temperature according to
outside temperature.

I .

(-7
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CONDITION

A

2
A

:

it

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST'

HEATING

H,6 Condensate from street steam is beilfg
discharged to sewer drain.

SUGGESTED O&M pPT1ONS

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: SETFIT1Ti

. `Install pump to return condensate to boilen or

return, conlensate by, gravity ,i f possible. Conden-

.
sate can .also be used to'heat domestic water dr
bailer' ccmbustion air priorto its return, to the4
boiler fAdwater system.

'

' '

4 7 8

4
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CONDMON

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

(taxar

Heating pilot lights are on during
cooling season.

tY

C

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Turn pilots off°. (Enter shut-off and turn-on dates
in the log book and post a notice in the boiler/
furnace room.)

01111111

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

callows.

Replace worn units with new electronic ignition-
models to.avaid unnecessary fuel consumption.

.Page 62/EA-WB
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'ENERGY AUDIT, CHECKLIST

HEATING

CONDITION ie

-8 Steam radiators or other steam e'quipmerit

fail to heat, or operate erratically.
I

4
4

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Check the temperature'of the pipe on, the downstream
side_of steam traps.' If it is excessively hot, the

trap probably is'passing steam. This can be caused

by dirt in the trap, a valve off the stem, e'xcessive
steam pressure, or worn trap parts (especially valves

and seats). If the pipe is moderately hot (as hot

as a.hot water pipe), it probably is passing conden-

sate,,which iT should. If it is cold, the trap is

...not working at all and should be replaced or. repaired
Initiate a steam trap maintenance program. ,

Clean ors replace thermostatic control valves on

radiators.

Check air vent valve. If it is not operating

properly, replace.'

If the rmostatic trap is malfunctioning; clean or

replace bellows element.

(continued)

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

None Rractical

0.TE NwriA.S \ A
CO^RLETEZ
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CONDITION

U

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

HEATING

'SU6GESTED:9PTIONS

r(con'tin'ued)

L

'Water pockets ay be obstructing steam flow. "0'

Correct by i-epitching or rerouting pipes.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)-

PagePage 64/EA-WB
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is

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

HEATING

CONDITION

H -9 Steam, condensate, and heating water
piping insulation are in disrepair or

missing.

.1

X. J
SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Inspect pipes for boken or missing insulation.
Repair or replace as needed.

/

(

titst

0,17E INIT,A.S \ A
COMPLETEc

4

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Install additional pipe insulation in accordance
with design specifications and.energy conservation
codes.

t

t
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a

,

.. ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

CONDITION

0 0

HEATING

Fr-10 Operatiorf of oil burner is Accompanied
by excessive smoke and sooting.

.1

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Inspect burner nozzles for wear, dirt, and incorrect

spray angles. Clean and adjust as necessary. ,

Verify that it is flowing freely and that oil

pressure is orrect.

Perform flue .gas analysis to set proper air-to-fuel,
ratio.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Purchase kit for flue gas analysis, i f frequent
testing is anticipated.

't.,

Page 66/EA-WB
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t
ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

'HEATING

CONDITION ;000w

OND I

H-11 Soot and odors are detected in areas

where they are not expected.

x

- 2
GI

7.4

4,

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Heat exchanger may have bu'rned out.' Replace.

Stack draft may be inadequate. Clean and correct

as necessary.

Perfofm flue gas analysis tb obtain proper air-tb
fuel ratio.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES,'

Purchase kit for flue gas analysis if frequent
testing is anticipated.

484
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C ONDM 01;1

C.

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST'

-HEATING

H-12 Evidence indicates faulty or inefficient
boilers or furnaces: -.

SUGGESTED 08tM OPT])ONS

Remove' scale deposits, accumulation of sediment,
and boiler compounds on waterside surfaces. Examine .

and treat rear portion of boiler (the area most
susceptible to scaYe formation).

Remove soot froh tubes.

Abserve the fire when-the unit shuts down. If the

fire does not cut off immediately, it could indicate
a,faulty solenoid valve. Repair or replace as nec-

essary.

Inspect all b oiler insulation, refractory, brickwork,
and boiler casings for hot spots and air leaks. Re-

,pair and seal as necessary.

NT:LT:1.E ri NITIA l..S

e

SUGGESTED ENERGY--MEA'SURES: (RETROFIT)

Replace dangerous or ineffective units with more
efficient modular type units.' (Note: Do not

install ove'rsi'ze unit.)

If applicable, install baffle-type devices in the

tubes to improve efficiency.

Page 68/EA-WB
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ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

HEATING

H-13 Air is humidified.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Di scontinue or reduce humidification where

possible.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

None rradtical

4
P

486
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ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST
4

HEATING

CONDITION

8

H-14 Burner short-cycles.

z
2

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Hot water temperature limit switch may be set, too
low. Reset as required.

'Thermostat may be faulty. Replace if necessary.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

None Practical

Page 70/EA-WB
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1

e

CONDITION

:

,H-15 Combustion air to boiler/furnace is

not preheated.

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

-14E0,ING

SUGGESTED 01M OPTIONS

SUGGESTED ENER

None Practic0

..

Y MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

,

of

.:.Utilize heat f om flue gas to preheat combustion
air by means a heat, recovery device.

COMP LE

(3,

ti?

**0 3E
COL$10EAED \
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ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST a-

HEATING

CONDITION to

[:]
o H -16 -14ot water radiation units fail to

operate.

)
SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Radiators are a.ir-locked. Open air vents and
bleed off-air until water appears.

. .

Bleed off water in pneumatic air lines if necessary.
(Pneumatic lines may be frozen.) Check for air (

leaks. .

Repair faulty valves..

Repair or replace faulty thermostats.

Hot water pump or booster pump may not be function- ,

ing. Repair or Ivplace as necessary:

SUGGESTED ENERG`( MEASURES: '(RETROFIT)

Page 72/EA1446
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't ENERGY, AUDIT .CHECKLI.St

HEATING
1,

CONDITION -

.

0
H-17 Radiators, convectors, baseboards,,

and finned-tube heaters are not_
providing sufficient heat.

, SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS
A

.

s4OATS,
COMPLETEt

tNiTIALS

----.-Bbiter-temperOure_may_have_dropped. Correct as

necessary.' :

Bleed air from units.
, .

'Establish a systematic cleaning scheduLe.

Remove items,obstructing discharge grilles.

Bleed off water in pneumatic air lines if necessary.
(Pneumatic lines may be'frozen) Check, for air

leaks..

Repair faulty,valves.:

Repair or replace faulty thermostats.

Hot water pump or booster pump may not be function-

ing. Repair or replace as necessary,

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

None Practical

490
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V

ENEfi.GAUDIT CHECKLIST

COOLING

CONDMON "7""1"'1"'"r=

O
i

.w

R

C-1 Space temperature is higher br lower

',than thermostat setting.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTiONS
OATS

w
C5MPLETEZ

INITIALS NA

Recalibrate space ,thermostat.

Blow out' moisture,. oil , and dirt' from pneumatic

lines (for pneumatic control system). Glean

contaCtS oo. el ettric control systems.

Recalbrate controllers. '`

Verifyltlt control4 '''alves and dampers modulate

properly, especially the economizer section of

the system

Limit excessive outdoor air intake when not

operating economizer cycle.

$

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)
,

For eliectric control' systems install preset *solid

state'thermostafs'that,do not require calibration.

o

- Page .74/EA-WB
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ENERGY AUDIT, CHECKLIST

COOLING

C-2 Chiller is operating during cold weather

to provide air conditioning'

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

t

eJ

())

None Proctical

rf

1
DATE NITIALS \ A

COMPLETED

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

to.
.4

Provide a Water interchange'system injecting cooling
tower condenser water directly into the system's
chilled water cilTuits. Except for pumping and

cooling tower fari horsepower, this provides free

cooling. Special care must be taken in treating

and filteririg condenser( water. '
.

-;Ifsystem is fdrced a, using DX coils and air-
cooled condenserinstall economizer cycleN,fo
obtain free cooliiag.

.

- ,

wO/

/
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V'

CONDITION

D.
Of

ENERGY AUDIT, CHECKLIST
f

COOLING

C-3- Reheat coils are used to maintain zone

temperatures:

re"

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

None Practical

e

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

DATE4444
COMPLETED

1

INITIALS N A

1

1

TO SE
CONSIDERE0

0

I Convertcto variable air volume system if the' -

reheat coils ire not necessary to supply heat
during the heating season.

4'

Page 76/EA-WB
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AO

CONDITION

.E.NERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

OOLING

C' -4 Multiple air-conditioning compressors
start at the same time.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Adjust electric, control s to stage compressr

operation properly.'

1,

DATE ,NIT:ALS NA
COMPLETED.

sV

< SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Should automatic controls not exist, purchase and

install. This will allow compressor #2 tq cut in

when compressor #1 can, :no' longer satisfy spore
conditioning:load,

494

TO 8E NA
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"M.

4

CONDITION

1

,EMERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

COOLING

C-5 Building utilizes a dual duct or
multi-zone system.

0

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

,

None Practical

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Convert dUal duct or multi-zone systems to variable
air volume if building has a separate heating
system.

Install controls to automatically reset hot and
Cold deck temperatures:

Page-78/EA4 495
r
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CONDITION

0
.1

X

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

COOLING

C-6 Insulation on 'tooling line pipes and

ducts appears inadequate.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Repair or replace damaged insulation.

d.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

)11.t`. -V" F. N
COMPLETED

Insulate all'delivery lines and ducts .in accordance

with r600mmended R valaes.

496
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4

CONDITION

..;

X
'P

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST.

COOLING

C-7 Air-conditioning load trips circuit
breaker on extremely warm days.

4 SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

t.

.

,

Tighten wire lugs if looSe.

Replace defective circuit breakers.

. Clean condenser on fir- cooled systems.
-.6

Clean scale buildup in coriliEftser on. water-cooled

systems.

i
SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Consider installing, insulated underground storage
tank that would -allow night operation of chiller
when electrical demand is low. This reservoir
tank would be,a source of supply of chilled water.
for daytime operation. Chiller would not be
operated during the day-..

Page 80/EA-WB
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ENERGY AI)DIT. CHECKLIST

COOLING

C-8' Air of inadequate volutile or temperature .

is being discharged through grilles.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Alk

Defrost'evaporator coil tf iced. Determine cause

of icing and correct.

Clean evaporator coil, fins°, and tubes.
a

Clean or replace air filters.

Fire damper may be closed. Open and replace

fusible link if necessary. ;

'Balancing damper May have slipped and closed.
Open to correct position and .tighten wing nut..

If fan is rotating backwards, reverserotation
by reversing electrical contacts.'

Clean condenser coil and/or water tower nozzles,

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES:

,Install differential pressure-s nsing SWitChes
tcH larM' when airflow drops si nificantly.

I

4,

'EN 498

DATE NITIALS N A
COMPLETED
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ENERGY AUDIT ,CHECKLIST

COOLING

CONDITION

0 [- 9

7,

dirty, clogged and/or not functioning
Refrigeration condensers or coils are

C
0

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Determine if normal operating temperatures and
pressures have been identified and if all gauges
are checked frequently to ensure design conditions

:,,are being met.

Increased system pressure may be due to dirty
condensers,which will decrease system'efficiency.
High discharge temperatures often are caused by
defe4ive or broken compressOr valves. Repair

or adjust as required, .4. r
Inspect the liquid line leaving the strainer. If

it feels cooler than the liquid Tine entering the -

strainer, it is clogged. It_iT very badly clogged
if frost or sweat is-visible at the strainer out-
14 Clean as required.

Clean coils and/or other elements as needed on a
scheduled basis. Include dehumidification coils.

\./

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURE& (RETROFIT)

None Practical

Yage a/EA-a:
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CONDITION

z

a

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

COOLING ''

C-10 Child water piping, valves,, and
fittings are leaking.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

msawa10011

Repair joint or piping leaks:

Repair or replace valves.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

None Practical.

500
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ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

COALING

CONDITION r
0 0 C-11 Chiller operation is.not optimized.'

(Listen for short-cycling.)

e.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Raise chilled water supply temperature. Note:

This is especial ly important if system was designed
for a 75°F space temperkture and the space setting
has been raised to 78°F far energy conservation
purposes.

Remove scale deposits from condensers.

Check. refrigerant charge.

AN
DATE ,NITIALS

CONIRLETED

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Reduce peak loads with ele tric load limiters.
(This option -saves money; b t not energy.)

Page 84/EA-WB
O
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ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

COOLING

igeration compressor short-cycles.

*.313EtTEDCNUM o PTIONS
DATE

COMPLETE?

-Refrigerant charge is low or refrigerant is leaking.

Find and repair leak. Recharge system.

Repair electrical control circuit if required.

eset high/
needed.

. Lquid lin solenoid valve may be leaking. Repair

replace

Ev porati n coil gay be, iczd up or dirty. Defrost

and clean

ow pressure control differential settings

If s detected on the liquid line strainer,

it .c1 gged: Clean strainer.

Clea 'co denser coil.

(continued

SUGGESTEIVNERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

None Practical

502'
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ENERGY AUDIT CI1ECKLIST

CONDITION

A

X

0

COOLING

O&M OPTIONS

(continued)

If conderiser is a cooling tower, ascertain if spray

nozzles are p gged. Make sure water flow is unob-

structed. Cle tower of leaves and debris.

Remove scale dep sits from shell/tubes on water
condensers.

Repair suction valv s in compressor, if needed.

SUGGESTED ENERGN1 MEASURES: VRETROFIT)

1
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CONDMON

at

ENERGY :AUDIT CHECKLIST°.

COOLING

systems.)

C-13 Refrigeration compressor runs
(Direct expansdigncontinually.

'SUGGESTED 084OPTIONS%
to.

O

Contacts in starter circuits of controls may be

fused. Repair and replace as necessary.

Bubbles in sight glass indicate low refrigerant

,charlge. Repair leaks and recharge.

Refrigerant charge may be too high. Check dcs-

charge pressure and purge excess.

Compressor valves may be,-leaking. Overhaul

compressor.

Liquid line solenoid vai'\ie may be stuck en.

Repair or replace.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Load map be greater than design. _Consider replacing

with chiller and water-cooled condenser system.

ti

'504

1
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CONDITION

'ENERGY AUDIT 'CHECKLIST

WATER

W-1 Storage tanks, piping., and water heaters
are uti)ized inefficiently.

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Replace damaged or missing insulation.

Reduce hot water temperature to 105.°F --..i15°F where
allowed by code.

INDATE INITIALS
COMPLETS0

/

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT/

Install insulation on all hot 1,qter.lines and
storage tanks.

Install a small doMestic hot water heater to main l,
Main desired temperature in water storage tank.
This coulcreliminate the need for operating one of
the large space heating boilers during summer
months.

Install decentralized water heating.

1444111
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0

1

CONDITION

0

ENERGY AUDIT CHECKLIST

WATER

W -2 Drips or leaks are evident in hot

water systems.

°

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Repair all leaks, including those of the faucets

and pumps.

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)._/

\114111ir

None Practical
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CONDMON

ENERGY' AUDIT CHECKLIST

WATER

0 0 W-3 Electric water heater has no time
restrictions on heating cycle.

41

8
0

SUGGESTED O&M OPTIONS

Utilize "vacation cycle" on water heater when not
needed during extended periods. (Note: Complete

deactivation could cause leaks.)

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Limit.the duty cycle with a time clock or other
contrbl devices to avoid adding the Water heating
load to the buildibg during peak electrical demand

periods. (Additional hot Water storage capacity

may be required.)

Page 90/EA-WB
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CONDITION

.

;

VIP

ENERGY AUDIT. CHECKLIST,

WATER

aC,

W=4 Devices to conserve heated water have
not been utilized where practical.

SUGGESTED O&M 6PTIONS

' None Practical

SUGGESTED ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

Install mixing valves.

'Replace stan6rd faucets with serf- closing, flow
restrictor types. (Note: Highly mineralized

water or water containing sediment. can cause

' blockages.)

Ifistall a solar,water heater to assist in meeting

-building hot water demand. This will reduce sig-

iTcantly consumption of traditional energy fuels
that are TifgeuserA of hot water.

9

508
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CONDITION SUMMARY



/

CONDITION SUMMARY

The Condition Summary page's are keyed to the Energy Audit Checklist

(e.g., L-7 is-the seventh item in the lighting section of the Checklist).

With the summary pages, quick access can be made to information contained

in the completed 'Checklist. Also, the summary pages are a standard part

of the Epergy Audit Report.

510
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1, a

CONDITION SUMMARY PAGE

ADMINISTRATION'

A-1 Thermostats on heating/cooling units are vulnerable to occupantidjustment.

A-2 Thermostat settings have not been adjusted for change in seasons.

0A-3 Unoccupied or little used areas are heated or cooled unnecessarily.

0A-4 Off-hour activities are scheduled.

0A-5 Building temperatures are not adjusted for unoccupied periods.

0A-6 Heating /cooling equipment is operating in lobbies, corridors, vestibules and/or other public

areas.

A-7 Heating /cooling equipment is started before occupants arrive and/or is operating during last

hoUr of occupancy.

0A-8 Use of equipment associated with laundry and custodial services coincides with heavy electri-

cal demand periods.

0A-9 Blinds and curtains are not used to help insulate the building.

0A-10 No records of maintenance for _motors and motor-driven equipment are available.

0A-11 Control devides are not inspected on a regular basis.

A-12 Conditioned air or heated water is discarded.

UGHTING
OL-1 incandescent lamos are used in offices, work rooms, hallways, and gymnasiums.

OL-2 In fixtures where fluorescent lamps have been removed, the ballasts have not been disconnected.

L-3 When burned out fluorescent lamps and/or ballasts have been replaced, more efficient lights

have not been installed.

OL-4 Lamps and fixtures are not clean.

0 1.-5 Exterior lighting is used.

OL-8 Lights are on in unoccupied areas.

L-T Natural lighting is not optimized.

L-8 Two lamps have not been removed from four-lamp fixtures where possible.

BUILDING ENVELOPE
0 B-1 1moroper alignment and operation of windows and doors allows excessive infiltration.

0 B-2 Ceiling/roof insulation is inadequate or has been water damaged.

0 B-3 leather stripping and caulking around windows, doors, conduits, piping, exterior joints, or
other areas of infiltration are worn, broken, or missing.

OB-4 Excessive expanses of glass exist on exterior walls.

08-5 There is no insulation between conditioned and unconditioned spaces.

'Or VENTILATION
V-1 An excessive quantity of outdoor air is used to ventilate the building.

0 V-2 Outdoor air intake dampers open when building is unoccupied.

0 V-3 Ventilation systems are not utilized for natural cooling capability.

0 V-4 Exhaust system operation is not programmed.

0 V-5 Return outdoor air and exhaust dampers are not sequencing properly.

Cj V-6 During heating season, temmerature of airflow to space feels too cold.

0 '1 -7 Airflow to space feels unusually low or is inconsistent from one Space to another.

Page 94/EA-WB 511



HEATING
Ejm-I Multiple boilers or'heaters fire simulyaneously.

0 H-2 Stack temperature appears excessively' high (greater than 400°F plus mini temperature).

0 R-3 dater in heating system is heated when there is no need.

10 4-4 Space temperatires are higher or lower than tnermostat settings.

O H -S Heating system's hot water temperature feels excessively hot during of mild weather.

Ej H-6 Condensate from street steam is being discharged to sewer drain. t.'

O H-7 Heating pilot lights are on during cooling season.

044-8 Steam rad'i'ators or other steam equipment fail to heat, or operate erratically.

CI H-4 Steam, condensate, and heating water piping insulation are in disrepair or missing.

0 H-10 Operation of oil burner is accompanied by excessive smoke and sooting. '

O H-11 Soot and odors are detected in areas wnere they are not,expected.

4-12 Evidence ndicates faulty or inefficient bolters or furnaces.

0 4-13 Air is numiaified.

0 H-14 Burner short-cycles.

O 4-16 Combustion air to boiler/furnace is not preneated.

10 H-16 .Hot water radiation'uniti fail to operate.

Ej 4-17 Radiators, convectors, baseboards, and finned -tube neaters are not providing sufficient neat.

COOLING
O Ctl Space tempehture Is 14igher or lower than thermostat setting.

C/ C-2 Chiller is operating during cold weather to provide air conditioning.

O'C-3 Reheat coils are used to maintain zone temperatures.

CI C-4 Multipld air-conditioning compressors start at the same time.

0 C-5 Building utilizer-adual_duct_or multi-zone system.

0,,C.6 Insulation on cooling line pipes and ducts aooears inadequate.

0 C-7 Air-conditioning load trips circuit breaker on extremely warm days.

O C-8 Air of inadequate volume'or temperature is being discharged through grilles.

CI C-9 Refrigeration condensers or coils are dirty, clogged and/or not functioning efficiently.

Ej C-10 Chilled water piping, valves, and fittings are leaking.

O C-11 Chiller operation is not optimized (Listen for snort-cycling.)

O C-12 Refrigeration compressor short-cycles.

O C-13 Refrigeration compressor runs continually. (Oirect expansion systems.)

WATER
O W=3 Stbrage tanks, piping, and water heaters are utilized inefficiently.

10 W-2 Orios or leaks are evident in hot water systems. ,

10 W-3 Electric water heater has no time restrictions on heating cycle.

10 W-4 Devices to conserve heated water have no been utilized where practical.

512-
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a

,EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES

This evaluation is patterned on the1976 ASHRAE Systems Handbook,

'.Chapter 1, and -the'- Energy Audit-procedures-publisshekbythe'Ohio Board

of. Regents in June 1978.

A Relative Importance Factor (RIF) ranging from.15 to 35 is assigned

to each'of the five items listed. Within each; conditions are described

and a Weighting Factor (WF)'ass'igned to each condition: The evaluation_

of the building's potential for energy contervatio6 measures is based on

the sum of the products of the R.IFs -and WFs. The higher this value, the

greater the potential for energy savings.

Since energy audits are'intended to make relative comparisons, it is

essential that conformity'be_maintained. Therefbre, neither the RIF nor

the WF are to be altered. Determine the Weighting Factor as follows:

a. Building Envelope (RIF:15) '

Percentage of glass area can be estimated by dividing the glass

area in a typical Varby _the total wall area, or by dividing

the value in the Energy Inventory Part 2.0 by Part C.3. Large

or low infiltration Can be,determined by noting fit-up of out-

side doors and windows in their frames. Tight- fitting 'doors

and windows denote low infiltration,-and 1.obse fit-up denotes

high infiltration.

Buildings.over 40%-glass and large

° 4 WF

infiltration 1.0

Buildings over 40% glass 0.9

Buildings with.large infiltration 0.8

Buildings under 40% glass 0.7

Buildings 'with low'infiltration 0.6

Buildings' under 15% glass 0.5
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b. Lighting (RIF:15)

To. determine power usage for ,lighting in watts/ft2, add the

wattage of all lamps in the building and divide by the gross

floor area of the:building, as in.Energy Immntory,Part E,

Section a.3.

- WF

Lighting over 3 W/ft2 1.0

Lighting 2 to 3 W/ft2 0.9

Lighting 1 to 2 W/ft2; . 0.8

Lighting reduced by chailges in iwitching '0.7

Lighting that cannot be reduced 0.6

c. HVACSystem ,Type (RIF:5)

Check the type of HVAC system found in the building. If

knowledge of the system is-not available, obtain the informa-

ion from. the mechanical engineer, blueprints, specifications,

nameplates, the local HVAC contractor, or refer to HVAC Systems

Technical Materials and Referencel.

WF

Reheat or dual duct 1.0

Multi-zone or induction units 0.9

Rooftop units, wall units, or unit
ventilators 0.8

Fan coil, VAV, or heat and vent system 0.7

Radiation, unit heaters (no fan systems) 0.6

d. Outside'Air (RIF:20)

Check the ventilation system for outside air percentage. If

knowledge of -the system is not available, obtain tip informal,

tion from the mechanical engineer, blueprints,,,SpecificatiOns,'

nameplates, the local HVAC contractor, or
.

refer to Energy

Inventory, Part E, Sect

Page 98/EA-WB
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75 to 100% outside air

- WF

50 to 5% outside air 0.9

25 to 0% outside air 0,8

10to ,5 %ous e air 0.7

Infiltration, filet exhausts on y 0.6

e. Fan Energy .(RIF:15)

To determine square feet per fan horsepower (hp), divide

building gross floor area by total hp.of all HVAC and venti-

lating'fans in the building. Hp rating can be found on name-

plates of pumps and motors in the air-handling systems, or

refer to the Energy Inventory, Part E, Section b.

kUnder ft2/fan hp

200-600 ft2/fan hp

600-1000\ft2/fan hp

1000-1500 ft2/fan hp

1500-2000t2/fan hp

Over 2000 ft2/fan hp

WF

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

Complete the following table to determine the energy conservation

measure potential dex:

. **RIF x WF = EVALUATION

a. Building Envelope - % Glass

and Infiltration

.

15

i

,b. Lighting Levels .
. 15

c. HVAC System Type , 35
.

Ratio Outside Air 20
,

e. Fan Energy 15

Energy conservation measure potential index:
.

.--.
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4

EVALUATION OF POTENTIAt-fil*.pLAR AND RENEWABLE RESOURCE MEASURES

This evaluation is to be completed in the same manner as the energy

conservation measures evaluation in-The'previouT section.

41,
a. . Available Insolation (RIF:30)

Available insolation is a function of geographic location and

site characteristics.. Determine average annual horizontal

insolation on'a horizontal surface from jnformation provided

by the State or from the National Weather Service datijor

the loCation. Observe whether the building is shaded or.un-
,

shaded. (A building whose roof and south-facing wall are

approximately more than half-shaded for more than approximately

four hburs'per day shouldbe considered "shaded.") If the

building is shaded, note whether there is,Oen, unshaded land

available adjacent to the building site.

WF
,

Unshaded and 1309 Btu/ft2 or more
,..

1.0'

Unsliaded, less than 1300 Btu/ft240 0.5

Open land and 900 Btu/ft2 or more 1.0'

Open land, lessithan 1300 Btu /ft2 0.5

Shaded, 1300 Bt/U/ft2 or more I , 0.2)
#

.

4 Shaded, less ,titan 1300 Btu/ft2 0.1

't , b. Fuel_Used IF:,1:20)-

Note-the fuel sed for space heating, air conditioning, and
-,

water heating .

. /

.

,
. All electricf

,

Oil or gas hgati Otherwise electric

L Coal heat, CetherwiSe electric

Oil or gasi,rat, hot-water--

.

WF

o

1.0

0:8

e 0.4

0.4__

Coal heat, hot water .. 9.2

'51
-
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3

c. building Characteristics (RIF:10)

Refer to the Energy Inventory fon the description of building

size and shape and the location of heating,..aircohditioning, _

and water *heating'equipment. A "favorable" building is one

that is compact (i.e., sqUare or rectargular); In which the

equipment is in one location on the roof or adjacent to the

south-facing wall. A building that is "fair" would be other

than compact (i.e., E-shaped, L-shaped, etc.),.in which the

equipment 'X in pne,location 'on the roof or adjacent to the

south-facing wall; or a building that is compact, but in which

the equipment is within five floors of the roof or 50 feet of

the south-facing wall. A building that is not compact, in

which the equipment is located beyond five floors of the

and 50 feet of the south-facing wall, is to be characteri-ed

as "moderate." A highly irregularbuilding', or one in which

equipment is in scattered locations most of which are more

than five floors from the -roof or 50 feet from the south-facing

wall is characterized as "poor."

FaVorable

Fair,

rModerate

Poor

d. Roof CharacCeristtcs(RIF00)

WF

1.0

.0.8

0.5

0.2

Refer to the Energy Inventopy..for 'the descriptfon df6roof

a pitch, materials,. structural materials, and obttructions.

Char,acterize the buildirig as "favorable" if the roof. is flat

or pitched nearly to the Sbuth;'if the roofing is built-up,

shingled, or otherwise,sufficientlyAuraple to withstand'

mounting and maintaining solar.collecto?s; "or .f the structural

members are'strOng enough .to support additiona weight aAd.the-

sd,). A" T/

,

,

S
,

( ,
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.roof area is free of obstructions. A "fair" rating would be

?given a building meeting the above conditions, except that

the roof pitch is only approximately in the direction of

south or there are roof obstructions. Describe a building

as "mDderate" if the roof pitch only approximately toward ,

the south and there are roof obstructions. A buildiq that

Meets none of these conditions is characterized as "poor."

WF

Favorable 1.0

Fair 0.8

Moderate .
0.5

Poor 0.2

e. . Wall Characteristics (RIF:20)

.
Determine the glass areaof the south-facing walls

centage of the total wall area, noting.the construction

as.a per-

WF

maternal-,--mrefer-1.9 Energrinventory, Part F.5.

Over 75% glass; masonry . 1.0'

Over 75% glass; aluminum or metal 0.7

Over 75% glass; wood or other 0.6

25% - 75% glass; masonry 0.7

25% - 75% glass; aluminum or metal 0.6

25% - 75% glass; wood.or other : 0.4

Under ,25% glass; masonry 0.5

Under 25% glass; aluminum or metal
. ,

0.3

Under 25% glass; wood Or other 0.2

f., Wind Speed(RIF:*'

Determine average monthly wind speed using data supplied by

the State, obta4ned from the National Weather Service, or

local records. ',Note Whether there are natural or man-made

barriers in, the'direction of the prevailing winds.

520
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Greater than 15 mph, no barriers

Between 10-15 mph, no barriers

Greater than 15 mph, some obstructions

Between 10-15'mph, some obstructions

Less, than ib mph

Complete the following table to deteriiine the

'resources potential index:

ti

WF

1.0

0.5

0.7

0.3

0.2

solar and renewable

RIF x WF = EVALUATION

a. Insdlation Available. 30

b. Fuel Used 20

c. Building Characteristics 10

d., Roof Characteristics 10

e. Wall Characteristics 20

f. Wind Speed 30

Solar and renewable resource measure poten-
tial index:

tt,

4t,
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I

POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS

This section presents standard preliminary calculations and calcu-

lationsoused by the energy auditor. These calculations are keyed to the

Energy Audit Checklist; however, some calculations are not presented

because operation and maintenance procedures and/or energy measures

are impractical or impossible for the stated condition.

.qt must be emphasized that'any energy calculation that treats

building systems independently cannot give precise results. The sim-

plified models provided here allow a reasonable estimation of energy

savings. In several cases, it is not possible to isolate the savings

due to a single operation and maintenance (O&M) procedure. It is prat -:

tical, however, to combine severalisimilar O&Ms and assign a percent

system savings. This has been done for appropriate options.

In, preparing to compute potential energy savings for each appli-

cable optionTor group of options), the auditor should note and record

necessary information by checking the 'required information" corner of-

the box. In most cases, this information has already been supplied in

the Energy Inventory. The auditor simply needs to re-recordit.

When allrequired data has been recorded, the auditor should pro-

ceed in the sequence indicated, Finally, results should be recorded

in the blank labeled "Estimated Energy Saved."

PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS

Since many of the calcuAations require knowledge of energy consump-

tion for heating and cooling; and since it usually is not possible to

isolate these factors from it will be necessary for the

auditor to complete two preliminary calculations. These calculations

will provide riasonable values to be used repeatedly in estimating

energy savings for heating and codling options listed in the Energy

EA-WB/Page 105
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Audit Checklist. They need to be completed only once. If a building

does not utilize air conditioning, it is not necessary to complete the

cooling load calculation. (All tables and figures used in'th@ calcula-

tions appear together, for convenience, in the Calculation ,deference

Material section at the end of the Workbook.)

O&M/ENERGY MEASURES

. The computational procedures in this section are simplified methods

of calculating energy savings. They are not intended to be as accurate

as or, replace a professional engineering audit. Therefore, savings

results are only approximate and meant to help in identifying high

priority energy conservation options. These savings figures cannot be

guaranteed.

Also, the estimated savi_ngsof_v_a_riaus--options-cannot, beadded

together to arrive at an overall energy ravings value since the building

systems. interact and the options themselves overlap.

If an estimated annual dollar savings is desired for a given option

for which a calculation is provided, simply multiply the annual Btu

savings by the dollar value per Btu of the appropriate fuel type. These

cost figures can be obtained by calling the suppliers. Again, it must

be emphasiied that individual dollar savings cannot be added to reflect

an overall savings.

Page 106/EA-WB
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4.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR HEATING

Req uired Information:

A; Total Area of Exterior Glass
(from Energy Inventory, Part C.2) sq. ft.

B. Total Area of Exterior Walls
Excluding Glassed Areas (from
Energy Iliventory, Part C.3) sq. ft.

C. Total Area of Roof Excluding
Skylights (from Energy Inventory,
Pact C.4) sq. ft.

D. Heat Transmission Coefficient for
Walls (Select U value of wall type
most closely resembling the build-
ing's wall composition fromrTable 1) 'Btu/ft2/hr/°F

E. Heat Transmission Coefficient for
Glass (Select U value of window
type most clo.sely resembling the
building's windows from Table 2) i Btu/ft2/hr/°F

e/
F. Heat Transmission Coefficient for

Roof (Select U, value of.roof type
most clo'sgly resembling the'build-
ing's roof composition from Table 3)

G. Volume of Air Delivered by Supply
Fans (from Energy.Inventory, Part
E4 Section b)

H: Estimated Percentage of Outside
Ventilation Air (from Energy
Inventory, Part E, Section b)

I. Outside Design Temperature (from
Energy Inventory, Part B.2) E °F

J. Averagq, Indoor Temperature,Ainter
-(from Energy-InventorY,Part 8.2) °F

L. Number /of Days in Heating Season
(from table 4;1f city is not
listed, select data from nearest
city) 4 days

M. Average Outside Temperature for
Heating Season (from Table 4; use
data listed for city selected in
Item L) °F

Btu/ft2/hr/°F

Total cfm

f
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Procedures:

1. Compute heat transmission, factor (HTF) for walls:

0

2. Compute HTF for, glass:

Btu/hr/°F

Btu/hr/°F -

E A

3. Compute HTF for roof:

Btu/hr/°F

4 Compute HTF for ventilation air:

1.08 A= 100 = Btu/hr/°F

G

5. Find total HTF:

(Add result's of Steps 1-4) Btu/hr/°F

6. Find total design heat load:

x Btu /hr

M K (0)

7. Determine seasonal heating load:

x 24 x ( ) Btu/yr

.L

Page 108/EA-WB
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR COOLING

Required Information:*

A. Gross Floor Area (from Energy
Inventory, Part. C.1)

B. Square Feet Per Ton of Air Con-
ditioning (from Table'5; select
the value corresponding to the
building type most closely e=`*-

sembling the institution),

C. Approximate Power Input_(from
Table 6; select value corres-
ponding to air-conditioning
system found' in the building) total kW/design ton

V Estimated Hours of Cooling
(froM Table 7; select value

4- correspondtpg to the city, or

nearest ci0) cooling hours
, ,

sq. ft.

, .ft n,Ilk

Procedures:

1. Deter-an -sae_ amount, of-air conditioning:

A ,

=

A B
A 4.

2. Compute 'design cooling load:

tons e

x 12,000 =' Btu/hr

CE) (F)' `f

3.. Determine pdWer requireMeriii,,

`kg $
(El C 777

4. Compute annual electric.energy consumption for cooling:

x = kWh/yr

D M-rjr.
5. .Determine seasonal cooling load:'

k 3,413 = Btu/yr

. TOT-

Btu/yr

Estimated Seasonal Cooling Load.
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I

POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS

O&M

ruREQUIRED INFORMATION: Unauthorized Thermostat Adjustment:
*a-

A. Total HTF factor (from "Energy Consumption for He ting," Step 5)

Btu/hr/°F

B. Number of weeks in heating season (from Table 4) wks/yr

C. Number of weeks in cooling season (from Table BY wks/yr

D. Estimated hours per week of unauiorized setting of thermostat
during heating season hrs/wk---J

E. Estimated hours per week of unauthorized setting of thermostat
during cooling season hrs/wk

F. New thermostat setting for heating season °F

G. Unauthorized thermostat setting for heating season

H. New-thermostat setting, for cooling season °F

I. 'Unauthorized thermostat setting for cooling season

PROCEDURES:

1. °Computellielting energy savings:

A

k x x = Btu/yr

---A--- (G - F) D B (J),

2. Compute cooling energy savings:

x x
.

x'x = Btu/yr

A (H - I) . E C (K)

3. Total heating and cooling savings: + ..., =

(J) ('K)

Btu/yr

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

.

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Implementation of suggested energy measures
.will result in approximately the same amount of savings as suggested

O&M options. Record savings computed above in blank below.

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

4
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POTENTIAL ENERGY CALCULATIONS A-2

O&M

/ REQUIRED INFORMATION: Thermostat Adjustments:

A. Total HTF factor (from "Energy Consumption for Heating," Step 5)

Btu/hr/?F

B. Number of weeks in heating season (from, Table 4) wks/yr
$

C. Number of weeks in cooling season (from Table 8) wks/yr

D. Hours per week heating system has operated at higher setting
(estimated) hrs/wk

E. Hours per week cooling system has operated-at lower setting
(estimated) hrs/wk,

F. Unadjusted thermostat setting for heating season

tinadjus te-dTthermostet---setti-ng- far cooling season °F

PROCEDURES:

1. Compute heating energy savings:

x x x Btu/yr

A CF - 68) D B (H) -

CompUte cooling energy savings:

x x x = Btu/yr

A (78 - G) E C (I)

Total heating and cooling savings:
(H) (I)

(Est. Energy Savings)

ENERGY MEASURES CRETROFITY--

Btus

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Implementatip of suggested energy meL77.N
will result-in approximately the same amount 'of savings as suggested

O&M options. Record savings.computed above.in blank beloW---

Btus

.Rage 112/EA-WB
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAWA CALCULATIONS, A-3

op..4

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Conditioning of Unoccupied Spaces*: i.

. Total HTF factor (from "Energy Consumption for Heating, Step 5)

Btu /hr / °F

. Number of weeks in hea ting season from Table 4) wks/yr.

Averege_winter indoor temperature--(from Energy Inventory, Part B.2)

°F 1

. Gross floor area of building (from Energy Inventory, Part Q.1)

sq. ft. .

. Gross floor area of unoccupied space (estimated) sq. ft.

. Annual Btti consumption for cooling season (from "Energy Consumption

for Cooling, Step 5) _ Btu/yr

t7-- New set-back temperature'for heating- season 'F

H. Hours per week temperature will remain at new set-back point

(estimated) hrs/wk

Sum of gross wall ,and roof areas (from Energy Inventory, Parts C.3

and C.4) sq. ft.

tar_wall_and roof' areas enclosing- -unoccupied space_

(estimated) sq. ft. (Note: if unoccupied space has no

,exterior wall and 1,s not located on top floor, it should not

require heating.)

PROCEDURES:

1, Compute heating energy savings:

x x x x + = Btu/yr

A (C - G) H B J I ,. (K)
.

. Compute cooling energy savings:

x Btu/yr

(continued)

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT/

E--1:IEQUIFIIIFORMATION: Implementation of suggested energy measure
will result in approximately,the same amount of savings as suggested
O&M options,' Record, savings computed above in blank below.

Btus

(Est.-Energy Saved)

a.

r-'
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS A-,3

REQUIRED'INFORMATION( (continued)

3. Total heating and. cooling savings:

= Btu/yr

,(K) (L)

le*

(Est. Energy'SYle-d)---

Btus

^

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFM

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

Page 114/EA-WS
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS A-4

O&M

REQUIRED INFORMATION:
f

Energy Savings Due To Circulation of Air/Water:

A
,

Total horsepower of motors to be shutdown (estimated) hp

B. Total annual hours of system shut down (.estimated) hrs/yr

C. Assume loading fac'tor of 75%.

PROCEDURES:

lpetermine_electrical energy savins:

x 2544 x x 0.75 = .Btu/yr

A- (0)

Energy Savings Due To Lowered -Mel Consumption:

2. Determine heating energy savings:
. (Use Step 1 in Calculation A-3) Btu/yr

3. Compute total energy savings:

(D) E)

Btu/yr

(E)

Btus

.(Est. Energy Saved)

ENERGY MEASURE'S: (RETROFIT)

REQUIRED IN'FOhlgtATION: Implementation of suggested energy measure'

will result` in apprOximatelY thesame amount of savings as suggested

O&M options: Record savings computed above in blank below.

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved,

534.,
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10.

POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS -A-5-

O&M o

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

--Thermostat Adjustment During Unoccupied Periods:

Total HTF factor (from "Energy Consumption for ,Heating, Step 5)
Btu/hr/°F .

Number of weeks in heating season (from Table 4) wks/yr

Number df hours per week building is unoccupied (esti-mated)
hrs/wk *:

Temperature set back for unoccupied periods

PROCEDURES:

1 Compute heating energy savings:

x x x Btu/yr

A B C_ D (E)

Air Conditioning System Shut -Down

Compute electrical (cooling) energy savings:

(Use Step I in CalculatiOn A-4) Btu/Yr
(F)

Determine total endrgy savings:

Btuiyr

(Est. Energy Saved)

Btus

ENERGY MEASURES:* IRETROFM

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Implementation of suggested energy measure \
will result in approximately the same amount'of savings as suggested

.O&M options. Record savings computed above in blank below.

(Est. Energy Saved)

Btus

z
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS A-7

O&M

REQUIRED INFORMATION: 'Modifying,Heating/Cooling Operation Time:

A. Seasonal 11-leating load (ffsoM,'Energy Consumption for Heating,"

Step 7) `\ Btu/yr

B. Seasonal cooling lOad (from "Energy Consumption fdr Cooling,"

Step 5) Btu/yr-
C.' Number of day's in heating season (from Table 4) days/yr

D. Number of days in cooling season (from Table 8) days /yr

PROCEDURES:

1: Compute neating season in hours:

24, x = hrs/yr
(E)

Find heating energy savings:

A C (E) ..(F)

Compute cQoling season in hour's:

24 x = hrs/yr
D (G)

Find cooling energy savings:

x

Btu/yr

Btu/yr

0 (G) (H)

. Compute total heating and cooling savings:

, Btu/yr

(H)

(Est. Energy Saved)

Btus

ENERGY. MEASURES: (RETROFIT) N4

7.--"----7it;tior---Th,g9estpEQuipEDINFoRcmATION:Nplen4edsetiertymeasure
will result in approximately the same amount of sevingsas'suggested

O&M option. Record savings above in blank,beloq.

...\1410.11111 (Est. Energy Saved)

Btus

et
o
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS
44

O&M

A-9

REQUIRED INFORMATION;

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

IrREQUIRED INFORMATION:

Window Films and Outdoor Shading Devices: Cooling Energy Savings:

Total solar radiation on a south - facing vertical surface (from

Table 9) Btu/ft2/yr,-

. Total solar radiatiown an east - facing vertical surface(from
Table 9) Btu/ft4/yr

. Total solar radiation on a west-facing Vertical surface (from

Table 9) Btu/ft2/yr

. Percent possible sunshine (from Table 10) ro

E. °Shading coefjicient'of existing window (from Table 11)

F. Shading coefficient of new glass with film or shading device

(from Table 11)

G. Area of south-facing glass (from Energy Inventory, Part C.2)

sq. ft.

H. Area of east-facing glass (from Energy Inventory, Part C.2)

sq. ft.

I. Area of west- facing glass (from Energy Inventory, Part C.2)

sq. tt.

J. Number of weeks in normal cooling season (from Table. 8)
wks/yr

PROCEDURES:

'1. Find difference between shading coefficients:

E F (K)

,Determine Fooling season as'fraction of year:

52

°(3

"71".-.F

(continued)
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POPE-VIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS

O&M r,

r REQUIRED INFORMATION:

\rolaW.

,..

$

. ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

`REQUIRED INFORMATION: (continued)

e

3. Determine, savi ngs on south wall:'

A-9

D A G G. (K)

Determine savingt on east wall:

x x x

D B , H (K)
.

Determine .savings on west wall:

-;

x x x

D C I , (K)

. Determine total cooling energy savings:

+ + = ' Btu/yr

x Btu/yr
(I) (M)

x = Btu/yr

(1.) (N)

c,t

x = Btu/yr
(L) (0)

(M) (N) (0)

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

_Shadtag Devices- Heating_EnergySavings_:

Total exterior glass area (from Energy Inventory, Part C.2)

sq. -ft,
.

,

U value for existing glass (from Table 2)' ' Btu/hr/°F/ft2

Average indoor temperature during heating season (from Energy
Inventory, Part B.2) °F

Averate outside temperature during heating season (from Table 4)

°F

E. Number ofweeks in normal heating season (from Table 4) wks

F. Number of hours-perweek heating system operates (frorii Energy
Inventory, Part E, Section c.5; add hours) hrs/wk

G. Assume a maximum 30% savings.
. .:

(continued)
4.1

(

,--

.o.
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS .A-9

O &M

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

1

ENERGY-MEASURESARETROFM

REQUIRED INFORMATION: (.conti Ned ) I

PROCEDURE:

Compute heating energy savings:
1

A 3 (C - D) E

A

x

F

x 0.30 = ' Btu/yr
(H)

(Est. Energy Saved)

I

8tus
4ik

4'
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS L-1

O&M

',,REQUIRED INFORMATION: Using Single Incandescents:

A. Total wattage of incandescent lamps that could be replaced with

lower wattage. lamps (estimated)` watts

B. Total replacement wattage (estimated) watts

. ,Annual usage (from-Energy ITIAtergX4V1 Part E, Seet4- on-a.2)

. hrs/yr

PROCEDURE:

Compute energy savings:

x ( x 3.413 = Btu/yr

A

Btus.

(Est. Energy Saved)

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

if* REQUIRED INFORMATION: Replacing Incandescents:

:.
,

A. Number of lamps of the wattage to be replaced (from inspec-

tion) lamps'
f4

, .
.

.

Wattage_of_e_xisting_lamX. in A_ (from taspiortinn) watts_

C. Wattage of replacement laMps (from manufacturer) , watts

. Annual usage ,(froM Energjhnventory, Part E, Section a.2)'--

hrs/yr

PROCEDURE:

Determine energy savings:

X ( - ) x x 3.413 = Btu/yr

-A- B C D

(Note: This procedure must be repeated for each lamp'type. ,Record
total savings be1ow.)

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

.

540
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS L-2

O&M

:\

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Disconnecting Ballasts:

A. Assume fluorescent ballasts use a maximum of 20% of rated power
. requirement of tubes in fixture.

B. Total wattage of removed tubes (estimated) , Watts

. Annual- usage (from Energy Inventory, Part E, Section a.1)

brs/yr

PROCEDURE:

Compute energy'savings from ballast disconnection:

x x 3.413 x 0.20 = Btu/yr

B C

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

(TREC7JIRED INFORMATION: Replacing Fluorescents with "Dummy" Types:

Btus

(Est,: Energy Saved)

A. Number of tubes replaced with "dummy" types (estimated) tubeS

B. Savings per tube replaced with "dummy" tube (select value from
below)_chart --watts

Savings, WattsLamp Replaced

F20 18,

F,30, 50

F48 (Instant Start) 55

F40 -68

F96 (HO) 176

F96 (VHO) . 328

F96 (Instant Start) 104

. Annual usage (from Energy Inventory, Part E, Section a.1).
hrs /yr

Page 122/EA-WB
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POTENTIAL ENERGY: SAVING CALCULATIONS L-2

O&Mf REQUIRED INFORMATION:

of

ENERGY MEASURES: IRETROFM

I
REQUIRED INFORMATION: (continued)

PROCEDURE:

Determine energy -savings:

x x x 3.413 = Btu /yr

A B C

iJ

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

542
EA- WB/Page 123
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS L-3

O&M

I

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

Replacing All 40-Watt Lamps with 35-Watt Lamps.
rn.

A. Assume a 14% savings occurs when 40-watt fluorescents are ed

with an equal number of 35-watt tubes.

B. Total wattage df 40-watt tubes (from inspection-} watts

C. Annual usage (from Energy Inventory, Part E, Section a.1)
hrs/yr

PROCEDURE:

Compute energy, savings:

x

8-4
x 3.413 x 0.14 = Btu/yr

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

(Note: For delamping, uses second retrofit calculatioa below.)

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Installing More Efficient Tubes/Ballasts:

. Wattage of existing fixture (from-inspection) watts

B. 'Wattage of new fixture (from manufacturer) _ watts

C. Number of existing fixtures to be replaced ( -est.) fixtures

D. Number of replacement fixtures (estimated) fixtures

E. Annual Osage (from Energy Inventory, Part E, Section-a.1)
hri7yr

PROCEDURES:

1. EinA annual energy requirement-of existing fixtures:

x x = Wh/k
A E C F

. Find annual energy requirement of replacement fixtures:

x , x = Wh/yr

,------
(continued)

Page 124/EA-WB
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PO ENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS

O&M

FtEQUIReti INFORMATION:

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT).0----'
( RE IS.Z1SD INFORMATION: (continued)

,.

3. Determine energy savings:

(
, ) x 3.413 = -Btu/yr

(F) (G)
..f. ,

'

Btus

(Est'. Energy Saved).

Lowering Luminaires:

(Note: Lowering luminaires only results in energy savings if the

number of lamps/tubes is reduced by dei-amping,)

,...

A. Total wattage of removed lamps/t4bes (from inspection) watts
.

. Annual usage (from Energy Inventory, Part E, Section a.l'or a.2,

depending on lamp type) hrs/yr

PROCEDURE:

Deteimine energy savings:

'x x 3.413 = Btu/yr

A B

Btus.

. (Est. Energy Saved)

EA-WB/Page.12'5
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALC=ULATIONS

, 0 &f REQUIRED INFORMAT1014: Cleaning_ Lamps/Fixtures:

A. Total interior lighting load (from Energy Inventory, Part E,
Sectioh a.4) kW

B. Annual hours of lighting operation (from Energy Inventory, Part E,
Section a.1 and/or a.2) hrs/yr

C. Assume a 5% annual savings for routine cleaning.

PROCEDURE:

Determine energy savings:

x x 3,413 x 0.05 = --, Btu/yr

.. A B
1/4

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

t

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

Page 126/EA-WB
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POTENTIAL 'ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS L-5,

O&M

r REQUIRED INFORMATION: Reducing Exterior Load:

A. Total exterior lighting load (from Energy.InVentory, Part, E,

Section a.4) -kW

. thal exteriorreplacement load (estimated) kW

C. Usage of exterior lighting (estimated) hrs/yr

PROCEDURES:

1. Find difference between, existingand replacement loads:

kW

A -* B (D)

. Compute energy savings:

x x 3,413 = Btu/yr

(D) , C

t)

(Est. Energy -'Saved )

ENERGY MEASURES: _(RETROFIT)

REQUIRED INFORMATION Control Devic

A. Total exterior lighting load (from Energy Inventory, Part E;

Section a.4) kW

B. Hours of exterior lighting use prior to installing control device

(estimated). hrs/yr .e
1

C. HOurs gf exterior lighping use after installing 6ontroldevice

(estimated) hrs/yr - : f '

PROCEDURE:

Compute energy savings:

( - ) x ..1( 3,413 = BI)Ier

-A

- 546_

al\

Btus.
(Est. Energy Saved)

t.

.

(continued) iv/
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POTENTIAL NERGy S'AVINGCALCULATIONS

O&M

rwIREQUIRED INFORMATION:

4

ENERGY MEASURES:o(RETROFM

REWIRED INFORMATION:--(con -timed)

Replacing Exterior Incandescents:
4-

A. 'Amber of same wattage lampS.(from inspection) ;lamps

'B. Wattage rating of lamps in A (from inspection) watts/lamp

C Wattage rating of replacethent lamps.(from manufacturer)
watts/lamp,

D. Annual hours of operation (estimated) hrs /yr

.PROCEDURES:

1. Find power requirement of all'lamps of wattage B:
4

x = watts

. A B ,r(e)

Find pOwer requtrement of replacement lamps:

x watts

.A C ,(F)

. Determine energy savings

) x 3.413 x = Btu/yr

(E) (F

(Note: This calculation must be repeated for each set of lamps o

different wattage. Record total eS=timated'savjngs below.)

Btus

Page 1Z8,(EA-Wq

(Est,..Energy Saved)
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POTENTIAL ENERGY. SAVING CALCULATIGNS cs- L-6

O&M

REQUIRED INFORMATION:, Turning Lights Off in Unoccupied Areas:

A.° Assume a maximum 5% annual savings.

B. Total interior lighting load (from Energy Inventory, Part E,

Section a.4) kW

'C. Annual usage (from Energy Inventory, Part E, Section all or a.2,

whichever is applicable) hrs/yr

PROCEDURE:

_Find_annual lighting energy savings:

x x 3,413 x 0.05 =

B C

Btu/yr

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

*(continued)

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT) .( REQUIRED INFORMATION: Rewiring Switches:

A. Number of lamps Of same wattage rating controlled per circuit
(switch) (from inspection) lamps

B. Wattage rating for lamps.in A (from inspection) watts/lamp

'C. Annual usage of lamps on circuit (estimated) hrs/yr

D. Annual usage of lamps on rewired circuits (estimated) - hrs/yr

PROCEDURE:

Determine energy savings:

x x ( ) x 3.413 = Btu/yr

A B C

(Note: Do one circuit (switch group) at a. time. Add individual

savings to qbtain total savings and record below.)

Btus

Est. Energy Saved)

EA-WB/Page 129
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a
POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONg

,

O&M

e- REQUIRED 'INFORMATION: (continued)

L-6

),

.
.

Organizing Task Areas:

_Assume a maximum 3% annual savings if task lighting is used during
non-regular working hours

PROCEDURE:

Determine maximum annual energy savings:

x
B C

)

C
r

x 3,413 X 0.03 . Btu/Yr

.

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

1

..................e.

r

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)r REQUIRED INFORMATION:

i

Page 130/EA-Ia.
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS L-8

. O&M ,

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Removirtg Two Lamps from E:Our-Lamp Fixtures:

A. Number of disconnected lamps' of same wattage ip fixtures in thich

ballasts have also been disconnected (estimated) `lamp's

B. Wattage of each disconnected lamp in A (estimated) watts/lamp

C. Annual usage (from Energy Inventory, Part E, SeCtion a.1)

hrs/yr

D. Disconnecting ballast 'saves an additional 20t. ..

1.

\,k

PROCEDURE:

Determine energy savings: .

o.
x' . x x 1.2 x 3.413 = 4itu/mr.

'. B, C

L

a

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)-

ENERGY MEASURES: IRETROPMAILf REQUIRED INFORMATION:

550
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS B-2

O &M

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Replacing Damaged Insulation:

1

A. U value for roof (from Table 3) Btu/hr/°F/ft2

B Assume 75% greater heat Toss through damaged insulation.

C Water damaged area (estimated) ,

.
-sq. ft.

1

Number of degree daysin-normal heating season (from 1 6b1e 12)

----1-M

Number of degree days in normal cooling season (from Table 13)

COD

PROCEDURES:

1. Determine heating energy savings:

Q.75 x x x 24 x = t Btu/yr

A
,
C . D (F)

O

ENERGY MEASURES:44RETROPM

(conti'nued)

C REQUIRED INFORMATION: Adding More Insulation:
0

A. U value for roof (from Table 3} Btu/hr/°F/ft2 --

B. Number of degree days in normal heating season (from Table 12)

HOD

C. U value for '"new' roof Lfrom Table 3) Btu/hr/° /ft2

0. Gross roof area (from,Energy Inventory, Part CA) sq. ft.

E. Number of degree-days in nortal cooling season (from Table3)
COD

PROCEDURES: 4

Mid difference in U values:

Btu/hr/°F/ft2

A

2. Determine heating energy-savings:

x x 24 x Btu /hr

7T-FF 0 B .

(continued)

n
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS B-2.

sr

O&M( REQUIRED INFORMATION: (continued)

2. Determiciecooling- energy savings:

0.75 x x x 24 x = ,Btu/yr

A C E (G)

3 Find total Heating and cooling savings:

+ = Btu/yr

(F) (G)4

,
,,

,
- -

Btas

(Est. Energy Saved)

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)
.. ,

REQUIRED INFORMATION: (continued)

3. 'Determine cooling energy savings:

x x 24 x = Btu/yr

(F) D E (H)

4. Find total heating and cooling .energy savings:

+ = Btu/yr ,

(G) (ii)
1

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

4

552
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATI.ONS B-4

O&M

/. REQUIRED INFORMATION: Suggested O&M measure for window replacement
will save approximately the same amount of energy as double-pane

calculation. Record that result in the blank below. No calculation

is provided for curtains and drapes.
Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

cREQUIRED INFORMATION: Insulating Windows (Heating Energy Savings):

A. U value for existing windOw (from Table 2) Btu/hr/°F/ft2

B. R value for new insulation Btu/hr/°F/ft2

C. Number of degree days in normal heating season (from Table 12)

HDD

D. 'Total window area to be replaced with insulation (estimated)
sq, ft. .

PROCEDURES:

1. Find U value for new space:.

'(1 )

, A

1 +

(E) (F)

2. Find ,difference in U values':

A tic)
t.

3. Determine hexing energy savings:

x , x 24 x Btu/yr

(G)

(Est. Energy Saved)

'(continued)

Btus.
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iPOTENTIAL-ENERGY SAV1>G CALQULAT1ONS B-4

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

ENERGY MEASURES: ,(RETROFIT)

REQUIRED INFORMATION: (continued)

Installing Double-Pane Wiodqws (Heating Energy Savings):

A. U value for existing window (from Table 2) Btu/hr/°F/ft2

B. ,Number of i4egree days in normal heating season (fromiTable 12)
J,IDD

C. U value for new window (from Table 2) Btu/h.0°F/ft'

D. Total window area for which double panes are to be affixed

(estimated) 5q. ft. e°9-

PROCEDURES: a

1. Compute diff'erence in 0 values:

A C (E)

2, DeterminA heating energy savings:.

x x 24x
(E) D B

Btu/yr

Btus

(Est..Engrgy Saved)

-

Shading Devices (Heating_Energy Savings):

This calculation was used previously in A-9.
.

.

PROCEDURES: '.* ,-. ,- -

.t- ,

1. Use the second retrofit.calculation.listed in A-9 to Calculate

. savings: Record savings below.
. -.

2. *If this calculation- has already been compl eted, re-record savings

below. . .

(Est. Energy Saved) ,-

-(continued)

Btus-
-

5- 454
.34

4.4
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING. CALCULATIONS B-4
fi

OEM

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

a

ENRGY MEASURES: IRETROFM

CREQUIRED INFORMATION:' (continued)

Window Films and Outdoor Shading Devices (Cooling Energy Savinj

A. Total solar radiation on a sogp-facing vertical surface (from
Tabte 9) Btu/ft2/yr

B. .
Total solar radiation on an east-facing vertical surface (from

Table 9') Btu/ft2/yr
*

C. Total solar radiation on a west-facing vertical surface (from s4

Table 9) Btu/ft2/yr

b. Percent possible sunshine (from Table 10)

E. Shading coefficient of existing window (from Table 11)

F, Shading coefficient of new glass with film or shading device

(from Table 11)

G. Area of south-facing glass (from 'Energy Inventory, Part-C.2)
sq. ft.

H. Area of east-facing glass (from Energy Inventory, Part C.2)

sq. ft.

I. Area 6f Vest-facing glass (from Endrgy Inventory ,, Part ,C.2)

sq.. ft.

J. Number.of weeks in.hd-rmal cooling season, (from Table 8) wks/yr

PROCEDURES f;

4 0

1. Find difference between shading coefficients:.

F E (K)

Z. Determine cooling season at fraction of year:

r

J:
+ 52 =

('L)

7:
(continued)

I
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING LCULATIONS B-4.

O &4

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

) ENERGY MEASURES: CRETROFM

REQUIRED INFORMATION: (corilti nued)

3, Determine savings on south wall:

100 x , x = Btu/yr

D A G .!(L) (M)

4. Determine savings on, east wall:

::- 100 x x x x

D B H (K) (L) (N)

5. Determine savings on west wall :

÷ 100 x x x x = Btu/yr

D C I (K) 60 (0)

Btu/yr

6. Determine total cool ing energy savings:

13tu/y.r

-(M) (N) (0)

4

ear

(Est. Energy Savd)

%G.
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.POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING' CALCULATIONS

O&M

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Insulating Walls or Roofs:

A. U value'for existingwall (roof.) (from Table 1 or Table 3)

Btu /hr / °F /ftz

B. R value for new insulation Btu/hr/°F/ft2
C. Number of heating degree days in normal heating season (from,

- Table 12) HOD

D. .GrosswaLL (roof) area (from Energy Inventory, Part C.3 and/or ,
C.4) sq. ft.

PROCEDURES:

1. Find U value for new wall (roof):

(1 + )

A B (E)

1 ÷ = Btu/FF.1°F/ ft2
(E) CF)

2 Find difference between U values:

Btu /hr / °F/ft2
A (F)- (G)-

3. Determine energy savings:

x x24 Btu/yr
(G) C r

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

te: Calculation 'applies to conditioned spaces adjacent to outside

).
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A

-POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS V-1

d

.

1.

REQUIRED INFORMAT1DN: Reducing Outside Air Intake:

cfm

,

e

,

A. Number of hours per week during heattng season outside air dampers
operate ih minimum position (estimated) . hrs/wk

B. Leligth of normal heating season (from Tabl-e-44:------hIlLE_______

e. Amount of ventilation air required (from. governing codes)

D. System's air handling capacity,(from Energy' Inventory, Part E,
Section b) cfm *

e

E. Minimum percent outside air brought into building (from Energy
Inventory, Part E, Section b) %`

F. Average outside temperature during heating season (from Table 4)
°F

G. Average indoor temperature (froM Energy Inventory, Part B.2).
°F

4

H. 'Average outside temperature during cooling season (from Table.8)

°F
.

is Nuriper of hours per week during cooling season that outside air
dampers operate in the "minimum" position (estimated) hrs/wk

J. Number of weeks in normal cooling season (frOm Table 8) wks/yr

PROCEDURES:
.

..1. ,a
1. Compute volume of.excess -air brought into .building per *minute:

4- 100 x )
. cfm

E . 0 C (K)'

2. Compute heating energy savings: 'Y ,,, .
. -..

. x,.' 1.08 x x. x = Btu/yr

(K) (G - F) A B (1)
.

(continued)

ENERGY. MEASURES: CRET130FM

1

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

9

/ EA-WB/Page 139
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O

1.*

t?,

o .
liOTE,VIA11 ENERGY SAYING CALCULATIONS V-1

I
C.

084 M

0 ,

..REQUIRED INFORMATION: ( continued)

3 Compute cooling energy savings:

8.1(tu/yr4"

(K)x
'1.08 x

,.
x x =

(K) , . (H .G)' I J (M)

4 Find total heating and cooling savings:

÷ Btu/yr

(1i .(M)

C

.Ge

CO

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

FIEOUIRED INFORMATION:

r

Page 140/EA-WB
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POTE TIAL ENERGYING CALCULATIONSC-pLATIONS V-2

O &M :

REQUIRED INFORMATION:' Zlos4-ng Dampers, During Unoccupied Periods:

. average outdoor temperature during heating season (frim Table 44,

°F

. Av.erage indoor teinperature clitiCing heating season (from Energy
Inventory, Part B.2) , 7YF

. G Minimum-0.'1'cent outside "air admitted into -bui'lding, ( froM Energy
Inventory,. Part E, Section b) 'Yo

0.

, /
System's air handling capacity, (from Energy Inventory, Part E,
Section b) cfm :.

,° Number of weeks in normal' heatingeason (from Table 4) ks /yr

Hours per week during heating season that building is unocCupi d ,`,
(estimated from data in'Energy Inventory, Part B. 1.) hrs/ (tie

PROCEDURES:

1. Determine quantity of outside air admitted into building:
100 x = ,cfm ,

0

C D (G)

. 0 Compute system's ,annual ,operation:

x 0 = hrs/vr c.
g, F (H)

'4,, %

_______

conipute heating -energy savings: ° A'

1.08 x x x = Btu /yr
(G) (B - A) (H)

ti

(Est. Energy. Saved)
Btus

ENERGY MEASURES: CR4TROFM , ,
. , --.4

C REQUIRED INFORMATION.: , Impl ement.ati Oft" of Suggested energy. meastirc,.
will° result in .apprbximately the same savings as . suggested O&M ,-:

options.' Record savings computed above in blank below. -

Bfu,s
(Est. Energy Saved)--!-

'SO

gootxsailtitia)4
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS V-4

O&M

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

Discontinuing Use of Rescheduling Exhaust Fan OpeAtion:

. Powgr of exhaust fans:('from Energy Inventory, Part E, Section b)
.hp

Current annual exhaust fan operation (estimated) hrs/yr

hrs/yrC. Adjusted annual exhaust fan operation (estimated)

PROCEDURE:

Compute energy savings:

x x 2545 tut/yr

- C A .

I

Btus
(Est. Energy Saved)

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Implementation of/suggested energy measures,\
yviTT rest lt in approximately the, same amount of savings as suggested;
O&Ktotions. _Record savings computed above in blank space below.

ob.

(Est Energy Saved)
Btus

Page 142 /EA-Wt
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALC:ULATION-S H-4

O&M

REQUIRED Recal ibrating Thermostat:

If space temperature is higher than thermostat setting:

A. Determine nufiter of degrees F thermostht is out of calibration

(from inspection and measurement) °F

B. Number of weeks in normal heating season (from Table 4) wks /yr

C. Operation time of heating system.(from Energy Inventoi-y, Part E,
Section c.5; add hours/day) hrs/wk

D. Total ATF (from "Energy Consumption for Heating," Step 5)
Btu /hr / °F

PROCEDURES:

1._ Determine hours of operation per heating season:

x

B ,C . (E)

2. CompUte energy savings:''

x x

(E) A

hrs/yr

Btu/yr

(If space temperature is lower than thermostat-setting during the
heating season, heating energy is probably being saved.)

(Est. Energy Saved)

Btuss, .

ENERGY MEASURES: RETROFIT,

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Implementation of suggested. energy measure
will result iri approximately the !same amount of savings as suggested

O&M options. Record savings computed above, in blank below.

4

Bfkis

(Est. Energy Saved).
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POTENTIAL ENERGY "SAVING CALCULATIONS H-5
4

O&M

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

ENERGY Is;IsEASURESi (RETROFIT)

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Installing Automati c Temperature Control s:

A. Assume 12% annual energy savings.

. Seasonal heating load ( from "Energy Consumption for Heating,"
Step 7) Btu/yr

PROCEDURE:

Compute heating energy savings:

, x 0.12 = Btu/yr
B

o

BtusQ

(Est. -Energy Saved)

.1.
e
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'POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS H-6

. O&M

C

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

oo

o

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Returning Condensate vi Boiler:

A. Steam consumption. (from Energy Inventory, Part D, Row 5, Column B

lbs/yr

Average city water temperature (from Energy Inventory, Part E,

Section d.4) °F

Condensate temperatue (measured)
a -

PROCEDURE:.

Determine enetgy sari ngS:

Btu/yr
(C -.B)

OS

Co.

'

Btus

(Est. E ergy Saved)

r

564. -
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POTENTIAL EVRGY SAVINGCALCULATIONS H-7

'O &M

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Turning Pilots Off:

Number of Identical pllots turned of (from inspection)"

1

.: Amount of -gas cosumed' per hour by One pilot inIA (from local

utility) t3/hr

C. Heat value of gas ( from 'local uti 1 ity or use A030) Btu/ft'

D. Number of hours per year pi lot will be turned off (estimated)

J. brs/yr.

e
PROCEDURE;

,-..

-Determine energy savings:
,

../
. x x x = Btu/yr

A B - C D .

(Note: Repeat. this calculation for each pilot light size. Record

total savings- below.)

,

4,

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

ss

ENERGY MEASURES: CAETROFM

o

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

;0 1

I

4

Pige146/EA-WB
'4565
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS H-8.

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Replacing Steam Traps:

'A. Number of traps to...be replaced (froni inspection} traps

B.

_

Assume 50,000,000 Btu/yr saved per malfunctioning trap of 3/166
prifice diameter and 5' psig steam pressure for a 130-day heating

season.

404

PROCEDURE:

eterene energy savings. for trap replacement-:

x 50,000,000 = Btu/yr

a

(Est. Energy Saved)

Btus

ENERGY MEASURERETROFm

r. REQUIRED INFORMATION:

it

s.

1'

r-

566
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVIN.6 CALGULATIONS H-9
A.

O &M

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Adding More PipeSlrfsulation:

A. Pipe diameter (from inspection) in

B. Lerigth of pipe (estimated) ft

C lumber of weeks per.year pipe supplies hot water (from Energy
Inventory, Part E, Section c.6) wks/yr

D. -Number of hours per week pipe stkpplies hot water (from Energy
Inventory, Part E, Section c.5; add hours) hrs/wk

PROC DURES:

1 Find heat loss per 10 feet of. pipe in A (from Table 14 or Table
depending on water temperattire in heating .system):

Btu/hr/10 ft

Determine en rgyrgy savings:

10 x x x = Btt.)cyr

(E) B C D

15,

Btus
. (Est. Energy Saved)

e.

y-
17-

.

a S.

t

e

a

O

t A

4

Page 148/EkWB4.
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11EWIREAINFORMATION: Routine eTeaning/Maintenance:

,

. Assume.a 10% energy saAngi.

Seasonal
%
heatingload (frbmi"Enargy.Consumption for Heating,"

Step 7) Btu/yr

PROCEDURE:

Compute energy savings:
. -

;$ 0.1"0 = Btu/yr

1

0

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

.//

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)t -REQUIRED INFORMATION: Replacing Inefficient Units:

A. Efficiency of old unit (from manufacturer)

B. Efficiency of new unit. (from manufacturer) .

C. Seasonal heating load (from "Energy Consumption for Heating,"

Step 7) Btu/yr
era%

PROCEDURE:

Determine energy savings:

(

-7-8--- A
) ÷ 100 x .,. Btu/yr

Q.

,

I.

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

56&

(continued)
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS H-12

,
0

O&M .

REQUIRED INFORMATION: .

.

4

---
ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT):

I, REQUIRED INFORMATION: (continued),,-

Improving Efficiency with Baffles: ,

k

Seasonal heating load (from "Energy Consumption for Heating,"
Step 7) Btu / hr

Improvement in efficiency: For old boilers (3" tubes), use 0.10._
For-new boilers (3" tubes), use 0.03.

PROCEDURE:

Determine energy savings:
___

. .

X =

A B

.

Btufyr

Ilk

' Btus
(Est. Energy Saved)

. e
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAYI'NG' CALCULATIONS H-15

O&M ,

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

O

ENERGY MEASURE - 'OFIT)

REQUIRED INFOR 11011: Preheating Combustion

A. Assume one cubic 'foot of combustion air required for each
113JBIA-Vf uutpu4,.

B Seasonal 'heating load (from "Energy Consumption fur fieaing,"

Step 7) -t Btu/yr

C Numberof degrees combustion air can be preheated using heat
recovery device (from manufacturer) ; °F

D. Boiler efficiency (from manufacturer)

PROCEDURES:

1. Fipd.annual volume Of combustion air required:

ft3/yr

B D ,(E)

2 Compute 'heating energy savings:

X 0.075 x 0.24 = Btu/yr

(E)

Neo

(Est. Energy Saved)

No b

Btus

L

570
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POTENT1A,L ENERGY' SAVING CALCULATIONS ...C-1

O&M

REQUIRED INF ORMATiQN: Reca 1 i Thermos tat :

During cooling-season, if space taiperatOre is lower than thermostat
, .

setting; .-

A.--;,-litimbelig.f d ret, tnemostat is out ofcalibfation (from inspi ecz

Thin) 'v., ',. . I.

. . , '.t.,./
B. NUmber_of weekS-4 Cooling seaivi (4oril Table' g) Akilr..".. ,

,..,

4
C. Cooling system operating time (from Energy Inventoryjart1t410 .

Section c.5;add hours) hrs/wk r

. Total HTF factor (from "Energy Consumption for Heating," Step 5)
Btu/hr

PROCEDURES:

1. Find annual cooling system operation:

hes/yr

. C (E)

Compute cooling savings:

x x =-- Btu/yr

D 111 (E) A

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

space temperature is higher than thermostat setting during theme
cooling season., energy is probably being conserved, depending on the
type of system employed., If a reheat or dual duct system is being
used, however, calculate excess energy consumed using above method.)

t

ENERGY MEASURES; CRETIROFIT)

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Implementation of'suwested energy measure
will result in approximately the same amount of savings as suggested.

O&M options. Record savings computed above, in blank below.4

,,.,1111,14111111'

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

age 12/EA-WB
5 71



POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS

Q&M

Pc REQUIRED INFORMATION:

.40

F

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

rmilMREDINFCARMATICW Resetting,Hot Deck Temperature's:
,

A: SyGtem's air handling capac'itfl1=rom'Energy.Inventory, Pirt f,'
., ,

, .

Section b) cfm
.

Bk,%.,Length of cooling sekspn cObin'able 8) --WIcs/yr

C. Length of heating season' (from Table 4) wks/yr-

rt

D. Hot deck reset in summer' (lower tempvatpre 5-10°F 'F

4

E. Hot deck reset in winter (lower temperature-3-6°F) °F

. ..

F. Operating time per week (estimated) hrs/wk

PROCEDURES:

1). Determine'heating energy saved in summer:

x 0.5 x 1.08 x x 3x = Btu/ye

0" B f (G)

2. 'Determine heating energy'save8 in winter:

x 0.5 x 1.08 x x x = Btu/yr

A E-- C F (H)

.

3. Determine annual heating ene-egyfavings:

-o

_ Btu/yr

(Est. Energy Saved),

continued)

Btus

2.
EA -WB /Page 153
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.-.:POTENTIAL.ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS-

O&M

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

'ENERGY MEASURE$:_ (RETROFIT)

4

REQUIRED INFORMATION: (continued)

Resetting Cold Deck Temperatures:

A. System's air handling capacity (from Energy Inventory, Part E,
Section b) cfm

T--7--
B. Length of cooling season (from Table 8) wks /yr

C. Cold deck reset (raise temperature 3-6°F), 0

Q. Operating-time per week (estimated) hrs/wk

PROCEDURE:

Determine cool ing energy saved:

c
1 x 0.5 x.1..08 x -x x = Btu/yr
A , , ' C _,B D

(Est: Energy Saved)
Btus

Page 154/EA-WB
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POTENTIAL ENERGY' SAVING CALCULATIONS,,

O&M

/ REQUIRED INFORMATION:

ENERGY MEAS4RES: (RETROFIT)

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Insulating Chilled Water Li nes :i 4

A. Pipe di ameter ( from inspection) i n

8. Length of, pi pe ( estimated) ft
.

C. Number of weeks peryar pipe supplies ch 1 1 ed" water ( from Energy

Inventory, Part SeCtion c.6) wks/yr

D. Number of hours per week pi pe suppties water,(from Energy

Inventory, Part E,. Section ,c.5; add hours) f hrsiwk

E. Fin'd heat gain per ,ten eet of pi pe i RA (from Table 16)

Btu/hr/10- ft-

PROCEDURE:

Determine energy savings:

, = 10 t/ Btu/yr

(Est. Energy Saygd)

4.

Btus

7

4 ,
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS C-9

O&M

4.

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Cl eani ng Condenser Coi 1 s

Seasonal cool ing. 1 da.ct (from "Energy Consumption for Cool i ng,"

Step 5) . Btu/yr

B. Asume a 10% savings.

PROCEDURE:

Determine cooling energy savings:

x 0.10 Btu/yr
A

(Est. Energy Saved)

I-

Btus

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

11411111111

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

a

Page 156/EA-WB



POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS C1-11,

REQUIRED INFORMATION:. Raising Chilled Water Temperature:

A Assume chiller supply temperature is rAisedi.from 45°F to -48°F

(3 degrees increase).

B. 'Seasonal' cooling energy load (from. "Energy Consumption, for

Cooling," Step 5) ,Btu/yr ,/

C. Assume g%-per degree of reset, or 6% for --a-three - degree reset.

PROCEDURE:

Determine cooling energy savings:

x 0.06 = Btu/yr

B

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

P REQUIRED INFORMATION:

e.

Btus

(Est. Energy Saved)

576
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POTENTIAL 'ENERG'Y SAVING CALCULATIONS C.z.13.

, O&M

REQUIRED INFORMATION:

ENERGY. MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

REQUIRED INFORMATION: 4

Replacing Refrigeration System with Water-Cooled ,Condenser System:

A. Amount of air conditioning (from "Energy Consumption for Cooling,"
Step 1) - tons

8, Approximate power input for existing system (from 'Energy Con-
sumption fon,Cooling," Step C) kW/design Ion

C. Approximate power input for water-cooled condenser system (from
-Table 6) kW/design ton

D. Full-load operating hours (fi''om Table 7; if city is not listed,
select value for nearest city in same cooling zone from Figure 1)

hrs/yr

PROCEDURES:

1. Find difference in power requirements:

kW/ton
B C (E)

2. Compute cooling, energy savings:

x x x 3,413 = Btu/yr
(E) 'A

BtUs
(Est. Energy Saved)

Page 158 /EA-148
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POTENTIAL ENER Y SAVING CALCULATIONS W-1-

O&M'

REQUIRED INFORMATION: Reducing Hot Water Temperature:

A. Daily per capita hot water consumption (from Table 17)

gal/person/day

B. dumber of work days tier xear (estimated from Energy Inventory,

Part B.1) days/yr

C. Average number of occupants (estimated from Energy Inventgry,

Part B.1) occupants

D. Assume energy savings of 8.33 Btu/gal /"F

E. Number of degrees temperature of hot water is to be reduced

(,estimated) 'F

PROCEDURES:

1. Find annual consumption:

gaT/yr

,A B C (F)

(continued)

ENERGY MEASURES: (ETRQFIT)

C41EQUIRED INFORMATION: Insulating Pipes:

A. Pipe diameter (from inspection) - in

B. Length of pipe in A (estimated) ft

C. Number of weeks pipe supplies hot water (est.) wks/yr

Hours per week pipe supplies hot water (est.) hrs/wk

E Find heat loss per 10 feet of pipe in A (from Table 14 or Table 15,

depending on water temperature) Btu/hr/10 ft

PROCEDURE:

Determine energy savings:

' 10 x x x = - Btu/yr

E,

Btus

(Est. Energy Sa ed)

---'/I(continued)

a78

J
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS W-1

O&M

, REQUIRED INFORMATION: (continued)

. Determine energy savings:

x 8.33 x = Btu/yr
(F)

(Est. Energy Saved)

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

REQUIRED INFORMATION: (continued)

Insulating Storage Tank:

Surface area of tank (from manufacturer)

R value of insulation Btu/hr/,'F/ft2
sq. ft.

C . Temperature)of hot water in tank (measured) °F

D.1 Temperature of surrounding air (measured) °F

E. \Number of hours per year4 tank is used (estimated) hrs/yr

PRAEDURE:

Comp to energy savings:

x x, = Btu/yr
B . (C - D) E

Btus

Page 1 0/EA-WB

(Est. Energy Saved)

,5,79
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVING CALCULATIONS 1-W-4'

O&M

t REQUIRED INFORMATION:

ENERGY MEASURES: (RETROFIT)

fFiEQUICIED INFORMATION: Installing Solar Water Heater:

A. Percent' possible Ninshine (from Table 10)

B. Solar'insolation incident on collector surface (from Tabie 18)

Betii/yr

C. Collector surface area (from manufacturer) sq. ft.

Per capita hot water consumption (from Table 17) gal/persoq/aay

E. Average number of building occupants (estimated) occupants

F. Number o'f'days per year bUilding is occupied (estimated from data

in Energy Inventory, Part 13.1) days/yr

G. Difference between-hot watef temperature and city water temperature
(from Energy Inventory, Part E, Section d.4) °F

PROCEDURES:

1. Determine annual hot water consumption:

x, *x 9a1/yr

D E - F (H)

2. Determine energy required to heat (j):

8.3 x x
a

= : Btu/yr
S.

(H)

3. Calculate usable energy frocwoUllector:

100 x x = Btd/yr

e`.

or,

(Note: If.jstep 3 result is greater than tep 2 result, record Step 2

result below. If Step 3 result is less than'Step 2 result, record,

Step 3 result below.)

(Est. Energy Saved)

13tus

580
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. GENERAL REFERENCE. ENERGY AND POWER tONVERSICNS.*

TO ;CHANGE':

From: \,/-1 To: Multiply, By:

Kilowatt-hours (kWh) Btus 3,4134./11,600ff

MCFs Natural Gas Cubic feet 1000:00

Therms 10.00

CCF Natural Gas Btus 103,000

4

CF Natural Gas Btus -1,030

Therms Natural Gas Btus 100,000

Horsepower kWs 0.746

Btu/min 4241

Barrels (bbls) Gallons 42

Barrels Crude Oil Btus . 5,825,000

Gallons No. 2 Heating Oil , . Btus 138,690

Barrels No.7%i Residual-Fuel Btus 6,287,000

Barrels No. 6 Heayrig Oil Btus 6,286,980

'Gallons Gasoline ,
/

Btus 125,000
.

Barrels Liquified Propane
'Gas (LPG) Btus 4,009,950

Short Tons Coal Btus 24;500,000

Watts (W) Btu/hr , 3.413

Kilowatts (kW) Watts 1000.00

Pounds Steam (lbs) Btus 1000.0e/1390.00'

Tons Refrigeration Btu/hr 12,000

* Sea level
Institutienal Conversion Factor

! Point of Generation Conversion Factor (for Federal Reporting)

4,

582,
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Figure 1. Heating and Cooling 'Zones.
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1

7--TAALE 1. U VALUES FOR TYPICAL WALE ANO ROOF CONSTRUCTION (WALLS).

123456 7

Conacruction 1 Resistance (a)

1. Oucside surface (15 moh wind) 0.17

2. race bricx (4 In) 0.44

3. Cemanc morcar (1/1 in) 0.10

4. ConcAte block (cinder agg) fa in) 1.72

5. Air space (reflective) 2.30

6. Gypsum wallooard. :oil back (102 La) 0.43

7. Inside surface (still air)' 0 68

'focal resi ante
.1/R 1'6.36

Construction
1. Outside surface (15 mon wind)

Common brick (0 in)

3. Air soace
4. Concrete alock (scone a3g) 04.1n)

5. Air soave
6. Gypsum wallboera (Ii2 in)
71 Inside surface (sc111 a:.r)

12 3458 7 :ocal resibcance
LT 1/R

123 4 5

1 23456

12 345 6

6.36
0.16

Resistance (R)
0 L7

0.80
0.97

0.71

0.97
0.45

0.63

4.75

0.21

Construction Resistance (R)

1: Inside surface (scill air) 0.68

2. ?las. (1: we agg) 5/8 in 0.39

3. Cement block (cinder egg) (4 an) 1.11

4. ?Las. (1c we agg)5/8 in 7.39

5. Inside surface (still air) 0.68

Tocil resiscance 3.25

U -= 1/3.25 . . .-... 0.31

Conscruction Resistance (R)

1. Oucsine surface 015 on wind) 0.17

2. Face brick (4 an) 0.44

3. Common brick (4 in) 0.80

4. Alr space 0.97

5. Gypsum :tailboard (1/2 In) 0.45

6. Idside surface (still air) 0.68

Total resistance
U 1/R 1/3.51 s,

Adjustment for furring (1 x 2 in 0 16 In c.c.)
U. x 1.00 0.29 x 1.00 0.29

3.51
0.29

<

Conscruccicn Resiscance-.(R)

1. Outside surface .15 mph wind) 0.17

2. Sidi wood. 1/2 A 8 in lapped (avg)....t o.al
.

3, Sheach 1/2 asphalt impregnated 1.32

4. Air space 0.97

5, Gypsum wallboard (1/2 in) ' 0.45

6. Inside surface (sci11.4fir) 0.68

Total resistance 4,40

U 1/R 1/4.12 0.23

Construction Resiscance (R)

1. Surface (scill air) 0.68

2. .Gypsum bd (1/2 in). - 0.43

3. Air space 0.97

4. Gypsum wallboard (1/2 in)
S. Surface (still itr) 0.

Total resistance 3.23

U 1/R . 1/3.23 0.11

584 `SEA -WB/Page 165
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A

TABLE 2. U ,VALUES FOR GLASS. .

(
Glass U Value

Single pane 1.13

Double pane 0.65

Triple pane , ,0.47
3 .

Storm window and
air space , 0.56

4*

i

i

1.

\

r

-

s
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TABLE 3. U VALUES FOR TYPICAL WALL AND ROOF CONSTRUCTION (ROOFS).

1234 58 78-

1 23 4 5 67

Construction Res/seamen (R). .

1. Outside surface (15 mph wind) 0.17

2. Builc-up roofing (3/8) 0.33

3. Roof insulation (C = 0.24) "4.17

Z. Metal deck" °A
5. Air space 0.99

6. Metal lath and
.

7. 3/4 in plas. (san agg) 0.13

8. Inside surface (still air) 0.92

Total resistance .4 6.71

U 1/R .'1/6.71 0.15

Construction
(Heat flow up)
1. Ouesida surface (15 mph uind) . 0.1'

2. Builc-uo roaring (3/g in) 0,33

3. Roof insulation (C 3.72) 1.39

.. Plywoid deck (5/8 in) 0.73

5. Air space 0.35

6. Gypsum wallboard k1/2 in) 0..3'

7. acoustical tile (1/2 .n) - glued .. 1.25

8. Inside suriace(seiil air) 0.61

Resistance (R)

Total resistance , 5.33

U 1/R 1/5.83 0.17

Construction (heat flow up) - Resistance (R)

1. .Ouesida surface (15 mph wind) 0.17

2. 3611c-up roofing - 3/8 in 0.33

3. Roof insulation _(none) -
4. Concrete slab (le wt agg) (2 in) 2.22

5. Corrugated metal .....,. 0

6. Air space ' 4\ 0.65

7. Metal lath and 3/4 in plas. (lc we agg) .,. 0.47

8. Inside surface (hill air) 0.61

Total resistance '
4,65

U 1/R 1/4.65 0.22

Construction Resistance (R)-.
P (Heat flow up)

1. Outside surface (15 mph wind) 0.17
4 .2. Asphalt'shingle roofing 0.44

3. Building paper 0.06

4. Plywood deck (5/8 in) 0.79"

5. Air space (3.5 In. reflective surface) 2.06

6. GypsuM wallboard (1/2 in) ,. 0.45

Inside surface (still air) '0.62

Total resistance 4.58

U 1/R 1/4.58 0.22

anAged rood below unheated space
Construction (heat flow up), Resistance (R)

1. Top surface (still air) 0.61

2. Linoleum or tilt (ave a) air 0.05

3. Felt 0.06

4. Plywood (5/8 0.78

5. Wood wobfloor (3/4 in) 0.94

6. Air space 0.85

7. Metal lath and 3/4 in plas (It lot agg) 0.47

8. Bottom surface (still air) 0.61

'.Total resistance '4.37

U 1/R Z/4.37

58.6

15.23
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mp TABLE 4. DATA ON NORMAL HEATING SEASON IN U.S. CITIES:

0

rat

-

City

Days

. Per

Seastn"

Average
Temp.

"F

' -

. City
Days

Per .
Season"

Average
temp.
°F

, City

Days
Per

Season"

Average
Temp.

°F

ALABAMA
Anniston
Birmingham
Gadsden
liobile

Montgomery
Tuscaloosa

ARIZONA
' Flagstaff ,

Nogales
Phoenix
Prescott
Tucson
Yunm

ARKANSAS
Fort Smith
Little Rock
TexaCkana

CALIFORNIA .

Bakersfield
Beaumont
Bishop
Burbank
Fresno
Los Angeles
Mount Shasta
Oakland
Pasadena
Sacramento
San Diego
San Francisco
San Jose

COLORADO
Alamosa
Boulder_ '

Colorado Springs

Denver
Grand Junction
Pueblo

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport
Hartford
New Haven-

192

193

204

1.5151

16fl

191

328

214

. 149

243

165

113

187

187

171

181

230

,239

211

192

190

306

365

245

211

224

- 365
244

343 .

277
276

266

241

257

260
264

268

50.3
50.6
50.8
54.9

53.4

. 51.8

42.1

53.2
55.0
46.3
54.2

56.6

48.0
49.1

51.2

53.3
52.7

47.3
56.4
51.8

7 57.4

45.7
56.3

52.$6.

6
7

58.0
56.6
55.1

39.8
45.1

-41.4

43.7
41.0
42.8

42.E
.41.7
,42.5>

'

.

DELAWARE ,

Dover

Milford :

Wilmington

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington ,
Silver Hill Obs.

.
FLORIDA

Daytona Beich.

Fort Myers
Jacksonville
Lakeland
Miami '

Miami Beach
Orlando
Pensacola
Tallahassee
Yampa

.......

GEORGIA
Athens
Atlanta
Augusta
Columbus

Macon
Savannah

IDAHO
Boise \N\
Lewiston

)Pocatello '

' Salmon
'

ILLINOIS
Bloolington S.

Cairo
'Chicago ,

Decatur

Moline

Peoria
Rockford
Springfield

INDIANA
Evansville 2..

Fort Wayne

238
232

.235
.

223

232

In

132

87

100

0

165

151

157

93

191

194

172

180

169

164

277

269

290
307

'

242 '

201

251
242

257
248
248
268
228

255

255

45.7
46.5
44.1,

45.9
(45.4

5).i

§6,6
7.5

63.3.

61.1

55.5
'55.3

57.8

50.3
50.5
52.6

51.7
52.9
54.6

43.7
44.6

40.$
39,2

41.5
46 3
39.9

42.3-
39.4
39.3

40.5
39.5
42.1

47.9
40.3

INDIANA (cont'd)

Indianapolis
SoUth Bend.

IOWA
Burlington
Davenport
Des Moines
Dubuque

Sioux City

KANSAS
Dodge City
Goodland
Salina
Topeka

Wichita

KtHlUCK1'

fialakfort

lexington
loutsville

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
take Charles
tIcw Orleans

Shreveport

MAINL
Caribou

Eastpoit
Portland

MIOULAAD
Annapolis
Baltimore
Cambridge

MASSACHUSLUS
----- Boston

Fitchburg
Nantucket
Pittsfield

MICHIGAN
Ann.Atgor-

Detroit
flint

Grand Raoids

'

229
257'

243

240 .

243

268
253

231

261

232
222

220

229

233 -

217

157

151

135

163

344

365

303

236
248
225

262

284

297
301

276
259

286

260

42.6
39.6,

39.9

39.6

39.2

37.9

37.3

43.1

40.6 f
43.6
42.8
44.2

46.6

43.6

45.3

54.8
54.8
56.3
52.0

35.4

42.4

39.7

46.0
48.1

46.1

42..9

41.7
44.5

6'39.4

40.1

40.3
39.9

40.1 ,,,

* For calculations requiring- heating se-ason'illiweeks, divide number of days 'b,' seven.
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Table 4. Continued,"

City
..

Days

Per
Season*

Average
Temp.
'F

City t'.'

Days
Per

Season*

Average
Temp.

of

.

City
Days

Per

Season*

Average
Temp.

"F

MICHIGAN (ciit'd)
Kalamazoo-
Lansing':
Saginaw
IX. Joseph .

MINNESOTA
'Duluth
Minneapolli .

Rochester
St. Paul

MISSISSIPPI
Jacksd
Merid an
Vicksburg

MISSDURI

Columb6
Kansas City
St. Joseph
S. Louis

MONTANA
840lings
Butte-7

Great Falls
Havre -

Helena .

Kalispell
Missoula

NEBRASKA /
Lincoln
Norfolk
North Platte
Omaha
Scottsbluff

NEVADA
1 Ely c e

11, Las Vegas
Reno
Tonopah

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Concord
Hanover
Keene

272
268
275
269

319'

263
274
264

175

180,

165

231

220
226
215

286
365

307
t 298

318
323
312

237
257
260
239

272

.

304
2D6
296
269

291

309
307,

t

'
40.5

38.9
39.3

42.0

35.3

35.1

35.5

35.4

52.4

52.0
52.9

42.9

428
41.4

4'4.2

40.2
38.3

40.4

37.4

39.4

40.1

39.8

40.3
37.5

39.8

39.2
,

39.8

40.5
53.2

44:6
43.4

38.8
3g.l
40.7

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City
BelVidere
Dover
Jersey City

A Newark
New Brunswick
Somerville

'Trenton

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Clayton
Raton...,

Roswell
Santa Fe

NEW YORK
Albany

Binghamton
Buffalo
Elmira

Ithaca
New York
Rochester
Schenectady
Syracuse

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville .

Hatteras
Raleigh

Winston-Salem

NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck
Fargo
Grand Forks
Jamestown

01110

Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dayton s-

Lima
Sandusky

.

.

244

259

276

246

242

256

254

239

222

251'

285
208
287

256

268

273
274

279

241

271

265 J

263

233
204

193

202

216

290

287
313

308

223
249 ''

238
--243-

262

249

45.6
42.6
42.3

.

43.9
43.3
439'.

43.1,

43.8

45.2
44.5,

42.5
48:5
43.9

40:3
40.5
40.0

-N
4t.6
40.9
44.0
39.7
38.4.

40.2

47.547Charlotte

49.3
52.6
49.8
47.8

33.9

32.7
33.8
34,5

44.7
42.0
42.8

-42.0-
42.4

41.6'

01110 (cunt'd)

Ibledo
Youngstown

OKLAHOMA
.

Muskogee
Oklahoma City
Tulsa

OREGON
Astoria
Baker

.6, Eugene

Meacham
Medford
Portland
Salem .

'PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Altoona

. Erie

Harrisburg
Lancaster .

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Readipg '

Scranton
Williamsport

RHOOf ISLAND
Block Island
Providence

SOUIH.CAROIINA
Charleston
Columbia .

Florence

Spartanburg

SOUTH DAKOTA .
Huron

Rapid City
, Sioux Falls

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga

Knoxville
Memphis
Nashville

' .

q .

'----

258

257

211

194

195

365

314

300

345

270

276 .

.

292

251

273

258
211

257

228
234

238

258
.253

280

257

165

181

187

201

.

265

-286

268

209
209

186

204

40.2
41.0

47.9
46.9
46.6

51.3

42.4

49.1

42.1

48.2
50.0
49.3

41.6

42.6'
41.3

43.2
43.7

45.2
43.4

43.7
41.6
41.7

4,4.1

43.2

54.3
52.4

51.6

49.9_
4

29.8
26.3
.29.3 '

48.8
47.8
48.8
47.8

o

* For calculations requiring heating *seasqn in weeks, divide number of days by seven.
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Table 4. Continued.

e

110

City

Days
Per

Season*

Average
Temp.

01

City
,

....

Days

Per
Season*

Average
Temp.

°F

City

Days

Per
Season*

Ayerage

Temp.

°F

-
i

TEXAS

Abilene
Amarillo '

Austin
Corpus Christi

Dallas
El PAo.
Fort Worth

Galveston
Houston ..

Lubbock
.Palestine,!',4

Port Arthur
San Antonio
Waco
Wichita Falls

UTAH
'Blanding
Logan

Ogden .

Salt Lake City

-
-

175

228
151 .

121

162
183 .

166

137

138

207
160
A43
145 .

158"
184

273
290
258
252

49.8
45.9
53.7
56.6
41/0
59.6
50.8
56.2
55.8
47.7
52.6
55.5

54.1
52.2
48.6

42.5
41.7
49.4
43.3

VERMONT
BurlingtOn °

Northfield

VIRGINIA
Charlottesville'
Danville
Norfolk

Richmond
Roanoke

WASHINGTON .

Bellingham
Ellensburg
Everett
Olympia .'

Seattle-'Tacoma

Spokane
.

WEST VIRGINIA
, Charleston
Fairmont
Huntington

281

3211

238

211'

t 207

216
2Z6

365

295
365

365

343

301

229

246
220

37.0

38,6

47.3
48.4
49.9

47.8
46.6

50.2

42.8
480
49,9
49.6

.42.2

45.7
44.5
46.5

,

"

WEST VIRGINIA
(cont'd)

Parkersburg
Wheeling

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire
Green Bay
Madison
Milwaukee
Oshkosh
Sheboygan

WYOMING
Casper
Cheyenne
Lander
Rock Spring
Sheridan

'

1

231

276

281

284

. 264

271

.280

291

296

307

298

307

294

,

44.4

46.1

36.6

35S9
37.3

39.4

A.1
39.6

39.2

40.4

37.1

37.4

38.3

*,

* For calcul4tions requiring heat g season in weeks, divide number of4days by seven.
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TABLE 5. AIR CONDITIONING DATA.

.

t

I

Building Type' ft2/ton

Hospitals 27,0

SchoOls and Colleges . 260

Public Office Buildings 340

Nursing Homes 275

..._

..,.

I '

r. TABLE 6. APPROXIMATE POWER INPUTS.

. .
S

4

System. .

#

Total

kW/Design
Ton

,

.

Window Units 1.7$'

.Through-Wall'Units ' . 1.94

Dwelling Unit, Central Air-Cooled 1.63
(-

Central, Group, or Bui'1,0ing Cooling Plants .

(3 to 25 tons) Air-Cooled 1.40

(25 to, 100.tons) Air7Cooled N; 1.39

.(25 to 100 tons) Water- Cooled 1.11

* .

(Over 100 tons) Water-Cooled 0.99

. A.

.

590
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TABLE 7. ESTIMATED EQUIVALENT PULL -LOAD OPERATING HOURS
'FOR NORMAL COOLING SEASON.

Albuquerque, NM 1500 Indianapolis, IN 1100

Atlantic City, NJ 650 Little Rock, AR 1900

Birmingham, AL 17010 Minneapolis, MN 600

Boston, MA . 800 New Orleans, LA 2100

Burlington, VT 400 New York; NI 750

Charlotte, NC 900 Newark,-NJ . 650

Chicago, IL 750 Oklahoma 'city, OK 1500

Cleveland, OH 600 Pittsburgh, PA 1050

Cincinnati, OH '1250 Rapid City, SD 900

Columbia, SC 1360- St. Joseph, MO 1300

Corpus Christi, TX 2250 St. Petesburg, FL 2100

Dallas, TX 14400 San Diego; CA 1250.

Denver, CO 600 Savannah, GA, 1300

Des Moines, IA \4300 Seattle, WA_ 800

Detroit, MI 850 Syracuse, NY
,

600

Duluth, .MN op Trenton, NJ 900%,

El Paso, TX 1200 Tulsa, OK 1850

Honolulu, HI 2500 Washington, DC 950

AO.

4, Page, 172/EA-WB
1

14.
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TABLE 8. DATA ON NORMAL COOLING EASON FOR SELECTED U.S. CITIES.*

City
Cooling\Season
Length in Days

Average Cooling
Season Temp.

f
Albany, NY 133 75°F

Albuquerque, NM ., , 189 80°E '

Atlanta, GA
Bismarck, ND

210

126

*., 79°F.

78°F.
,

Boise, ID 140 78 °F`

Boston, MA - ,133 75°F

Billings, MT 126 77°F

Buffalo, Ny 133 74°F

Charleston, SC 252 _ 79°F

Chicago, IL 147 76°F

Corpus Christi, TX 301 '81°F

Dallas, TX \ 238 7t88°F

Denver, CO 161 77°F

Detroit; MI .- 133 : 75°F

Ellsworth, SD ` 140 77°F

Fairchild; WA 112
l5or
/ r

Greensboro, NC 196 -' . 79°F

Helena, MT . 105 75°F .

Kansas City, MO 182 80°F

Kodiak, AK , . 7
.'%. '67°F

Las Vegas, NV , 245 88°F

LO-s Angeles,'CA .
231 71°F

. Louisville, KY 182 80°F .

Lubbock, TX . 217 ' 80°F .

Memphis, TN 210 . 81 °f

Miami, FL 350 4 80°F

Minneapolis, MN - 133 76°F

NewOrleans, LA 280 5 . 80°F

Omaha, NB
Pearl Harbor, HI,

_161 '

364

78°F

80°P

Phoenix,' AZ 287 87°F

Pittsburgh, PA . 154 75°F. -

Portland, ME' 105 73°F

Portland, OR . 112 72°F

Roosevelt Rds, PR 364 83°F

CA ___ 224---- 84°FSaCramento,
Salt Lake City, UT

.
140 79°F

,

San Diego, CA, 210 70°.F

San Francisco, CA 168 71°F .

Traverse City, MI 119 74°F

Tulsa, OK 210 . 81°F .

Washington', DC 168 77°F

* For calculations requiring cooling season in weeks, divide number of

days by seven.
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TABLE 9. TOTAL SOLAR INSOLATION ON A VERTICAL SURFACE
(Btu/yr/ft2).

Degrees Latitude East- and West-Facing North-Facing South-Facing

24°

%.

.41,900

353,300 113,700

),/

354,600

28°

3g:.3.

36°

40°

44°
.

48°

52°

56°

\

-

344,800

336,300

315,500

306,250

297,000

284,150

271,300 /

108,200

102,700

97,900

93,100

90,000

86,900
,

83,500

80,200

378,400

402,100

423,9b0

445,600

455,800

466,100

458,600

451,000

Page 174/EA-WB
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TABLE 10. 1'4E4 PERCENTAGE OF POSSIBLE SUNSHINE

FOR SELECTED LOCATIONS..,

4

State and Station rears Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct.. Nov. Oec. Annual

ALABAMA
-56--Birmingnam op 43 49 63 06---67 62 66 60 67 58 44 ---51r

Montgomery 49 51 53 61 69 73 72 66 69 69 71 64 . 48 64

7 ALASKA
Anchorage 19 39 46 56:' 58 50 51 45 39 35 32 33 29 45

Fairbanks 20 34 50 61 68 55 53 45 35 31 28 38 29 44

Juneau 14 30 32 39 37 34 35 28. 30 25 18 '21 18 30

Nome 29 44 46 48 53 51 48 26 34 35 36 30 41

ARIZONA
Phoenix 64 76 79 83 88 93 94 84 84 89 88 84 77 ' 85 .

YuMA E2 83 87 91 94 97 98 92 91 93 931 90 83 91

ARKANSAS
Lttle Rock 66 44 53 57 52 67 72 71 73 71 74 58 47 52

CALIFORNIA
Eureka 49 , 40 44 50 53 54 56 51 46 52 48 42 '39 49

Fresno 55 45 63 72 33 89 94 97 37 93 87' 73 47 78

Los Angeles 63 70 69 t 70 57 68 69 80 81' 80 76 79 72 '3

Red 31uff 39 50 60 55 75 79 86 95 94 89 77 /64 50 75

Sacramento 48 44 57 67 76 82 90 96 95 92 82 65 44 77

San Diego 68 58 67 68 66 60 60 67 70 70 70 76 71 68

San Francisco 54 51 57 63 69 70 75 68 63 70 70 52 54 66

COLORADO
Denver . 64 57 67 65 63 61 69 68 68 71 71 67 65 67

Grand Junction 57 58 62 64 67 71 79 76 72 77 74 67 58 69

CONNECTICUT
Hartford 48 46 55 56 54 57 60 62 60 57 55 46 46 56

I

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington 56 46 '53 56 57 61 64 64 52 62 01 54 47 58

=LORIDA
Apalachicola 25 59 62 52 71 77 70 64 63 62 74 66 53 55

Jacksonville 60 58 -59 66 71 71 63 62 58 58 61 53 52

Key ,iest 45 58 75 78 78 76 70 69 65 65 69 66 71

Miami Beach 48 66 72 73 73 68 62 65 62 62 65 65 67

Tampa

dEORGIA

53 63 67 71 74 75 66' 61 64 67 67 61 68

' Atlanta

HAWAII

55 48 53 57
.._

65, 68 68 62 63 55' 67 60 47 60

Hilo 9 48 42 41 34 31 41 44 38 42 41 34 36 39
Honolulu 53 62 64 60 62 64 66 67 70 70 53 60 65 ,

Lihue 9 48 48. 48 46 51 50 58 59 67

14
5 51 49 54

IDAHO
3oise 20 40 48 59 . 67 68 75 89 36 81 66 46 37 66'

Pocatel4o .,

ILLINOIS

21 37 47 58 64 t.66 72 82 81 78 ;66 48 36" 64

Cairo 30 46 63 59 65 71 77 82, 7 75 73 ,56 46 65 '''"'.,\

Chicago 66 4 44 49 53 56 63 69 73 70 65 61 47 41 59

Springfield s 59 47 51 54 58 6 69 76 72 73 64 53 45 60

INDIANA
Evansville 42 49 55 61 7 73 /8 76 73 67 52 '42 64

Ft. Wayne . 4848 38 44 51 55 62 59 74 69 64 58 41 38 57

Indianapolis

411.

63

M

41 47

M

49 55

MM MEM

62

ft.

68 74 TO 58 64 48

=WPM.

39 59

594 EA-WBfPage 175



Table 10. toni'inued.

..

,

State and Station Years Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

..

Annual

IOWA
Des voines,

Dubuque
Sioux City

66

54

52

56

48
55

60
67
61

41

49
48

15

47

29

34

26

31

28

47
49

46

55

48

56

52

58
.

60

66

63

r

47

50

54

51

56

43

42

37

40
44

55

54

'50

57

49

56

52

58

62

-68
64

52

57

58'

52

57

52

48

48

47'
RI,

60

55

57

59

56

57

,

61

5

49

4

60

'64

68
78
69
64

55

__ _

58

72

75

59

58
59
--------

63
68
64

57

63
60

52

55

56
52

54
-32

54

58

47

64

60
59

60

63
60

#
57

60
6,2

65
81

75

70

53".

59 _

76

77

62

60

63
-,-

65
68
66

64

66

69

51

5)

59

58

60

53

54

.

58
66

59

64

,64

63
.

63
59.
58
.

53
64

67
85
77

76

51

62

5

79

76

66

63
67

---

73

74

73

,

68 ,

64

78

53

62

64

55

66

56

59

60
64

73

70

68

69

65

63
60

69

72

79

91

82

83

56

-65

84
80

75

73

75

-------

79

78

80

72

51
79

55

64

70

69

72

63
63

68

72

69

76

72

.77

78

77

77

76

, 78

79

84
90

90

57

67

-76

76

70

67-,

72

76

78

77

69
/

60
30

57

63

64

66
67
57

58

63
69

72

.%

73

68

,72

75

74

73

71

74

31

,86.

89

90

58,

66

'75

75 .

64
61

67

t..

72

76

73

68

64
79

54

51

52

61

58
47

45

53
60

40'

74

70

67
71

64
63
6-1 ,

67
72

81

92
86

86

55

fit

81

74

64

55

65

70

75

69

64

70

77

50

58

44

54

50

38

36

,

47

' 54

71

67'

65

65

57

57

50

66
70

73.

84

76

75

50

54

80
74

53

44

53

64

70

67

5k

60

65

37

48

24

35

31

24

21

36

40

60

59

54

58.
",

48

48

28

59-

62

67

83

68

62

43'

58

79

74

48

40

50

58
67'
59

39

46

60

40

48

22

29

22

24

22.

4G
40

.
45

11
52

/44
48

46

4,43 .

20"

55

58
v

62
.75

66

53

43

52

70

697
'

62
57

63

67
71

69

59

59

69 -

50

57

51

53
49

47

47

, 55

56

64

65
61

63

62 ,

60
53

64
68'

72

82 :
76 w
74

52

60

76

[

.

,

.

--

-

,

N.,

,i

.

-

-

<ANSAS

Concordia
Dodge City
Wichita

KENTUCKY V

Louisville

LOUISIANA
Iew Orleans
Snreveoort

44IIE

5astoort

MASSACHUS5T-S

3oston

"ICnIGAN
Alpena
Detroit
3rano,Raolds
maroJette
Sault St. Marie

4INNESOTA

, Dull.th .

minneaoolis

vISSISS:PPI
11,:ksourg

4.1SSCU RI

:ansas Cit./

St. Louis
Springfield

MONTANA
mavre
-elena
Calisoell

4E8P.ASKA

Lincoln
4ortn Platte

NEVADA
t.

Ely

52

70

46

59

69
18

53

57

45

69
56

55

50

49

15

,

66

69
68 ,

45

55

55
50

55

63

21

48

49

46

28

57.

63

61

0 74
59

52

48

51

70

69

54

58
55

40

59

63

64
77

'04
60

53

57

72

72

- Las Vegas
Reno
Winnemucca

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Concord

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City

NEW MEXICO'
Albuquerque .

Rotwell

,9

51

i.-53

44

52

28
47

Page 176 /EA -t4 55 f
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Table 10. Continued.

VII
State ana Station Years Jan. Tr. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug, Sept. Oct.

OEM .0
Dec.

MOO fi,

Annual

NEW YORK

.Albany 63 43 51 53 53 57 62 63 61 58 54 39 38 53

BinOnamton - 63 31 39 41 44 50 56 54 51 47 43 29 26 44

Buffalo 49 32 41 49 51 59 67 70 67 60 51 31 28 53

Canton 43 37 47 50' 48 54 61 63 61 54 45 30 31 49

Mew York 83 49 56 57 59 62 65 66 64 64 61 53 50 59

Syracuse 49 31 38 45 50 58. 64 67 63 56 47 29 26 50

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville 57 48 53 56 61 64 63 59 59 62 64 59 48 58

Raleigh 61 50 56' 59 64 67 66 52 62 63 64 62 52 61
0

NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck 65 52 58 56 51 58 61 73 69 62 59' 49 48 59

Devils Lake 55 53 60 59 60 59 62 71 67 59 4' 56 44 45 58

Fargo 39 47 55 55 58 62 63 73 64 60 57 39 46 59

Ailliston 43 51 59 60 53 A66 66 78 75 65 60 48 48 63

OHIO
Cincinnati 4 44 41 46 52 56 62 69 73 68 58 60 46 39 57

Cleveland 65 29 36 45 52 61 67 71 58 62 54 32 25 50

Golumbus 55 36 44 49' 54 63 68 71 58 66 60 44 35 55

OKLAHCMA
_ 1

.

Oklanoma City 62 57 60 6i 64 65 74 78 78 74 68 64 57 68

OREGON
.

. .

Baker 46 41 49 56 6i 0 67 -81- 81 74 62 46 37 60

Portland 69 27 34 41 49 52 55 70 65 55 42 .28 23 48

Roseburg 29 24 32b 40 51 57 59 79 77 68 42 28 18 51

PENNSYLVANIA
Harrisburg 50 43 SZ 64 57 61 65 68 63 62 . 58 47 43 57

Philadelon a 66 45 56 57 58 61 62 .64 61 62 .61 53 49 57

Pittsburg 63 32 vi039 45 50 57 62 64 _61 62 54 39 30 51

RHOCE IS '

Slott I land.
i

48 45 54 47 56 68 60 62 62 60 59 50 44 56

SOUTH C"OLINA 1
.

'

Charl-ston 61 . 58 60 65 72 73 66, 66 67 68 68 57 . 66

Col la 55 53 57 62 58 .69

.70

68 63 65 64 63 64 51 63

SOUTH DAKOTA ,.
1

Hu 11 52 55 62 60 62 65 58 76 7? 66 61 2 49 63

Ra.id City 53 58 , 62 63 62 .61 66 73 73 69 66 6 '54 64

TEN glEE
0

K oxville 62 42 49 53 59 '64 66 J64. 59 64 64 53 41 57

m 'MOM s 55 44 51 57 54 68 74 73 74. 70 69 58 .45 64

' snville 63 42 47 54 60 65 69 69 68 69 65 55 42 59

TEAS v , .

bilene 14 64 68 73 66 73 86 33 85 73 , 71 72 66 73

Amarillo 54 71 71 75- 75 75 82 81 81 '79 76 76 7Q 76

Austin- 34 46 50 57 60 62 72 76 79 70 70 .57 49 53

Brownsville 37 44 49 51 57 65 73 78 78 67 70 54 44 61

Oei Rio 36 53 55 61 63 60 6.6 75 80 69 66 58 52 63

El,Paso 53 74 77 81 85 87' 87 78 78 $0 82 .80 73 80

Ft. Worth 33 56 57 65 66 67 75. 78 78 74 70 63 58 68

Galveston 66 50 50 55 61 0 '69 76' .72 71 70 74 62 49 63

San Antonio
-

UTAH .

57 48 51 56 58 60 69

.

14
I/...

75 69 57 55 49

.

62

Salt Lake City 22 48 53 61 68 73 78 82 82 84 g3 56 49 9

596

. r
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Table 10. Continued.

a 1

MIND MN* ega WOW MIMI. M, .111%. MIND 4.06.1* MOM =NW *MO NINO

State and Station Years Jan. Feb. Mar. Aor. May J u ne y Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Annual

VERMONT
Burlington

VIRGINIA ,

No

Richmond

WASHINGTON
North Head
Seattle
Spokane
Tatoosh Island
Walla Walla
Yakima

mE57 VIRGINIA
Elkins

Parkersburg

4ISCONSI:j

Green Bay
Madison
Milwaukee

WOKING
Cheyenne
Lander
Sheridan
fellowstone

01JERTO RICO

San Juan

Park

54

56

44

26

62

49
44

18

55

52

Si

59

63

57

52

:5

57,

34

50,

49

28

27

26 '
26

24

34

33
30

14

44

44

65

66

56

39

54

43

57

' 55'

37'

34

41

36

35
Ig

37

36

51

49
48

'66

70

61

51

69

48.

60
59

42
42
53

39

51

52

72
42

55
52
53

64

71

62
55

71

47

63
63

48
48
63
45

70

47
49

56

53

56

51

66
51

67

66

53

57
67

48

53

64
47

67

.72

55
56

58

58

6a,

39
55
61

56

59

. 66

66 .

48

48

68
46

72

74

55
60

64

'64
65

68
74
07
63

62

62

66
65

50

52

82
48

86

86

56
53

70
70
73

70
76 .

76
73

65

59

66
62

46

56

79
44

34

86

53
60

55

56

67

68

75

74

71

67

51

63
63

48

53

68
47

72

74

55

50

. 58

50

62

69

72

67
65

61

13

64
64

41

36

S3
38

59

-61

51

53

52

56

56

69

67

60
57

63

25

60
38

31

28

28

26

33

38

41

37

40

41

44

65

61

63
45

63

51
50

27

24

22

23

20

29

33
29

40

38

39

63
52

52

38

'65

46

62
'61

41

45

58

40

60
65

48

55
56

57

66
69

64
56

55

Based on period of record througn Deoe'ber 1959, exceot in a few instances. These charts and tabulation

derived from 'Normals, means, and Extremes" taole in J.S. Weather Bureau ouolication Local Climatological
,

Page 178/EA-WB
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TABLE 11. SHADING COEFFICIENTS.

Glass'
,

.

1/8" Clear Double Strength 1:00 .

1/4" Clear Plate. 0.93 0.95 L-:

1/4" Heat Absorbing Plate . 0.65 0.70

1/4".Reflective Plate 0.23 0,56

1/4" Laminated Reflective . 0.28 .0.42

1" Clear Insulating Plate 0.80 0.83

1" Heat Absorbing Insulating Plate 0.43 0.45

1" Reflective Insulating Plate 0.13 0.31

With 1/4" Clear With 1" Clear
Shading Device

. Plate Glass Insulating.Glass

Venetian Blinds Light Colored,

Fully Closed .
0.55

,..

.. 0.51

Roller Shade Light Colored,
Translucent, Fully Drawn .) 0.39 0.37

DrapeS Semi-Open Weave, Average .
'.

Fabric Transmittance and Reflec-
. .

tance, Fully Closed : 0.55 0.48

Reflective Polyester Film 0.24 0.20,

Louvered Sun Screens

23 Louvers/In.
, .

0.15 0:35 0.10 = 0.29

.17 Louvers/Inr.
\. .

0.18 0.51 0.12 0.45

a

598w EA-WB/Page 179
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TABLE 12. MONTHLY AND ANNUAL HEATING DEGREE DAYS (BASE 615°F).

19/7-1918

State and Station July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. r Apr May June
Annual thum4 ls

ALABAMA
Birmingham 0 O 0 176 292 640 967 768 452 120 42 0 4 3457 .2844

Huntsville 0 Q 4 216 367 724 1062 855 514 129 60, 0 3928 3302

Mobile 0 0 D 73 149 439 di 551 268 3 16 0 . 0 2227 1684

Montgomery 0 0 0 87 164 479 756 601 326 50 2 0 2465 2269
. .

ALASKA
Anchorage 75 1.44 421 820 1486 1659 1349 1077 1100 771 491 308 9101 10911

Barrow 802 632 871 1382 2099 2256 2202 2223 2346 1904 1501 954 19172 20265

Bethel 269 199 520 1112 1619 1673 1421 1463 1577 102,6 645 590 12114 13203

Fairbanks 101 124 573 1216 2184 2480 2013 1712 1576 891(\ 454 304 qh- 13635 14145

Gulkana 217 221 575 1046 2105 2415 2152 1620 1502 1013 671 429 13966 13938

Juneau 243 196 428 695 1062 1423 1233 922 954 683 525 317 8681 9007

Kodiak 321 360 446 785 1026 1163 894 884 911 752 650 435, 8620 8860

Kotzebue 204 183 622 1247 1845 1984 1612 1807 1985 1408 883 537 14317 16039

Nome 274 272 598 1169 1619 1156 1338 1487 1602 1195 705 605 12700 14323

St. Paul Island 499 420 508 862 1043 '1045 968 1049 1216 896 803 615 9925 11119

Talkeetna
.

Valdez

145

280

,178
305

551

496

958
741'

1714

1210

1830

1472

1455

1181

7 1159

1008

'1214

1021

8/7
154

' 511

\ 15

372

429

70984
9422

11108
10105

ARIZONA. k 1,\

Flagstaff 9 19 157 432 715 843 1032 954 7b6 fill '418 128 6200 1322

Phoenix 0 0 0 0 42 155 254 112 61 25', ,. 8 I 0 715 1552

Tucson 0 0 0 1 117 242 \365 313 144 64 J24 0 1210 1152

Winslow 0 0 5 207 593 716 '8.4.9 120 448 326 1115\ U 4019 4/31

ARKANSAS ' ,1

Port Smith 0 0 0 142 377 113 1143- 924'. 531 113 , 69 0 40/8 3336

Little Rock' 105 3/0 /09 1675 C62 436 68 48 i1 10 3623 11:.4

CALIFORMIA *
Bakersfield 0 0 0 12 162 23/ Ill 241 82 '124 13 0 1182 2185

Eureka 302 200 231 342 408 427 403 404 347 415 151 264 4100 4619

Fresno . 0 '0 0 4p 302 417 415 343 143 182 19 0 186/ 2650

Long Beach
Los Angeles

0

1

0

0

0

0

4

19

35

62

125

120

265

193

223

184

88
116

104

168

12

46

5

3

861

9,14

1606

1819

Oakland 46 14 15 86 257 33'4 334 303 185 213 92 51 1936 2909 --

' Sacramento 0 0 17 68 309 - 412 451 362 Q31, 769 46 0 2229, 2841

San Diego 0 0 0 0 37 55 117 117 52 43 8 0 429 150/

San Francisco 103 48 55 139 284 385 381 335 238 295 161 135 2559 3o4y

Stockton A 0 . 0 2 41 284 451, 449 158 191 212 16 0 2004 2606

(COLORADOCOLORADO ,

Alamosa 19 51 246 621 951 1252 1302. 1103 900 647 516 126 7734 8684

1 Colorado Springs ,`. 2 22 73 413 784 938 1231 1936 741 4/9 386 98 62Q3 6473

Denver, 2 14 - 30 358 131 920 1206. 936 665 435 335 8/ 5733 6016

Gran&Junction 0 1 17 214 736 975 1098 852 561 373. 210* 9 5046 5605

Pueblo 0 34 343 723 894 1228 1001 653 347 2111 , 54 - 5519 5394

r
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Table 12. Continued. D.

State and Station July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June
Annual
-
iota]

Nonuals
July-June

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport
Hartford

DELAWARE
Wilmipgton

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington Dulles 1
Washington Natital

IFLORIDA
Fort Myers

' Jacksonville
Key West '

Mien'

Orlando
Tallahassee

. Tampa

GEORGIA
Athens
Atlanta

Augusta
Columbus
Savannah

NAWAII
Hilo
Honolulu'

Kahului

IDAHO

Boise -

Lewiston
, Pocatello

ILLINOIS
.Chicago

Moline
Peoria
-Rockford

Springfield

INDIANA
1 Evansville

Fort Wayne
Indianapolii
South Bend

0

0

0

'0

0

0

0

8

16

1

0

Q

0
0

0

2

0

2

.
4

1

0

1

0

-

.

0

0

32

17
38

8

5

6

20

2

0

11,

0

18

3 52'

8 112

1 ( 31

23

/4

4

0

0

0

0

0

145

153

189

42'

50

39

88

21

3

62

30

50

.

/

1

2

0'

.

248

399

353

339

196

5

70

0
0

6

93
lo,

4

187/f
178

153

110

9'S

0

0

0

362

435

447

413

420

418
488

,
340

289

429

326'

443

442

610

550

521

406

34

135

0
b

38
175

53

298
313
215

106

165

0

0

0

/58
761

831

741

780

.734-
849
661

495

694

575
669

970
1141

975

905
829

133

.366

36

511

179

433
222

663
701

578
530

45A:

0,
0

0

-

(53
860
990

1,254

1337
1301

1393

1172,

970
1218

1104

1206

1181

1276

1165

\.,\

1163

1001,

212

508
92
123

275

620
.320

...

913
966
797

781

645

0

0

,t 0

91

859
941

'1045

1521

1 5

1 5

8

1 1

13/7

1509

1443

1436

144.36,

1192

1179

1066

933

216

484

85

. 99

255

548

)12..1.,

721

714

609

634

594

0

0

.0
...

744

673
875

1346

1417

'1383

1471

1348

1228,
1482

1313

1401

..1

904

920

042

748

633

69

221

10

34

71

271

99'

410
41?

.380

334

283

0

0

0

500

531

6/8

1020

986
1006

1101

9G8'

174

1051

873

1041

536

500

I

'433-.

317

219

0

22

, 0

'0
0
42

4

99

137

93

63.

35

0

0

0.

488
441

567

.

540

423
405

519

334

233
485

292

480

'265

220

191

123
' 86

0

1

0

0
% 0

0

0

.

38

57

33

11

2

0-
0

7-.0

329

e211

431

264

229

222

59

486

r-....-

137
224

'150

?33

.

43
25

17

14

0

.

'

-44

0

0

0

0

.00

' 4

0

0

0

74

40,

119

46
13

14

29
4

.

,

0

26

4

41 '

5784

6404

9/37

5302

4304

/ 669
1807

223

320

,

2 82
10 9

.

3331

3402

2938"
2649

2271

'`
0

0

0

5152
5110

6211

7173

7285

7123

7875
6557

'5506

7193

6110
7028*

5461

6360

4940

5010

4211

457
I3?1

64

_ 286
N 13

1563

718

29/5

3095

2547
2378
1957

0

0
0

5813

5464-

7063

6494
6395
6098
684A,

5558

4624'

6209
5577
6462

.

,

9

K.

t
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Table 12. Continued. .

4

1977-1978

4

State and Station Jply
t

Aug. Sept. Oct.
,

Nov.
,

......

Dec..

1.-.

.- ,

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.. May

r
June

Annual
Total

Normals
July-June

IOWA

Des Moines
Dubuqu

` S1Oux City
W4terloo

KANSAS
Concordia
Goodland
Topeka

Wichita

KENTUCKY
.

Covington . '

Lexington
,Louisville

,

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Lake Charles
New Orleans
Shreveport

MAINE
Caribou -

Portland

MARYLAND
Baltimore

iASSACIIUSETTS

Blue Hill
Boston
Worcester

MICHIGAN
Detroit Metro
Flint
Grand Rapids
(arising

Sault St. Marie

MINNESOTA
Duluth
International Falls

Minneapolis
St. Cloud .

MISSISSIPPI
Jackson
Meridian

0
.1

0
2

0
2

0

0

-

<0

0
! 0

0
0
0
0

56
29

0

7

0

' 16

1

7

3

7

111

46

34

0
6

0
0

.

3

43
9

56

0
10

0
0

2

0 ,

0
.

0
0
0
0

93
54

0

17

4

32

1 17

35

48
50

246

196

246

35

90

0
0

35

121

55

144

23
40

6

1°'

32

' 6

' 6

0
0
0
0

408
233

9

148

85

189

85
97

99
118

335

347
36/

145

191 '

0

0.

388

500
428
584

291

377

263

176

391

2/7
295

56

36

43

72

657
-518

..

'278

419

304,

, 481

.

524

496.

501

514

621

636
666
548
582

136

108

769

924

878
923

703

776

662
558

586
498
472

1.44

136

113

260

944

761

476

-640
498
711

, 729

401
*9
757

910

'1101

1266

1016

1103

246

2004

1289

1472

1309

1490

1085

1033

1075

926

1118
972
935

38/

367

342

549

1489

1219

504

1109

948
1202

1218
1210

1204

)226

1396

1662

1900

154
16/4

538
51/

1667

1770

1778

1932

1512

1431

1473

1375

1440

1338

1294

694

682
646e

'931

1702

1353

1101

12Y8

1127
1359

1400

1444

1407

1461

1675

1052

2126

1042
.1911

001

808

1442°

1491

1534

1610

1299

1263

1240

(149

1303

1219

1145

546

539
556

746

1461.

1276

1048

1188

1057

1255

1357

1438

1413

)496

1503

1520
1745

1488

1561

706
'714 a

988
1122

1007

1133

803
782.
824

663

880

755

720

268
236

191

374

1364

1071

715

997
885

1054

1077
1178

1140
)215

1377

1212
1416

1080

1169

377
457

627

521

487

539

326

456

280

194

346

254

221

29

22 '

2

61

894

724

318

618
.480,,
6/4

580
632
584

627
889

.0

794

832

584

683

.73
III

181

268
194

224,

162

315
156

112

207
179

)42

2

2

0
30

333
377
4P.

141

284
209
288

235 .

238
213
244

333

J24

312

* 162
238

14

26 ,

9

41

33

23

9

50
6

6

10

6

1

.

0

0
'0

0

156

136

9
.

50
18

69

65
87
62
84

270

176

195

46

92

' 0
0

,

7198

8274
7712

8660

15213

6535
5985

5160

6315
5504

5231

2116
2020

1893

3025

9563

7749

4994

6755°
5615

7330
1

. 7288
7563

7433

7799
9666

9866
11133

8511

9300

2971

2941

6710
7277

6953
7415

5623
6119
5243
4687

5070
47E9

'''., 4640

.

1670

1498
1465
2167

9634
7498

4724)

6335
5621

6848

6419
7041

6t01
6904
9193

9756
10547
8159

, 8868

2300
2388

t01



Table 12. Continued.'

1977-1978

State and July Aug. Sept. Oct.

.-..,.

, Nov.

..-

Dec. Jan. Feb.

."-

Mar.

'

Apr. May June
Annual

Total

Normals'
July-June

MISSOURI
Columbia Regional 0 0 14 287 591 1053 1378 1206 842 260 161 3 5795 5078

Kansas City 0 '0 21 293 673 1094 1487 1266 848 291 172 6 6151 5357

St. Louis 0 0 11 291 601 -1059 c 1401 1223 840 275 158 5 5864 4750

Springfield 0 0 4 233 522 906 1396 1172 763 258 *4 7 5395 4570

-1401MINA
Billings 0 59 208 (463 988 1380 1668 1366 933 545 357 97 8064 7265

Glasgow 32 140 292 583 1208 1752 2081 1610 1252 628 319 111 1008 8969

Great Falls 37 119 280 527 1021 ,1502 1776 1410 966 622 421 106 8787 7652

Havre . 20 95' 230 531 1124 1640 1936 1473 1100 546 286 79 9074 '8687

Helena - 52 92 270 593 1008 1367 1485 1175 806 512 361 87 7808 8190
Missoula 59 76 310 637 1001 1245 1259 1050 771 564 51l 171 7654 7931

NEBRASKA
'

Lincoln 0 0 42 413' 793 1230 1703 1447 .972 410 193 27 7230 6218

Norfolk 0 5 45 423 we 1318 1756 1477 965 471 187 28 7557 _ 6981

North Platte' 2 34 96 458 869 1236 1662 1400 924 A91 275 71 7518 6743

Omaha 0 3 28 361 754 1196 1637. 1375 910 372 160 17 6813 6049

Scottsbluff 0 23 72 407 800 1131 1444 1199 752 458 286 54 6626 6774

NEVADA ,

Ely °- 9 43 238 535 850 1056 1101 959 ,742 716 521 172 6942 7814

Las Vegas . 0 0 0 3 226 399 522 356 168 91 16 0 )781 2601

Reno 10 12 154 392 687 821 858 739 544 582 387 113. 5299 6022

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Concord 37 58 222 551 760 1360 1466 1435 1138 725 270 72 8094 7360

Mt. Washington 538 551 768 1091 1233 1796 1924 1855 1805 1393 861 634 14449 13878

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City 2 0 28 311 457 910 1069 1146 826 463 256 24 5492 4946

Newark 0 0 50 319 527 975 1168 1099 814 411 190 13 5566 5034*

Trenton, 0 \ 0 38 321 '519 944 1134 1080 800 418 189 .15 5458 4947

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque 0 0 1 192 551 751 870 713 454 215 175 2 3930 429?

Clayton 0 3 17 268 637 806 1148 968 627 314 236 36 5060 5207

Roswell 0 0 0 68 349 551 895 593 294 45 39 3 2837 3697

NEW YORK .0

Albany 7 51 156 471 666 1179' 1340 1306 41 642 245 84 7198 6888

Buffalo 5 40 110 473 646 1146 1376 1378 1 30 670 282 81 7337 6927

Rochester 0 44 113 477 t 634 1127 1298 1360 1087 634 220 63 7066 6719

Syracuse 14 60 121 444' 624 1162 1348 1322 1097 677 252 92 7213 6678 '

602
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Table 12. Continued.

State and Station July Aug.

\

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville
Cliarlofte
Greensboro
Raleigh

NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck
Fargo
Williston

OHIO
Akron
-Cleveland°
Columbus
Dayton
Toledo

OKLAHOMA 4

Oklahoma City
Tulsa

OREGON
Eugene
Medford
Pendleton
Portland
Salem

PENNSYLVANIA

Erie
Harrisburg
Philadelphia

, Pittsburgh

Scranton

RHODE ISLAND
Block Island
Providence

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston
Columbia

17 111

7 95
8 131

4 21

4 26

1 ' 17

0 7

3 29

68
14

20

k 40

57

9

0

0

11

14

20
4

35

19

23

51

5

0

41

37

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. r. Apr. y June
Annual

Total

1977-1978

Normals
July-June

14 331 ,466 868 1101 878 586 241

140-
139
72

0

0

4624

3596_
423
32183 15-356-690-862----785----473

7 307 459 021- 1039 927 605 245 131 4 4545 3825

4 283 411 768 914 883 514 196 83 0 4056 3514

246 574 1153 1687 2066 1564 1143 663 257 105 9586 9044

211 549 1178 1817 2061 1721 1284 66g, 209 90 9890 9271'

267 577 1212 1759 2091' 1600 1148 655 252 91 9791 9161

68 458 632 1130 1413 1366 1013 533 247 51 6936 6224

60 378 592 1103 1387 1343 1005 534 218 43 ' 6693 6154

36 394 594 1091 1420 1346 938 424 223 23 6507 5702

45 403 605 1108- 1428 1339 927 395 205 15 6477 5641

71 481 713 1241 1490 1484 1121 673 243 43 7492 6381

115 420 766 1192 990 493 90 64 4130 3b95

118 412 801 1236 989 541 110 67 4275 3680

178 ,385 637 675 690 ,576 508 .503 375 102 4717 4739

105 160 673 694 -M6 571 444 451 262 44 4268 4930

200 461 792 927 M1 714 593 504 322 46 5625 5240

131 339 644 107 764 561 485 430 317 58 4495 4792

181 392 606 670 727 547 513 476 316 51 4559 4852

110 477 636 1131 1395 1408 1143 688 303 84 1435 6851

35 377 562 1029 1196 117.5 810 414 173, 17 5793 5224

-24 328 658 998 1139 1121 797 421' 161 10 5559 4865

78 442 83 1043 1307 1229 860 412 209 38 6253 5930

119 505 653 1090 1252 1279 984 562 240 73 6808 6277

84 301 508 899 1104 1073 .946 24 358 72 5972t 5771

103 368 568 1030 1231 1192 964 42 238 26 6268 5972

112 175 459 663 616 309 52 18 2404 2146

192 277 629 850 741 418 109 37 3264 2598

603

it
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Table 12. Continued.

'1977-1978

State and Station July., Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec:.- ,,,J:Ii>.. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June
Annual

Total

Normals
July-June

SOUTH DAKOTA -
. .

Huron .0 - 27 129 506 1002 1530 2007 16 1099 624 247 J39 8880 8055

Rapid City 1 - \ 48 163. 494 944 1330 1669 138 912 588 312 -91 7935 7324

Sioux Falls 0 22 125 530 1000 1503 1957 1676 1063 613 252 78 '8719 7838

TENNESSEE .

Bristol 0 0 19 359 455 913 1207 1005 620 286 130 4 , 4998 4306

Knoxville 0 0 3 242 374 764 1097 846 87 148 74 0 4035 . 3478

Memphis 0 0 0 123. 313 640 995 835 454 74 47 Q 3481 3227

Nashville - 0 0 3 255 425 '813 1152 996 556 164 92 . 0 4456 3696

Oak Ridge 0 0 10 352 448 890 1161 946 577 232 110 2 4728 3944

TEXAS
Amarillo
Austin

, -

-..

' '

1 150

i6

522
136

768
354

1107

750

972
561

551

225

136

15

,

139

7

, 4352
2064

1 4183
1737

Brownsville 0 25 101 342 2116. 66 6 0 826 650

Corpus Christi 4 56 160 502 382 101 17 0 1222 930

Dallas/Ft. Worth p 55 257 536 962 786 346 54 41 3037 .2382

El Paso 56 328 603 449 200 57 22 2187 2678

Galveston . 6 63 238 606 501 204 16 2 1636 1224

-Lubbock 80 373 611 1014 864 419 75 64 3500 3545

Midland 0 47 295 478 823 586 245 49 30 2553 2621

San Antonio

UTAH
a

0 19 138 360 667 521 192 27 4 1928 1570

Milford 0 16 110 399 782 898 973 794 611 533 377 42 5535 6412

Salt Lake City , 0 11 73 282_ 670 835 880 697 522 413 293 36 4732 5983

VERMONT
, ...

Buelipgton 24 53 207 564 740 1314^ 1539 1547 1202 781 225 90 8286

VIRGINIA
. '

Norfolk_ -0 -., 0 0 158 321 661 860 902 580 235 72 3 3792 3488

Richmond 0 0 4 259 401 784 974 964 627 235 88 5 4341 3939

Roanoke 0 0 18 350 496 896 1147 989 '637 261 112 4 4910 4307

Wallops Island 0 0 7 259 436 818 968 963 687 308 196 9 4651, 4240

WASHINGTON
Olympia 166 90. g242 502 734 829 711 596 587, 502 367 91 5417 5530

Seattle . 78 41 185 387. 609' 704 657 522, 437, 423 307 70 4470 4727

Spokane 57 56 289 563 921 1197 1154 862 ' 701 576 412 101 6889 6835

'Yakima . 32 24 217 491 862 ; 968 992 753 588 464 311 73 5775 6009

. L- ,4 ..

604



Table 12, Cbntinued.

197/-1978

State and Station July Aug. Sept. Oct, Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar, Apr. May June
Annual
Total

Nunes is

July-June

WEST VIRGINIA
.

'

Beckley 8 11 67 479 564 997 1311 1211 801 366 .216 56 6095 5615

Charleston 0 2 19 357 482 919 1249 1138 691 258 137 23 5275 4590

Huntington 0 0 35 332 455 919 1232 1122 698 254 164 12 5223 4624

Parkersburg 0 0 12 351 518 989 1292 1185 788 338 168 21 5662 4817

WISCONSIN . '

Green Bay 3 64 , 162 544 942 1454 1658 1500 1227 733 279 107 8673 8098

la Crosse 1 40 122 488 936 1483 1804 1515 :1106 565 209 36 8305 7417

Madison 6 95 161 533 925 1404 1688 1466 1096 608 269 59 8310 7730

Milwaukee

WYOMING

8 47 106 485 827 1302 .1531 1356 1086 667 335 83 7833,

'

7444

Casper 3- 51 164 492 945 1240 1481 1191 854 605 4/1 .107 7604 7555

Cheyenne 21 74 150 511 910 1108 1324 1115 840 627 491 157 7328 7255

Lander 2 50 183 986 1193 1466 1192 823 586 490 127 7869

Sheridan 12 73 233 528 1001 1452 1654 1323 951 543 463 153 8386 7708 .

*
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TABLE 13. MATILY AND ANNUAL COOLING DEGREE DAYS (BASE 65°F).

State and Station Jan. Feb. Apr:. May June, July Aug. Sept. t. Nov. Dec.
Annual

Total

1976

Normals
Jan.-Dec.

ALABAMA
Birmingham
Huntsville
Mobile
Montgomery

ALASKA
,Anchorage
Barrow
Bethel ,

Fairbanks
Gulkana
Juneau
Kodiak
Kotzebue
Noge
St. Paul Island
Summit
Tackeetna
Valdez

ARIZONA
'Flagstaff
Phoenix

Tucson
Winslow

ARKANSAS
Fort Smith
Little Rock

CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield
Eureka
Fresno
tong Beach
Los Angeles
Oakland
Sacramento
San Diego
San Francisco
Stockton

COLORADO
AlaMosa
Colorado Springs
Denver
Grand Junction
Pueblo

0

0

0

0

8

3

17

25

14

74

23

27 48 290 418

8 43 257 380

160 245 454 578

34 75 367 482

376
361k

504
436

0-

0

6

2

0

0

0

0

34

29

0

0

14

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

1

34

14

0

9

27

15

0

2

17

7

0

1

10

0,
0

0

0
0
0

0

169

89
0

3Y
37

34

0

16

8

0

B
3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

495

306

45

54

65

326

0

162

56

1

21

167

31

21

81

0

0
3

32

0

15

692,
557_

209

239

292

447

0

254

215

111

75

278

147

88
248

1

66
112

195

163"

2

70

833
5%7
413

435
480

643
0

466

271

163
6

363

19'6

, 4

392

25

227
'324 '

460
365

0

0

0

14

0

3

0

0

1

0

0

4

0

13

804
636
298

388
434

445
0

246

295
141

29

270

240
23

288

0

114

176
324

239

219

142

321

287

15

8

48
23

0
4

0

0

548
386

84

187

220

406

0

228
286

167

35

213

269

33

273

0

28
52

103

76

289

139

0

16

42

204
0

73

232

143

32

83

200
23

121

0

0

0

0
0

.0
91

34

0

0

32

0

0

85
96

0
8

102'

0

Os

0
0

0

0
0

0

0

I

1427

1215

2405

17303
0

0

39

8

6
5

0

1

0

0

5

0

98

3965

2760
1049

1365

1602

2558

0

1437

105
864

198

1391

1212

192

MW

26

435
667
1114

852

1928

1808
2577'

2238

5

140

3508
2814

1203

2022.
1925

2179

0

1671

985

615
128

1159

722

108

1259

88

461

625

1140
981

606 .



Table 13. Continued.

to

\.
0

1976

...

Co
. Co
...
R1
2:a
1

CO
.

State and Station Jan.
r.

Feb. Mar. Abr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
A nn ual

Total

Normals
Jan.-Dec.

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport
Hartford

DELAWARE

0

0

0

0
0

42

0

133

92

18

0
17

0

0

0

0

0

201

278
196

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

o

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

A
b

4

86

16

175
144

75

4

63

2

1

0

5

12

.

186

209
' 196

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

1

213

185
382

336

194

51

199

11

8

30

25

68

2)4

275
248

o
0

0

0

0

0
0

3

6
0

0

1

10

47

37

28
92

193

60
343

309

196

94

175

50
30

51

63
53

222

311

283

0

0

0

36

26

2a'
21

28

47
26

, 21

37

6

18

25

24

86

386

213

487
424

374

241

348

89

67

127

119

164

255

393

315

19

15

1

6

12

14

3

.34

40

9

15

13

205

257

,

260

208

383

423-

350

476

429

449

395
424

282

273

320

351

331

268

402

329

,

66
62

46

178

175
176

137

228

258'

193.

198

192

204

236

291

. .

232
424

521

528
611

569

549

537
525

410
359

482

493
526

302

464

423

263
288

227

286
341

326.
270
393

379

254

284

249

266
208

276

215

370

531

462
598
530
529

526
517

376

.346

419

460
416

355

498
456

130
178

70

196

221

180

159

214

274

140

205
150

78.
47

.

d 106

65
179

436
360
565

470
474
367
440

177

159

228

282
306

364

479

424

55
139

28

56

72

62
31

698

98
38

43

36

6

6

6

. 7

15

246
85

453

361

247
57

202

18

11

34

36
70

357

446
4)1

2

5

0

8

13

14

5

23

10

4

4

4

0

0

0

0

0

122

13

289

209

65
14

63

0

0

0

0

20)

291

315
300

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

66
7

198

141

49,

6

45

0

0

0

0

1

,-,

261

325
309

0

0

0

0
. 0-

. 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

775

819

1003

779

1554

3265

2179
4710
4014
3219

2292
3018

1415

1254

1691

1834

1954

3276

4395
3890

535

687

* 372

766

860
800
626
1021

1112

664

770
682

735

584

992

940
1415

3711

2596

4888

4038
3226

2563
3366

1722
1589

1995

2143
2317

,3066

4221

373?

/14

657
037

664

893
968
714

1116
..

1364

748

974

695

'

,

A

'

Wilmington

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington Dulles
Washington National

FLORIDA
Fort Myers
Jacksonville

' Key West

Miami
Orlando
Tallahassee
Tampa

GEORGIA
Athens
Atlanta
Augusta
Columbus
Savannah ,

HAWAII

. Hilo
Honolulu
Kahului ,

IDA110

Boise

Lewiston
Pocatello

ILLINOIS
Chicago
Moline
Peoria
Rockford
Springfield

INDIANA
Evansville
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis

South Bend

607
r .
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Table 13. Continued.

N

r
1976

State and Station Jan.

J
Feb. 'Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Annual

Total

mNorals
Jan.-Dec.

IOWA
... '

Des Moines 0 0 0 19 36 203 385 283 104 20 0 0 1050 928

Dubuque 0 0 0 9 3 112 266 144 29 .. 8 0 0 571 606

Sioux City 0 0 0 13 26 181 359 294 89 7 0 0 969 932

Waterloo 0 0 0 10 10 131 282 175 55 5 0 0 668 675

KANSAS ' ,

Concordia 0 0 0 10 29 246 . 458 443 182 .32 0 0 1400 1302

Goodland 0 0 0 22 149 357 275 64 1 0 0 868 925,

Topeka 0 0 7 34 40 242 410 376 171 20 0 0 1294 1361

Wichita 0° 0 2 19 32 270 420 464 187 23 0 0, 1417 1673

KENTUCKY
Covington 0 0 6 59 28 207 '276 202 , 39, 5 0 0 822 1080

Lexington % 0 0 9 30 26 193 257 205 '146 4 0 0 770 1197

Louisville 0 ' 0 21 47 51 243 372 294 92 10 0 1130 1268

LOUISIANA
, r;

Baton Rouge 2 25 82 123 195 394 506 501 '367 51 2 0 2248 2585

Lake Charles 0 23 70 127 ' 234 400 490 303 383 47 4 0 2281 2739

New Orleans 4 18 100 132 234 404 509 6113- 390 6 13 0 2390 2706

Shreveport
e''.

2 26 58 116 112 326 428 f432 288 7 0 1843' 2538

MAINE
. '

Caribou. 0 0 0 0 6 104 52 66 4 o 0 0 231 . 128

Portland 0 0 0 0 2 128 80 93 5 0 0 308 252

MARYLAND
Baltimore a 1 0 58 51 315 317 284 114 9 0 0 1149 1108

MASSACHUSETTS

Blue Hill 0 0 0 48 13 184 171 150 30 3 0 0 599 457

Boston 0 0 0 43 25 276 251 231 61 8 0 0 895 661

Worcester 0 0 0 37 7 154 110 119 16 0 0 0 443 387

MICHIGAN
Detroit Metro 0 0 0 30 10 182 246 182 53 3 0 . 0 706 654

Flint 0 0 0 20 5 155 196 140 41 3 0 0 e5g0 438

Grand Rapids 0 0 0 27 4 158 239 161 49 0 0 0 638 575

Lansing 0 0 0 25 - 4 162 198 121 45 1 0 0 556 535

Sault St. Marie 0 0 0 3 2 29 33 88 12 0 0 0 167 139

MINNESOTA -

Duluth 0 0 0 0 0 53 75 117 26 $0 0 O. 271 176

International Falls 0 0 0 0 0 80 76 98 27 \ 0 0 0 .281 176

Minneapolis 0 0 0 14 14 223 351 269 72 1y 7 0 0 950 585

St. Cloud 0 0 0 5 0 122 193 197 40 1 , 0 0 0 557 426

MISSISSIPPI '

Jackson 0 17 ,52 76 116 357 497 481 300 47 0 0 1943 2321

Meridian 0 8 33 36 57 268 409 389 220 18 0 0 1438 2231



Table 13. Continued.
-o

.un
m

ko
O,
rn

State and Station Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July' Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Annual"'
Total

1976

Normals
'Jan. -Oec.

MISSOURI'

Co
Columbia Regional.
Kansas City

0 0
0 0

0'
0

22 21

22. 29

160

199

409

444

326

399

130

169

22

34

0
0

0 1090

0 1296

1269
1420

St.-touir
Springfield'

0-
0 7

38 _34

20

9_
.17

458'
367

298
305

129

156--

25

29-
0 0 1229 14 75

1382

MONTANA
Billings 0 0 1 21 276 200 49 0 547 498

Glasgow 0 0 9 41 1110 172 .35 0 437 438

Great Falls 0 0 6 51 174 116 37 5 389 339

Havre
Helena

0

0
0

0-
2

0
36

14

220
102

193
45

42

10

3
0

496

171

395
256

Missoula 0 0 0 21 9 41 7 0 158 188

NEBRASKA
Lincoln-

Norfolk

0
0

0

0

15

1,1

f6

32

216

200

413
387

354

324

144

100

10
6

1178
1060

1140

925

North Platte 0 0 5 62 247 192 27 0 533 802

. Omaha 0 0 21 34 240 440 358 139 17 1249 1173

Scottsbluff 0 0 0 18 146 359 240 66 1 830 1 666

NEVADA
Ely 0 0 0 0 0 18 103 2 4 0 0 0 127

Las Vegas 0 0 2 57 404 500 687 641 419 93 6 0 2809 2946

Reno 0 0 0 0 0 25 144 34 33 0 0 0 236 329

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Concord .

Mt. Washington

0

0

0
o

0
o

18
0

9

0
184

0

100
0

99
0

8
0 0

0
0

0

0

419
0

349

0

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City 0 _-0 13 15 201 238 221 74 3 765 864

Newark 0 0 0 50 30 281 317 305 110 6 1099 1024

Trenton 0 0 52 34 283 292 281 105 6 0 1053 969

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque \ 'o 0 0 0 38 260' 382 319, 137 5 0 0 1141 1316

Clayto 0 0 0 'o 7 152 244 240 81 3 0 0 727 767

Roswell 0 0 7 57 159 436 429 478 211 9 0 0 1786 1560

NEW YORK
Albany 0 0 19 . 11 184 120 120 22 0 0 0 476 574

Buffalo
Rochester
Syracuse

0
o,
o

0
0
0.

8
24

16

7

9

2

149

109

141

109

150

84

119

138

83

40
55

31 0

0
0
0

0

0

0

. 432
566
357

437

531

551
A .

-I.

609



Table 13. Continued.

1976

State and Station Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July . Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. .
Annual

Total

Normal s

Dec. -Jan.

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville. 0 0 0 0 5 135 198 170' 35 2 0 0 545 872

Charlotte 0 2 II. 43 76 238 374 351 146 14 0 0 1255 1596

'1341
Greensboro 0 4, 14 71 55 212 344. 257 82 9 0 0 1048

Raleigh 0 3 31 71 116 304 428 330 157 19 0 0 3,459 1394

01110

Akron 0 0 0 16 14 139 132 101 22 0 0 0 424 634

Cleveland 0 0 3 23 14 .167 214.. 138 39 2 0 0 600 613

' COlumbus 0 3 23 23 174 223 135 25 2 0 0 608 809

Dayton 0 --2i- 10- 27 1,75 259 . 147 28 1 0 669
599

936

Toledo 0 0 31 10 155 230 137 34 2 - 0 0 685

OKLAHOMA
/1876Oklahoma City 23- 33 62 300 468 512 253 50 1702

Tulsa` 0 6 7 28 52 307 520 461 256 48 0 0 1685 1949

OREGON N
Eugene 0 0 0 0 3 -12 1014, 82 30 3 0 0 231 239

Medford 0 0 0 0 6 34 215 110 ., 66 5 0 0 436 562

Pendleton 0 0 a 0 20 53 270 129 103 3 0 0 578 656

Portland 0 0 6 0 4 23 89 66 30 4 0 0 216 300

Salem 0 0 0 - 0 0 6 59 48 16 3 0 0 132 232

PENNSYLVANIA
Erte 0 0. 10 5 98 81 110 33 2 ,. 0 0 339 373

Harrisburg 0 0 a 47 22 283 233 240 73 ,... 3 0 0 901 1025

Philadelphia 0 0 0: 64 58 326 326 315 115 7 0 0 1211 1104

Scranton 0 0 0- 46 16 198 145 159 7 0 0 0 601 608

RHODE ISLAND .
Block Island 0 0 0 18 10 166 128" 138 21 0 0 359

Providence . 40 13 196 163 a 183 33 3 0 0 631
.

532
..

SOUTH CAROLINA
t'2076

Charleston 2 9 73 70 187 329 502 384 274 52 2 1 1885

Columbia 2 10 58 87 160 295 460 4.42 231 30 0 0 1775 2087

SOUTH DAKOTA
Huron 0 0 0 0 2 17Q 313 328 75 3 0 0 891 711

Rapid City 0 0 a. 0 4 83 251 248 87 3 0 . 0 676 661

Sioux Falls 0 0 13, 2 24 226 370 324 85 9 . 0 0 1040 719

,

a

610

' " 4



,Table 13. Continued.
1976

State and Station Jan.

,
Feb. Mar. Apr.

,
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Oec.

...

Annual
Total

Normals
Jan. -Dec.

TENNESSEE
Bristol
Knoxville'
Memphis
Nashville
Oak Ridge

TEXAS
Amarillo
Austin
Brownsville
Corpus Christi
Dallas /Ft. Worth

El Paso
Galveston
Lubbock
Midland
San Antonio

UTAH
Milford
salt Lake City

-VERMONT
Burlington

VIRGINIA
Norfolk
Richmond
Roanoke
Wallops Island

WASHINGTON
Olympia
,Seattle
Spokane
Yakima f

WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley
Charleston
Jluntington
Parkersburg f

WISCONSIN .
Green Bay
La Crosse
Madison
Milwaukee

WYOMING
Casper
Cheyenne
Landkr
Sheridan

0 0.

0 3

0 7

0 1

0 j

0 0

'0 57

41 97
2 84

32

0

6

1 ,..

10

62

,0 0

0 0

0 0

1 13

0 8

0 0

0 0

0 '0

0 0
t 0

0 0

0 0

0 1

0 I

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
.

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

2.
1

44

28

0

0
85

216

I/O

59

4.. 4

/ 40"
0
21

113

0

0

0

9

0

o

0
0

0

2

17

24

16

.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14

26

64

36
6

j3
1T51
283
265
52

71

156

45
68
136

0

0

24

102

99

53

16

0.

4

0

0

30

58
51

49

8

5

14

24

,

0

0

0

0

24

48
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'TABLE 14. HEATA.OSS FOR VARIOUS PIPE SITES, INSULATION THICKNESSES,
AND WATER TEMPERATURES.
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HEAT L088
BTU /HR / 10 FT
PIPE LENGTH

PIP SIZE,
INCHES

2000
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TABLE 15.- HEAT LOSS FOR VARIOUS PIPE' IZES, INSULATION THICKNESSES,
:AND MATER TEMP TURES.

HEAT LOSS
STU/HR/ 10 F
PIPE LENGT

PIPE SIZE\
INCHES \

s.

8000

5000

4000

3000

2000
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t TABLE 16. HEAT GAIN FOR'VAIZIOUS PIPE SIZES AND
INSULATION THICKNESSES, (45° WATER).

HEAT GAIN
BTU/HR/10FT

PIPE LENGTH

500

400

300

200

100

0
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TABLE 17. AVERAGE HOT WATER CONSUMPTION FOR
VARIOUS INSTITUTIONS.

A
Institution .

.

Avdrage Daily Consumption

Dormitories

Hospital's

Elementary Schools

irr. & Sr. High Schools

Office Buildings

13 gallons/student

18 gillonsibed

1 gallon/student

2 gallons /student

°1 gallon/person

O

TABLE.18. SOLAR INSOLATION FOR COIECTORS TILTED 10° PLUS
NORTH LATITUDE FROM ORIZONTAL.

Solaril-n-sol-ation---
Degrees North Latitude

(Btu/yr/ft2)

,

a

24°

28°

32°

36°

, 40°

44° \

48°

52°

56°

.

/
815,100

800,800

786,500

766,800

747,000

717,900

688,100

647,100

'605;600
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